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These two panchromatic aerial photographs of an Alaskan 
streambed illustrate the use of sequential photog-
raphy to detect changes which occur in a period of 
several seconds • . . • . • • . . • . . . . • . . . . 
These two IR aerial photographs of a cereal crop nurs-
ery on the Davis campus of the University of Cali-
fornia illustrate the use of sequential photography 
to detect changes which OCGur in the development of 
black stem rust on wheat and oats in a period of 
several days . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
These two space photographs of the agricultural lands 
surrounding Willcox Dry Lake in Arizona illustrate 
the use of sequential photography spanning a period 
of several weeks to differentiate perennial crops 
such as alfalfa from annual crops such as wheat . . . 
, 
These tl-TO panchromatic aerial photographs of a forested 
area in Oregon illustrate tlle use of sequential phO-
tography spanning a peIiiod qf several months for 
determining the location and areal extent of timber. 
harvesting operations, as explained in the text ..• 
The purpose of' this sequential photography is to demon-
st.rate the extent to which previsual symptoms of loss 
of v:igor in plants c~ be made manifest through use 
of the proper wavelengths o±~ radiant energy when 
taking the photographs. Shown here is a mangrove 
swamp near Brisbane, Australia 
a. Comparison. of panchromatic and IR photographs taken 
in December 1966 by Australian Bureau of Mineral 
Resources "-._ ... _~ .- -----. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
b. This photograph taken by Colwell:: if! September 196~ 
shows ,consistent with our predIctions tha~ had . 
been made from a. study of the~§.~l~er photography ~ 
virtually all of the trees ontheieft of tlhe levee 
have died in the interim, whereas those on the 
right of the leve,e remain vigorous .. -'. . • • . • 
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28-6 These two panchromatic aerial photographs of an area 
28-7 
28-8 
28-9 
28-10 
28-11 
in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California illus-
trate the usefulness of sequential photography to 
detect changes which occur in a period of several 
,Years 
a. 1944 . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 28-26 
b. 1968. From a comparison of the two photographs, 
it is evident that part of the grassland area has 
been invaded by brush and that part of the brush-
land area has been invaded by conifers during the 
intervening 24-year period • • • . . . . . . . .. 28-27 
The two members comprising this pair of sequential 
photographs are separated by a' time interval of 
100 years. Both were taken from exactly the same 
spot on Glacier Point, Yosemite National Park, 
and with the same camera orientation. Since th~ 
process of plant succession occurs very slowly 
on sites such as the one shown here, a time span 
of this length is high~y desirabl~ . . . . . • . 28..:.28 
An oblique aerial photograph taken fTom the point 
indicated on the, Gemini photograph of 
figure 28-10 . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . ., . . 
CharacteristicCe,ntral Australian topography appears in 
this photograph t~~en from the Gemini V sp~cecraft on 
August 27, 1965, from an altitude of 165 miles .... 
Essentially the same tone values are exhibited by the 
aerial photograph on the' left as on the matching 
space photograph on the right • . • ., ,0'. • • • • 
These two maps permit a determination to be_Ina9,e of:. 
the accuracy T/T.:ith which boundaries of major vegeta-
tion types c-an be interpreted and delineated_ ,on 
space photography 
I 
a. Interpretation of' major vegetati_on types on Gemini 
photography . • • • . . • • • • ,. • . • . • • • • ..-
b. Ground truth for major vegetation types . • • • • • 
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29-1 
29-2 
29-3 
These two maps permit a determination to be made of the 
accuracy with which bounda.ries of major geographic 
types can be interpreted and delineated on space 
photography 
a. Interpretation of major geologic types on Gemini 
photography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
b. Ground truth for major geologic types . . 
Apollo mission 502 color photography of areas in north 
Texas (April 4, 1968) 
a. As6-2-1454 
· · · · · · b. As6-2-1460 . . . . . . . 
· · · · · 
c. AS6-2-1462 
· · · · · · · · d. AS6-2-1483 . . . . 
· · · · · · · · 
Spectrophot'0meter scans of color transparencies from 
Apollo mission 502. See figure 29-lfor identifica-
tion of areas scanned. Trace no. 4 was made with a 
. 
· 
· 
· 
3x magnification . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . 
Spectrophotometer scans of color transparencies from 
Apollo mission 502. See figure 29-1 for identifi-
cation of areas scanned . . . . . .,. . . . • • • . . 
29-4 Spectrophotometer scans of color transparen.cies from 
29-5 
29-6 
NASA aircraft mission 75, Sit.e 32, Weslaco, 
Texas .!.;. • • • • • . . . . . . . . . '. --. . 
Double-row planted cotton, shoying total illumination 
of soil. Flight line 13, time 14: 18 hours·, 
July 25; 1968 . . . . . . . .• . • • . • • . • . . • 
, 
Black and-rlfhi t,e print from an Ektachrome infrared 
aerial transparency of cotton field shown in 
figure 29-5. Flight altitude 3000 feet, 15:28 hours, 
scale 1:18 000. (Circled area is siteoi' detailed 
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Multiple reflections produced by a transparent plate 
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VOUJME II 
AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY 
.. ' 
SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
On September 16, 17, and 18, a review of various aspects of the Earth 
Resources Program was held at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, 
Texas. Particular emphasis was placed on the results of analysis of 
data obtained with the Manned Spacecraft Center and other aircraft 
which have contributed data to the program. 
The review was arranged in conjunction with the Department of Interior, 
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the Navy. Attendees 
and participants at the meeting included program investigators, their 
immediate associates, and program representatives from the above named 
agencies and ESSA and NASA. 
The review was divided into the disciplinary areas of Geology, Geography, 
Hydrology, Agriculture and Forestry, and Oceanography. An additional 
session was held on instrumentation. Program investigators presented 
the results of their work in each of these areas. The material pre-
sented is being published in three volumes: 
Vol I --GEOLOGY, GEOGRAPHY, AND SENSOR STUDIES 
Vol II - AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND SENSOR STUDIES 
Vol III - HYDROLOGY, QCEANOGRAPHY, AND SENSOR STUDIES 
It should be noted that the instrumentation section is repeated in all 
three volumes as much of this material is of interest to more than one 
discipline. 
The review provided a current assessmen"t. of the program for both manage-
ment and technical personnel. It is important to note that the material 
presented represented the current status on ongoing programs and conse-
quently complete technical analyses will be available at a later date. 
I 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES AND APPLICATIONS 
OF THE NASA EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM 
By Robert N. Colwell 
Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory, University of Califo~nia 
INTRODUCrJ:1ION 
The conveners of this conference have asked me to describe the 
various photographic studies which have b~en performed and the applica-
tions found by investigators who have been working on the NASA Earth 
F~sources Survey Program in the fields of agriculture, forestry, and 
range management. 
RESULTS ACQUIRED THROUGH THE USE OF DATA 
FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
On numerous occasions during the past 3 years" multibandphotog-
raphy has been obtained by NASA aircraft of (1) NASA agricultural test 
sites at Lafayette, Indiana; Weslaco,Texas; and Davis, California, and 
(2) NASA forest and range test sites at Bucks Lake, Harvey Valley, and 
San Pablo Reservoir in California. Of the' many uses which the NASA 
agriculture/forestry team has made of that photography, an especially 
important one has been the preparation of feasibility summaries such as 
those appearing in table 28-1. This table is based primarily on a 
study of all photography of these test sites flown to date by NASA air-
craft. However, the table also is based on a study of (1) all other 
available aerial photography of these test sites and adjacent areas and 
(2) Gemini space photography of agricultural, forest, and rangeland 
si tes, regardless of locality. In order that values might be assj,gned 
to all of the squares appearing in the I table ~ .. int'erpolations have-
been made in those few instances in which no examples were available 
of the film-filter/photographic-scale combinations indicated. 
If vertical photography is takeJn f;roma spacecraft at an altitude 
of 100 miles, using a camera of 6""inch focal'length, the photographic 
scale is approximately 1: 1 000 000. This .is;.dne of the most commonly 
mentioned scales in discussions or futur:e~;s:p"i:i:¢e photogr~~phy. Conse-
., ,~...' 0 • • '_. __ 
quently, based on our studies of Geminippnotography, entries for a 
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scale of 1:1 000 000 have been included in the feasibility study report-
ed in table 28-1. A study of those entries will indicate (1) which of 
the agriculture/forestry resource features listed might be identified 
on space photography and (2) the extent to which resource inventories 
based primarily on space photography might be improved by the flying of 
limited amounts of supplementary large-scale aerial photography -- a 
process known as "double sampling." 
In table 28-1, the features pertaining to the vegetation resource ~ 
are shoW!}. Feasibility ratings are given for the four film-filter ,,~ 
combinations currently considered as most promisi:ug: panchromatic-25A, 
infrared-89B, Ektachrome with appropriate haze-cutting filter, and 
Ektachrome infrared (IR) with a minus-blue (Wratten 12) filter. The 
interpretability of water, soil, and geologic features at the same three 
photographic scales are also indicated. 
Anyone can be a II square filler." In approximately 4 minutes, a 
grammar school student or a great-grandmother could have completed 
table 28-1 in one fa.shion or another without ever bothering to look 
at a single frame of' NASA photography. Therefore, it is important to 
\ 
emphasize that many man-days of detailed photointerpretation work on 
the part of some of the best and most dedicated photointerpreters in 
the world will be found summarized in table 28-1. During the past 
3 years (each time that a NASA aircraft has flown a photographic 
mission over one of the agricultural, forest, or rangeland test sites 
in California), these experts have carefully interpreted the photog-
raphy to determine the feasibility of identifying the various reSource 
features indicated in the table. To a lesser extent, the same photo-
interpreters and. their colleagues elsewhere on the NASA agriculture/ 
forestry team have evaluated NASA aerial photography of the other test 
sites mentioned previously. 
Of necessity:. even more energy has been expended in rigorously 
establisninggrouria. truth at these test sites than in making detailed 
interpretations of the photography. For example ,the task of establish';" 
ing detailed accurate ground truth at the NASA Bucks Lake Forestry Test 
Site is avery sizable one. The total area occupied by that test site 
is 120' square miles, -and elevations rangefrom-3900 to 7200 feet. 
However, when making feasibility ~;tudies designed to determine the photo-
interpretability of wildlandr~so·ilrces (as at the Bucks Lake Test Site), 
it is important that a carefully selected area of apPr'oximatelYthis 
size! be used and that ,accurate grouhd truth be maintained for it. Other-
wise, there is no standard against which to compare the photoint.{)x·pre .... 
tations and hence no basis for assigning feasibility ratings of the 
types shown in table 28-1. 
Since the determinatioh of feasibility constitutes a major objec-
tive of our work unde:r the NASA .EarthResources -Survey'Program, my 
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colleagues and I feel certain that table 28-1 summarizes some highly 
significant "results acquired through the us.e of data from the NASA air-
craft. " Other tables of similar content and significance appear in 
certain of our NASA p?ogress reports and in the paper which David Car-
neggie presented. Other valuable uses which our' group has made of data 
from the NASA aircraft are deiScribed througho·ut the remainder of this 
paper. 
AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY USES OF SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
The term "sequential photography" pertains to photography taken of 
any given area at two or more different times. From a comparative anal-
YBis of sequential photographs, certain time-dependent features may be 
identified or evaluated, even though it would have been impossible to 
do so on any single set of photographs. In s,ome instances, the diag-
nostic changes will occur within a few seconds, and in other instances, 
in a period of several days, weeks, or years. Figures 28-1 to 28-7 
illustrate some time-dependent phenomena that are: best interpreted 
through the use of seque:qtial photographs taken over a suitable time 
span. 
The Detectio!:i. of Changes Which Occur in a Period 
of Several Seconds 
Typically; a forester, as one who m~nages all of the resources of 
a wildlru~d area, is interested in the inventory of fish and wildlife 
. as well as timber, forage, soils, and water. Figure 28-1 shows two 
se'quentiaJ. panchromatic aerial photographs taken of a streambed in 
Alaska. During the brief time interval that separated these two ex-
posures, schc,>ls of salmon swam a short dis'tance upstream toward their 
spawning beds. If only .one of these photographs were available, the 
photointerpreter could not differentiate salmon from rocks. From a 
comparison of the two photographs, however, he can readily differentiate 
the moving salmon from the stationary rocks despite their tonal simi-
larities and the low spatial resolution of the photography!, analogous 
to that anticipa;ted on space photography in the near future. A deter-
mination of the areal extent and density of each school of fish from a 
study of space photography should be of great value in making salmon 
inventories, provided that a few representative schools offish are 
studied on large-scale aerial photographs and directly on the ground. 
I • 
In similar studies, my. colleagues and I have found that cat~le, 
sheep, and blg game animalS on the open range frequently are confused 
with rocks, stumps, and bushes when only a singfe expos.ure is stuq:ked. 
i . , . 
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This is true whether the animals are studied individually as on large-
scale photography, or in herds and flocks as in small-scale, simulated 
satellite photography. When overlapping photographs taken only a few 
seconds apart are studied stereoscopically, however, animals usually can 
be differentiated from inanimate obj ects by evidence that the animals 
have moved. 
In both previous examples, the most suitable time interval corre-
sponds very closely to the interval separating two overlapping space 
photographs taken in any given orbital pass around the earth. 
The Detection of Changes Which Occur in a Period 
of Several Days 
Some enthusiasts have hailed space photography as the means by 
which crop diseases will be detected in the future and crop· yield esti-
mates made. Figure 28-2 shows two sequential IR aerial photographs of 
a cereal crop nursery on the Davis campus of the University of Cali-
fornia. During the 21-day interval that separated these two exposures, 
black stem rust was able to spread to each of several spots that pre-
viously were healthy. If only one of these photographs were available, 
the photointerpreter probably could not differentiate the dark-toned 
foliage, indicative of diseas.e, from the dark-toned soil, indicative 
merely of sparse stands. In attempting to make an accurate prediction 
of crop yield, the photointerpreter must make this distinction. Fr'o:ru. a 
comparison of these two photographs, he can readily differentiate the 
spreading disease from the unchanging sparse stands despite their tonal 
similarities and the low resolution of the photography. Also, from a 
comparison of these two photographs, together with others that were 
taken at suitably earlier and later dates, the photointerpreter.- is able 
to establish the time when each area became diseased, in relation to 
the state of development of the crop. This additional information 
must be known in order to assess accurately the reduction in crop yield 0 ......... ·.·'i 
call:sed by the disease·. In one of the tests, it was determined that wheat .. y 
flelds infested with rust 3 weeks before maturing will suffer a 90-
percent reduction in yield, wherea,s those infested I week befol'e matur-
ing will suffer only a 10-percent reduction in yield. This is true even 
though the severity of disease, as estima,ted in the conventional manner 
in terms of the amount of leaf and stem area covered by pustUles of the 
pathogen, may eventually become the same'in the two fields. 
,- -In similar studtes , it was found that. the identification of hard-
wood tree species from 'a, determination of the dates when they leaf out 
in the spring, or change color in the fall, frequently is possible from 
a comparative analysis Of sequential small-scale aerial photographs 
taken over a period ofseyeral days. Inmost instance~, fr'oma study 
" -, 
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of sequential photographs, it also is possible to distinguish trees 
which, because of an unhealthy condition, turn yellow, red, or brown 
at some unusual time of year from trees which turn these colors as part 
of their normal seasonal change. 
The Detection of Changes vfuich Occur in a Period 
of Several Weeks 
The inference was given in figure 28-2 that not only crop vigor 
but also crop type might be determinable from a study of small-scale 
sequential photography. In figure 28-3 are two sequential space photo-
graphs taken in June and August, respectively, of an area centered 
around Willcox Dry Lake, Arizona. During the time interval that.sepa-
rated these two exposures, the.; perennial crops (mainly alfalfa) remained. 
green, and the annuals (mainly wheat) grew from seedlings to vegetative 
mat uri ty. If only one of these photographs were available, the photo-
interpreter could not determine acreage by major crop type. From a 
comparison of these two photographs, however, he usually can make this 
determination despite tonal similarities of the crop types and poor 
spatial resolution of the photography. 
In si.milar studies, our group has been able, from a comparative 
study of sequent.ial high-altitude, small-scale aerial photograph$, to 
trace the rate and extent of improvement or deterioration of rangelands 
under various management practices. As in most of t.he other examples 
cited in this paper, some on-the-ground observation is required, but 
condi tions are found to be so similar in areas having a homogeneous 
appearance on the photographs that stratified. sampl.:i.ng techniques can 
be used. to great advantage, sometimes reducing by a thousandfold the 
amoun~ of ground observation required to achieve a desired standard of 
accuracy. 
The Detecti.on of Changes Which Occur in a Period 
of Several Months 
Another claim that has been made for small-scale sequential photog-
raphy is that the progress of timber-harvesting operations and the 
volume of timber cut during specified periods of time may be determi-
nable by such. means. 'Figure28-4.ishows two sequential panchromatic 
aerial photographic mosaics (simulated satellite photographs ) ofa 
sizable area in t,he state ofOreg'on that is being logged in blocks by . 
a clear-cutting process . During the time il1t~'rval that separated these 
tw'o exposures, several blocks of timber were harvested. If only :one . 
of these photographs were available, the ph9tointer]?reter could not 
determine the rate at which timber was be.ing harvested. From" a .com!jar-
ison of these t"TO photographs, however, he can readily" deten:uine thie 
',. ' .. 
...... 
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acreage that has been logged, despite the poor spatial resolution. 
Detailed inventories of timber volume by species are made, block by 
block, in this entire area every 10 years, using a combination of aerial 
photointerpretation and detailed on-the-ground timber-cruising techniques. 
Consequent'ly, at various intermediate dates, the photointerpreter should 
be able to use the most recent of these inventories to determine, with 
the aid of satellite photography, the volume of timber by species that 
has been cut within eacb block during the intervening time period. 
Given comparable space photography at specified time periods, the photo-
interpreter eventually might be able to determine the rate at iV'hieh 
timber is being harvested on a national or even on a global basis. 
Such a determination could prove invaluable to those who seek to main-
tain an intelligent timber cutting budget that will insure the wise use 
of timber resources in perpetuity. 
From similar photography of vast wild-land areas, our group has 
been able to determine the location and cumulative areal extent of 
forest fire burns, brushfield clearing activities, and range rese~d;i.ng 
or forest planting operations. 
Figure 28-5 provides another example of how change detection over 
a period of several months can be useful. Only by having "before ll and ' 
"after" photographs such as these can one make a valid appraisal of the 
extent to which previsual symptoms of vigor loss in plants can be dis-
cerned on IR photography. 
The Detection of Changes Which Occur in a Period 
of Several Years 
The example shown in figure 28-6 relates to the claim that plant 
successional trends might be determined from a study of sequential 
photography. Shown in the figure are two sequential panchromatic aerial 
photographs of an area in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California 
within which plant succession is being studied by our group by use" of 
high-altitude, small-scale aerial photography_ During the 24-year 
time interval that separated these two photographs, grasslands have 
be~n invaded by brusp., and brushlands have been invaded by coniferous 
tr~es during the san1e period. If only one of these photographs were 
available, the photointerpreter could not determine area by area the 
na~ure of plant succession and the rate at which it is progressing. 
HOWrever, from a comparison of these two photographs, supplemented as 
nec;essary with a few on-the-ground determinations of species composition, 
vigor, ana. foliage density, the photointerpreter can make such deter-
minations. A more adequate understanding of the nature, direction, and 
rate of plant succession under different types of resource management 
isprerequlsite to the more intell:igent management of these resources. 
· .. 
As evidenced by this example, an improved understanding of such phenomena 
may be achieyable through the interpretation of seq.uential space photo-
graphs which, in the future, should be of a quality comparable to that 
shown in the aerial photographs of figure 28-6. 
In similar studies, our group has found that the rate at which gully 
erosion is causing the deterioration of an area, or the rate at which 
improved range management practices are promoting the improvement of an 
area, can be detected through a comparative analysis of sequential aerial 
photographs that are separated by a time interval of several years. 
Similar determinations can be made of the rate at which agricultural 
activity is encroaching on wild lands, urbanization activity is encroach-
ing on agricultural lands, and filling operations are decreasing the 
areal extent of bays and harbors. In each instance, the spatial resolu-, 
tion required for the making of the comparative analyses is compatible 
wi th that which routinely will be available in the near future in space 
photography. Yet, in each instance, a limited amount of large-scale, 
high-resolution photography should be obtained, and a few selected spots 
should be visited on the ground. 
The longer the elapsed time, the better some successional trends 
can be studied, particularly when the changes occur very slowly. This 
fact is evident from a study of the sequential photographs in :fig-
ure 28-7, in which the time spanned is 100 years. 
Mindful of the potential value of using sequential space photog-
raphy in the inventory of agricultural, forest, and rangeland resources, 
our group is making maximum use of repetitive coverage that is being ob-
tained by spacecraft across the southern portion of the original 48 
states. For example, the area shown in figure 28-3 already has been 
photographed on two Gemini missions and one Apollo mission and, in all 
probabili ty, will be photographed on another Apollo mission the next 
month after this meeting. As in t~e past, we plrul to have personnel 
vigorously collecting ground truth for that area at the time when the 
space photography is being taken. Furthermore, we have been assured 
that a maximum effort· will be made by NASA ai;rcraft to obtain simultane-
ous aerial photographic coverage of the same area in order to better 
establish t1J.e true condition of crops and wild-land vegetation at the 
time of the space' flight and to test the applica7t.>ility of triple sam-
pling techniques for inventorying earth r~_sources in such an area. 
The tr?-plesampling in this case pertains to the use of (1) complete 
coverage with space photography of avast area within which the re-
sources are to be invEmtoried (the ini tialphotographic classifications' 
being made ,on this coverage in an. effort to subdivide the area into 
. homogene-ou8 "strata") ~ (2 )limi ted· coverage with conventiona.l aerial.,' 
photography of selected portions of each stratUfn to acquire certain 
detailed information not derivable directly fromtb,e sp"?-ce photogr8:phs, 
and (3 ) still. more limited coverage by ground;..truth survey _ te:ams wilo 
28-8 
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will study, in each stratum, areas that have been carefully selected from 
an interpretation of aerial and, space photography. In so doing, the 
teams will acquire more detailed information pertinent to the resource 
survey and applicable, stratum by stratum, to the entire area being in-
ventoried. Further details relative to the concept and validity of 
stratified sampling with the aid of space photography appear in the 
following section. 
FEASIBILITY OF DELINEATING MEANINGFUL RESOURCE 
BOUNDARIES ON SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY 
In the NASA Earth Resources Survey Program, too much emphasis some-
times is placed on the making of accurate identifications, when in 
reality most of the benefit accrues merely from making accurate discrimi-
nations. In order to delineate meariingful boundaries, we may need merely 
to discriminate betTtleen earth resource fes,tures - a task which is usually 
far more feasible than that of making positive identifications of the 
features themselves. Accurate identifications may ultimately be .required, 
but they can be made through the intelligent use of double and triple 
sampling techniques (Le., those which supplement the boundary delinea-
tions made of a vast area in space photography with object identifica~ 
tions made in large-scale aerial photographs and/or ground observations 
of selected areas within these boundaries). Of the numerous examples 
which might be used to document this i~portant point, only the example 
in the following discussion needs to be given here. 
Persons chQ,rged with making periodic inventories of the tim~ber re-
sources of the United Staties have been using aerial photographs effec-
tively for many years. Of major importance in the making of such :i.nven-
tories is an accurate determination of timber volume by species in each 
portion of the forest. It is quite generally recognized, however, that 
neither timber volume nQr tree specie'S can be determined consistently on 
the 1: 20 OOO-scale panchromat.ic ~1erial photographs which the photointer-
preters are obliged to use for 'forest inventory purposes. Nevertheless, 
using such characteristics as tree size, timber stand density, and 
photographic tonea,nd texture, photointerpreters are able to discriminate 
each homogeneous portion of the forest from all others and to recognize 
any given homogeneous class in each of the many places where such a 
class occurs throughout the forest. Since the photointerpreter is able 
to draw boundaries between classes, he can. delineate p..ll portions of the 
forest into meaningful strata. However, only by on-the-ground timber-
cruising methods is he a.ble to determine the volume by species in each 
stratum. 
, 
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The tremendous increaBe in efficiency that results from the ability 
of the photointerpreter to discriminate, even though he cannot identify, 
is indicated by the findings in one representative state (California) 
which contains 16 million acres of commercial conifer. Through use of 
aerial photographs, the amount of on-the-ground sampling of timber 
volume by species is reduced in this vast area to le'ss than one-tenth 
of 1 percent of what it would otherwise have to be in order to achieve 
the same accuracy in the forest inventory. This is despite the fact 
that (1) the ultimate objective is to obtain an inventory of timber 
volume by species and (2) on the photographs, it is not possible to 
determine consistently either volume or species. 
In relation to the potential usefulness of satellite photography 
for inventor,yring earth resources, the importance of the foregoing ex-
ample can scarcely be overemphasized. Boundar:Y' delineations fre.~uently 
are made more easily with the medium-resolution photography obtainable 
from spacecraft than with the high-resolution photography obtainable 
from aircraft. This fact is well illustrated by comparing the vegetation-
soils boundary appearing in the aerial photograph of figure 28-8 with 
the corresponding boundary a.s seen in the space photograph of .:fig-
ure 28-9. For stratified sampling techni~ues to be employed, 'Photointer-
preters, who participate in the photographic stratification of resources 
in a vast area, must draw the stratification boundaries in a fashion 
which is consistent with the stratification boundary techniques employed 
by all the other photointerpreters. As shown by comparing figures 28-8 
and 28-9, more consistency is likely to result from their delineating 
these boundaries on space photographs -Chan on aerial photographs. 
The feasibility of drawing accurate stratification boundaries 
depends on bsth spatial resolution and tonal characteristics of the 
photography. By using NASA photography of the agricultural, forest, 
and rangeland test s-l tes in California, OUr g.roup has done a great de 8,1 , . 
of work to determine the photographic "tone signature" of each impor~ .. · 
tant earth resource stratum. The question logi~~lly arises: To what 
extent can these s ametone signatures be used eventually in the inter;... 
pretation of space photography'l As indicated by figure 28-10, which is 
representati ve of a large nUmber of examples. tested, a highly optimistic 
answer to that question appears. to beiiustified. 
The example (shown in figs. 28-9 ,128-11,. and 28-12) is one taken 
from central Australia - a part of thew-orld where earth resource in~ 
ventories currently· are being made by conventional means. Thearea.hAls 
been selected by ,our group for study because (1) accurate ground truth 
aJ..ready is avaitable for a very sizable portion of this area, (2) the' 
ground trl'lth .has been comp:il~d in a highly meaningful form, since the' 
resource ¢lassificationsused are those which the local resource man-
agement experts have agreedvrould be mo"st meaningful inreiation to 
resource development and land management, (3) representative space 
:·t .. 
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photography covering a portion of the area is available, and (4) virtu-
ally every type of vegetation, soil, and geologic resource encountered 
in the 70 percent of Australia which is arid occurs in each of several 
spots within this single Gemini photograph. 
The photograph shown in figure 28-9 was taken from the Gemini V 
spacecraft on August 27, 1965~ and covers an area of nearly 15 000 square 
miles (120 miles on a side). The spacecraft was at an altitude of 165 
miles. A second photograph, overlapping the first one by approximately 
60 percent, was taken on the same orbit. This permitted our photointer-
preters to dete:~mine the extent to which image interpretation might be 
improved through binocular viewing of conjugate images. (It was recog-
nized that stereoscopic parallax would be virtually indiscernible in 
this image:.'y because of the ad.verse ratio of terrain height to flight 
altituae.) In addition, the photography was studied in both transpar-
ency and print forms, using first-generation reproductions that were 
made by personnel at NASA, Houston, as five-diameter enlargements of 
the original. The area covered in figure 28-9 falls almost exactly in 
the geographic center of Australia. For many years, personne~ of the 
Land Research Division, CSIRO, in Australia, have been studying this 
area and its iwnediate surroundings. 
vH th a view to testing the accuracy with which meaningful boundary 
delineations might be made on space photogre,phy, and mindful that most 
of the benefits of such a process result merely from discriminating 
rather than identifying major features, some of our photointerpreters 
have attempted to delineate the major vegetation, soils, and geologic 
boundaries from a study of the space photography. Figures 28-11 and 
28-12 show two representative results of tb,is effort. In each instance, 
the map on the left portrays the bOQ~daries as drawn on the space 
photography, and the map on the right portrays the ground'truth as ob-
tained during the past several years by Australian scientists working 
in ".ehe area. In most instances, the discrepancies represent errors in 
photointerpretation, but my field checking of the area, in company with 
the Australian scientists who had been doing the field work, revealed 
several instances in which the boundaries had been more accurately de-
lineated by interpretation of the space photography than by on-the~· 
ground observations. 
Assuming the ground-truth maps to be correct i:ri all respects,; two 
types of analyses were madeo·f errors made by the photointerpreters. 
The first analysis, as exemplified by table 28-1I was merely' a' compar-
ison of total. areas class by class as determined by int~rl?ret~$.tion of 
the space photography and by ground observation. This pennitted a: ' 
d'etermination of' the extent to which, through Compensating;er±:ors, 
accm'ate area totals of the various classes might-beobtairi~.d1;y "G~ ',' 
photointerpreter. In some contexts, such compe1lsating ~rrQJ;s ci!:e quite 
;,' 
.' 
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acceptable because the initial consideration may be merely to determine 
whether there is likely to be enough of some particular type of commer-
cially important resource to merit possible development. In this way, 
vast areas can be quickly eliminated from further study, since it is 
known with considerable confidence that such study would be fruitless; 
also, in this way, a few areas can be highlighted as showing sufficient 
promise, in terms of the resource being sought, to merit more detailed, 
costly, and time-consuming surveys. 
The second type of analysis is exemplified in table 28-111. The 
objective in this instance has been to express in accurate, quantitative 
terms the feasibility of inventorying various important earth resources 
on space photography. The presumption in this second type of analysis 
is that compensating errors are not tolerable, since each area must be 
accurately classified. Through analysis of the types of errors being 
made (as shown in table 28-111), improvement in future space photo-
interpretations may be possible. 
The example which has just been considered has purposely dealt 
with only the extremely broad classification of the vegetation and 
geologic features of an area. The results are sufficiently encouraging, 
however, to merit studies as to the feasibility of making more detailed 
classification of these resources. Such studies present+y are being 
undertaken. 
MULTIBAND PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS 
As an additional example of our photographic studies and appli-
cations, reference will he made to a variety of multiband photographic 
experiments which our group is conducting. These studies seek to de-
termine (1) the optimum spectral bands for use in taking several photo-
graphs of a given grouping of earth resource features at the same time 
and (2) the interpretability of the resu~t1ng multiband photography, as 
compared with various kind.sof (lol()r photography (Ektachrome , IR Ekta-
chrome, Anscochrome, etc. ). Interpretability is expressed in two ways, 
namely, the ease and accuracy with which the various important earth 
resources eXhibited. in the test area can be (1) identified and (2)'dls-
criminated between. 
-
In one series of studies, the multi band black and white phGtographs 
are reconstituted with a "color combiner" to form, variouscomposi te 
color images. An example of this work is presented by Bill Draeger, 
principal investigator for the NASA Bucks Lake Forestry Test Site. In 
related studies, another of the principal investigators, Philip Langley, 
obtains an alphanumeric reco:rd of each of the mUltiband photographs 
that cover a given area and seeks to identify- resource features· oi~ 
, ,,~.~: .. , 
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interest through computer analyses of tone signatures. In other work 
(as will be reported by personnel from Purdue University, Michigan, and 
Kansas University), the multiband magnetic tape records obtained ini-
tially with an optical-mechanical scanner can be subjected to computer 
analyses either in analog or digital form in an effort to use spectral-
matching or pattern-recognition techniques in the automatic identifica-
tion of earth resource features. 
Because of the promise that already has been shown in these 
various approaches, our group currently is compiling for NASA, in rough 
draft form, a manual of multiband photography which seeks to summarize 
the present state of the art in this important area, with special ref-
erence to the inventory of earth resources. The first review of this 
document by NASA authorities was conducted in Houston in the week pre-
ceeding the earth resources symposium. 
Optical-mechanical scanners normally acquire imagery, not only in 
the spectral regions in which photographic emulsions might have recorded 
the image directly, but also in various other parts of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Consequently, as a logical extensIon of our multi-
band photographic research, w~ have sou~ht to compare the usefulness 
of imagery obtained in conventional photographic bands with that from 
various nonphotographic bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. One of 
the products of these studies has been the preparation of table 28-IV ~ 
which summarizes a few of the more important capabilities and limita'-
tions of the many spectral bands in which remote sensing is being per-
formed. 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF PHOTOINTERPRETATION KEYS 
Whethe.r the objective is to identify various resource features on 
aerial or space photography or merely to discriminate between them, 
properly constructed photointerpretation keys can be very useful. Since 
a significant amount of the effort of our group is devoted to the con-
struction of such keys, some information regarding that activity should 
be included in this paper. 
A photointerpretation key is reference material designed to facil-
i tate the rapid and accurate identification of features from a.Sic,udy of 
their photographic images. The key usually consists of the two follow-
ing parts: 
1. Photographic examples of each class, stratum,or resource ·fea-
ture that is to be identified. Each example used in the key should have 
been grouild checked to insurei ts accuracy. In using the key, a 
~. 
~~j 
. ..~; 
~,~. 
',. 
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photointerpreter seeks to identify a resource feature by determining 
which of these examples has image characteristics that most closely re-
semble those of the feature he is attempting to identify on operational 
photography. Obviously, if the examples are to be of maximum useful-
ness, the photography from which they are taken must have been flown to 
essentially the same specifications as were used in obtaining the photog-
raphy that is being interpreted operationally. 
2. Word descriptions which set forth i.n some systematic fashion 
the photorecogni tion features (in terms of tone, texture, pattern, 
topographic site, etc.) for each such class, stratum, or feature. For 
each type of resource feature that is illustrated in the key, a great 
many image characteristics are discernible. However, only a few of 
these characteristics may be of maximum diagnostic value in differen-
tiating this type of feature from all other types with which it might 
be confused. This second part of the key describes in words each of 
these salient recognition features. 
Many of the activities previously described in this paper (includ-
ing those summarized in table 28-I) must be performed concurrently with 
the preparation of these photointerpretation keys. Numerous examples 
of such keys for use with aerial or space photography already have been 
published in NASA progress reports by our group. 
PRELIMINARY TESTS OF OPERATIONAL FEASIBILITY 
Our group believes that the NASA Earth Resources Survey Program 
can soon lead to the making of meaningful surveys of earth resources 
through the use of aerial a!ld space photography. Many competent photo-
. intE.~rpreters will be required to assist in the task, however. This is 
true even if the present efforts toward automatic _ photointerpretation 
by means of pattern recogrii tion, spectral matching., and tone ... signature 
analysis (alternate terms for e~sentially the same process) should . 
prove to be phenomenally successful. Mindful of-this fact, our group 
frequently convenes a class of' 20 to 30 trainees for the purpose of 
submitting to them -simulated operational tests from which thefeasibili t;y 
of' ,making earth resource inventories from photography can be determined. 
Collectively, the individuals com.:prising such a class exhibit a wide 
range of backgrounds, visual acui ti~s, and degrees of motivation toward 
the'photointerpretation task. 
OU\r training session for any suchcl.ass us~ally lasts for 2 or!-3 
days an6.~ is followed immediately by 2 oi'. 3 days • of operational feasi-
bility tests. . In the tests, each student is equipped with photointer- . 
pretation keys and is provided. with rep~esentative examples of aerial. 
andlor space photography flown to specifications which have been 
, ;',: .1, 
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derived in our earlier studies. Ground truth is accurately known for 
each photointerpretation problem included in the test. 
In some portions of the test, emphasis is placed on the identifi-
cation of earth resource features. In other portions, emphasis is 
placed on the delineation of significant earth resource boundaries. In 
both instances, a subsequent determination of the average performance of 
these trainees can be quite discouraging, since the average usually is 
too low to be operationally acceptable. However, a highly encouraging 
result i~ obtained when results from only the top few stUdents are con-
sidered. Herein lies an important inference regarding the manner in 
which a capability should be developed in the future for making resource 
inventories of large areas from aerial and space photography: We should 
be prepared to train and test four or five times as many individuals as 
wIll eventually be needed. Then, depending on student performance during 
tne testing phase, perhaps only the top 20 to 25 percent of them will 
be retained for the operational phase. 
SUMMARY AND 'CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has attempted to demonstrate the following facts: 
1. Thorough and effective use is being made of the photography 
and related data obtained on agricultural, forest, and rangeland test 
sites by NASA aircraft. 
2. Similar. use also is being made of selected space photographs 
which cover areas that are accessible to us. 
3. From our studies, the following kinds of products are obtained 
and are included, project by project; in our annual reports: 
a. Feasibili ty ratings indicating the .accuracy and consis.t-
ency with which earth resource survey features can be either identified 
or discriminated between on aerial and space photography flown to 
various specifications in terms of photographic film, filter, scale, 
season, et cetel~a 
b. Based on these ratings, specifications for the type or 
types of aerial and' space photography which we consider as optimum for 
makirlg each of the several tyPes of earth resource surveys 
,c. Photointerpretation, keys illustrated with. examples taken 
from photographs that have been flown to the :prefer,'redspecifications 
and that set forth the image-recognition features discernible on such 
photography 
'. 
d. Feasibility ratings based on the 
full-scale operational tests to a large group 
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of train~.es 
For more than a century, man has been taking aerial photographs of 
one kind or another from which to inventory certain earth resources. 
Only within the last decade or so have important developments occurred 
which promise to make such resource inventories feasible for the first 
time on a national or global basis. Most of these developments have 
been in tbree interrelated areas: (a) improved capabilities of the 
aerial camera or other remote-sensing devices, (b) improved capabilities 
of the vehicles from which these sensors a.re operated (ranging from the 
hovering helicopter to the earth-· orb i ting spacecraft), and (c) improved 
capabilities in image analysis by both human and mechanical means. 
As a result of these recent developments, we find ourselves, after 
a century of rel·ati vely slow progress, on the threshold of a new and 
important operational capability -- that of making national or even 
glo'bal inventories of earth resources. Such a development is, indeed, 
very timely; for as the population of the world increases and the sup-
ply of natural resources of the world dwindles, the need for more in-
telligent management of these resources becomes all the more compelling. 
An important first step leading to such management is that of obtaining 
an accurate inventory of resources. 
It was Victor Hugo, the famous French author. and philosopher, who 
said: "There is nothing in this world as powerful as an idea whose 
time has come.," I suspect that everyone in this audience would be in 
full agreement with that statement. 
·,r'"."""'""',.,......-.,;-,.., 
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TABLE 28-I.- FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING VARIOUS NATURAL RESOURCE FEATURES IN AERIAL AND SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY, 
BASED ON STUDIES CONDUCTED AT NASA TEST SITES IN CALIFORNIA AND ARIZONA 
Photographic scale and film-filter combination 
(a) 
Type of Scale 1:10 000 Scale 1: 30 000 Scale 1:1 000 000 
resource· feature 
Pan- IR- Ekta- Ekta- Pan- IR- Ekta- Ekta- Pan- IR- Ekta-
chromatic B9B chrome chrome chromatic B9B chrome Cll .... ome ch!'om~:tic B9B chrome 12 HF-l .IR-12 12 HF-l [!{-12 12 HF-l 
Vegetation resources 
Vegetated or nonvegegetated ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ t+ + + + 
Wild or cultivated ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ .. + + 
Fields with, crops ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + ++ 
Fallow fields ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
-
+ + 
", 
Mature conifers ++ ++ ++ ++ + + ++ ++ 
-
+ -
MatUre hardwoods + ++ ++ ++ - + + ++ - + -
Open' brnshfields ++, + ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ + + + 
Rip"rian vegetation' + ++ ++ ++ + + + ++ .. + + 
Aquatic vegetation + ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ - + + 
Meadow or grassland ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + ++ + + + 
SparSe' or drying vegetation 
- -
+ ++ - - - + - - -less than ~ feet high 
I Vegetation not yet in leaf 
-
~ + ++ -- -- + ++ -- -- --
Herbaceous vegetatiorl in 
-
++ + ++ - + + ++ - - -
,standing water 
Spr"Yed brushfields + + ++ ++ + - ++ ++ - - -
Dead or dying vegetation 
+ + ++ + 
. 
++ + greater than 3 feet high - - - - -
Snags or other downed timber + 
-
++ ++ + -- + ++ - - -
Burned areas + ++ + ++ - + + ++ + + + 
Windrowed brush ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ - - -
-
L-___ 
'--- --
Ekta-
chrome 
IR-12 
++ 
++ 
++ 
+ 
+ 
++ 
+ 
++ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
--
+ 
-
+ 
-
++ 
-
"The notation ++ signifies that the feature is readily and consistently identifiable, even by people with limited photointerpretation training and 
experience. The notation + signifies that the feature usually is identifiable, but only through careful study by photointerpreters who, by virtue of 
trainingi experiehce;.,~anc:l motiv.wtio.n, -9.I'e 'ex,pert' :ill i~entifying .f;mch :r~atures. The notation - signil'ies that the feature is not ,conSistently identif'iable 
even though expel't photointerf>r:;t"rgare able ',to idel,tifij 'such feature's ~occai[onal:iy on 'photography" of the film-filteriphotogiaphic-scale combination 
indicated. The nc"ation - signifies that, although the feature is rui important one from the earth resources standpoint, it is almost never identifiable, 
everi by expert photpinterpreters. 
C) .,-.J 
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Type of 
resource :feature 
I 
Water resources .' 
Deep ponds or ~akes 
Shallov ponds or lakes 
streams and rivers 
Waterweeds !IIld algae 
Degree of turbiility 
Geologic resources 
Gross landforms 
Igneous rock 'masses 
Sedimentary rock masses 
MetamorPhic rock masses 
Granitic outcrop cqverE7d 
vith lichens 
Granitic 'outcrop :~d thout 
lichen cover 
Granitic talus 
Sery>e.ntine rock 
Soils r~sources 
AlluviiiJ. soils 
:EoliBl':l 50ils 
Gl~cier-derived soils 
Residual soils 
~ \:'.J:~'.} \;~.w 
TABLE 28-I.- FEASIBILITY OF IDENTIFYING VARIOUS NATURAL RESOURCE FEATURES IN AERIAL AND SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY, 
BASBD ON STUDIES CONDUCTED AT NASA TEST SITES IN CALIFORNIA AND ARIZONA - Concluded 
Photographic scale and film-filter combination 
Ca) 
""'~," ,. ;". ", 
, " 
....... ' 
Scale 1 :10 000 Scale 1:30 000 Scale 1:1 000 000 
Pan- IR- Ekta- Ekta- Pan- IR- Ekta- Ekta- Pan- IR- Ekta-
chromatiC. 89B chrome chrome chromatic 89B chrome chrome chromatic 89B chrome 12 HF-l IR-12 12 HF-l IR-12 12 HF-l 
l-
I ++ ! ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ + + + 
+ I ++ + ++ + ++ + ++ - - -
+ !.+ + ++ + ++ + ++ + + + 
+ ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ - + + 
I 
+ + + ++ + + + ++ - - -
++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + T + + + 
+ ++ + ++ - + - ++ - - -
++ - ++ ++ + - ++ ++ - -. + 
++ - ++ I ++ + - + ++ - - -. - + ++ - - - + - - -
++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + 
" 
+ + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + 
-
+ + 
+ + + + + + + + - - -
- - -
+ 
- -
-
Ekta-
chrome 
IR-12 
++ 
+ 
++ 
+' 
+ 
++ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
+ Serpentine-derived soils 
L--.'-'~-----'---- ------ --- ,--+- - --=- --.:':---~ ++ 
~e notation ++ Signifies that the feature is ,readily and consistently identifiable, even by people with limited photointerpretation training and 
experience. The notation + signifies that the feature usually is identifiable,· but only through caret' ... l study by photointerpreters who, by virtue of 
training, experience, !IIld motivation are expert in identifying such features. The notation - signifies that the feature is not consistently identifiable 
even though expert photointerpreters are able to identify such featUres occasionally on photography of the film-filter!photographic-sc"ie combination 
indicated. The notation - .signifies that, although the feature is an important one f'rom the earth resources standpoint, it is almost never identifiable, 
even by expert _l?hotointerpreters • ,I\) CD 
I 
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TABLE 28-11.- MAJOR TERRAIN-VEGETATION TYPES 
r-~ 
Number of Areas for -
Type 
Ground truth Gemini interpretation 
Mountains and hills 654 629 
Salt lakes 51 34 
Alternating hills and lowlands 421 343 
Forb pastures on flat country 679 828 
Mitchell grass 17 20 
Spinifex 930 928 
Forb pastures on alluvium 253 253 
-- -
Total 3015 3015 
TABLE 28-111.- DISCREPANCY ANALYSIS FOR MAJOR GEOLOGIC TYPES 
Type Number in Number in Perceht Type of 
agreement disagreement accuracy' misinterpreta~ion 
Cainozoic 1336 344 80 229 areas called Pale-
ozoic 
115 areas called Pre-
cambrian 
", 
Pa:leozoic 498 10 I' 98 10 areas called Pre-\',\, cambrian 
- ~ .. 
Precambrian 506 162 75 13:2 areas called Cain-
! 
ozoic 
30 areas called Pale-
, 
,': 
ozoic 
"" 
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TABLE 2B-IV.- A TABULAR SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS GOVERNING THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SENSING IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM 
Wavelength, 11 
, 
10-6 10-4 10-2 10-1 100 102 104 
(a) (a) (a) (b) (b) (b) 
Spectral region • .. G8ll!Illa ray X-ray Ultraviolet Visible Photo IR Thermal IR Microwave 
· 
Properties sensed • . Dissociation Dissociation Dissociation Molecular Molecular Macromolecular Macromolecular 
electron .shifts electron shifts electron shifts effects efi'ects eff:::cts effects 
De.tectors used 
· 
. Ionization Phosphors Phosphors Phntographic Quantum Quantum Antennas and 
detectors films detectors detectors circuits 
Atmospheric con-
straints . Clear weather Clear weather. Clear weather Clear weather Clear weather Clear weather Clear weather 
only only only, hazy at- only. hazy at- only, hazy at- only, hazy at- only, hazy at-
mosphere mosphere mosphere mospnere, smoky mosphere, smoky 
atmosphere atmosphere, i'oggy 
or cloudy 
Maximum subsurface sensing 
depth, in milli-
lOB 104 102 101 102 104 lOB microns 
· 
. 
Spatial resolution at-
tainable in millira-
dians . . . 500 500 0.01 to 0.1 0.01 to 0.001 0.01 to 0.1 1.0 10 
, 
.... 
.;;.. ... - -
",-
S = kl • (l/A4), where S = scattering. aResolution in these short wavelengths is limited primarily by atmospheric scattering; 
bResolution in these long waveJ.engths is limited primarily by aperture ~)f the sensor 
of the ,fI colle'(!'tion optics." 
R = k2 • (A/D), where R = resolution and D diameter 
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Figure 28- 1 .- These two panchromatic aerial photographs of an Alaskan streambed illustrate the 
sequential photography to detect changes ~~lich occur in a period of several seconds. 
om a comparison of the two photographs how easily the moving salmon can be differen-
from the stationary rocks. When the objective is to inventory salmon runs over very 
e geographic areas and in short periods of time , the large synoptic view obtainable from 
space platforms is desirable . Furthermore, the spatial resolution requirements probably are 
not excessively high since the inventory might be based on schools rather than on individual 
ish (photographs courtesy U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service). 
I\) 
ex> 
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Figure 28- 2 .- These two IR aerial photographs of a cereal crop nursery on the Davis campus of 
the University of California illustr ate the use of sequential photography to detect changes 
which occur in the development of black stem rust on wheat and oats in a period of several 
days . The left photograph was taken 21 days earlier than the right photograph. For an ex-
planation of the value of making a comparative analysis of these sequentif'.l photographs , see 
he text . It is urobable that the same distinctions could be made on space photography. 
I\) 
CP 
I 
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Figur e 28- 3 . - These two space photographs of the agricultural lands surrounding Willcox Dry Lake 
in Arizona illustrate the use of sequential photography spanning a period of several weeks to 
differentiate perennial crops such as alfalfa f rom annual crops such as wheat. In the left 
hotograph (taken in June) ~ virtually all of the dark- tones fields are alfalfa ; the additional 
ields which are dark-toned on the r ight photograph (taken in August) are , for the most part, 
nnual crops . 
I\) 
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Figure 28- 4.- These two panchromatic aerial photographs of a forested area in Oregon illustrate 
the use of sequential photography spanning a period of several months for determining the lo-
cation and areal extent of timber harvesting operations, as explained in the text . 
I\) 
OJ 
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a . Both the panchromatic and IR photographs were taken in December 1966 by the Australian 
Bureau of Mineral Resources (photographs courtesy of Ed Polak) . Cloud shadows have 
fected somewhat the tone values of these two photographs . Nevertheless , on the pan-
chromatic photograph there is essentially the same photographic tone for mangrove tree~ 
to lef t and right of the levee . On the IR photograph , however , the trees on the left of 
he levee are decidedly darker than those on the right , thereby providing previsual indi-
cations that they have lost vigor . In this case , the lo~~ of vigor is the result of 
• 
reclamation work which has resulted in the pumping of mud fill into the basin on the left 
of the levee (but not on the right), thereby causing inadequate aeration of the roots and 
conseQuent damage to the trees . 
Figure 28- 5.- The purpose of this sequential photvgr~phy is t o demonstrate the extent to which 
previsual symptoms of loss of vigor in plants can be made manifest through use of the proper 
wavelengths of radiant energy when taking the photographs . Shown here is a mangrove swamp 
near Brisbane , Australia . 
I\) 
ex> 
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This photograph taken by Colwell in September 1968 shows , consistent with our predictions 
hat had been made from a study of the earlier photography , virtually all of the trees on 
the left of the levee have died in the interim . whereas those on the right of the levee 
remain vigorous. 
Figure 28- 5.- Concluded . 
I\) 
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Fig e 28- 6 .- These top chroma ic aer ' al pho og ~phs of an area in the 
Sierra evada Mountains of Califo nia illus ra e the us~fulness 0 
seq~en ial photography 0 detect changes which occur in a period of 
several years . Even from space pho ography it should be possible to 
i mpro e our underst ndi ng of he ra e an direc ion of pla t su~cessio al 
ovi e hat double 0 tripl sampli g echn~qu s , m 10 i n 
e aerial photo r phs a l ' i ec on- he- gr oun observa i o 
are e d . 
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1968 . From a ,ompariso h~ 0 _ho 0 raphs , it is evi ent tha 
part of he gre,ssland area has been invaded y br us and the, ar 0 
the brushland a. ea has been invad d by con "fers ing the i tervening 
~~ -year period . 
Figure 28-6.- Co c1 e . 
_" i gure 28- 1 . - The two members comprising this pair of sequenti!3-l photographs are separated by a 
time inter val of 100 years . Both were taken from exactly the same spot on Glacier Point 
Yosemite National Park , and with the same camera orientation . Since the process of plant suc-
cession occurs very slowly on sites such as the one shown here , a time span of this length is 
highly desirable . Within 50 to 75 years , when sequential photography covering such a time span 
will be routinely available for most parts of the world , earth resource scientists will be able 
o acquire a much better understanding of plant successional trends that result from various 
kinds of land management . 
I\) 
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Figure 28-8.- An oblique aerial photograph taken from the point indicated on the Gemini photo-
graph of figure 28-10. Note that the vegetation boundary separating mulga (a type of acacia 
r ee , seen in the background) from spinifex (a type of grass seen in the foreground) is more 
difficult to draw consistently on this high-resolution photograph than on the low-resolution 
space photograph of figure 28-19. 
I\) 
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REPRbouC'IBILITY OF THE ORIGI~I.AL PAGE IS POOR 
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igure 28- 9 . - Charac erie ic C n ral Australian opo 
his photogra: h en from the Ge ni V spacecra I.,n .', 
fro an altit _ 0 165 miles . or an indica: ion 0 he ac . a 
hich resource boundaries c be elineated on photogr hs such as 
this refer to the text . 
Figure 28- 10 .- Essentially the same tone values are exhibited by the aerial photograph on the 
left a.s on the matching space photograph on the right. This and numerous other examples being 
st udied under the NASA Earth Resources Survey Program indicate that tone signatures derived 
from a study of the multiband aerial photographs currently being flown by NASA aircraft can 
be applied, with only moderate correction, to the interpretation of space photography. Spatial 
resolution on the aerial photograph has been purposely degraded to facilitate tonal compari-
s . 
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I nterpretation of major vegetation types on Gemini photography 
__ Mountains and hill .. _ _ Forb Pit . ures on II country 
__ . ich IIgra s 
_ ........... AI r jng hills and I lands L:::J Splni plains 
__ Forb pastJr s on young alluviulTl 
Boundary not seen on phlJto. b on ground Slirvey. 
In rpr a 10 of jo vegetation types on Gemini photogl'aphy . 
Fi e 28-11 . - Thes de e ation e a e 0 
h jer ve es can r -
l i ea ap 
---. ~ - -
REPRODUCIBI,LlTY OF THE ORIGINA( PAGE IS POOR . 
....-.-. - ~ ~-- -. .. - - -~---------------= 
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Ground truth for major vegetation types 
------------------~ 
__ Mountains and hills _ Forb pastures on lIa coun ry 
,-------,I Salt lakes c::::JMitCh II grass 
__ Ait rnating hills and lowlands c:::=:J Spinife plains 
_ Forb pas ur s on young allu ium 
b . Gro d tru h f or a jor geta i on types . 
~ig re 28- 11 .- Cone uded. 
o 
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In erpr Ion of major 9 logic types on Gemini pho ography 
cr=J Cainozoic period 
__ Pal eozolc period 
__ Precambr an rod 
Boundary no een on p 00 bu loea d on ground surve 
a. In er re ation of majo geologic types on Gemini photography. 
Figure 28-12.- These two maps per 't a de ermination to be made of the 
accuracy with which boundaries of major geologic types can be inter-
reted and delineated on space photograpby. 
) 
L nd 
1 C I C .. inozoic period 
•• 111 PalaeozoIc rlod 
••• Pr cambrian rlod 
Bounda no se no pht' 0 u loca ed orr grou d urve 
b. Ground tr t for major geologic ypes. 
F:igure '~8-l2. - Concluded . 
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INTEGRATION OF DETAILED LABORATORY AND FIELD 
STUDIES WITH THE AIRCRAFT PROGRfu~ 
By Victor I. Myers and Ross W. Leamer 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
CHARACTERISTIC SIGNATURES OF EARTH OBJECTS FROM 
SPECTROPHOTOMET-ER TRACES OF COLOR TRANSPARENCIES -
APOLLO MISSION 502 Al~D NASA AIRCRAFT MISSION 75 
Introduction 
29-1 
'T'he feasibility of performing earth-resource studies from space has 
been under study for some time. The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration is supporting numerous research projects in various 
scientific disciplines to establish the feasibility of earth sensing from 
space and. even more important, to establish guidelines and principles 
which will permit interpretation of space imagery when Apollo applica-
tions missions become a reality. 
Without any doubt, the initial earth-resources spacecraft will have 
photographic cameras as their prime sensing equipment. Much has been 
written recently concerning the advantages of multispectral remote-
sensing techniques, including J:larrowband photography and scanning multi-
channel radiometers. While photographic systems have greater spatial 
fidelity, the scanning multichannel radiometer has outputs available 
for electronic processing in real time. Also the radiometer is not 
limited to wavelengths in the sensitive regions of photograpilic film and 
has other advantages beyond the scope of this discussion. 
The human eye, as well as electronic instrumentation, has a much 
greater semli ti vi ty to color differences than to shades of gray. As a 
result., there has been a considerable increase in the use of color pho-
tography. Black and white photography, especially multi band photography, 
has been proje.cted as having certain advantages over color because of 
better resolution, exposure latitude, processing control" and others. 
However, there have been recent improvements in color fidelity, resolu-
tion, and cost which make th~ use of:, color very attractive for general 
usage for aerial photography ~. 
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It appears that, for determining plant and soil signatures, certain 
characteristics of color transparencies have not been fully exploited. 
Extraction of hue, value: and chroma can yield signatures of earth re-
sources with tremendous potential for identifying earth objects from 
spacecraft or aircraft. 
The Experiment 
The objective of this study was to subject NASA spacecraft and air-
craft photographic imagery to spectrophotometric analysis and to extract 
signatures of earth objects. 
Apollo Mission 502 color photography was used for selection of areas 
to be scanned with a spectrophotometer. Figure 29-1 shows the sites 
where scans were made. The areas represented in the four photos are in 
North Texas. Frame AS6-2-1462 shows the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth. 
The spectrophotometer aperture, of 4 millimeters in diamete~, was placed 
over the center of each circle. The light source, from a tungsten lamp, 
was transmitted through the aperture and transparency in each case. The 
4-millimeter-diameter aperture represents a.n area on the gr.ound of 
425 meters. 
A photoelectric detector was used to measure light t~ansmittance. 
In a recording spectrophotometer, the results are plotted automatica.lly 
to give a continuous record of the variation of transmission with wave-
length, from which values of hue, value, and chroma, or eIE tristimulus 
values of X, Y, and Z can be obtained by integrat.ion or summation. 
Figures 29-2 and 29-3 shm; the spectrophotometer scans with relative 
transmittance plotted against wavelength. Scans 1 and 2 are of the 
downtown areas of Dallas and Fort Worth. Scans 3, 4, 5, 6, and·7 are of 
agricultural areas, with variations 'in soil color and percent of scanned 
area culti vate6.~ Rain had fallen over the entire area several days prior 
to the space flight. 
NASA aircra:et mission 75 over Weslaco, Texas,. 8i te 32, provided 
photography for spectrophotometer scans of transmitted light through 
Ektachrome infrared .(IR) transparencies. The scans are shown in 
figure 29-·4. Some of the sites included in the st:udy were cotton, sor-
ghum stubble, pasture, bare soil, citrus, and ponded water. Scans .for 
only cotton, }>asture, bare soil, and water are shown in figure 29-4. 
The aperture d.iameter used in thi.s case was 2 millin),eters ,-representing 
36 meters on the ground. .. 
()i 
., . 
~'-- .. 
, . 
. , 
, ~. 
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Discussion 
Spectrophotometer scans of' light transmitted through color trans-
parencies, shown in figures 29-2 to 29-4, result in distinctive traces 
for earth-resource sites representing specific conditions. The wave-
lengths scanned include the visible spectrum. The possible variation 
in the shape of the traces is almost infinite because characteristics of 
hue, value" and chroma determine the shape of the curve in each case. 
In addition to the influence of color on the shape of the curves 
in figures 29-2 to 29-4, characteristics of the spectrophotometer 
interference-filter wedge influence the shape. Normally a series of 
wavelength-dependent correction factors is applied to generate a cor-
rected curve with true energy units. Corrections were not made for the 
traces included in this study. 
In anticipation of the usual criticisms of color photography, it 
should be pointed out that many of the same criticisms can be leveled 
against any remote-sensing data-gathering system. There is one very 
important advantage that color photography has over electronic recording 
of narrowband energy, over recording of imagery using multispectral 
black and white photography, or over measuring densities of color trans-
parencies through interference filters. The elements of wavelength (hue), 
strength of signal (value), and chroma are all recorded on color photog-
raphy, but only wavelength and signal strength are recorded (or extrac-
ted) using the other analysis systems. 
" 
It is well known that in black and white photography, the limita-
tion'inherent in reproductions of only monochromatic gray tones can be 
only partly overcome by specific film-filter combinations that increase 
tonal contrast between conditions being compared in an earth-resources 
study. Even with this increased tonal contrast, the final result will 
be registered in a relati vely limited range of black, gray, and white 
tones of which the human eye can distinguish only aboY1:~"",J-OO to 300. It 
..... 
is possible to make accurate distinctions between about 200 000 colors 
on the basis of' hue., value, and chroma in using color a.erial photography. 
The suitable procedure f.or rapid analysis of space photography 
would be a scanning mechanism· capable of recording information from 
color transparencies and color prints as well as from black and white 
transparencies and picture material~ 
The procedure described here can also be used for examining resolu-
tionelements of any size and for establishing the effect of spatial 
resolution on the accuracy of interpretation of space imagery. 
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Conclusions 
Current plans for early Apollo missions, as well as NASA aircraft 
earth-resources missions, include photography as the prime sensor in 
visible and near-IR wavelengths. Automatic analysis of photography, 
particularly color photography, will be essential in taking advantage 
of the tremendous amo~~ts of data contained in a single transparency. 
Procedures (of spectral scanning of specific points on a transparency 
w'"ith a spectrophotometer) described ;in this study demonstrate the 
fundament:+als involved in generating scans having characteristic signa- J 
tures that can be related to distinctive ground-cover conditions. The 
procedure uses the hue, value, and chroma characteristics of color 
photography which are not present in multispectral black and white 
photography or in electronic sensing. Ultimately, a suitable procedure 
for rapid analysis of space photogra.phy would be a rapid spatial-
scanning mechanism capable of recording hue, value, and chroma from each 
resolution element of a color transparency. A computer, with a memory 
storage of charact~ristic scans such as those shown in this study, would 
then be able to automatically identify earth-resource features from the 
transparency. 
"?'\.,. 
EFFECT OF PARTIAL CROP CANOPY AND VARIABLE SUN 
ELEVATION ON REFLECTED RADIANCE 
Purpose of Study 
.... '.~ 
The purpOSe:,of this study was to determine the effect of time of 
day (sun elevation) on total illumination and shading of exposed soil 
between cotton rows and their effect on radiance as measured by a re~ote 
sensor. The study site was a field of double-row planted cotton with a 
90-percent plant cover (fig. 29-5). 
Data runs by the remote-sensing aircr&ft were made over the ground- r .. ' ..
study site' at 14 : 18, 15: 28, and 16: 14 hours (central standard time) . .~ 
on July 25, 1968. Grqund data were taken at the same times. 
Ektachrome IR film (color IR) was used in the study because of the 
relative high film-density contrast between vegetation and soils on ·that 
film compared to others. Figure 29.".6 isa black and white print, from 
an Ektachrome IR aerial transparency', of the cotton field shown in 
/ -
figure 29-5. I.t 'is the. second of a series of thre.e :ph9tos taker.\ at the 
three flight times. The study site, where photos were: taken _and other 
related studies were condu(2ted, is shown in figure g9-6~ . .--
Figures 29-7' fmd 29-8, taken' at 15: 28 . hours and 16: 14 hours, 
spectively, arepictures taken of t.he cottlon field on the ground . 
ures 29-5,··29-7'- and 29-8 show,respectively, total illumination, 
.,", 
re-
. Fig-
29-5 
partial shading, and total shading of the soil between rows of cotton 
plants. 
Ektachrome IR film has the unique capability of recording the high 
near-IR reflectance characteristic of plants. One layer of the film is 
sensitive to green, one layer is sensitive to red, and the third layer 
is sensitive to IR light. After processing, the colors blue, green, and 
red are formed, but the blue has resulted from green exposure, the green 
has resulted from red exposure, and the red has resulted from IR exposure. 
Because plants and soils. have contrasting exposure values on the 
three film layers, analytical densities of the layers, measured by in-
serting filters in the optical train of a microdensitometer, produce a 
trace that is meaningful in terms of vegetation and soil. The micro-
densitometer traces of figures 29-9 and 29-10 were produced by a scanning 
mechanism that has a resolution on the film of only a few microns. With 
that capability, crops in rows, and soil between rows in partial-plant 
canopies, can be resolved. 
Microdensitometer traces were made on four scan lines across the 
cotton field on the color IR transparencies. The pocitions of the four 
scan lines are shown in figure 29-6. The traces are always made perpen-
dicular to the planted rows. In making traces, four filters were used: 
(1) red, (2) green, (3) blue, and (4) no filter. 
Figures 29-9 and 29-10 show microdensitometer traces for the four 
filters at the 14:18 hours flight time (for the no. 2 scan line). In 
each scan, highest densities are those of crops, and the lowest densi-
ties are those of soils. 
Vari-able crop cover - 100, 60, and 0 percent - on Ektachrome IR 
transp13.rencies was scanned on the microdensitometer. The results are 
shown in figures 29-11 to 29-13. Data means were computed for each of 
the filter-microdensitometer traces and standard deviations computed 
for some of the traces which were made for partial-crop-cover conditions . 
. 'These data, except for the standard deviations, are shown in table 29-1. 
The average optical .density was measur'edfor each scan line on the 
three transparencies representing the three sun angles at 14:18, 15:28, 
and 16:14 hours. The densities were measured using red, green, ~and blue 
filters, and ria filter, as previously described. 
The variability of reflectance from the cotton-crop canopy, as rep-
resented by optical density of the scan lines" on the transparencies, 
, .: 
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is shown in figure 29-14, plotted against time of day. The data are 
presented for average densities measured with the filters inserted in 
the microdensitometer. 
Figure 29-14 shows in another way the variability of cotton-crop 
reflectance with increasing sun angle. Increasing optical density of 
the film transparency means less reflected light. The means computed 
for the microdensitometer traces at the three flight times were plotted 
in the figure for the blue and red filters and for no filter. The 
greatest change of optical density with time of day occurred using the 
blue filter. 
Discussion 
It is known that natural surfaces have widely varying reflection 
properties, the variation being dependent on total incoming radiation, 
dependence of reflectance on'wavelength, angle of incidence, angle at 
which the surface is viewed, and the character of the surface of the 
material viewed. The variation of reflectance from partial-crop canopies 
where soil is showing between the rows is dependent on angle of inci-
dence of the sun and results in substantial differeJ.1ces in radiance from 
crop-canopy radiances. 
Figures 29-5, 29-7, and 29-8 show the progression of shading with 
time at three flight times. Similar shading of soil between crop rows 
might also result from the combination of east-west crop rows and a ~e­
pressed sun angle in a more northerly latitude~ in late summer or early 
fall when crops are maturing. The Ektachrome IR aerial photograph of 
figure 29-6 and thpse for the other flight times (not shown) also reveal 
very substantial contrasts in reflectance at the three flight times be-
cause of the progressive shading of the soil and a portion of the plants. 
The cotton crop in this particular study is double-row planted, 
which results in a larger percentage of ground cover than would be the 
case if it were single-row planted. 
The graphic technique of using a microdensitometer for scanning 
photographic film to measure color - (iensity changes, as seen in 
figures 29-9 and 29-10, proivides accurate quantitative information. The 
microdensitometer operates as a flying-spot scanner and combines the 
speed and rapid coverage of a rec6nnaissance-oriented system, and the 
coordinate a,.ccuracy a.pd optical-density respon.siveness of a precision 
instrument. 
Areas of mixed crops and soils on a photograph are greatly magni-
fied at a ratio of 50:1 by the scanning process. Figures 29-9 and 29-10 
'illustrate the visual advantage gained by graphic magni,fication. with 
N 
-" lor 
,,' 
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respect to clarification of the film-contained information. In addition 
to the graphical output, the microdensitometer wedge is coupled to an 
encoder which gives digital read-out on punched tape. The coded tape is 
fed into a computer which converts the coded values to optical density 
and makes other computations as described later. 
The characteristic signatures of the microdensitometer traces are 
useful for identifying unique crop and soil patterns. The most useful 
of these signatures is the amplitude of the microdensitometer trace. 
Narrowband- or broadband-filtered light transmitted through a color 
transparency fluctuates in o~ptical density when an area of alternating 
plants and soil is scanned. 
The characteristic high IR reflectance from healthy crops registers 
on the IR-sensitive layer as bright red. The red, green, and IR-sensitive 
layers of the false-color film register soils as white, in shades of 
gray, or as some color other t{han red. Filtered red light is usually 
transmitted through the soil image on the transparency as readily as 
through the red plant image. The amplitude of the signal from the red 
layer, therefore, gives little clue to contrasts between plants and 
soil. Scanning a color IR transparency using white light (no filter) 
results in a trace similar to us.ing filtered red light, although the 
amplitude of the trace is increased somewhat. The absence of almost all 
green and blue light in the red-plant~image layer, along with the pres-
ence of these colors in the soil image layer, results in an amplitude 
of the microdensi tometer trace I.;hich is indicative of the plant-soil 
contrast. 
An ideal uniform crop with uniform open soil between rows gives a 
sinusoidal pattern of transmittance, varying regularly and symmetrically 
between a minimum and a maximum. Departures ·from this ideal pattern are 
caused by irregularities in crop and soil conditions. 
The micrbdensitometer traces of figures 29-9 and 29-10 are a set of 
traces made along a single scan line and thus are considered a family of 
curves. The statistical parameters shown in table 29-1, for figures 29-11 
to 29-13, were computed, also, for the traces of figures 29-9 and 29-10. 
The standard deviation computed for traces, representative of par-
tial plant cover, can be interpreted as representing plants and soils. 
Because the highest values of optical density on each microdensitometer 
tra¢e (made for a partial-crop-cover transparency) represent plants, and 
because lowest densities represent soils, the high and low limits of the 
I 
standard deviation represent plants and soils, respectively. It is ob-
vious that one cannot inq,iscriminantly use the standard deviation values, 
a.s in the case of 100- ()r O-percent plant cover. Also, when soils are 
shaded by crops, the flying spot would measure higb,er optical densities 
for soils than for the case in which sqils are sunlii~. 
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There are two criteria, however, which help to establish the plant-
cover condition. They are (1) the absence or presence of signal ampli-
tude for the blue filter and (2) some computation such as Student's T 
test or an analysis of variance which would establish the extent of the 
spread in the means of the filter data in each case. The computations 
for item (2) have not been made as yet. 
Figure 29-14 shows in another way the variability of reflectance 
from the cotton-crop canopy, with increasing sun angle. Plotted means 
for the blue filter show the greatest change of film optical density or 
change of reflectance. Part of the change in reflected energy from the 
crop with time of day was caused by a decrease in incoming solar radi-
ation. The measured values of incoming and reflected radiance are shown 
in another part of this report. 
Conclusions 
Many of the problems associated with color photography and other 
forms of remote sensing have been and will continue to be solved as in-
tensive research effort is brought to bear on them. The study described 
in this part of this paper is one that is representative of a PWI1ber of 
studies at Weslaco. 
The study showed that there was a substantial effect of sun eleva-
tion (time of day) on total illumination and shading of exposed soil 
between cotton rows. Partial shading of plants and shading of soil be-
tween planted rows caused by sun angle can result in radiance contrasts 
from crop canopies larger than differences in radiance that should be 
expected between crop varieties and conditions. 
The combination of microdensitometer and statistical procedures 
used in this study should greatly enhance the opportunity for intelli-
gent interpretation of aircraft and spacecraft photographic imagery. It 
should be emphasized that the use of microdensi tometer traces for study A 
and interpretation of· detailed crop and soil background phenomena are .. ~ .• 
elasential to understanding the basic principles of interaction between 
the variables which make up the composite radiance signal in the larger 
resolution elements that will be typical of spacecraft imagery or optical-
mechanical scanner imagery. 
The microdensitometer and spectrophotometer instrumentation for 
studying imagery, although relatively slow for autom.atic interpretation 
of imagery, are useful research tools and have already identified the 
techniques that must be integrated in equipment that ,-Till be necessary 
for rapid illterpretation of aircraft and spacecraft ph.otographic imagery. 
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Table 29-1.- DATA MEANS FOR THE MICRODENSITOMETER TRACES. 
OF FIGURES 29-11 TO 29-13 
-Crop cover and microdensitometer filter Mean, x 
Cotton, 100-percent cover 
Red 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
0.48 
None 
· · · · 
.. 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
1.18 
Green 
· · · · · · · · · · · 
" 
· · · · · · · · · · · 
1.43 
Blue 
· · .' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
1.96 
Cotton, 60-pel'cent cover' 
" 
Red 
· · · · · · · · · · · · 
• 
· · · · · · · · · · · 
.44 
None 
· · · · 
• 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
.93 
Green 
· · · · · · · · · · · 
• 
· · · · · · 
• 
· · '" · 
1.00 
Blue 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
1.:58 
Bare Soil 
Red 
· · · · · · 
· . 
· · · · · · · · · · · · 
• 
.. 
· · · 
.43 
None 
· · · · 
• 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
.57 
Green 
· · · 
~ 
· · · · 
• 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
.61 l 
--':I: I Blue • · · · r, · · · -; ( · · · • · .. · · ., " · · · · .82 " 
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a. AS6-2- 1454 
b . AS6-2- 1460 
Fig e 29- 1. - Apollo isc i on 502 color photogr ph of 
areas in or h Te as (April 4 1 68) . Ci cles r e 0 
loca io s where scans , shown in figures 29- 2 and 
29- 3 we e m e . Scale 1 :3 600 0 0 -- spacecraf 
tit e 128 statute mi s. 
, 
.. _. - -
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR. 
-..- - -" - - - - - - - - . . ~- . 
, 
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c. AS6- 2- 1462 
d . AS6-2- 1 83 . 
Figure 29- 1 .- Concluded . 
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CROP AND SOIL IDENTIFICATION FROM 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS* 
By R. W. Leamer, Research Soil Scientist 
and D. A. Weber, Physical Sciences Technician 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Weslaco, Texas 
RESULTS ACQUIRED FROM THE USE OF DATA 
FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
, ... 
The purpose of this paper is to present a summary of preliminary 
examinations of aerial photographs taken in midsummer 1968 at Weslaco, 
Texas. NASA. flight 75 flel" the Weslaco flight lines during this time. 
The photographic imagery received to date from this mission was not 
adequate for the studies reported herein. Duplic.ate copies of the film 
have been requested but not yet received. 
INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture research program in remote 
sensing at Weslaco has, as one of its obj ecti ves, the deter·mination of 
distinctive crop signatures and the identification of crops and crop 
conditions through the use of these crop signatures. 
Crop signatures are a representation, in any of a number of forms, 
of the energy of the electromagnetic spectrum reflected from the crop or 
soil surface. The reflected energy may be measured in a number of ways; 
as analog voltage signals from sensors, as digital recordings of signals, 
or as densities on various photographic films. 
*These studies were aided by c.ontributions from the Soil and Water 
Conservatj.onResearch Division, Agricultural Research Service , U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with the Texas Agri.6Ul tural 
Experiment Station, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University. These 
studies were supported in part by the National Aeronautics and·Space 
Admin:istratioll under contract number 160-75-01-07-10. 
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This paper deals with the measurement of information on photo-
graphic film. This method, in common with most other analysis systems, 
is designed for development into an automated system by which desired 
information can be extracted by automatic dat~-handling equipment. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Ground-truth information must be available to correlate the response_ f 
of photographic film to ground conditions. At Weslaco, complete sea-
sonal records are maintained of the actual conditions on the ground for 
all fields along the established flight lines. Ground observations are 
made periodically, as necessary, to maintain an up-to-date record of crop 
and crop conditions. These periodic records are updated as necessary to 
give information on crop height, crop condition, percent soil cover, 
soil moisture, and plant appearance at the time of an over.flight by an 
instrumented plane. The same ground-truth information is required for 
calibrating remote sensors other than photographic film. 
Measurement and interpretation of photographic film at Weslaco is 
being automated by use of a 'Joyce, Loebl isodensitracerl with a digital 
encoder and a paper-tape punch attached. The current operation is to 
have the exact areas from which ground-truth data were collected marked 
on each frruae of each film. A scan representing from 20 to 50 feet on 
the ground is run on the iso~ensitracer. The film density is read along 
this scan line, and the digital values are punched in the paper tape. 
--
The Joyce, Loebl isodensitracer is adual-be&~ instrument with one 
beam going through the film and the othe~ through a standard wedge with 
lmiform variation of density from end to end. The two beams impinge on 
a pair of photoelectric cells connected to potentiometers. The photo-
e:lectric cell, measuring the light through the standard wedge, controls 
a motor which moves the wedge to the point where the density of the 
wedge equals the density of the film. ··11he position of the standard 
wf,!dge when the two beams are balanced is the measurement recorded as the 
dt~nsity of the film. 
r--r<';. 
For black and white film, densities are measured with unfiltered 
wh:ite tungsten light. Densities of colored films are mea~ured with red, 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------~---l Trade names and company names are included for the benefit of the 
re~.Lder and do not imply an endorsement or preferential treatment of the 
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green, and blue, as well as with white light. The colored beams are 
produced by passing each beam through identical colored filters. The 
readings produced are thus measurements of color densi tie.;~ on the film. 
The wavelengths of the peak transmission of the filters match closely 
the peak sensitivity of the three layers in the colored film. 
The readings from the isodensitracer are coded in digital form on-
to paper tape. The paper tape containing scans from several fields in 
one or more frames of the film is read into a computer. The data may 
then be manipulated at will to produce the information available on 
the film. 
The intensity of selected wavelength band.s of light reflected from 
target areas is determined by measuring the densities of the colors in 
colored film and by using multilens cameras with a variety of film/filter 
combinations. The spectra thus developed form the basis for identifying 
crop signatures. Photographs taken at various times through the growing 
season, as crops expand, fruit, mature, and are harvested, form a sea-
sonal crop signature that helps identify each crop and crop conditions. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The main crops growing at Weslaco on July 1, lQ68, when NASA 
flight 7~ flew that area were cotton and sorghum. At that time, both 
crops had developed so that ground cover, as measured by the ground-
truth crews, was 50 percent or more. Both crops were green and showed 
very little difference in color or cover. Each crop occupied enough 
fields of the established flight lines to give a statistical measure of 
the variation within each. 
Results h~Ne been obtained from Ektachrome infrared (IR) film and 
from a cluster of four Hasselblad cameras;. The Hasselblads contained 
the following film/filter combinations: 
Camera Film F-ilter 
1 Ektachrome IR Nope 
2 Black and white IR None c 
3 . Tri-X Aerochrome Green,. , 
4 Tri-X Aerochrdme Red 
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From these combinations, black and white IR film gave the clearest sep-
aration of the two crops. Optical density of this black and white film 
of the cotton fields averaged 1.7152 with a standard deviation of 0.2068. 
Sorghum fields averaged 1.1875 with a standard deviation of 0.1734. 
There was no overlapping of ranges; either actual or normal distribution 
measured as mean ±l standard deviation. The highest sorghum density 
was lower than the lowest cotton reading. The normal distribution 
ranges were separated by almost a full standard deviation. The ratio 
of mean cotton density to mean sorghum density is 1.44 to 1.00. 
. Infrared color film densities measured with no filter, or with a 
red filter, did not distinguish between cotton and sorghum in early 
July. The ranges on different fields and different films overlapped so 
that the differences in averages are of doubtful value in distinguishing 
between cotton and sorghum when both are in full vege+.ative stage of 
growth. 
CONCLUSION 
This information is not presented as an argument against the use 
of color IR film in remote sensing. The inference is that any infor-
mation available should be used and that very simple sensor's such as 
black and white IR film can produce useful information. 
An understanding of the basic factors camling various wavelength 
bands to be reflected as tney are is necessary to get a reliable crop 
signature. An understanding of the reflection spectra also aids in the 
development of new sensors by pointing out the wavelength bands in which 
crops or crop conditions can be identified. 
;I 
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REFLECTANCE AND STRUCTURE OF CYCOCEL-TREATED 
COTTON LEAVES, Gossypium hirsutum L.* 
By H. W. Gausman~ Research Plant Physiologist 
R. Cardenas, Biologist 
W. A. Allen, Research Physicist' 
V. I. Myers, Research Agricultural Engineer 
and R. W. Leamer, Research Soil Scientist 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Weslaco, Texas 
RESULTS ACQUIRED FROM THE USE OF DATA 
FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
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The purpose of this paper is to relate Cycocel-induc.ed changes in 
internal structure of cotton le~ves to reflectance, transmittance, and 
absoI'ptance of near-infrared light. A further understanding of the 
relation of light reflectance to the internal structure of leaves will 
help interpret the data obtained from NASA aircraft • 
.. INTRODUCTION 
Tolbert (refs. 30B-I and 30B-2) first reported the plant-growth-
regulating properties of CCC ,or Cycocel ((2-chloroethyl) trimethyl-
ammonium chloride). The chemical formula is (CH3)3N+-GH2-CH2CL.CL-. 
Cycocel induces wider, greener, thicker leaves and shorter inter-
nodes on several plant species (refs. 30B-3 to 30B-7). Anatomically, 
CycoceI increased cell wall thickness and number of vascular bundles 
in the wheat stem (ref. 30B.;;.8). Cycocel has been tested on cotton 
*These stUdies were aided by contribution from the Soil ~d Water 
Conservation Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, in cooperation with the Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Texas Agricultural arid Mechanical University. These 
stUdies were supported, in part, by the National Aeronautics ana Space 
Administration under contract number 160-75-01-07-10. 
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(ref. 30B-9), with the objective of dwarfing plants to facilitate defo-
liant application and mechanic~l harvesting. 
MATE'RIALS AND METHODS 
Cotton leaves, variety Stoneville A, were obtained from a repli-
cated field trial with Cycocell . The three treatments used were (1) two 
rates of Cycocel, 100 and 200 g/ha (0.545 and 1.090 Ib/A), applied as a 
spray in enough water for runoff, and (2) a control treatment in which 
plants were sprayed with only the amount of water used for applying the 
Cycocel treatments. Treatments were applied 76 days after planting, at 
the bloom stage of plant growth. Ten leaves from the fourth node down 
from the top of the cotton plants were harvested for each treatment 
92 days after planting. The leaves were wrapped immediately in Saran 
Wrap2 to minimize water loss. The leaves were the same age, since 
treated and untreated plants had an equal number of nodes. In the 
laboratory , five leaves were randomly selected from each of the three 
groups of 10 leaves for reflectance and transmittance measurements. 
Spectra presented herein represent mean values for each set of five 
leaves .. 
The thickness of each leaf was measured at three locations, utiliz-
ing e, linear displacement transducer and digital voltmeter (ref. 30B-IO). 
The area of leaves was calculated using the method recommended by 
Johnson (ref. 30B-ll). 
Spectral diffuse reflectance on upper (adaxial) surfaces of single 
leaves and transmittance were measured with a Beckman Model DK-2A spec-
trophotometer with the reflectance attachment over the wavelength 
~nterval 500~ to 2500~. Data have been corrected for a decrease in 
spectral diffuse reflectance of the MgO reference caused by deteriora-
tion during aging (ref. 30B-12). 
IThe field experiment was conducted by M. D. Heilman and C. E. 
Gonzalez. 
2 ' 
Trade names and company names are included for the benefit of the 
reader and do not imply an endorsement or preferential treatment of the 
product listed by the U. S. Department of Agricul·tUre. 
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Pieces of tissu~ taken near the c€':nter of leaves approximately one-
half inch on either side of the midrib 1,Vere fixed -in formalin-acetic-
acid-alcohol (ref. 30B-13). Tissues were dehydrated with tertiary butyl 
alcohol, infiltrated and embedded with paraffin (melting point about 
52° C), and stained with safranin-fast green. Transverse sections were 
obtained with a rotary microtome. PhotOJ:nicrographs were made with a 
Zeiss Standard Universal Photomicroscope at a magnification of 79. En-
largements of 'photomicrographs presented in this paper represent tran-
seetions having a thickness of 12~. 
Analysis of variance (ref. 30B-14) was conducted on data. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Cycocel-treated cotton plants had shorter internodes and thicker, 
larger leaves. Heights of untreated plant,s', and Cycocel-treated plants 
at 100 and 200 g/ha were 108, 86, and 82 c(~ntimeters, respectively. 
Leaf thickness and area per leaf will be considered later. 
Cycocel treatments, 200 versus 100 g/ha,,' had essentially the same 
influence on the reflectance and transmittance of cotton leaves with 
the largest differences approximated at 1 percent. Thus, this discus-
sion will be generally limited to a compariso~ of results for the 
100-g/ha Cycocel application to the control treatment . Further, the 
750~ to 1350~ spectral range will be emphasi.zed because it is affected. 
by leaf structure; ?-bsorptance by pigments {'J.nd water is negligible. Ab-
sorptance by pigments dominates the range of 500~ to 750~, and the 
region above 1350~ is greatly influenced by the amount of water in the 
tissue. The strongest water absorption bands occur at approximately 
1450~ and 1950~. 
Figure 30B-l shows that treatment with 100 g/ha of Cycocel in-
creased the reflectance of cotton leaves approximately 5 percent (sta-
tistically significant, p = 0.01) over the wavelength range 7501~ to 
1350~, compared to results for untreated leaves. As indicated later, 
increased reflectance was correlated with more intercellular spaces in 
the mesophyll of Cycocel-treated leaves which increased scattering. 
Increased scattering for Cycocel-treated leaves also seems apparf.:mt 
between l600~ and 1900~. However, beyond 1900lJ, light absorpti:onby 
water apparently offset the effects of scattering, and the two s.pectra 
coincide. In this respect, Cyqocel treatments significantly: increased 
the percentage (p = 0.01) of 'moisture in leaves. Average values were 
59.1, 67.1, and 69.8 percent for the control, lOO-g/ha, and.200 ... g/ha 
treatments, respectively. . 
~i 
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The lOO-g/ha Cycocel treatment significantly decreased transmittance 
(p = 0.01) over the entire wavelength range of 500~ to 2500~ (fig. 30B-2). 
The decrease over the range of 500~ to 750~ was probably caused by inter-
nal structural changes in leaves and by increased plastid content, al-
though chlorophyll determinations were not made in this study. T~e 
decrease over the range of 750~ to 1350~ was caused by changes in the in-
ternal structure of leaves which enhanced scattering, thereby increasing 
reflectance and decreasing 'tra..'1smi ttance. Beyond 1350~, the decrease in 
transmittance may be accredited to additive effects of water absorption ~ . 
and scattering. -' 
Absorptance was calculated according to the following formula: per-
cent absorptance = 100 - (percent reflectance + percent transmittance). 
The 100-g/ha Cycocel treatment increased absorptance 10 percent at 550~, 
2 to 3 percent over the range of 750~ to 1350~, and 10 and 11 percent at 
water absorption bands of 1450~ and 195011, respectively-. 
Figure 30B-3 shows photomicrographs of transverse sections oOf cot-
ton leaves from 100-g/ha Cycocel-treated and untreated plants. Untreated 
leaves had a more compact cellular arrangement in the leaf mesophyll with 
fewer and smaller intercellular spaces in the spongy parenchyma. This 
type of structure was associated with lower reflectance and higher trans-
mittance over the 750~ to 1350~ wavelength range (figs. 30B-l and 30B-2). 
Treatment with Cycocel induced statistically significant expansion and 
thickening (p = 0.01) of the leaf.which gave more and larger intercellu-
lar spaces in the spongy parenchyma. This type of structure gave higher 
refl.ectance and lower transmittance over the 750~to 1350~ wavelength 
range (figs. 30B-l and 30B-2). Average areas per leaf were '77 and 96 cm2 , 
and average thicknesses were 0.18 and 0.25 millimeter for untreated and 
lOO-g/ha Cycocel-treated leaves, respectively. 
CONCIDSION 
Cycocel-treated leaves had more intercellular spaces in the spong;y-
parenchyma. These caused increased reflectance and decreased transmit-
tance, 'particularly over the 750~ to 1350~ range in which the influence' 
.of internal lea!f struc;ture is highly important. Results support the 
theory of Will,atatter and Stqll (ref. 30B-15) in that reflectance was 
increased because light passed more often f'rom a high (water, 1.33·) to 
a low (air, 1.0) refractive index, and light was reflected at critical 
a,ngles 1 ·· 
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REFLECTANCE PRODUCED BY A PLANT LEAF* 
By W. A. Allen, Research Physicist 
A. J. Richardson, Physicist 
and H. W. 'Gausman, Research Plant Physiologist 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Weslaco, Texas 
RESULTS ACQUIRED FROM THE USE OF DATA 
FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
30C-l 
Proper intE.\rpretation of multispectral imagery acquired from the 
NASA aircraft depends upon reliable ground-truth information. In the 
case of vegetation, ground-truth information can be reduced, in part, 
·to effect.i ve optical parameters determined from individual leaves. 
Correlations can be, and have been, made between multispectral imagery 
acquired from the NASA aircraft and effective optical parameters 
measured in the laboratory. 
INTRODUCTION 
To interpret reflectance measured from space, the physics of light 
interaction iY'ith terrestrial features must be understood. The principal 
problem in agriculture is interpretation of reflectance caused by vege-
tation growing on a soil background. Reflectance from vegetation is the 
cumUlative effects produced by leaves, stems, fruit, dust, dew, insec-
ticide residue, and othe'r attributes of a plant. Reflectance from the 
soil background is even more complicated. Reflectance differs, depending 
upon whether the incident light is specular or diffuse. Specular light 
emanates directly from the sun. Diffuse light is scattered from the 
rest of the sky. Polariza.tion and atmospheric attenuation effects are 
important. The overall problem of ref.lectance from vegetation, there-
fore, is very complicated. Fortunately, the problem of reflectance from 
*These studies were aided by contributions from the Soil and Water 
Conservation Research Division, Agricultural Research SerVice, U.S. 
Department 'of Agriculture, in cooperation with the. Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Texas Agri,cultural and Mechanical University. These 
stUdies were supported in part" by the National. Aeronautics and Space 
AdmiIlistration under contract Ilumber 160-75-01-07-10. 
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vegetation can be broken down into manageable segments. We consider 
first the interaction of diffuse light with an individual leaf. 
A,paper (ref. 30C-l) has appeared in which the near~infrared 
reflectance and transmittance of a plant canopy and. leaves stacked in 
a spectrophotometer was described by the Kubelka-Munk (K-M) theory for 
propagation of light through a diffusing medium. .A basic entity in 
application of the K-M theory is the reflectance and transmittance of 
a single leaf. The purpose of the present paper is to synthesize, from 
fundamental considerations, the reflectance and transmittance of this 
single typical plant leaf. 
The reflectance and transmittance spectrum of a typical plant leaf 
can be simulated with considerable accuracy by propagation of isotropic 
light through transparent plates with plane-parallel, but rough, surfaces. 
The leaf model advanced in this paper is based upon a stack of N 
transparent plates with rough surfaces, as illustrated in figure 30C-l. 
This simulated leaf will be characterized by two numbers, a cumulative 
void presentation area index N - l(VAI) and an equivalent water path 
n(EWP). The VAl can be regarded as the aver:a.ge number of intercellular 
spaces intersected by a typi,cal ray passing through .a leaf. The EWP 
for a leaf can be regarded as the thickness of pure liquid water that 
will produce the observed absorption of a leaf. In addition, the re-
flectance properties of a leaf will depepd upon effective optical con-
stants, that is, an effective index of refraction n and an effective 
absorption coefficient k. These optical constants will be regarded 
provisionally as those of pure liquid water. Subsequently, deviatfon 
between experimental results and calculations based upon the properties 
of pure liquid' water will be used to obtain the actual effective optical 
constants for a leaf. 
The reflectance and transmittance of a leaf has been explained pre-
viously by Willstatter and Stoll (ref. 30C-2) on the basis of critical, 
that is, total reflection of light at the cell wall (air interface of 
spongy mesophyll tissue). A more recent paper by Sinclair (ref. 30C-3) 
advances the hypothesis that leaf reflectance derives from the diffusive 
,characteristics of the plant cell walls. The concepts of Willst'atter, 
Stoll ,and Sinclair emerge natura.lly without additional special assump-
tions from 'the leaf model introduced in this paper. 
The requirement that light passing through a leaf must be isotrop-
ic, or diffuse, is equivalent to the assumption that surfaces of the 
leaves are rough, that is, Lambertian. The reflectivity of the inter-
face Qetween two dielectrics for diffuse light can be calcul~ted for 
any polarization state from tne Fresnel relations (ref. 30c-4). The 
reflectance of a plate, consisting of two interfaces and intervening 
medium, c~.p also be calculated,provided that an expression can be ob-
tained fori'the transmissivity of a plate with respect to diffuse l:l.ght~ 
~\ fj '~'. 
TRANSMISSIVITY OF A PLATE WITH RESPECT TO 
ISOTROPIC LIGHT 
30C-3 
The transmissivity of the plate illustrated in figure 30C-2 with 
respect to isotropic light is defined as the ratio of the light that 
reaches the second surface relative to the light that left the first 
surface where reflections have been neglected. The len?': ,1 of a typical 
slant ray through this plate is given by D sec e where D is the 
plate thi~kness and e is measured from the plate normal. The trans-
missivity of the plate with respect to this particular slant ray is 
given by exp(-kD sec e) where k is the absorption coefficient of the 
plate. Flux emerging from unit area on the first plate surface varies 
by definition as cos e. The total flux emanating from unit area on the 
first surface that reaches the second surface. is obtained by integration 
of all flux over the hemisphere 0 ~ e ~ TI/2. The average transmis-
sivity T for isotropic light passing through a plate with rough sur-
faces of thickness D, obtained by straightforward integration, can be 
written in the form 
(30C-l) 
REFLECTANCE OF A PLATE IN ISOTROPIC LIGHT 
A typical leaf will be simulated by a single transparent plate, or 
a pile Qf N such plates, with a total thickness D. The distance D, 
the EWP, will be comparable to, and less than, the actual leaf thickness. 
The EWP corresponds to the actual amount of water that can be extracted 
from the leaf. Isotropic radiation I emanates from medium 1, inter-
o 
acts with the interface between mediums 1 and 2, passes through medium 
of thickness D, interacts with the interface between mediums 2 and 3i1 
and emerges into both mediums 1 and 3. Light emergence into med:tunl-i. 
is termed reflectance, and light emergence into medium 3 is termed 
transmittance. Mediums 1 and 3 will 'be regarded provisionally as air, 
. and medium 2 will be considered provisionally as pure liquid water 
characterized by the index of refraction n and by the absorption 
coefficient k., Transmissivity at an interface between mediums_ i and 
j will be designated Tij ; the corresponding reflectivity is designated 
R .. =1 - T... The irradiance associated with mult,iple reflec+,ions lJ lJ 
,< , 
~ .. !J 
" 
I 
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within the plate are designated in figure 30C-2 by regions labeled 2, 6, 
8,12, ..• , and 3,5,9,11, .... Reflectance R is determined by con-
tributions from. regions 1,7,13, ... ; transmittance is determined by 
contributions from regions 4, 10, .... Reflectance R and transmittance 
T are obtained by summing the appropriate power series. Diffuse light 
is essentially trapped by the second interface for those rays that ex-
ceed the critical angle; thus, T12 i: T23 . The transmissivity T23 of 
the second interface can be either measured or calculated by means of 
-2 the relation T23 = n T12 . Reflectance R and transmittance T of 
the transparent plate of figure 30C-2 can be written in the forms 
and 
2 2 
Tn T12 
t = ~--~~~----~ 
4 2( 2 )2 n -T n - T12 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIF!CATION 
(30C-2) 
(30C-3) 
The theory developed in this paper for the reflectance and trans-
mittance of a typical plant leaf has been applied to citrus leaves. 
Young leaves were taken from seedling plants. Reflectance and trans-
mittance curves reproduced in figures 30C-3a and figure 30C~3b were 
obtained by means of a DK-2A ratio recording spectrophotometer with a 
reflectance attachment. Each normal leaf curve is an average for four 
leaves of average thickness 185~. The normal leaves were measured 
essentially in their rJB.tural conditions. The dashed curves in fig-
ures 30C-3a and 30C-3b correspond to an average of five citrus leaves 
infiltrated with water. The average fin~l leaf thickness waS 188~. 
The infiltrati9n treatment consisted of placing the leaves under water 
and removing ;the intercellular air by means of a vacuum. 
Figures 30C-3c and 30C-3d are theoretical curves based upon the 
optical constants for'pure liquid water (ref. 30C-5). The VAl for the 
r \~;. .. 
f.,i#' 
. :; 
, , 
. ~ :t 
"~l ~ .1 :.'~' .. ' -\;\ 
i u"; 
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untreated leaves was assumed to be 1.3, and the VAl for the treated 
leaves was assumed to be zero. The EWP for the untreated leaves was 
assumed to be l20~, and the EWP for the treated leaves was assumed to 
be l6o~. 
Deviations of reflectance and transmittance between the real and 
theoretical ~a~a of figu~e 30C-? can be used to obtain effective op-
tical constants that yield exact values of reflectance and transmittance 
for a leaf. Deviations between the optical constants for leaves and 
water can be regarded as differential spectra of leaves relative to 
water and as l.,mcertainties in the fundamental optical constants of pure 
liquid water. 
Figure 30c-4 is a plot of the effective index of refraction for 
the citrus leaves. The index of refi~action for pure liquid water is 
also displayed in figure 30C-4a for comparison purposes. Anomalous 
behavior of the leaf dispersion curve occurs at wavelengths o.68~, 
O.76~, O.97~, 1.2l~, 1.45~, and 1.95~, that is, at those wavelengths 
that correspond to absorption bands for water. The maximum values of 
the index of refraction for the leaf (that is, n = 1.4) is not incon-
sistent with that of the epicuticular wax common to many leaves. The 
effective absorption coefficient of a typical leaf such as citrus is 
similar to that of pure liquid water except in the region of chloro-
phyll absorption. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The reflectance theory presented for a typical leaf is based upon 
determination of effective optical constants for that leaf. These 
effective optical constants nand k do not differ substantially 
from those of water over much of the spectrum O.5~ to 2.5~. Certain 
devi·ations that do exist can be regl;3.rded as differential spectra re-
sulting from leaf materials other than w'ater and as uncertainties in 
the corresponding fundamental constants for pure liquid water. Al- . 
though the effective optical constants were obtained for citrus leaves, 
these values have been applied successfully to other leaves such as 
corn and cotton. Deviations between different leaves are to be ex-
pected and were found, especially in the chlorophyll absorption regions. : 
However, the considerable role of air and water ina typical leaf ap-
pears to be described with considerable accuracy 'by the theory. While 
the concept of eff.ecti ve opticalconstiants of a leaf is recognized as 
a device to make the theory exact, it is comforting to note that the 
relations obtained are reasonable. 
30c-6 
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BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH AT h~S-PURDUE* 
By Roger M. Hoffer 
Program Leader, Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing, 
and Associate Professor, Purdue University 
INTRODUCTION 
The Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing (LARS) was founded 
in 1966 at Purdue University by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture to 
plan and conduct research on data-collection, data-processing, and data-
distribution techniques which permit the rapid collection of accurate 
information important to the managem.ent of agricuJ.,tural resources. 
The research effort at LARS is organized into the following five 
interreacting program areas, as shown in figure 31-1: 
1. Measurements 
2. Data processing 
3. Agricultural requirements and appliC!ations 
4. Aerospace agricultural programs 
5. Agricul'tural research (biOphysical research) 
RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
Measurements Program 
The measurements program is concerned with a task of defining pro-
cedures and equipment required to collect accurate and timely measure-
ments and observations of pertinent agriculttt::.j,l phenomena. 
*This report is based upon work sponsored jointly by the National 
Aeronautics~nd Space Administratiori and the U.S. De.partment of Agri.- ,c.! 
culture, in cooperation with Purd1).e University. 
I: '. 
',. 
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Data-Processing Program 
The data-processipg program is developing analysis methods and data-
.' handling systems to permit user-(')ri~nted scientists to adapt automatic 
data-processing techniques to agrich.ltllral applications. 
Agricultural Remote-Sensing Program 
A primary objective of the agricultural remote-sensing program is 
to conduct biophysical research to establish existing relationships be-
tween measurable and/or observable time, space, and frequency character-
istics of electromagnetic energy radiating from agricultural situations. 
Also, it is here that user-oriented applications people adapt automatic 
data-processing techniques to specific agricultural problems. 
Agricultural Requirements and Applications 
In the agricultural requirements and applications area, we are 
working to define specific information requirements by various agricul-
tural users and potential applications of remote sensing and automatic 
data processing in obtaining agricultural data. 
Aerospace Agricultural 'Program 
In the aerospace agricultural program, 01IT objective is to integrate 
res~arch work results into aerospace application experiment plans. 
After approximately 30 months in the remote-sensing program, we 
would summarize our results as follows: 
1. The feasibility of automatic data processing (ADP) for certain' 
agricultura1 applications has been established. 
2. itie feel that for select applications, ADP is rather straight-
forward. 
3. Many applications r\.'~quire further attention, but we believe 
they are feasib+e. 
4. A host .of other im1~ortant agricultural situations require more 
sophist.icatedte(;hniques belrore·~ccepta151e pe,r.formance specifications 
can be met with automatic difLta J(.i~p, cessing. 
/
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It is our belief that in the next few years a pilot program should 
be established to demonstrate the utility of some of the new capabilities 
that have come out of the Earth Resources Program, as well as to further 
investigate important applications involving techniques requiring higher 
order sophistication. 
In this and the following two papers, we will present some of the 
results which lead us to these conclusions. 
Biophysical Research Program 
The biC)physical research program at LARS is involved in three pri-
mary tasks: signature studies, macrophysical studies, and microphysical 
studies. Tb.e obj ectives and some of our results of the research in these 
three areas are briefly as follows. 
/ 
,. Signature Studies 
In the signature studies program, we are attempting to determine 
those agricultural materiaJ.s that can be uniquely identified on the 
basis of multispectral response signatures. In other words, what. are 
the capabilities 'and limitations of remote multispectral sensing and ADP, 
as applied to agricultural situations? For example, can wheat be unique-
ly icLentified, as compared to all other crop species, through the use of . 
remote multispectral sensing and ADP? On the basis of spectral response 
alone, is it possible to identify a field of corn, soybeans, or some 
other crop species'? Is it possible to identify, or only to detect, 
whea~ rust from a remote location? 
Primary emphasis on the identification phase of the program thus far 
has been on crop species identification and on identification of primary 
ground. cover such as bare soil, water, and vegetation. It is important 
\ 
to note, that in the use of multispectral data for automatic identifica-
tion of agricultural Cl'OPS, many of the principles of phot()interpretatipn 
such as size, shape, patt.ern"shadow, and texture of a target area can 
no longer be applied. Only the spectral response, whicl:J.isthe re-
fLected·or emitted energy from a small axea on the ground, is used to 
id\~mtify a particular material when using remote multispectral\ sensing 
and, ADP techniques .. 
Results Acquired from the Useef Data from NASA Aircraft 
:V:~light missions have been conducted at differerit selected times 
during", the growing sea.son. The phot'ographic (color and color infrared, 
31-4 
(IR)) data and ultraviolet and thermal IR da.ta have been studied to 
determine the following: 
1. The utility of the different types of ima.gery for purposes ,of 
crop species identification 
2. The utility of the different types of imagery for pury!')ses of 
determining crop conditions of health and maturity 
3. The utility of different scales of imagery for the previously 
discussed purposes 
4. The utility of the different types of imagery for determining 
soil type and soil conditions of moisture and cultivation 
5. The utility of good-quality color and color IR photographs in 
the analysis of multispectral scanner data 
6. Look-angle and sun-angle effects upon the spectral character-
istics of photographic data of various agricultural situations 
Our results thus far can be summarized as follows: 
1. Color photography is the easiest to use for purposes of crop 
species identification. 
2. For fields of low-percentage vegetative cover, color IR photo~ 
graphs are superior to color photographs in determining the presence of 
vegetation. It is extremely difficult to differentiate between com-
pletely pare soil and a low percentage of vegetative cover on color 
photographs. 
3. The ultraviolet imagery from -the NASA aircraft is of little 
use in any' of the previously discusned analysis tasks. 
l~. Thermal IR imagery is very useful in soil moisture studies and 
also for purposes of locating bodies of water partially obscured by 
vegetation. 
5. Color IR photography is more useful than color photography for 
determining the presence of bare soil as opposed to dry, dea~ veget~~ion 
in, spot locations within a canopy of green vegetation. 
6. Conditions of crop health anq maturity can best be studied 
using both color and color IR ]?hotograph\3in combination 'with each other. 
Color photographs are', easier and more reliable for inter:pr~~tation' pur-
poses, but often, subtlE~ ,differences in spectral reflectanceithat would 
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be overlooked on color photographs are much more apparent on color 1R 
photographs. 
7. Sixty-percent overlap is necessary for studying angular ef-
fects of various agricultural situations. Twenty-percent overlap is not 
sufficient. 
8. Crop canopy conditions can be grossly misinterpreted at view 
angles away from nadir. This is largely a function of row direction in 
conjunction with look angle. Crop height and row width also playa 
part. Precise limitations on a.llovtable look angle have not yet been 
determined. 
9. Scales of 1:14 000 are very useful for purposes of aiding in 
the analysis of multispectral scanner data. Many crop species identi-
fications can be made from photography at this 8cale. However, 1:4000-
scale photographs are required in many instances for positive 
identification. Therefore, both 1:14 000- a.nd 1:4000-scale photographs 
are useful for many purposes of crop species and oondition identif:i,ca-
tio:g,. 
10. Color photographs are uset'ul for purposes. of soil type and 
condition classification. However, in many instances, color 1R photo-
graphs were required to differentiate (a) between bare soil and dead 
vegetation, or (~) between completely bare soil and fields containing 
recently germinated crops (about 90 percent bare soil and 10 percent 
green veget:ation). 
11. Color and colQr 1R photographs were equally useful in loca~ing 
fields containing drainage tiles and in mapping out the location and 
pattern of the tiles. OIl the 1:4000-scale photographs, inferences could 
be drawn about the age of the tile system in many instances. 
12. NASA photographic coverage is most useful if obtained over the 
same flight lines several times throughout the growing season • 
. Summary 
Evaluation of NASA imagery for several purposes, outlined previously, 
ha.s indicated that the NASA ultraviolet imagery is of little use .... ~Ther-­
mal 1R imagery is of value in certain situations. More work needs to. be 
do:ne with calibrated imagery :i:r:t the future. Color and color 13 photo",:,,' 
graphs provid~ one of the best )30U:fces of" ground truth" information 
available. Many items of info~mation that, would be nearly- impossible to 
ob.tain on the ground .·can be obtained easily doom these aerJal pn.otographs. 
'- ': 
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Both color and color IR photographs are necessary and should be used 
together. Scales of both 1:14 000 and 1:4000 are useful for certain 
purposes, although the scale of 1:4clO could probably be changed to a 
scale of 1:6000 for most purposes. Sixty-percent overlap on the photo-
graphic coverage is essential. Examples of the utility of NASA photog-
rap~y are shown in the text of this report. 
HIGHWAY 37 RESULTS 
One of the analysis tasks undertaken this past summer has been the 
classification of a set of multispectral sc.a,nner data obtained in cen-
tral Indiana. ,This involved 9ver 70 miles of data flown at an altitude 
of 3200 feet in the area shown in figure 31-2. These data were obtained 
by the University of Michigan Institute of Science and Technology using 
their multispectral scanning system, collecting data in 18 discrete 
wavelength bands. As can be seen, this area involves a substantial 
length of flight line. Our first analysis task was to identify green 
vegetation, bare soil, and water automatically. Training samples were 
selected from approximately a 3-mile segment of the data, and the entire 
flight line was then automatically classified into .one of these three 
categories. Figure 31-3 shows typical results f0r approximately a 
4-mile segment of the data. On the left is a p~oto mosaic of the area, 
these photographs having been obtained 10 days before the scanner flight. 
They were obtained for planning purposes. In the center is the cOID;puter 
print-out showing the automatic classification results for the same area. 
The darker tones indicate areas of green vegetation; the light tones 
are bare soil; and the medium tones are water. On the right is a com-
puter print-out of only the sample points identified as water. Many of 
these points appear very small and scattered, but aerial photographs 
reveal that these are actually areas of ponded water and drainage 
ditches. It is of interest to note that there were several instances 
in which water was identified correctly automatically but which had 
previously been over160~ed on the aerial photographs. Several of these 
water ar~as were very difficult to see on color aeri.al photographs be-
cause of the lack of distinct color differences between the wat'er and 
other materials in the vicinity. 1 would like to point out that be-
cause the black and white aerial photographs shown on the left were 
obtained 10 days before the mll.J;cispectral scanner data were collected s , 
in several areas, the ground conditions at the time of the scanner 
flight and as they a.ppear on this photo mosaic were quite diff·erent. 
Figures 31-4 and 31-5' shQ~..r closeups of small typical areas in the data. 
In figure 31-4, at point l, a hedgercr:~,:" is shoWn' on.. the color photograph 
and can also be seen too have been correctly identified on the computer' 
print-out on the right. Point 2 is a field of'wii~~~er wheat,which is 0 
at a very green stage of maturation, as shown by, th~ color photograPll: 
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The symbol "I" used to identify green vegetation on the computer print-out 
indicates that this area was accurately classified. The dry brown vege-
tation shown at point 3 has been "thresholded" in the automatic classi-
fication. process, which means that the multispectral response in this 
area was unlike the response for green vegetation, bare soil, or water. 
Therefore, this area of dry brown vegetation was not classified into any 
one of the designated categories and was left blank on the computer 
print-out. As may be seen in this figure, the roads and houses were 
also "thresholded" and are shown as blank areas in these automatic 
classification results. Point 4 is a pond of water which was correctly 
classified and is indicated by M (simply because M is a relatively 
"dark" symbol) on the print-out. 
In figure 31'-5, point 1 (at the corner of a field of green vegeta--
tion and two fields of bare soil) and point 2 (in the river) are indi-
cated for purposes of orientation. Point 3 shows a small hedgerow 
between two areas of bare soil, which was accurateiy identified on the 
print-out. A tributary which was correctly identified is indicatBd at 
point 4. Point 5 is a very small pond of' water that is almQ,st indis-
tinguishable on the color photograph. These result5 indicate a rather 
good capability for automatic identification of these cover types. 
In order to automatically identify these cover types over the 
entire 70-mile flight line, pattern-recognition techniques were applied 
to the multispectral response data. The optical-mechanical scanner, 
which was used to obtain the data, measured the radiance of small areas 
on the ground simultaneously in several wavelength bands. By ordering 
the measured response values for each of the wavelength bands, one can 
obtain a measurement vector for each of the materials of interest. On 
the basis of these vectors, the pattern-recognition ce.tegorizer :\.$ pro-
gramed to determine spectral differences arnong the va:rious materials. 
At this p:.11nt, the categorizer is "trained" using known target materials. 
I I --.- I 
Then, the measurement vectors of unknown target materials or test samples 
can be examined and classified. The automatic Glassification-shown in 
figures 31-3, 31-4, and 31-5 was carried out using the o.48lJ to 0.50lJ, 
0.58lJ to 0.62]..1, o.66lJ to 0.72}.l, and o.8lJ to 1.OlJ wavelength bands. Thus, 
all of the wavelength bands used for this classification were in the 
visible or near-reflective IR region. 
In this particular analysis task, one of the primary objectives 
was to select approximately 30 training sample areas in a (l~egion about 
3 miles long and to determine whether this . same set of training samples 
could be used. reliably throughout the entire€! TO-mile flight line., We 
feel that the results were satisfactory in demonstrating a' capabiiity 
to classify larg:e geographic areas automatically, based up en relatively 
sma:lltraining~taJllple regions. -
\ 
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In order to Cluantitatively che:ck at least a portion of these classi-
fication results, a total of 107 test sample areas were selected at 
random from the computer data. In 96 of the 107 test areas, a 97-percent 
or higher classification accuracy had been obtained, and in 106 of the 
107 test areas a correct classification of o" .. ("er 83 p~rcent of· the sample 
points had been achieved. The average c.lassfeication\ accurac!y was 
99 percent for green vegetation, 98 percent for soil, and 97 percent for 
water. It is the diff'erences that exist in the s];>ectral signatures of 
these materials which allmv this c~pability for aut~ma,tic identification. 
We feel that these and other results obtained have definiteJ.y estab-
lished the feasib:t,li'ty for ADP for certain tasks whe~'e the spectral 
characteristics of the materials involved are Clui te different. 
, 
The significance of a procedure to apply pattern-rec~\gni tioD. tech-
niques to multispectral scanner data is that it oft"ers a ca1.~bili:ty to 
obtain data rapidly over very large geographic areas, followe-i\ by rapid 
automatic processing of the data to a reasonable degree of acc~acy, to 
produce useful infOJ:'mation in a timely manner. There are many Sl.~uations 
in which the current capability could advantageously be put to lise", 
\ 
CROP SPECIES IDENTIFICATION \. \ 
Another step tn sophistication above such simple Qover-type identi-
fication would. be to'\identify crop species g:roupings or va,rj.ous ;in,di vid-
ua.l crop species of m~,or importance such as corn, soybeans, wheat, and 
oats. In one sttch effo:l:'t, we analyzecl data from an agricultural farm-
land region southwest from Lafayette,.' Im~iana.. On the left of fig.,.. 
ure. 31-6 is an annotated ae~ial photo mosaic of the flight·-l:tne area.. 
In the center is a computer print-out identifying all tpe areas of row 
crops, which would be comprised of either corn or soyb.eans. The fields 
in the flight-line area for which ground truth was obtained and -which 
were positively identified as being either corn or soybeans were out-
lined by han'd and designated with i3. G or an S. One can see that these 
results are generally very good, altl1o'ugh there are ·a couple of areas 
which were not corn or soybeans ~ but w:Qich 't-re!e largely identified as 
row crop. One field of soybeans had very few s:amplepoints in thE~ field 
that were automatically identified as such. An area at the very bottom 
of the computer print-outs was out. of the designated flight-line area, 
and no grou.ndtruth was obtained.. One.might' ,speculate ,nqwever, that the 
fields in Cluestion were indee.d fields of'corn'-'Q}:," soybearm, bas·ed. upon 
the results shown. In the print-out, on the. right"th~ comput.er p!'inted 
out an L for, each sample point which was. automatically id.entified, ~s a 
small grain (ei the:r wheat or·· oats) • Again, one se'(.~s t.hat all.fi,eHi;s in 
the flight-line area which were small. g:rain~ were large:LY j.dent·i'f'iea. as 
such. There a.rea ·:fewsample points insoIIV~ of the fiell.ds that were 
, \ I"~ 
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apparently not correctly classified. Likewise, there are a few scattered 
points throughout other areas of the flight line which were erroneously 
classified into the small-grain category. Figure 31-7 shows a closeup 
of the individual crop species identifications. On the black and white 
aerial photograph, it is extremely difficult to differentiate between, 
much less to identify, the individual crop species. By combining sev-
eral wavelength bands of data simultaneously, it is possible to identify 
the individual species, as indicated by the computer print-out. In this 
figure, W stands for wheat, 0 for oats, S for soybeans, C for corn, P 
for past~e, and R for red clover hay. Since no attempt was made to 
classify diverted acres, this field was not classified into any partic-
ular crop species category. 
As seen in these figures, the classification results appear to be 
quite good. Such an evaluation, however, is very qualitative and leads 
one to speculate about how accurate or inaccurate some of these results 
really are for the various categories of crop materials. Figure 31-8 
shO''t-Ts the aerial photo mosaic of this flight-line area, and next to it 
is a computer print-out designating specific areas in the flight line 
for which the classification results were summarized in a quantitative 
fashion. One sees from this photograph that a large portion of the 
entire flight line was included in the quantitative classification re-
sults. There are a few areas which are not included because they consist 
of diverted acres. Because of extreme diffi.culty in classification of 
diverted acres as a result of natural variation which one finds in this 
land-use category, we did not automatically attempt to identify diverted 
acres, and they were, therefore, not included in the quantitative analy-
fds results. 
Figure 31-9 shows the summarization of the quantitative results in 
a graphical format indicating the percentage of correct claspification 
for each cover type. One sees that the accuracy ranges from 100 percent 
for water to 80.7 percent for hay. Figure 31-10 shows how these figures 
were obtained. This figure is an actual cOJJlPuter print-out, which is 
',~ why "wheat" is spelled "WHET, ";,and "water" is spelled "WATE," since the 
program allowed only four~letteT headings ,for each column. On the left, 
the ground-cover class :t~ designated; an~ the number of samples which 
were known to belong to that class is indicated. On the right are the 
tabular results showing the number of samples which are actually classi-
fied into the various cover types. Thus, of 15 185 sample points desig-
nated as belonging to the row crop category, 14 035 were actually 
identified as row crops. This results in a percentage correct recogni-
tion of 92.4 percent. ODe can 'follow the various percentage figures 
down the column and see that they correspond t~ those shown in fig-
ure 31-9. The oy.~rall performance for these classification results was 
89.7 percent. If one takes all categories and weighs each category 
equally, We get an'average-accuracy of 90.2 percent. I believe, however, 
[I 
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that the overall performance is a more meaningful figure in that this 
weights each cover type according to the portion of the total area which 
is covered by that material. Thus, in figure 31-10, of the total 
27 312 samples classified, more than one-half of these, or 15 185, belong 
to the row crop category. This gives row crops over 50 percent of the 
weight in the overall performance figure of 89.7 percent.' 
Let us examine these classification results in another manner. 
Figure 31-10 represents the results from a total of 66 test areas out-
lined in figure 31-8. These 66 test areas were quantitatively analyzed 
on an individual basis. Of these areas, 60 out of the 66 had a 
percentage-correct'recognition of over 75 percent. Thus, if one could 
assume that a 'r5-percent or better classification of the sample points 
in any field would identify that field as being a certain crop species 
or cover type, then in this case, 60 out of the 66 test areas of this 
flight line were correctly identified according to the ground cover. 
Of the six remaining fields, one field of soybeans would have been in-
correctly ident.ified as a pasture area. The other five fields did not 
have 75 percent of the sample points classified into any particular 
cover type and, therefore, could not be identified by this method. 
One of the more difficult problems involved in automatic classifica-
tion of agricultural materials is the proper selection of,an adequate 
training set of data. The difficulty l.ies in the spectral variability 
of agricultural materials. To examine the problems which might be en-
countered for data obtained from widely' separated geographical areas, 
we have done preliminary analysis work with data collected at the 
Weslaco, Texas, and California Test Sites. We found that the problems 
of agricultural variability and training sample selection were very 
similar to those encountered for data obtained in Indiana. On the basis 
of this work, we believe that the ADP approach will be applicable to 
various geographical areas. 
A second area of endeavor within the signature studies program of 
biophysical research is to define the optimum portions of the electl~o .... 
magnetic spectrum for various identification tasks when using multi-
spectral response data. In some instances, it appears possible to iden-
tify a crop species using only two or perhaps three wavelength bands. 
In other situations, a particular material may require five or six wave-
length bands for correct identification, but thes.e are not necessarily 
the same wavelength bands as were required for identification of the 
first-crop. Thus, it is essential to determine, for each task at hand, 
which wavelength bands are necessary to identify a particular object or 
crop type and which wavele~gth ,bands yield little additional information. 
This will vary from crop to crop and.from season to seaBon. This type 
of research on wavelength-band determinations is one of the largest areas 
in which integrated laboratory, field, and aerospace endeavors are essen-
tial. 
...... 
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The third area of endeavor within the signature studies program is 
to determine the amount of seasonal variation in multispectral response 
patterns for the various crop species and soil conditions. We know, for 
example, that the spectral response for most crops "j;.Till change through-
out the growing season as the crops mature, and there may be greater or 
smaller amounts of variation at any particular time during the growing 
season. Photographic and other sensor data from the NASA aircraft pro-
gram has proven very useful for study of the seasonal and year-to-year 
variations of agricultural situations. Figure 31-11 shows a comparison 
of color photographs taken by the NASA Convair 240 at '7000 feet .above 
terrain in an area in Tippecanoe County, Indiana. The photograph on the 
left was taken on June 18, 1968 on mission '74. At this time of the year, 
there were many fields that appeared to be bare soil. At points 1 and .. 2, 
for examples the fields appear to be bare soil, but are actually planted 
to soybeans and corn, respectively. The crops have germinated, but are 
still small and have only a small percentage of ground cover. In the 
photograph on the right, these fields have changed drastically during 
the 6-week period between June 18 and July 30. One would have seen al-
mOBt this much change had there only been a 4-week difference. At 
point 1 on the July 30 photograph~ the soybeans are much greener than 
the corn, which had tasseled; yet these same two fields looked alike a 
few weeks earlier. On the June 18 photograph at point 3, a field of 
wheat is s'l~arting to ripen and is more yellow than the deep-green oat 
field at poInt 5. On the- July 30 photograph, the oat field is oat stub-
ble, and the wheat field is a combination of wheat stubble and an under-
growth of alfalfa. At point 4 is a field of red clover which can be 
seen to have changed con8iderably between June 18 and July 30. 
Macrophysical Studies 
The macrophysical studies in our program have the following goals: 
(1) to determine the agricultural causes of variations in multispectral 
response patterns and (2) to determine the signif,icant items of ground 
truth that must be obtained and how best to obtain such data. Knowing 
that a certain amount of variation does exist in the multispectral 
response signature does not explain why this variation in spectral 
response exists. He have found, for example, that the variety of a 
crop species, the date of planting, the soil type, the row direction., the 
row width, and the soil moisture all cause significant differences in 
multispectral r~sponse signatures of·a given crop species. These data 
then become items of importance in obtaining ground-truth information 
at the time of remote-sensing flights. ,We feel that it is ejctremely 
important to determi·ne the causes of variations wi th:j.n crop species so 
that we may be able to predict the portion of the growing season when 
minimum variation in spectral response will exist and, therefore, to 
predict when the probability for correct automatic ide!lt~'ficat~ton of 
crop species is greatest . Knowledge as to the agricultwfal ve.riations 
j 
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within a crop species is essential in order to determine the capabili-
ties and limitations of such automatic processing of multispectral data 
for an operational remote-sensing system. 
Figure 31-12 shows adjacent frames of color photography which in-
clude some of the same fields. These photographs were taken on July 30 
of this year on NASA mission 77.. In the photograph on the right is seen 
a field of soybeans that is near the center of the frame. The view is 
directly downward; therefore, a large portion of the field of view that 
is seen is bare soil. In the photograph on the left, which is the ad-
jacent frame, the angle of view is not directly down on top of the field, 
but rath-:-:r" off to the side. In this case, the view is through the crop 
canopy and no bare soil is seen, but rather, the less illuminated sides 
of the plants and the shadow area on the inside of the crop canopy. 
There is little, if any, soil seen. Therefore, the entire field appears 
to b,e dark green. Row direction, as well a.s look angle, has a marlted 
effect on the appearance of these soybeans in these photographs. This 
is illustrated vividly in the small a:.:reas in which the farmer had 
planted in a sequence of changing row directions. At point 1, the rml 
direction is north-south (up and. down on these photographs), whereas at 
point 2 it is east-west. The soybean field designated at point 3 also 
has a north-south row direction, and again the change in tone from green 
(left photograph) to mostly brown (right photograph) is very striking. 
Figure 31-13 was obtained on July 27,1966. In the center por-
tion of the photograph, we see three fields, all of which contain red 
clover. However, the use of each of these fields is different.. The 
closest field is .being used as pastureland and presents a rather mecrium-
brown appearance. Immediately behind thif3 field is red clover being 
use.a for hay and having a rather greenish appearance. 'B'ehind that is a 
field of red clover in the diverted-acres program, which gives a 
brovmish-black coloration. These differences will cause differences in 
the multispectral response signature. This points out the need in our 
ground-truth program to not only identify a field as to the crop species 
present in the field, but also to determine the use being made of a 
particular agricultural field. In many cases, we must try to identify 
the cover type in a field on the basis of use and crop spe.cies, not 
simply crop species identificati.on alone. 
;/>,. test area used for wheat variety trials at the Purdue Agronomy 
Farm is shown in figure 31-14. This indicates the wide variety Qf 
spec:tral signatures that one might encounter for a single crop species 
at the .same time during the growing season. Because this photograph 
was obtained in an experimental area, the differences encountered are 
rather extreme, but it does serve to indicate the differences· which 
might possibly be encountered for a single crop species in a given 
geographical area and at a given point in time.; 
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The agricultural scene changes greatly throughout the entire grow-
ing season. Each crop species has a different rate of maturing. Corn, 
for example, takes about 180 days to mature; soybeans, on the other 
hand, mature in about approximately 100 days. Wheat is planted in the 
fall and matures in the spring, whereas most crops are planted in the 
spring and mature late in the fall. These differences in maturity rates 
and maturity cycle can work toward our advantage. We can be selective 
in the time of the growing season when we can conduct remote-sensing 
flights, such that we can observe the crop species of interest at a 
time when it has a distinct characteristic signature, different from all 
other crop species. 
Some other agricultural variabilities may work to our advantage. 
For example, we know that row width will cause differences in multispec~ 
tral response signatures. The signaturE:! for a field of corn planted 
in 20-inch row widths will be different from that planted in 40-inch 
row widths, at least during certain portions of the growing season. 
Agricultural industries, or "agribusiness," would like very mn.ch to know 
how many acres of corn are being planted in narrow row widths as opposed 
to the acree.ge that if) planted in normal row widths. These data ';'lou,ld 
allow revision of machinery designs to adapt to changing agricultural 
cUltivation practices. This type of situation again points out the need 
for us to design an operational remote-sensing systetn around the infor-
mation requirements of the user groups. It is the user groups, be it 
either agribusiness, the individual farmer, Government agencies, or 
international agencies who must offer guidelines as to the types of in-
formation which they would like to be able to obtain and which are of 
a nature tha.t c07,1lo. be obtained with remote-sensing techniques. 
Microphysical St'udies 
The micTo'9hysical studies area of the biophys.ical program at LARS-
Purdue relateEi. spectral response signatures to the physical and. chemical 
properties of plants and soils. This involves the study of individual 
plants and leaves under' controlled condi'tions in an ~ttempt to become 
more knowledgeable about j:nteractions between the plantsand soils and 
the refle.:!tE·d or emitted energy which w'e are measuring remotely. For 
example, hO:ifdoes moisture content of plants affect the reflectance or 
emittance characteristic of the plant? . IIi which wavelength bands does 
one find the best correlation between reflectance a.nd varioUf;, factors 
affecting 'the J;>lant? For plants in various disease;situatio~s,is there 
a difi'ere:nce in reflectance? If so, why? Is it a change in pigmenta-
tion.~ a q;.)llapse of the spongy mesophyll, perhaps ·a change in the gross 
geometrycf the plant allowing more soil to be viewed from above~C;:r a 
com'plex l)ombination of these ,:factors?. These are the kinds of questions" 
wh;Ich m1.'l.st be answered for many crop materials under carefully con-
trolled,ifield and greenhous(j situatiQns. . 
\;: 
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Summary 
The research to date at LARS has indicated a great deal of promise 
for automatic assessment of various agriculture,l situations ~ There is 
still a great deal to be learned. There are some special'ized items of 
field and aircraft equipment which need to be built. 
Much of the work at LARS has centered around photographic and multi-
spectral optical-mechanical scanner data. Although the multispectral 
scanner d~ta cannot be ob,tained in any condition Qf weather, as is the 
case with radar, there are some advantages to this type of data in terms 
of resolution, power requirements, and data handling. Photography offers 
much better resolution than scanner data but only covers a narrow portion 
of the optical spectrum - 0.4]..1 to 0.9]..1, whereas the scanne:r capability 
extends from 0.3]..1 to 15]..1. The primary advantage of optical-mechanical 
scanner data is in the ease and accuracy with which the data can 'be 
quantized and then processed and analyzed by computer. It would appear 
to us that an operational remote-sensing system of the future should 
incorporate the unique advantages of several instrument systems, in-
cluding photographic sensors, optical-mechanical scanners, radar, and 
perhaps laser altimeters and other instruments. We must not seal our-
selves to the advantages of,one instrument system and overlook the 
advantages of others that could and should be used in a remote-sensing 
program. 
We believe th~t automatic data processing of remotely sensed data 
has a great deal of potential, both in this country and in developing 
countries. The major benefits of an operational remote-sensing infor-
mation system in agriculture would be the capability of obtaining data 
rapidly over large geographical areas and the timely processing of such 
data to useful information with accompanying benefits in improved ac-
curacy, timeliness, and perhaps economy of agrj~cultural surveys. 
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Figure 31-1.- Organization diagram for the Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing, Purdue University. The 
relationship between LARS and the other fa~ilities involved in agricultural remote sensing is also indicated. 
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Figure "3l-2.- Location of. a 70-mile flight line ill, south-central Indiana~ 
Multfispectral scanner data for this entire. :fligl)lit line were automati-
cally classified into basic cdver types. 
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Figure 3 - 3 .- Comparison v 0 0 osaic an a omatic c1assifica ion 
resul s for t e same ea . A p otograp of a computer prin - 0 
showing only e point identif:ed as water is shown on the right . 
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Fi e 31- 4.- Closeup 0 classifica ion results . On the co u er print-
out 0 e r"gh , I re resen s ,oin s c assified as green vegetation , 
- re esen s e so"l , d re resents water. Dry , ead vegetat" on, 
hous s, roads, and other points no class ified into one of t ese three 
categories have been "thres olded" and are displayed as a blank. 
, 
Figure 31- 5.- Closeup of automatic classification results for basic cover types . The symbols 
used in the computer print- out are the same as those used in figure 31- 4. Note the difficulty 
required in identifying the water at point 5 on the color photograph and note that this ~ater 
was accurately classified by the computer . 
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RO CROP CE GR 
( a SOY EAN) ( HEAT a OAT S) 
Figure 31- 6.- U omatic classificat·o results for new crops and cere-
al grains. The·· ines a crop s ecies identific·atJ.on symbols were 
anually a ded to the pri - outs . The symbols on the photo 
mosaic r e resent the Jllo ing crop s ecies or la d use : S is soy-
. eans , C is corn 0 is i s w eat, is alfa fa , T is timothy, 
RC is red clover, R :8 Sudan is sudan grass , P s pasture, DA is 
di erted acres ; and H 
iguxe 31- 7 .- Closeup of the computer print-out of crop species identification results and cor-
responding aerial photograph. Notice how difficult it is to locate some of the field bound-
aries on the Plus-X aerial photograph (wheat versus 0ats , corn versus soybeans) , yet the 
utomatic identification of the crop species allows the field boundaries to be distinctly 
disnlaved. 
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F> gure 31- 8 .- Pho 0 mosaic a d corres on lng computer pri - out "ndicat-
ng e es areas (ou : i ed by rec i angl es ) within which quantitative 
_lassi i a io resul s 'Were summ . i ed. 
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Figure 31- 10.- Table of computer output showing the quantitative classification results and the numbers of 
samples used to obtain the percentage correct recognition figures indicated here and in figure 31- 9 . 
This tabular format also allows examination of misc1assification errors . 
Figure 31- 11 .- Color photographs obtained by the NASA Convair 240 aircraft on June 18 and 
J uly 30 , 1968 . These photographs show distinct changes that have taken place for soybeans 
(1) , corn (2), wheat (3) , red clover (4) , and oats (5) between these two dates . The wheat 
and oats were harvested in early July, and only stubble and mixture of stubble and alfalfa 
are seen on the July 30 photograph in fields 5 and 3, respectively . 
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Figure 31-12 .- Adjacent frames of color photography obtained by NASA on July 30 , 1968. These 
frames show the marked effects of look angle and the row direction of the crop upon the tone 
recorded on an aerial photograph . Soybeans at points 1 and 3 were planted in a north-south 
orientation and at point 2 in an east-west direction . 
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Figure 31-13 . - Color phot ograph of an agricultural area showing three fields of red clover . The 
first f ield (medium brown area , center of photograph just beyond the yellowish stubble field) 
is red clover being used for hay. The second field (light green area just in front of the 
ark brown area) is red clover being used as pasture . The third field (just beyond second 
f i eld) is very dark brown and is red clover in the diverted acres program. In each field, the 
crop species is the same , but the use of the field is different and creates marked differences 
in spectral reflectance . Ground- truth data should therefore include use of each field , as 
well as the identification of the species . 
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Figure 31-14 .- Color photograph of wheat breeding plots on the Purdue Agronomy Farm, showing 
the marked differ ences in appearance that can be found on the same date for different vari 
eties and crosses of a single crop species . 
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DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMS AT LARS-PURDUE* 
By D. A. Landgrebe 
Program Leader, Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing, 
and Associate Professor, Purdue University 
SUMMARY 
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A primary objective of the Data Processing Programs Group, working 
in concert w'ith the other four Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sens-
ing program areas, is to establish the existence of uniquely character-
istic earth surface features of importance to agriculture. Initial 
efforts have concentrated on developing such a capability for the iden-
tification and measurement of important crop types in temperate zones. 
Other identification tasks of economic importanee include soil mapping, 
identification of water bodies, detection of stressed vegetation con-
ditions, general landscape mapping, et cetera. Feasibility studies to 
date indicate that the most promising set of characterizing features 
include stable, precise measurements of radiance of each scene-resolution 
element simultaneously in multiple-wavelength bands. 
An appropriate instrument to obtain such measurements is a multi-
spectral, object plane scanning radiometer. Unfortunately, this equtp-
ment is not yet available on a NASA aircr.aft; for this reason, NASA has 
funded data collection with a multispectral scanner developed under 
U.S. Army contract by the University of Michigan, mounted in a Univer-
sity of Michigan DC-3 aircraft. While this system has shortcomings, it 
has permitt,ed feasibility research to be conducted. Laboratory for 
Agricultural Remote Sensing researchers look forw'ard to the availability 
of a state-of-the-art multispectral sensing system on the NASA aircraft 
in the not too distant future. Such an instrument would be calibrated 
with state-of-the-art techniques and would be a single-aperture instru-
ment, as opposed to the two-scanner, four-aperture system developed at 
,Michigan. A state':":of-the-art scanner of this type will greatly facili-
'tate the handling and processing of data and permit investigat-ions 
whiph are,difficult, if not impossible, with existing equipment. 
"--~~~------------~--------------~--~----~--~~--~----~~~-----
" *This 'report is based upon work sponsored jointly J,>y the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration'and the U.S. Department of Agri ... 
culture, in coop~rati'on with Purdue University. 
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The work reported herein, therefore, utilized as' prime data those 
data gathered by the University of Michigan under contract to NASA and 
other agencies. All pictorial computer print-outs, data overlays, and 
feature extraction studies reported herein utilized these data as prime-
data inputs. 
Critical to the success of research on automat:\c processing methods 
is the availability of extensive, high-quality, detailed ground truth. 
Extremely useful ground truth is collected with large-scale, high-
quality color, color infrared, and black and white panchromatic aerial 
photography. The NASA aircraft has provided much of this type of data 
for the Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing program. Panchro-
matic photography is utilized for the compilation of up-to-date base 
map materials. Field boundaries, color types, crop conditions, et cet-
era, are collected in the field and noted on panchromatic photography. 
The large-scale color and color infrared photography is invaluable in 
the selection of training samples and in the evaluation of classifica-
t~on trials with multispectral data in the research phases of our pro-
. grams. Photography provided by the NASA aircraft has also been collected 
for use in temporal analysis of agricultural scenes and is permitting 
definition of the point in the calendar year at which certain agricul-
tural conditions of importance can best be identified. The photography 
has also indicated effects of various sun-angle effects and hot-spot 
effects. Exemplary of the resul tswi th the photographic data was the 
observation of irrigation tile lines under given soil moisture condi-
tions. Photography at a later date in a dry condition did not reveal 
these irrigation lines. We believe that high-quality photography is an 
invaluable input in our research to develop automatic recognition capa-
bilit.ies with multispectral data. In the future, as research data are 
collected bver large areas, the use of photographic material will take 
on added importance. 
INTRODUCTION 
In addition to participating in the pattern recognition studies 
discussed by R. Hoffer in another report, the Laboratory for Agricul--
tural Remote Sensing Data Processing Programs Group is engaged in sev-
era.l, ot,her activities. Three of these activities "Till be briefly 
described at this time. We begin with a discussion of the compute!:, 
software. system which has been developed to carry out research, al,~j_. 
with,rilore importantly, the manner in which a system of this type can 
be used in an operational earth-observational satellite system. The 
work of the Group in developing techniques for optimal spectral band 
selection is. diseussed next. This is followed by a brief discussion of 
the studies and' of' the' resulting s~'stem to overlay non-time-coincident 
. scanner' channels upon one another. . ( ~ -.,,' \1\'1 
II, 
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A MODE OF OPERATION FOR AN OPERATIONAL SYSTfl~ 
Figure 32-1 shows a block diagram of an operational earth-
observational information system. In this system, data are gathered by 
the sensor and then pass through onboard. prooessing in which data at'e 
prepared for transmission to ground read-·out stations. There must of 
course be a data link, and this is followed by ground-based processing. 
In this step, the remaining preprocessing of the data necessary prior 
to analysis is carried out. Following preprocessing, an appropriate 
analysis algorithm is applied to the data in order to convert data to 
information. This step is followed by distribution to consumers. At 
Purdue University, research is being carried out which is applicable to 
each of the six blocks illustrated in this report. This work is con-
centrated on a system which relies upon an automated analysis algorithm. 
Shortly after the Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing (LARS) was 
founded, approximately 30 months ago, the use of pattern-recognition 
techniques (as compared to the spectral-matching techniques under 
research at that time) was proposed as an approach to finding a specific 
anal:;{sis algorithm. Let us briefly review the significant features of , 
this type of approach. 
Figure 32-2 shows a diagram of the manner in which pattern-
recognition systems are typically described and designed. One sees that 
such systems are divided into two main steps. These are indicated here 
as the receptor and the categorizeI'. It is the job of the receptor to 
extract from the pattern certain characteristic measurements indicated 
here as a feature vector or measurement vector. In the case of our 
system, the components of this vector may consist of samples from the 
radiance-versus-wavelength curve of the electromagnetic energy, as 
measured by the sensor. In addition to simply making these measurements, 
the receptor is sometimes called upon to preproc'essthese measurements 
in an appropriate manner to place in greater evidence the significant 
properties of the pattern. 
It is the job of the categorizeI', then, with the feature vector as 
an input, to classify the vector as being a member of one of several 
preestablished categories. Figure 32-3 illustrates briefly how this 
might be done. This figure shows a hypothetical two-dimensionaTfea-
ture plot, a plot., for example, of radiance in spectral band 1 versus 
radiance in spectral band 2. Points have been plotted here to illus-
trate hoW three categories of crops might distribute themselves. Given 
the categories and training samples for the crops, the task of designing 
the categorizeI' becomes one of deciding upon decision boundaries which 
divide this two-dimensional space into regions belonging exclusively to 
each of the three'crops expected. Note that while it was necessary here 
to restrict ourselves to two dimensions (i.e., spectral bands), no such 
restriction is necessary in designing a categori~zer ,and any number of 
~.;.' 
" 
,,' 
spectral ba,.nds (i. e., a feature vector of any number of components) is 
permitted. Furthermore, components of the featu:r.e vector need not b',~ 
spectral measu.rements, but may be other types of information such as 
time of day, sun angle, or any other component. 
We must point out two important facts about automated classifica-
tion systems. First, note that in designing such a system, a region of 
N-dimensional space must be assigned for each type of surface cover 
which is expected to be encountered in observing the surface of the 
earth. This illustrates "I'.vhy the definition of categories is a key prob-
lem in designing such a system. Categories must be established which 
are in this sense all inclusive, wh:tch are of interest to the informa-
tion consumer, and of course which are separable (i.e., nonoverlapping). 
The second point is that desirable categories are generally not as 
separable as they have been mad.e to appear in this hypothetical feature 
space (fig. 32-2), and they certainly vary greatly with time of day, 
view angle, geographical location, and many other varia'bles. In short, 
it is naive to assume, for example, that a unique spectral signature 
can be determined for any of the major crop species which will be valid 
over an extended geographical area and over an extended ~eriod of time. 
It is for this reason that we were led from the beginning to attempt to 
establish that at anyone time and in anyone geographical area, differ-
ences in N-space between the desirable categories exist, rather than to 
attempt -to determine what the differences are. As we have said in other 
reports, we are attempting to establish the existence of signatures 
rather than to determine what they are. The reason for this approacn 
is that because of the great variability of the agricultural scene from 
season to season, from week to week, and geographical area to area, the 
approach to be taken is to reestablish the correct decision boundaries 
each t-ime data from a new area at a new time are received. 
Thus, in figure 32-1, what is significant to this discussion ab0ut 
su.ch a system is indicated more by what is not present in the figure 
than by wha-!" is. These missing parts of figure 32-1 are all the other 
information inputs, such as ground truth of the area just observed from 
space, which will be input into the ground processing and data-reduction 
phas,es of this system. By retraining the system each time data are 
gathered, that is, by redefining the precise location of the decision 
boundaries, one will most certainly increase the performance of such a 
system. In addition, one greatly simplifies thejbb of the sensOr de...i 
signer and compensates. for the difficulty in achieYing precise absolute 
calibration. One can, by this mode of' operatiort,norm9-lize out many 
variables such as season-tb-season variations which under other circum-
sta.nces would prevent a high performance for the sy:ptem. 
It seems likely at this time that the amount and cost of ground 
-truth necessary for ope1'ation of suc}'{a system in the agriculturally 
" , 
..... ; 
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significant parts of the U.S. will not be prohibitively great, certainly 
not so great as the amount of ground truthing which is now being done 
to carry out the surveys by less powerful methods by the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. 
In summary, then, what we have suggested over the past 2-1/2 years 
is that as a result of the high data loads, an automated analysis algo-
rithm will be.necessary for many survey tasks, and that the mode of 
system operation will be to gather a limited amount of' ground truth by 
manual means and to use the satellite-gathered. data to extrapolate from 
this small amount of ground truth to a much broader area of earth. IJ:'he 
question of whether this can be done, then, rests upon the ability to 
design a system which can both discriminate between significant categor-
ies and be redesigned simply and easily in short periods of time. 
An affirmative answer to this question is beginning to emerge. 
Figure 32-4 shows the programing system developed by LARS for carrying 
out pattern-recognition research. This system called LARSYS has been 
designed with this operational (extrapolation) mode in mind. Though 
all parts of this system are necessary in research and will be required 
in an operational system, we wish to draw attention now to only three 
parts. These are LARSYSAH, in w'hich the aircraft data handling and 
preprocessing opera.tions are carried out; LARSYSAA, in which the actual 
analysis algorithm is implemented; the LARSYSGT, the ground-truth-data 
processor. Figure 32-5 shows how these three parts are used to carry 
out classification attempts. One sees that the researcher receives 
inputs from LARSYSAH, presently in the form of gray-scale print-outs, 
and ground-truth information for LARSYSGT. He uses these to achieve 
the proper operation of the analysis algorithm carried out in LARSYSAA. 
A more detailed diagram of LARSYSAA is illustrated in figure 32-6. One 
sees here that this subsystem contains four processors, each under the 
control of its own supervisor. The first, the statistics processor, is 
used by the researcher to determine various statistical parameters of 
proposed classes in order to establish, a priori, .the probable degree 
of separability of the proposed classes. The second processor, the 
feature-selection processor, is used to select the optimum set Of fea-
tures for the proposed classification and, in addition, serves to 
further indicate the degree of separability of the proposed·' classes a 
priori. The classification itself is carried ou,t by the third processor ,. 
with the results (in this research :phas~) being written innnediately onto 
digital magnetic tape~ This tape may then be read by the diSplay proc-
e.ssor for display and evaluation of the classificat,ion result. The 
print-outs seen in R~ Hoffer's ptesentatiohwere re'sults' of this di.splay 
processor. 
The system, as it now stands, 
search mode of operation in mind. 
mission, it was decided to attempt 
hf,l.s really been designed with a re-
However, on a recf'fnt data-:-gathering 
to test· this extrapolation mode of 
,.' 
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operation to further establish the practicality of this approach and 
to determine if it is reasonable to expect classifications in a short 
period of time. 
Figure 32-7 shows a photo mosaic of Tippecanoe County within which 
the LARS test areas are presently located. The area shown here is ap-
proximately 21 by 24 miles, and we mention parenthetically that it is 
occasionally helpful to us to view this mosaic, simply to remind us of 
the quantity of dattl. which will need to be processed by a space system. 
This county, 501 sque.re mil,es, is approximately 1-1/2 percent of the"-'-) 
land area in the s·tate of Indiana and a very small portion of the agri- -
culturally significant parts of the United States. 
The primary purpose of the flight mission carried out by the Uni-
versity of Michigan aircraft was to reestablish the capability between 
the scanner system and our software system. It has been approximately 
2 years since a data-gathering mission for LARS had been flown by this 
system. However, as previously mentioned, it was decided to make the 
test of this extrapolation mode a secondary objective. Two flight lines 
were flown, one north-south, extending ,the length of the county approx-
imately 3 miles east of the :western boundary. The second one was an 
east-west flight line running the 'width of the county approximately 
4 miles from the northern boundary of the county. Thus, there were 
about 45 miles of data in all. The data were flown at 5000 feet. The 
mission was flown on Tuesday, July 30, 1968, under less than ideal con-
ditions of cloud cover. 
It was not possible for us to obtain analog magnetic tapes of the 
data until Wednesday night at approximately 10:30 p.m. Between that 
time! and 4:30 p.m. the next afternoon, the tapes were converted from 
analog to digital, calibrated, and reform~ted; some modifications in the 
syst'em caused by modifications in the aircraft system were accomplished; 
, I 
cateigories were selected; training samples for those categories were 
determined; and the first classification result became available. The 
categories in this test were soybeans, corn, water, trees, and a mixed 
category made up of oat stubble, wheat stubble, diverted acres, and 
pasture. The overall accuracy, including test samples and training 
samples, was of the order of 75 to 80 percen.t 'on this first classifi-
cation. 
Figure 32-8 shows the effect of the cloud conditions on the data 
and lillustrates a very simple type of preprocessing which LARSYSAH can 
carry out to imprQye the appearance of the data. The print-out on the 
left: in figure 32-8 shOvTS a portion of the east-west flight line with 
west, at the top of the print-out. It is seen that as the flight pro-
ceecled to the east, that, is towards the bottom of the print-out , a cloud 
condli tion developed which greatly reduced the contrast scale in the 
dat~L. The line printer sYmbol to relative radiancecorre~popdence fqr 
'il 
L 
'i ~.j 
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the print-out was determined by histograming the first 1000 scan lines. 
The center pr~nt-out shows the result of using the last 500 scan lines 
(i.e., in the dark region) f.or this purpose. 
A change made in the University of Michigan system since previous 
flights f.or LARS included the addition of a sun sensor which makes 
available an electrical signal proportional to the amount of solar radi-
ation present on the top of the aircraft. By using this input, it is 
possible to normalize out to some extent the variation insolation 
energy. The third print-out of figure 32-8 was obtained from this same 
data using the histogram of the first 1000 lines but calibrating to this 
sun sensor. The graph on the right shows the relative output of the sun 
sensor as a function of scan-line number (radiance increasing to the 
left) • 
FEATURE SELECTION STUDIES 
We turn now to a brief description of the studies to determine an 
algorithm for finding the optimum set of spectral bands (features) for 
any given classification task. Consider aga.in the two-dimensional space 
shown in figure 32-3. The problem of optimUm feature selection reduces 
to determining the deg:r"ee of se'parabili ty of the various defined classes 
in terms of the proposed set of features. Then, by determining this 
degree of separability for all possible sets of features, one can de-
termine the best set to use. The key to the success of this approach 
lies in having a suitable statistical distance measure which indicates 
the distance between two point sets in_ N-dimensional space. Figure 32-9 
shows an example print-out from the feature selection processor of 
LARSYSAA. In this processor, such a statistical distance measure, 
called divergence, has been implemented. The program has been written 
in a mode highly interactive with the researcher so that he may make 
judgments and supervise the calculations as they proceed. The program 
also has many options; not all of which can be illustrated here. 
In the example presented in this report, five cla'sses were desig-
natedfor study, as follows: 
Class name Symbols 
Soybeans S 
Corn C 
Oats 0 
Wheat I W 
Wheat II M 
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There are 12 channels from which to pick optimum sets. The program 
was instructed to determine the 30 best sets of four channels (features) 
for separating (i.e., correctively classifying) these five classes. In 
addition, it was specified that the separability of the four-tuple of 
channels 1, 5, 10, and 12 should be displayed, even if it were not in 
the top 30 sets. 
The results are as shown. The best four-tuple of channels is seen 
to be 1, 6, 10, and 12. To the right of the column labeled D(TOT) are 
listed the interclass distances. For example, for channels 1, 6, 10, 
and 12, that of soybeans and corn, (8 and C) is 36, while that for soy-
beans and oats (8 and 0) is 84. This means that a classifier will have 
less difficulty separating soybeans from oats than soybeans from corn. 
It is inappropriate in the s~ace available here to say much about the 
meaning of the size of these numbers beyond the general statement that 
a distance of about 400 indicates very good separability, while a dis-
tance below about 20 would be marginal. 
The entries in the column labeled D(TOT) are the sum of the inter-
class distances, and it is on the basis of these numbers that the fea-
ture sets are ordered. The column labeled DIJ'(MIN) gives the minimum 
interclass distance of each feature set for easy reference. Other op-
tions illustrated include the following: If d,esired, one may apply a 
maximum distance to be considered in ordering the feature sets. This 
is desirable in order to prevent one highly separable pair of classes 
from unduly influencing the ordering of feature sets. The maximum set 
in this example is 350, and the entries indicated by three dots are 
those exceeding this maximum. 
One may also set a minimum distance. If any interclass distance 
dOE;!s not exceed this minimunLfor a given featUre set, that feature set 
will be. deemed unacceptable and not considered further. This is indi-
cated by the blank lines in the interclEl-ss distance table. Furthermore, 
it is possible to apply varying weights to the interclass distances, as 
indiCated by ,the numbers in parenthesis under the symbols. In this 
example, even though it is necessary to define two wheat categories; it 
is not desired to separate them from each other. Therefore, a weight 
of zero has been specified for the WM interclass distance__Note also 
that the feature set specifically called for (1, 5, 10, andl2) is dis-
played and marked, by ***. Its rank was found to be 34. 
'Figure.32-10 shows the result of using this feature selection 
method bn a specific classification task. In choosing the best set o.f 
features, one not only has the problem of finding the best set for a 
given size (e. g., the best four features or th,.e best five), but one ' 
must also determine what size feature set to use. Figure 32:..-10 shows 
the result of such a study • In this case, the f,eature selection algo-
rithm was used to determine the best set of features of each size 
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from one to 12. It is of interest to note that better accuracy is ob-
tained by using the best three features than by using any other set of 
any size including all 12. In short, it is not always better to con-
tinue to add features. 
ON OVERLAYING NON-rrIME-COINCIDENT MULTISPEC'I'RAL DATA 
While the University of Michigan multisp":;-::tral scanner system can 
gather data in 18 spectral :bands. , it does not gather all of this data 
through the same aperture; therefore, all of the data are not time coin-
cident. It is seen from the previous discussion that in the application 
of pattern-recognition techniques, classifications of points on the 
ground are made from an N-dimensional feature vector, and the components 
of this vector consist of the radiance values in the various spectral 
bands from that point on the ground. In order to be able to use this 
approach, then, one must be assured that the components of each vector 
represent the radiance coming from the same point on the ,ground. Fig-
ure 32-11 shows two print-outs from two regions of the spectrum, to-
gether with a photo mosaic of the area for comparison. The print-outs 
are from two channels which are not gathered through the same aperture. 
The print-out in the middle is from the O.62~ to o.66~ region of the 
visible spectrum, while the print-out on the right is from the 8~ to 14~ 
region of the thermal spectrum. 
If one wishes to carry out a classification in which these two 
channels are to be components of the feature vector, one must be assured 
that the address on the digital tape on which these data are contained 
for the visible and the thermal data are the same. We refer to estab-
lishing this commonality of addresses as "overlaying of channels" as it 
amounts to overlaying of the right print-out exactly upon top of the 
print-out shown in the middle of this figure. 
One reason for undertaking this task for fin9.ing an overlaying pro-
cedure 'was to simulate a single-aperture instrument from the 18-channel 
data of the University of Michigan system. However, even after a 
single--aperture scanner has be~n built and is in operation, the ability 
to do this will st.ill be. of criitical importance to the program because, 
for example, valuable ii.iformatlon could be obtained by composing feature 
vectors which have as o:,~e componept the radiance from the 8].1 to 14~ por-
tionof' the spectrum gai~\hered ~\n th~ daytime and" as another component, 
the. radiance from the sal."I].e port(ion of' the spectrum gathered at night . 
~ '. h \\ .' 
The feature vector in this fashjton could contain information about the 
, . ' ~":::..-, 11', , ' .-
thermal variation as a function§of time of the area overflown, and this 
information would beextremelff;-P'helpful ,especially in classifications 
involving the geology of the area. . Another example might be to use in 
this manner data which ave been gathered at two times several weeks apart. 
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In addition, there will always be images from portions of spectra 
which ca.nnot be gathered through a single apertu.re, for example, images 
from the microwave region and the optical region. Thus, if these two 
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum are to be used as components in 
the srune feature vector, one is forced to devise an overlay procedure. 
The first attempt at carrying out an overlay procedure involved 
simply attempting two-dimensional correlation of the two images. This 
proved not entirely effective since the accuracy with which the overlay 
must takerplace must be to within one resolution element. Figure 32-12 
shows a block diagram of the steps of the LARS overlay system recently 
placed in operation. It was found necessary to add, as a first step, a 
border enhancement process in which the boundaries evident in the data 
are greatly enhanced. This is followed by a two-dimensional correlation 
process between the two edge-enhanced images. Once this correlation 
process has 'been completed, the actual overlaying itself for alining of 
the data in the two channels can take place. Figure 32-13 shows print-
outs of the two chaRnels of data and the resulting print-outs after 
border enhancement. 
Again, in this calculation as well as in the previous ones~ it is 
found helpful to have human participation in the, calculations as they 
proceed. In this case, it is convenient and helpful to system perform-
ance if checkpoints along the way can be established. This is illus-
trated in figure 32-14. These checkpoints are features which are 
obvious in the imagery as being points of commonality. :in the two images • 
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Figure 32-9.- Example print-out from the feature selection processor of LARSYSAA. The 
categories and their symbols are soybeans (S), corn (C), oats (0), wheat I (W), and 
wheat II (M). Feature numbers refer to spectral bands between 0. 4jl and 1. Ojl. 
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PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS PROGRAMS AT LARS-PURDUE* 
By Roger A. Holmes 
Program Leader, Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing 
and Associate Professor, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, Purdue University 
INTRODUCTION 
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The Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing (LARS) Physical 
Measurements Group has the general responsibility for the conception, 
experimental design, calibration, and operation of instruments for the 
measurement of physical observables of the natural environment. The 
scope of the measurements program includes laboratory, field, aircraft, 
and satellite experiments seeking to d~fine, measure, and utilize elec-
tromagnetic radiation phenomena in timely quantitative identity of 
agricultural and vegetative conditions. These aspects are depicted in 
figure 33-1, except for the obvious laboratory phase. In this general 
sense, the following are the specific tasks of the Physical Measure-
ments Group: 
1. To continue to seek design proposals from industry for measure-
ment apparatus, particularly for multichannel single-aperture scanners 
and field spectrometers of compatible data format 
2. To continue'to make knoWn agricultural, aircraft, and satellite 
requirements to NASA and industry, with regard to bandwidth and resolu-
tion choices in photographic and electro-optic sensing instruments 
3. To continue the development of ,a mobile ground-truth data-
collection system, complete with field spectroscopy instrumentation 
4. To construct laboratory apparatus capa'ble of determining 
plant-part directional reflectance and transmittance variations caused 
by various induced plant conditions such ,as moisture and nutrient S,tress 
*This report is based upon work sponsored. jointly ,by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the U.S.Departme~:t of Agri,-
culture, in co,operation with PUl."due University. .,' 
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5. To develop photoemulsion calibration techniques and require-
ments sufficient to insure consistent photointerpretation of black and 
white and color imagery 
6. '1'0 maintain close liaison with life scientists to ascertain 
specific measurement needs as they arise 
7. To maintain close liaison with the Data Processing Group con-
cerning instrument calibration and reliability 
RESULTS ACQUIRED FROM THE' USE OF DATA FROM 
NASA AIRCRAFT 
Work to date with NASA-gathered flight cJ3.ta is concentrated on 
quantitative results from optical-mechanical scanners flown in the 
University of l'1ichigan aircraft with qualitative correlation to the 
uncalibrated best-contrast thermal imagery from the Reconofax IV scan-
ner in the NASA aircraft. The NASA Ektachrome (and occasionally 
Ektachrome infrared (IR)·) photographs are used as qualitative aids in 
the interpretation of thermal data by inference of solar irradiance 
input to the thermal balances which influence radiance in the emission 
IR region. The concentration of effort on thermal data is ba,sed on 
four facts: 
1. I>10st thermal imagery is on integrated 8- to 14-11m radiance, and 
concurrent radiance spectra indicate whether the target scene is essen-
tially without spectral structure or not; if so, as is the ca~3e with 
soils, field spectra 'provide basic data for new scanner design. 
2. The LARS field spectra instrumentation works routinely and 
conveniently from 4 to 16 llm; figure 33-2 shows the field instrumenta~ 
tionvanbehind the cherry ... picker-mounted Michelson interferometer 
spectrometer. 
3. Field spectroscopy capability below 2 llm has not _ be:en available 
since the summer of 1966, when a, po;rrowedspectrometer was returned to 
NASA, Huntsville~ Alabama. 
4. The LARS is currently engaged in a research program on the pos-
sible measurement of thermal diffusivity through inference from temporal 
surface radiance development over soil types and the interpretation of 
moisture content thereby; this work ,is the doctoral research of Ronald 
Becker, a civil, engineer on leave from Texas Instruments, Inc. 
( ... -..," 
" 
I 
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Figure 33-3 shows a panchromatic photograph, NASA thermal imagery, 
and University of Michigan thermal scanner data in print-out form. 
Controlled-calibration hot-and-cold plates in the University of Michigan 
scanner make possible direct correlation between print-out symbols and 
radiant temperature. The Reconofax IV thermal mapper has an unrecorded 
AGC system to give the best contrast on the emulsion imagery. Even so, 
the rank ordering of gray tone on the NASA mapper imagery is consistent 
with that of the ca.librated print-out. 
Figure 33-4 shOvTS a photograph of an east-west flight line area in 
Tippecanoe County, together with a thermal print-out of the same area 
from the University of Mich~gan scanner, both from the July 30, 1968, 
mission. The arrows show the location of the LARS field van in the 
scene. Soybean, tasseled corn, and untasseled corn showed nearly black-
body radiance spectra at the scene with radiative temperatures of 21° 
to 24° C. At the same time, the University of Michigan scanner data 
showed radiative temperature measurements between 18° and 20.5° C from 
a 5000-foot altitude. There appears to be approximately 3° C of radia-
tive temperature loss because of atmospheric H20 and CO2 absorption at 
the edges of the 8- to 14-~m region as measured by the scanner. This 
trend is similar to that reported by W.A.. Hovis, Jr.; L. R. Blaine; 
and W. R. Callahan (ref. 33-1). 
Figures 33-5 to 33-8 show blackbody equivalent temperature spectra 
for natural scenes from the July. 30, 1968, NASA-University of Michigan 
flight and the May 7, 1968, NASA flight. In the process of these 
flights, Fourier spectroscopy interferograms are recorded on analog 
tape, and each tape includes at least two blackbody calibration runs 
viewing a known-temperature conical blackbody source carried in the 
field van. On inverse Fourier transformation and calibration, absolute 
radiance spectra are achieved. Finally, a blackbody equivalent temper-
a,ture (BET) is found. from each spectral radiance NA by 
1.19 x 104 
= -------~~~---~----------
A5[exp 14388/>..(BET) - 1] 
(33-1 ) 
Turning to the graphs, note that vegetative canopy such as corn· 
and. soybeans has flat, "blackbody-like character between 8.5 and 13.5 l1m. 
Stnbble fi.elds and water spectra are similar. Whenever soil, gravel, 
or' sandy-road i spectra are taken, the sili.ca re'strah1.en or optical phonon 
absorption ¢auses 'an increased reflectance atth~ resonance location of 
the ion lattice, about 8.5 to 9~3 l1m. For the polycrystalline target 
generally f01Uld in nature, the drop in emissivity or increase in rei'lec""; 
tallce is less pronounced than oneniight generally find, for example, on 
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the surface of an oxidized silicon wafer in semiconductor technology. 
The effect results in a radiance reduction at the appropriate resonance 
region of a,gout 2 to 5 percent, corresponding to a blackbody equivalent 
temperature dip of 1 0 to 30 C. Other absorption regions on the spectra 
arise for H20 from about 5 to 7 flm and for CO2 around 15flm. The spec-
trometer resolvjng capability at 15 flm is about 0.9 flm; thus, the depth 
or peak of the CO2 absorption or emission cannot be interpreted as aver-
age ambient air temperature between scene and spectrometer, but does 
serve to show trends. 
These spectra, taken in conjunction with NASA flights, have been 
helpful in guiding LARS recommendations on thermal portions af propoped 
optical-mechanical scanner designs. They have indicated the signal-to-
noise ratio problems with regard to restrahlen soil identification. The 
physical measurements group will call for NASA flight missions. with 
ca.librated thermal scanners in harmony with Becker's field instrumenta-
tion to test the feasibility 01' thermal diffusivity measurements on ~bare 
soil fields. 
SPECTRAL RADIANCE DATA Al~D FIELD SPECTROSCOPY 
A composite spectral radiance graph for soil, water, and vegeta-
tion is shown in figure 33-9. This graph was compiled from f':.i.eld data 
from 0.4 to 4 flm in the Sumllier of 1966 with a Perkin-Elmer SG-4 spec-
trometer and from field data from 4 to 16 flm in 1967 and 1968 with a 
Block 195-T Michelson interferometer spectrometer. 
Figures 33-10 to 33-13 show typical field spectra employed in 
arriving at figure 33-9. While data have been gathered with borrowed 
spectrometers originally designed for other than field spectral measure-
ments, the experience has proved extremely valuable in efforts to induce 
industry to propose a broad range (0.35 to 16 11m) field spectrometer 
for general use in gathering ground truth. While it seems obvious that 
the most meaningful kind of ground truth would copsistof spectral ra- . 
diance data from selected groUnd scenes (fig. 33-1) ~ a trul:y adequate 
field spectrometer has yet to be acqu.ired in the program.~t':JiARS, one 
doctoral student, John Clevenger, i.s working on a design 'f:;he~i's an an 
inexpensive spectrometer for the range 0.35 to 2.4 11m that. v. .... ould be oi' 
particular value to those workers concentrating on photographic data 
and consistent .calibration of photo emulsions. The-requirements place4, 
on such a spectrometer are unusual to the optical. il:istrumentation indus:'" 
try. Sola.r irradiance varies rapidly enough (within asecqp.d or t.wo) 
~o require.a rapid spec~ral scan-and calibration or refepence to sol.ar 
input spectral irradiance, rather than tbe ~conventional standa.rd lamp . 
. .. 
~,' 
C~ 
.... ·"'1 
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Spectral resolution can be traded for rapid-scan capability for the 
same signal-to-noise ratio. The spectrometer should have a 1° field of 
view for detail studies (plant leaves in the field scene, for example), 
but it should also have approximately a 15° field of view to integrate 
scene radiance over a ground patch of a few meters on a side to corre-
late with aircraft instrumentation spatial resolution patches. A 
Perkin-Elmer Model 98 monochromator is being modified to provide engi-
neering tests for the inexpensive spectrometer design. 
LABORATORY LEAF-SCATTERING STUDY 
The question is often put forth, "Can you detect this or that 
kind of stress condition in "Vegetation?" The answer often averages out 
to, "Perhaps. II If the stress can be detected as a change in radia.nce, 
it can come out in two forms from a physical point of view. First, 
there may be essentially geometric changes: leaves droop or turn over 
(soybeans), showing more soil or the silvery underside of a leaf; or 
the stressed plant simply fails to put out full secondary growth, as in 
mint verticillium wilt 1'J"uen lodged wheat shows the shiny stalk instead. 
of the grain head. These aspects must be studied in the field environ-
ment and would be done best with a field spectrometer (when one is 
developed), as described in the previous section. However, biological 
changes may occur in the plant leaves per se: chemical abnormalities 
cause pigmentation changes; moisture stress alters the detailed scat-
tering geometry of the cell structure; and so on. Some leaf analysis 
can be (l .. one, and has· been done, on a spectroreflectometer with normal 
or near-normal beam incidence and hemispherical reflectance or hemi-
spherical transmittance measured by the integrating sphere technique. 
HoweV'er, the leaf i.s usually cut from the plant in this process, and 
the severe goniometric restrictions limit the experimenter's ability 
to use angles as experimentally adjustable parameters. 
At LARS, a leaf-scattering appar~tus has been· constructed as part 
of th~doctoral research of Harry Breece. A leaf is held gently in a 
holder while it is still on the plant. The angle of an incident mono-
chromatic beam with respect to the leaf is set by choice, and a photo .... 
multiplier is driven in a plane on a concentric ring around the leaf. 
The chopped and synchronously demodulated beam signai is displayed on a 
storage oscilloscope in polar plot form. The apparatus interior is 
shown in figure 33-14, while a typical polar,plot. scope presentation is 
shown in figure 33-15. 
The data taken thus far include over 400 runs on corn and soybean 
"normal leaves in vivo to establish the unstressed base-line conditions . 
" Scattering data. w~re· taken every 25 nautical miles from 400 to 675 nau-
tical miles ande:N!'ery 50 nautical miles from 750 to 1000 nautical miles. 
The resulting da1t!~~ have several' fascinating features concerning the 
.' 
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degree of Lambertian character of leaf scattering versus several param-
eters, points which will be discussed fully in the Breece thesis. 
Figures 33-16 and 33-17 show limited portions of scattering data for 
corn and s~ybean leaves , respectively. 
With normal data established, it is nm.; possible for the life 
scientist of the Agricultural Research Group to subject plants to spe-
cific stress conditions and measure the spectral scattering ch&~ges of 
the leaves of the plant, correlating these with observation and color 
photographs. This work is the next task of the leaf-scattering study. 
DATA ACQUISITION/DATA PHOCESSING LIAISON 
The Physical Measurements Group interfaces with both the Data 
Processing Group and the Agricultural Research Group at LARS. The life 
scientist b~cings biophysical reasons for band choices in multispectral 
data to the fore, while the data processor displays a concern over the 
calibration, consistency, and noise level of data from acquisition in-
strurnentation. These facets have been brought together in discussions 
with industry on scanner and other instrumentation requirements an<;l in 
recommendations to NASA concerning data-acquisition instruments in a 
scanner sketchbook. 
There is one major area which was studied briefly by the Physical 
Measurements Group leader in 1965 that has 1)een of constant conc:ern at 
LARS (though work with scanner data suppressed efforts) -- photographic 
emulsion calibration. The photograph is deceptive in that some degree 
of success in obtaining an image from relatively inexpensive instruments 
is virtually guaranteed, even at the local drugstore. However, remo'te-
sensing experimenters are using emulsion detectors, at least in part, as 
radiance measurement devices. In this sense, the film should be sub-
jected to the same ~lort oi~ usage philosophy that makes decent radiance 
detectors of the s·olid-sta:te scanner devices. Spectral sensitometric 
wedges should be p.laced on film in any attempt to measure radiance by 
film. 
The utilization of large amounts of photographs at LARS' has made 
it necessary to reemphasize photograph calibration problems and accept-
able solutions. This vrill be a major project this coming year for the 
Physical Measurements Group at LARS, interfacing with workers at Berkeley· 
who are well aware of the problems. 
_. 't 
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AIRCRAFT 
FIELD 
Fi e 33-1 .- The fundament a h thesis 0 remote sensing is thut radiance meas rements 
'und-scene resol . on elements vill contain information on the natural ob.1ects in 
the ground scene . This can be ur _d from cherry-picker ai t. a " or spacec 8; t; 
altitudes. 
Figur e 33- 2. - Field instrumentation van behind the cherry- picker-mounted Michelson interfer-
ometer spectrometer . 
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igan aircraft) from the July 30, 1968 , mission . Blank areas of the print-out are hotter than 
25 0 C; darkest areas are colder than 190 C. There are eight symbols on the print- out between 
these limits , each of which is associated with a calibrated radiative temperature scale . 
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RADAR AS A SENSOR IN AGRICULTURE 
By D. S. Simonett 
Department of Geography and Center for Research 
in Engineering Science 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66044 
No remote sensor, be it multichannel scanner, camera, or radar, can 
with aceuracy identify farmers' planting interltions, the weather weeks 
ahead, or the perils yet to be encountered by crops already planted but 
not at maturity. Consequently, all sensors must be used a number of 
times dllringthe growing season. Differences in crop phenology may thus 
be used as a powerful discriminant, such that the need for many channels 
of information maybe substantially reduced, and extrapolation may be 
based (v;rhen feasible) on caliurationwith small samples. It may well be 
that one of these fewer channels which will be needed for an effective 
remote-sensing system may prove to be radar because of the constraints 
of obtaining timely data under various weather conditions. 
STUDIES ON CROPS IN WESTERN KANSAS 
The only radar frequency for which acceptable data have been obtained 
to date in the NASA Earth Resources Program is K-band. Using these data, 
the effect of crop type, ,cover, moisture, and other parameters on radar 
return of the Garden City~ Kansas, Test Site has been evaluated. 
1. Statistical analysis (covariance and multiple co:rrelation) indi-
cates that the.type of crop is the most important variable influencing 
radar return. Thus, there appears to 'be a potential ·for crop discrimi-
nation capability in K-band radar suf'ficient to warrant further testing. 
2. Allowing for differences in crop·· type, other -major influences 
on radar return are crop height,percent of the ground coyered by vege-
tation, and row direction (baregrotmd and low cover). 
3. Crop moisture, which shows a weak relationship ,to radar return, 
requires further study as a.j'variab~e in the radar return. 
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4. Soil moisture, even for bare ground, shows small influence on 
radar return during a single month, but studies with scatterometry now 
being undertaken at the University of Kansas with a 13.3-gigahertz 
~ircraft-mounted scatterometer may define this variable in the radar 
parameters. Considered over a span of months, crop moisture may make a 
more signii'icant contribution to radar return. Unpublished theoretical 
studies at the Center for Research in Engineering Science, University of 
Kansas (CRES), indicate that soil moisture will be swamped as a contrib-
utor to the radar return at short wavelengths by surface-roughness ef-
fects, but that at longer wavelengths, the contribution of soil moisture 
wiil be more significant. 
5. Some crops depolarize an incident-polarized beam t9 a different 
degree than others. For example, sugar beets, corn, and unneaded sorghum 
apparently have a relatively small depolarizing effect, while , headed sor-
ghum and alfalfa exhibit a relatively strong depolarizing effect. 
6. A study on the delineati.on of field boundaries and crop types 
has documented the problems associated with imagery obtained at anyone 
time. At a single time, with a single radar frequency and one polariza-
tion, discrimination of field boundaries may not be much better than 
60 percent, but with additional frequencies and polarizations and/or 
different types of imaging at different times, this figure should be 
raised into the 90-percent level or higher. It is reasonable to assume 
that similar improvements could he achieved in delineation of crop types 
with multiple frequencies and polarizations or more particularly with 
swept-frequency (broadband) systems obtained at different times. 
7. Preliminary results indicate that electronic color combining of 
multiple-polarization imagery will aid in crop discrimination. Further 
refinement and expansion of this technique is underway with the image 
discrimination enhancement and combination system (IDECS), including th~ 
development of training sets and extrapolation to adjacent areas using 
Bayesian decision rules. 
8. Numerical taxonomic clllstering techniques have been applied to 
the September 1965 and July 1966 multiple-polarization data to determine 
natural clusters in the data (ref. 34-1). A similar study employing con-
tingent probability and Bayesian decision theory (ref. 34-2) has also 
'been made to determine natural sets within the data. The study was also 
made for crop discrimination_training and extrapolation to adjacent areas. 
STUDIES ON NATURAL VEGETATION 
Studies on natural vegetation by S. A. Morain, R. M.' B.eterson, 
G. R .. , Cochrane, an~' the ,:princip~l investigator' have:,peen made in a number 
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of environments, but the most detailed studies are those already carried 
out and those still in progress at Horsefly Mountain, Oregon (refs. 34-3 
to 34-6). These and future studies are directed to determining the de-
gree to which image gray-scale values and texture may be used for vege-
tation mapping. Forested areas normally may be separated from nonforested 
areas by image texture and film density. Areas of clear-cut logging op-
erations can also be located by differences tn image texture and radar 
shadowing. Gross forest distributions can be mapped at scales as large 
~'-~~ as 1: 62 500 for reconnaissance purposes. Small-scale distribution maps 
-,.1 may be produced in continuous strips from the original imagery. Areas 
of previous forest fires can be detected and delimited by combining in-
ferences from the absence of the coarse image texture usually associated 
with forests, the position of the area on a slope, and the shape of the 
area believed to have been burned. Low-lying moist, marshy, or season-
ally wet spots can be separated from surrounding vegetation types on the 
basis of image gray scale. Studies are underway to see the degree to 
which it may be possible to distinguish witllin-forest structures by im-
age textural analyses and by electr6nic color combinations. 
Inspection of radar imagery of various wavelengths shows that dif-
ferent returns are derived for natural vegetation groupings as a func-
tion of radar wavelength. This material is unpublished, but indicates 
that a vigorous program of evaluating natural vegetation return of short, 
medium, and long radar wavelengths is most desirable. 
Preliminary stUdies at CRES have also indicated that a vigorous pro-
gram of research, employing analyses of probability density functions, 
spectral density functions, contingent nearest-neighbor probabilities for 
gray scale and textures, and acutance, are appropriate future directions 
of research. 
STUDIES ON SOIL MOISTURE 
Soil moisture studies in relation to radar return were begun at 
Gard,en City in the expectation that multifrequency scatterometry would 
be used over the large test fields in that area. Unfortunately, only 
K-band imagery radar has been available and used to date; thus, no ade-
quate test of the relation-between soil and crop moisture and between 
radar frequency and polarization has been obtained. Results obtained 
with the various K-band imagers have produced some ambiguous results iil 
that, over a wide range of moisture contents through time, some slight 
relation between radar return and crop and soil moisture has been de-
tected. Within single months, because of reduced moisture range and var-
iability,. no such relation is. clearly present for any crop. 
· . ~ . 
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Of the NASA scatterometer systems in existence, or under construc-
tion, the 13.3-gigahertz system is affected primarily by the roughness 
or texture of the illuminated surface, with little or no penetration 
taking place. The roughness scale to which the instrument is sensitive 
is roughly between 0.1:\ and 10:\. The lack of penetration in the high-
frequency range not only prevents measurement of possible layering but, 
likewise, will probably prevent any significant determination of mois-
ture content from either ground or vegetation. The instrument is, how-
ever, extremely sensitive to structure size in the size range encompassed 
by leaves and stems of many agricultural crops. 
The 0.4-gigahertz system will be sensitive to much la.rger structure 
size~ but even more important, it is expected to give significant pene-
tration of the foliage cover and, to some extent, the ground beneath. 
The amount of reflection from both the vegetation and ground will be de-
termined primarily by the dielectric constant of the material, which in 
turn is primarily dependent upon the percent moisture content of either 
the vegetation or the upper layer Of ground. This instrument, then, will 
add several additional dimensions to the data by providing polypolariza-
tion and roughness sensitivity in another size range. Perhaps of greatest 
importance, however, is the possibility of determining moisture content. 
FIGURES 
Figure 34-1 illustrates the Garden City Test Site in western Kansas. 
Approximately 400 fields are monitored in this area, which is flat with 
only two closely similar soil types. There is ~ variety of irrigated 
and unirrigated crops; therefore, an array of moisture states and crop 
states can be studied at almost any time. 8inc~ the area is flat and 
contains big fields, it is possible to use gross-resolution systems and 
get acceptable-quality data from the area. Ground truth is collected on 
soil, crop conditions, cover, etcetera, at the time of each NASA-sponsored 
flight. E 
: Figure 34-2 shows the information available at Garden City, Kansas, 
in September 1965 on HH- and HV-polarization K-band radar. Fields of 
sugar beets, corn, grain sorghum, Wheat, alfalfa, and ba.re ground were 
examined. The Y-axis is the like-density (HH) polarization; the X-axis 
is the cross-density (HV) polarization. Notice that the hyperplanes 
erected lie at about 45°, implying that both polarizations contribute 
information~ . Apart from a four-polarization matrix obtained in July 1966 
at Garden City, Kansas, this is the only multipolarization information 
with adequate.ground truth over any agricultural region in the United 
States. Hopefully, additional data will be obtained with the 1969 grow-
ing season. 
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In the upper group bounded by the upper hyperplane, there are 30 
sugar beets and one corn, suggesting that if this relationship had held 
in adjacent areas, it would form a useful basis for extrapolation and 
discrimination. The next lowest region has 23 cases of corn, one of 
sugar beets, and one of grain sorghum. If this same relationship also 
holds in adjoining areas, it looks to be promising for projection. The 
lowermost group has 120 instances of bare ground; 17 instances of emer-
gent wheat, in which the wheat occupies less than 5 percent o'f the total 
area - for all intents and purposes, actually bare ground; 10 instances 
of wheat stubble and weeds in which the wheat stubble was dry and made 
little contribution to the return; six instances of alfalfa; and four 
inst"ances of grain sorghum. It will be seen that, with the exception of 
the alfalfa and grain sorghum, the lowermost category represents bare 
ground or is, practically speaking, bare ground. Notice that in the 
next category above (in fig. 34-2), there is only one example of bare 
ground. Consequently, the lowermost group also looks reasonably en-
couraging for projection by extrapolation to adjacent areas. Such ex-
trapolation studies have begun. 
The next to lowest category is a grab bag of emergent wheat, wheat 
stubble and weeds, alfalfa, corn, bare ground, and grain sorghum, though 
it is predominantly grain sorghum. It is obvious that the two-
polarization single-frequency radar achieves inadequate discrimination 
in this region. However, the uppermost portion of the region is dom-
inated by grain sorghum, and a subset might be discriminated which could 
be used as a basis for prediction for grain sorghum in the lower portion 
of the mixture. Radar imagery at a different time, optimized for the 
detection and discrimination of wheat in April, for example, would aid 
in improving predictions in this area. 
It is necessary to make flights sequentially throughout a nmnber of 
growing seasons to find the nature of the time dependencies in the data 
and to see the internp,l consistency of the data from year to year. In 
the visible and IR regions , it may be that yeiJ;r-to-year variations will 
be greater than. with radar, which may be less sensitive to changes of 
modest degree. This is a possibility which should be carefully evaluated 
in further experiments. 
Figure 34-3 shows the crop-type categorization of July radar image 
densities using complete linkage cluster analysis and Euclidean distance 
coefficients. The clusters are identified by the major crop combinations 
~ccurring in them. The absolute number of occurrences of each crop in 
each cluster, is giveno(,,,,-~,The stippled areas correspond to the percentage 
distribution' of each cro}D in the range of categories. Thus, it can 
readily be seen that sugl~r beets are almost un~que to category VI and 
that category VI is almo):}t completely composed ,of sugar beets but that 
corn and unheaded sorghum. are represented in every category, althOUgh 
there is a d~finite node in categorie,~ IV and V. The overlapping of the 
clu,sters shows realistically the difficu+ty of using July as a date for 
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high-level discrimination between crop categories with K-band multipo-
larization radar in this sample. Probably, July would be the most un-
satisfactory month for extrapolation into adjacent regions, as can be 
seen. It is, however, encouraging that bare, or nearly bare, ground and 
sugar beets are surprisingly well discriminated at even this unsuitable 
time of the year. 
Figure 34-4 shows a comparison of actual land use with the classes 
derived from clustering image densities from four K-band polarizations 
in July 1966. The map patterns used were purposely selected to corre-
spond to the image and to give some similarity to the six categories in 
the clustering groups. 'rhe incomplete-data category was the result of 
reduction of the data to facilitate computation. : This was done by elim-
inating any point lacking complete field data, for example, no soil 
moisture determination. Strictly speaking, this was unnecessary because 
the Euclidean distance coefficients used in the numerical clustering did 
not incorporate the parametric data on crop height and density, but used 
only the image gray-scale values on the radar images. This map and pre-
ceding illustration (fig. 34-3) indicate that in regions in which ground 
truth is lacking, it may prove feasible to erect some broad classes of 
natural clusters which correspond to meaningful crop groups. It is clear, 
however, that until sequential data through time are available, that this 
possibility and contingent probability analyses cannot be carried fur-
ther. Extrapolation through use of training sets and Bayesian decision 
rules, of course, may be done at any time when a small sample is avail-
able embedded within a larger area which may be used as a training set. 
The two approaches, which by no means are the only approaches feasible, 
present the two extreme situations of use of training data and rational 
extrapolation for modest distances in geographically homogeneous regions 
and the alternative of seeking for natural breaks in the data in regions 
in which there is no ground truth. 
Figure 34-5 shows the relative radar return curves .for a series of 
crops at Garden City, Kansas, based onHH-polarization K-band imagery 
densities. The solid lines connect computed return means derived from 
the temporal data available. The image data used cover a 3-year time 
period and a.O not represent the average return for a given set of 
fields. The dashed lines were interpolated using known crop growth 
cycles, maturity dates, and the average return from bare ground and wheat 
stubble when applicable. These relative radar return curves are intended 
to indicate possible curves, rather than to represent the final judgment 
on the matter ~ Until time-sequential data are available to fill in the 
areas inw'hich dashes rather than solid lines are used,' and until repet~ 
i ti ve data are available for the areas !in which solid lines have cur-
rently been obtained, these ,graphs must be regarded as representing 
estimates involving judgment rather than quantitative information. They 
are, however, instructive in showing areas in which further information 
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is needed and in which differences between crops may reasonably be m.ax-
imized to improve discrimination. 
Figure 34-6 shows a color-combined HH-HV radar image of a portion 
of the Garden City, Kansas,·Test Site in September 1965. Selective 
level slicing of the two film density ranges has reduced the display to 
the following four categories, each dominated by a singJe crop: 
1. C~tegory 1, red -- exclusively sugar beet fields, eight samples 
2. Category 2, red with black -- seven alfalfa fields, a wheat 
field with an unusually high crop cover (70 percent), and two fields 
with a high percentage of crop residue and weeds (80 and 60 percent) 
3. Category 3, black with red -- seven of the 11 grain sorghum 
fields in this cat1egory; t.hree fields of wheat, all less mature than the 
wheat fields in category 2; and an alfalfa field under irrigation at the 
time the imagery was obtained 
4. Category 4, green -- eleven of 13 fields bare ground, and the 
two deviating fields essentially bare, one having a few sprouts of wheat 
and the other being a field of stubble 
It will. be seen that ~his analog color display produces basically 
the same kind of results as the two-dimensional density plot (fig. 34-2). 
It also is comparable to the clustering obtained for the numerical clus-
ters in the September 1965 data. 
DATA COLLECTED BY NASA-FUNDED AIRCRAFT 
Wright-Patterson AFB Avionics Laboratory 
Flight d.ate 
October 1, 1964 
November 24, 1964 
July 7,1965 
Sensors 
AN/APQ-55 radar imagery 
AN/APQ-55 ra,dar imagery 
AN/ASS-18 Eq. IR 
T-ll metric camera 
AN/ASS-18 Eq. IR 
AN/APQ-55 radar imE,gery 
Metric camera 
i· 
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Westinghouse Corporation 
Flight date 
September 15, 1965 
July 27, 1966 
Sensors 
AN/APQ-97 radar imagery 
KA-30 photography 
AN/APQ-97 radar imagery 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES AT TEST SITE 73 IN RELATION TO 
THE NASA EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
Radar Calibration Studies 
The Garden City Test Site is the prime calibration test site for 
radar imagery and scatterometry to evaluate the contribution of such 
parameters as crop type, height, percent ground cover, contained mois-
ture content of crop, direction of crop rows, moisture content of the 
soil, soil roughness, et cetera, influencing the'radar return. This site 
was initiated as the prime radar team agricultural test site but has been 
continued also as part of U.S. Geological Survey contract 14-08-0001-10848 
to study the utility of radar and other remote-sensor imagery in thematic 
land-use mapping for' geographic research. Studies on crop probability 
distributions through time are essential at this test site because here 
more than 400 fields are monitored at the time of each aircraft over-
flight, and a considerable volume of ground-truth data is collected. Un-
der the U.S. Geological Survey contract noted previously, color, false 
color, and multispectral photography are obtained in addition to radar 
imagery and scatterometry to eval\l.a,te the supporting and complementary 
roles that they have in regard to each other. 
The overall program at the Garden City Test Site is to periodically 
collect scatterometer and imaging radar data at various wavelengths and 
polarizations across the agricultural growing season. Radar imagery is 
analyzed empirically and quantitatively to determine what types of agri .... 
cultural information are consistently identifiable. Radar scatterometry 
is used primarily to provide radar amplitude or calibration of radar im-
agery gray scale, but it will also be evaluated for crop discrimination 
as a function of look angle. All lnformation is used as background for 
providing radar,instrument recommendations for a.ircraft and spacecraft 
radars. The ra~ar data are also examined in light of suggesting new 
methods of data handl~ng and automation of info~ation extraction. 
rO······ ; . " 
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Summary of Scientific Analyses Performed to Date 
Two limitations of the data rnust be mentioned. All of the radar 
imagery listed previously is limited to K-band wavelengths, and only one 
set of marginal-quality scatterometry data has been received (mission 32, 
September 19, 1966) to date. Thus, we have no potential for evaluating 
the response for the medium and long radar wavelengths, nor much capa-
bility for using scatterometry data to calibrate the radar imagery. 
Statistical correlation of the agricultural surface parameters with 
radar return indicates that differences between crops are generally more 
significant in affecting the return than parameters such as crops, crop 
height, cover, moisture, and so forth, during a single sensing period in 
1 month. When considered over a span of months, the parametric variables 
are, as one would expect, more significant. Different crops have dif-
fering depolarizing effects on an incident-polarized radar signal, and 
these differences help to distinguish between crop types. 
Crop discrimination capability is variable. Sugar beets and bare 
ground fields are readily identified on September 1965 radar imagery at 
a time when they are sha,rply contrasted with other surfaces. Other crops, 
notably corn, become more readily distinguishable as they mature. The 
numerical clustering of multidimensional data, such as multiple-
polarization data or data through time, creates categories of crops which 
may be identified with a high probability. Studies have been completed 
employing numerical clustering techn,iques. (ref. 34-1), contingent prob-
ability, and Bayesian decision theory (ref. 34-2) for determining natural 
sets 'within the data, for crop discrimination training, and'. for extrap-
olation to adjacent areas. 
The ability to discriminate fields and crops is improved 'Y,ri th 
multiple-polarization imagery, but an even better discrimination is made 
if changes through time aTe monitored. Since :the radar return is not in-
ordinately ;:i.nfluenced by minor fluctuations of moisture or' local weather 
condi tion:,t 1- it is possible to monitor changes more securely associated 
with physical changes of crops associated with plant maturity. Imagery 
of the early growing season must be obtained to evaluate this fully, and 
regular flights at least every month throughout the growing season are 
desirable. 
Certain data, especially the color and false color photography ob-
ta~ned during the summer of 1967, were intended to support a study to 
determine if boundaries noted on the September 1965 AN/APQ-97 radar im-
agery corresponded with boundaries of areas of saline soils. Unfortu-
nately, much of the soil-s§.IIlple data was accidentally destroyed before 
analyses were complete. However, it was determined that the radar 
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boundaries were not consistently associated with soil salinity differences 
and that the potential for measuring variations in salinity with Ie-band is 
minimal. 
The one set of scatterometry data which we have received has posed 
interpretation problems which are only now being overcome. Only recently 
have we developed a reasonable technique for correlating th~ scatterom-
etry data with aerial photography from the same flight. Also, the data 
are not good enough to reliably evaluate return differences from various 
agricultural phenomena. Poor quality of the scatterometry data is prob-
ably largely the result of the undesirable wind direction at the time of 
flight, necessitating an extreme "crab" angle for the aircraft. Also, 
questions of adequacy of sampling rate in the scatterometry data are un-
resolved. 
Summary of Scientific Analysis to be Performed 
The proposed research still follows the general lines indicated in 
the test site objectives outlined previously. We look forward to work-
ing with the multiband radar system being developed at NASA. We should 
also haV'e our own polypanchromatic truck-mounted radar system, funded 
through Project THEMIS, operational within the next few months. Data 
from these systems, combined with the scatterometry data from mission 61, 
74, and 77, will facilitate both the calibration studies and the estima-
tion of radar potential for crop identification. 
The application of electrical and optical image combination, enhanc-
ing, and sampling techniques will be expanded. These techniques have 
shown potential for crop and field discrimin~tion and identification and 
for thematic mapping applications. These techniques and their applica-
tion are described in more detail in another section of this report. 
SUWfARY OF OBJECTIVES AT THE 
GARDEN CITY, KANSAS, TEST SITE 76 IN RELATION TO THE 
NASA EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
Multi-Image Color-Combining Studies 
Imagery obtained by NASA, or with NASA funds, is being used as input 
dat~ in an experimental investigation of real time image-processing de-
vice.s known as the IDECS multi-image correlation system. This system was 
developed under NASA contract NGR 17-004-003 and under USAETL con-
tract DAAK 02-C-67 -0089, and work currently being performedo is under the' 
USAETL contract • With adequategroun,d-truthdata coll~ctedat the time 
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of each imaging flight, multispectral photographic and K-band radar im-
agery have been color combined and have been used to measure the ability 
of the multi-image correlation system to make a map based on single or 
multifactor stratifications. Such maps incl~de those showing boundaries 
of soils, natural vegetation, agricultural land use, and trafficability. 
Summary of Scientific Analyses Performed to Date 
Multiband photography has been used as input d.ata for the multi-
image correlation system to produce color-combination images. Human 
manipulations on the IDECS color combinations within defined boundaries 
(established by ground truth) have been part of a preliminary study for 
developing techniques for using the multi-image correlation system with 
only qualitative results to date. These techniques have produced color-
combined image-like maps of agricultural land use within the Garden City 
Test Site. 
Attempts to combine multiband photography and K-band radar images 
of the same area to produce a single processed image have not been suc-
cessful because of gross differences in image scale. Optical enlarge-
ments of the radar imagery to a scale compatible with the photographic 
scale has resulted in a radar image that is so degraded that it is un-
usable. Similarly, many NASA missions carrying photographic sensors have 
not produced imagery suitable to the multi-image correlation investiga-
tions because the resulting photographic scale is too large to be mean-
ingful in the present phase of experiments. In these cases, the mission 
generally included 13.3-gigahertz scatterometry requiring low-altitude 
imaging, and multiband photography was only a supporting system. The 
photography currently being used was flown at 7000 feet absolute with a 
photographic scale of 1:14 000. 
Summary of Scientific Analysis to be Performed 
Further investigations of the abilities of the multispectral cor·· 
relation system to make thematic maps are twofold: 
1. Using developed techniques, single and multifactor stratifica-
tions of the natural .environment will be mapped for selected areas in 
the Garden City Test Site from multiband photography and multipolariza-
tions of K.·b?-nd radar imagery. Mapping will include soils, natural veg-
etat.don, and agricultural land use in areas where existing ground truth 
can be used to accurately set the stratified boundaries. Quantified 
me/asurements of the degr~e of correlation between ground-truth data and 
the patterns apparent~~o~)the processed maps will be made. 
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2. When the maps described previously are produced and their ac-
curacy quantitatively measured, the operational techniques developed will 
be employed in similar type areas in the Garden City Test Site to produce 
agricultural land-use maps, for example, for multiband photography, but 
without the assistance of known ground truth. The resulting maps will be 
analyzed, and their accuracy will be quantitatively measured for compar-
ison with the previous set of maps. These investigations are based on 
the concept that human manipulations of the color-combined images within 
defined boundaries is one method towards the training set with predict-
able utilities in remote areas in which it is impossible to collect . ~, 
grolll"ld truth. ;I 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES AT TEST SITE 159 IN RELATION TO 
THE NASA EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
li'undaments3.1 Remote-Sensing Problems Studied 
Horsefly Mountain is part of a land-use analysis investigation de-
signed to document the extent to which remote-sensing devices and pro-
cedures can be used to evaluate features of natural vegetation. Because 
of its wide variation in vegetation types and ecological conditions, the 
Horsefly Mountain Test Site has been established to aid assessment of 
such parameters as natural vegetation type, height, percent ground cover, 
distributional patterns, and boundary conditions through use of a variety 
of sensors. Originally (1965), the Horsefly Mountain area constituted 
part of a rap,ar calibration site in the Pacific Northwest for the Geol-
ogy Radar Team, but its promise as a vegetation test site deserving more 
intensive research was recognized early. 
At present, studies at Horsefly Mountain are directed specifically 
at evaluating the limits of radar in vegetation probabilistic studies, 
pattern recognition, and thematic land-use mapping. Ultimately, the 
aim of our research at test site 159 is to determine the mutually sup-
portive and complementary roles of radar and other remote sensors. 
Summary of Scientific Analyses Performed to Date 
1. Westinghouse AN/APQ-97 radar imagery has been interpreted qual-
itatively for HH and HV content. Much of the original thinking concern~ 
ing the potential of radar in vegetation studies derives from this early 
work. In addition, the Westinghouse imagery has been compared with con .... 
ventional ~erial photography, used as a mapping base for vegetation pat-
terns, analyz~d in part by IDECS equipment including initial st1.idieswith 
the pulse-height analyzer and flying spot scanners, andcom1>ared with 
data collected by the ,Earth Resources. Aircraft Program mfssion 59. 
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2. Mission 59 data (abstracted from 90-day report dated May 1968) 
a. AN/AAS-5 ultraviolet (UV) has not yet been evaluated as a 
potential sensor at Horsefly Mountain, although the quality of the data 
supplied by NASA is excellent. 
b. Jsing air photomosaics as a basis of orientation and refer-
ence, 13.3-gigahertz scatterometry is in progress of evaluation. Initial 
results appear to contain limited information because of (1) the low res-
olution, (2) the absence of good reference points on the ground, and 
(3) a probable too-small sampling rate employed in digitally processing 
the scatterometry data. The grossness of the data is such that referenc-
ing is extremely difficult, especially under conditions of natural vege-
tation. More refined data are required before further work is undertaken 
in scatterometry at Horsefly Mountain. 
c. ITEK multiband photography has been reviewed, and key loca-
tions have been analyzed by IDECS equipment. Integration and density-
level slicing to aid differentiation of vegetation types have been 
usefully employed in this regard. Seventeen locations have been selected 
for speci~l study at Horsefly Mountain, giving 153 transparencies for 
study on the IDECS fly~ng scanners. From these transparencies, 85 color-
combined images have been generated for analys:is of vegetation content. 
d. RC-8 color photography has been prepared for qualitative 
evaluation with multiband and radar ima.gery. One of the immediate uses 
of this data. has been the preparation of a detailed "vegetation types" 
map for use as a guide in other comparisons. Transparencies of key lo-
cations have also been employed in the IDECS color combiner, in combina-
tion with radar and multiband photography. 
e. Reconofax IV infrared (IR) has not y(;'t been utilized to its 
potential at, the Horsefly Mountain Test Site. A map of vegetation pat-
terns has been completed, using the dua.l systems of radar and IR imagery, 
but further work is required to evaluate the contribution each system 
makes towards discriminatI'on of 'type boundaries. 
In general , result s from the various analyses offer encouragement 
in tbe remote determination of some natural vegetation parameters using 
sensors. It has been suggested in recent publications that the use of 
radar imagery alone in some of the world's cloud-swathed, unmapped, re-
mote, and in~ccessible terrain situations offers scope for reconnaj,<:,~~nce­
type mapping and terrain evaluation. With the addition of multibah!.-, 
thermal 'IE, color, and false "color photography obtained incloud-f'ree 
patches, the discriminant capabilities of radar may be extended through 
inference from multispectral and higher resolution data. 
·.-
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Summary of Scientific Analysis to be Performed 
To date, the radar imagery has been analyzed empirically and semi-
quantitatively in an effort to pinpoint which types of natural vegeta-
tion information are identifiable. Future studies will have a similar 
aim, but will also strive to establish the degree of consistency achiev-
able within and among localities using IDECS equipment. 
Qualitative evaluations of the supportive and complementary func-· ~ 
tions of each sensor will continue. Specifically, the UV and thermal IR .J 
imagery must be assessed for their contribution to reconnaissance vege-
tation mapping and terrain evaluation. The radar-thermal IR vegetation 
map of Horsefly Mountain needs to be redrawn to specifically show the 
contribution made by each type of imagery. 
Remote sensing of natural vegetation at Horsefly Mountain does not 
lend itself to quantification as readily as do studies at other test 
sites. Nevertheless, it is recognized that quantification is essential 
if results are to be meaningfully extended and duplicated in other areas. 
Future work on test site 159 will be aimed at improving the quantitative 
aspects of remote-sensor vegetation analysis. 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES AT TEST SITE 35 IN RELATION TO 
THE NASA EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
The Wichita radar soil-test site is a calibration test site for 
evaluating radar response in an environment which has some resemblances 
to subtropical and tropical savannas. This lengthy strip covers a wide 
variety of soil types. At selected times of the year, these soil types 
are variably bared by cultivation. At other times, they are covered with 
crops and pastures. It is the intention to evaluate fine-, medium-, and 
gross-resolution radar imagery and scatterometer data to determine the 
types and classes of soil information extractable. It is the ultimate 
intention that a variety of radars be flown over this test site, but to 
date, only the K-band Westinghouse AN/APQ-97 data have been obtained of 
the test site. 
Summary of Data Collected and of Work at the Wichita 
Radar Soil Strip ( Test Site 35), Kansas 
Aircraft data for the Wichita radar soil strip have come exclusi veJ.y 
from a single non-NASA-funded flight of the Westinghouse AN/APQ-97-radar 
(Tliestinghouse flight 31) obtained June 26, 1964. This imagery is classi7 
fied. Several supporting flights with the NASA 240A and P3A aircraft to 
continue the evaluation with .radar scatterometryand supporting color 
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photography were abandoned because of poor weather or for other reasons 
connected with scheduling problems of the aircraft. It was on the basis 
of the availability of the classified radar information .that later the un--
classified multiple-polarization Westinghouse AN/APQ-97 radar image 
flight was flown July 27, 1966, under NASA sponsorship funding. Because 
of system malfunction during this July 27, 1966, fligh~;, no unclassified 
radar imagery was obtained; therefore, the work with the classified im-
agery was slovTed down. A small portion of the class,ified imagery was 
declassified and formed the basis for a report submitted for publicatjon 
in the International Soil Science Society, Ninth Congress, August 1968 
in Adelaide, Australia (ref. 34-7). 
Summary of Scientific Analyses Performed to Date 
One publication has been produced on this test site using the K-oband 
Westinghouse system. It is appropriate to quote the concluding remarks 
in the paper: "To sUIl1.marize these.observations, it is clear that the 
information obtainable from this radar imagery for soil mapping is dis-
tinctly uneven in both distribution and quality, for while it is some-
times possible to make clear distinctions between adjacent soils eVen at 
the soil series level and more usually at the soil association level, 
there are many instances when neither is feasible. Separation of soil 
groups at the association level is more likely in untilled and subhumid 
to arid regions than in cultivated or densely forested humid lands. To 
put these conclusions in another way, where extreme differences occur in 
adj oining plant structures, in soil or pl8!.n t moisture content, in soil 
texture, in topography, and - in areas of' scanty vegetation -. in small-
scale surface roughness, then discrimination on the radar image of soil 
units closely tied to these differences will usually be possible. Lesser 
dj.fferences will not be so easily detected, especially in cultivated 
areas, and careful timing of aircraft flights to coincide with the great-
est seasonal veget.ation contrasts will be necessary. 
"Additional studies employing multiple wavelengths, polarizations, 
i and radar bandwidths may show that it is possible to better this level 
of discrimination of' soil units. Even if this is not the case, however, 
the overall perspective provided by radar coverage of large, landscap,e 
units will be a valuable addition in reconnaissance surveys.'" 
In addition to the small area in northern Oklahoma which was declas-
·sified :,E'or this. publication, maps have been prepared oi'selected areas 
along .the flight path between north-central Oklahoma and central-eastern. 
Kansas to the south of Lawrence, Kansas. Some six areas have been chosen' 
for. detai,led study, and maps based upon existing soil surveys and pre-
pared from radar imagery have been produced and will eventually be used 
for making detailed comparisons. to further extend the q:onclusions 'obtained 
in the northern Oklahoma. study.. 
.. ' 
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Summary of Scientific Analysis to be Performed 
Proposed research at this test site will involve a modest number of 
flights with radars other than the Westinghouse K-band system. It is ap-
propriate to fly the site with DpD-2 when operational ~n the P3A and to 
fly such other imaging radars as NASA may later acquire in its aircraft 
program. In addition, it is hoped that the Naval Research Laboratory 
aircraft w'ill, at some time in the future, fly its four-polarization, 
four-frequency imaging radar system over the strip. When this is done, . ''') 
it will be feasible to prepare a quantitative comparison of the different -
types of information available as a function of frequency and polariza-
tion in reconnaissance soil mapping. It is recognized, of course, that 
the radar soil strip does not encompass the full range of potential en-
vironments needed for a full evaluation of the information as a ~unction 
of frequency and polarization. However, it is sufficiently diverse that 
a number of key questions on soil mapping with radar may be answered 
there. 
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32 
54 
61 
Date 
1'lown 
September 19, 1966 
August 8, 1967 
November 14, 1967 
TABLE 34-1.- REPORT ON STUDIES AT GARDEN CITY, KANSAS, TEST SITE 76 
[Principal Investigator, D. S. Simonett] 
Data 
Scatterometer 
Recono1'ax IV 
AAS';"5 
Multiband 
RC-8 
(color and 
1'alse color) 
Recono1'ax IV 
AAS-5 
Multiband 
RC-8 
(color and 
1'alse color) 
Scatterometer 
Recono1'ax IV 
AAS:"'5.. 
Multlband 
RC-8 
(color and 
black and 
white) 
Date 
received 
August 17, 1967 
August 17,1967 
August 17,1967 
November 11, 1968 
N/R 
December 1, 1967 
December 1, 1967 
December 1, 1967 
December 11, 1967 
Quality 
Poor 
Good 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Poor 
Good 
Fair 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Good 
Results 
Mali'unctioning scatterometer provided poor data 
which are not readily correlated with the aer-
ial photography. Reliable in1'erences as to 
relative return 1'rom agricultural phenomena 
cannot be made. Remaining imagery will be 
used in studies 01' crop response as a. 1'unction 
01' crop type since the intended radar calibra-
tion potential is minimized. AAS-5 imagery is 
poor because 01' haze; otherwise, the imagery 
~s good. 
Data are good except multiband photography has 
poor 1'ocus 01' J.ens 2, Rc-8 camera lacked anti-
vignetting 1'ilter, and the AAS-5 imagery is 
generally poor. The 1'light was designed to 
detect saline-soil boundaries 1'rom the photog-
raphy and accompanying 1'ield work 1'or compari-
son with radar image boundaries. Accidental 
disposal 01' soil samples be1'ore complete anal-
ysis limited this potential, but 1'urther eval-
uation 01' these images and earlier radar 
indicate that the saline-soil boundaries are 
not coincident with the radar boundaries. 
(90-day mission analysis report submitted to 
NASA MSC and U.S.G.S. May 8, 1968.) 
Scatterometer data have not been received to 
date, precluding major analysis 01' mission 61 
data. Other data received are'good, except 
that the AAS-5 imagery is only 1'air, and the 
multiband photography has limited value be-
cause 01' improper i'unctioning 01' the image 
motion-compensation system. Selected multi-
band 1'rames have been color combined on the 
IDECS system 1'or studies 01' agricultural land 
use. (Mission analysis report submitted to 
NASA MSC and U.S.G.S. July 31, 1968.) 
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TABLE 34-1.- REPORT ON S~JDIES AT GARDEN CITY, KANSAS, TEST SITE 76 - Concluded 
IPrincipa1 Investigator, D. S. Simonett] 
Mission Date Data Date Quality Results flown received ;-
74 June 17. 1968 Sqatterometer N/R -- Photography is adequate as index for scatter-
Reconofax IV July 9, 1968 Good ometer data, although light conditions were 
AAS-5 July 9. 1968 Fair marginal for both Ektachrome and Ektachrome 
RC-'8 July 3 and Fair IR. Scatterometry data have not been re-
(color and 9. 1968 ceived. Color and color IR are being used 
color IR) as input data in IDECS multi-image color com-
bination experiments of agricultural 1and-
use mapping. (90-day mission analysis report 
being completed.) 
77 July 29, 1968 Scatterometer N/R -- Aerial photography is adequate as index photog-
Reconofax 1V August 26, 1968 Good raphy for scatterometer data. Scatterometry 
AAS-5 Fair data have not been received. Color and color 
RC-8 August 2, 1968 Fair IR photography are of marginal use for inter-
(color and pretation of agricultural featUres because of 
color IR) the large amount of cloud shadowing (colors 
degraded) • Reconofax IV imagery is good. 
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TABLE 34-11.- REPORT ON STUDIES AT HORSEFLY MOUNTAIN, OREGON, TEST SITE 159 
USING NASAjMSC AND NASA-FUNDED AIRCRAFT DATA 
[Principal Investigator, I'. S. Simonett] 
Date Data Date Quality Results 
• flown received 
October 18, 1967 Scatterometer June 6, 1968 Poor In progress of evaluation with air photo-
mosaics; content limited because of pre-
liminary status of data. Preliminary 
results indicate either 400-foot reso-
lution too gross to derive plant density 
and boundary information, or sampling 
rate in scatterometry is too low for 
discrimination. 
Reconofax IV November 6, 1967 Good Used for vegetation mapping in combination 
with radar imagery. Initial results 
show promise in studies of plant comrau-
nity boundaries. 
AAS-5 November 6, 1967 Good No analyses yet initiated. 
RC-8 November 6, 1967 Excellent Selected sites subjected to IDECS analysis 
and compared with radar and multiband 
photography; used also for vegetation 
mapping for comparison with radar and 
IR maps. 
Multiband November 6, 1.967 Poor Selected sites subjected to IDECS analysis 
(3-lens and compared with radar. Results so far 
strips suggest that discrimination of vegeta-
under- tion types and densities is best 
exposed) achieved by combining radar, near IR, 
and either panchromatic or number 5 or 
6 from the multi band. 
October 1965 K-band, November 1965 Excellent Used in preparing several preliminary re-
HH and ports on value of multiple polarization 
HV in color combining, texture analysis, 
and probability density functions. 
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Figure 34- 1 .- The K- band radar image of Garden City , Kansas, Test Site 76 . 
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Figure 34-2.- Information available at Garden City, Kansas, in September 1965 on HH-
and HV-polarization K-band radar. 
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Figure 34-3.- Crop-type. categorization of July radar image densities using com-
plete linkage cluster analysis and E'uclidean distance coefficients. 
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Figure 34-6.- Color-combined HH-HV radar image of a po~tion of the 
Garden City, Kansas, Test Site in September 19 
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WILDLAND RESOURCE INVENTORIES UNDER THE 
NASA EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM 
By William C. Draeger 
Schooi of Forestry and Conservation, University of California 
INTRODUCTION 
35-1 
Most of the NASA-sponsored research concerned with wildland 
resource inventories has been centered in the Bucks Lake Test Site 
(site 20) in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California. Emphasis has 
been placed on the wildland vegetation resources in this primarily 
forested area. One research objective has been to define the optimum 
image specifications for inventorying the various vegetation types and 
otl?:~rwildland resources on small-scale im.agery. From an interpreta-
tion-of such imagery, the feasibility of identifying representative 
resource features in the Bucks Lake Test Site has been determined. 
RESULTS OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF DATA FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
An attempt has been made to obtain imagery of the test sitE' with 
as wide a variety of sensor types as possibl~ in order to develop a 
priority listing of sensors for the various applications of interest. 
Furthermore) examples of particular image types were obtained at vari~ 
ous sc.ales and interpreted in order to ascertain resolution require-
ments for partioular resouree inventory tasks. Finally, imagery was 
acquired during various seasonal periods and at, different times of day 
in order to determine the optimum acquisition specification for time-
critical interpretation tasks .and to evaluate sftquential imagery for 
particular applications. Imagery supplied through the cooperation of 
the NASA Aircraf'tProject has been used in all of these determinations. 
Figure 35-1 illustrates the evaluation of multispectral black and 
whi te photography for the discriminat.ion of various natural terrain 
features aild-for.the compariSon of the interpretability of such multi-
band images with color infl"ared photography or color-enhanced images of 
the same area. Notice that· in this example, nearly all the features 
visible on the :multiband photography can be just as easily differentiated 
,.' 
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on the color infrared photograph. Figure 35-2 presents a comparison of 
conventional color film and color infrared film for the interpretation 
of various wildland features. It is readily apparent that the relative 
interpretability of the film types is dependent on the particular dis-
crimination to be made. 
In terms of the definition of resolution requirements, it has been 
shown that gross typing can be done on Gemini photography (fig. 35-3). 
However, such delineations are generally only discriminations and not 
identifications. Often the low ground resolution is actually an aid in 
drawing such broad discriminatory boundaries. In terms of actual iden-
tification of types and collection of quantitative data, emphasis has 
been placed primarily on intermediate-scale imagery. This has been 
done in an attempt to ascertain how such imagery might fit into a double 
sampling scheme whereby actual quantitative data are retrieved from a 
limited number of intermediate-scale photographs within the areas delin-
eated on the small-scale images. Such procedures are illustrated in 
figures 35-4 and 35-5. 
Further studies, an example of which is illustrated in figure 35-6, 
were undertaken to ascertain the optimum seasonal state in which imagery 
should be acquired for various applications. Time-critical applications 
include identification of specific vegetation types on the basis of 
phenological characteristics of pa~ticular species and the evaluation 
of snow accumulation and retention characteristics of various terrain-
vegetation environmental types. 
In addition, work has been performed on the investigation of var-
ious interpretative methods ~or the extraction of data from intermediate 
and small-scale imagery, for which determinations are based p,rimarily 
on tonal values, and less reliance is placed on image detail. An 
example of one such technique is illustrated in figures 35-7 and 35-8. 
Further examples of the specification determinations discussed 
previously wil]~. be found in the Annual Progress Report for the Earth 
Resources Program, September 30, 1968. 
• 
• 
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Panchromatic film , 
O . 520~ to O . 58o~ 
Panchromatic film , 
o . 66o~ to O . 120~ 
Infrared film 
O . 150~ to O.950~ 
Image ob ained directly , using 
E achrome Aero IR film 
ultispectral cOlor- composite image 
obtained by projecti g three black 
and white images through filters 
Figure 35- 1 . - Multispectral black and white Ektachrome Aero IR and 
color- enhanced images of an area in the Bucks Lake Test Site. otice 
ha while no one of the black and white images allowed all of he 
terrain types present to be iscriminated , the three images inter-
preted in concer make these d ' scriminations possible . otice also 
he egree 0 w ich i is ossi le 0 approximate a E achr o e Aer o 
IR . age closel mea s 0 mul ' color en a cemen techni ques . 
, 
, . 
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Aerial Ek achrome film Ektachrome Aero IR film 
Figure 35-2 .- A comparison of the ease of discrimination of terrain and 
vegetation eatures as imaged on conven ional color and color IR 
films . Of particular interest are dense stan s of coni erous trees 
(A), as compared with brush-conifer admixtures (B), and dense brush 
(C), as compared to granitic outcrops (n). 
, 
• 
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Figure 35- 3.- A Gemini photograph of the Orizaba region of exico , upon 
which broad na ural veg tation types can easily e distinguished . 
Positive identification of hese types , ho ever , would necessi ate 
at leas a limited se 0 a larger scale photography an lor on- the-
ground sampli g . 
35-6 
F~gure 35-4.- A portion of the Bucks Lake Test 
Si e was elineated on small-scale imagery 
and crown clos e and average crown diameter 
were measured in an attempt to determine the 
egree of relationship between hese two param-
e ers and imber volume which as determined 
or each sad b means of conventional ground 
sampli g echniq es . 
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Figure 35-5.- The timber types in figure 35-4 were 
classified on the photographs in terms of erown 
closure of merchantabl~ conifers and average 
crown diameter.iJ'be resulting graph indicat,es 
that it might well be possible to classify 'tiimber 
stands into gross volume classes on the basis of 
nonstereo image interpretation, although cer-
tainly more precise methods would be necessary if 
intensive management planning were undertakE~n. 
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-June 9, 1965 June 11, 1966 
Snow clearly seen in open areas Little snow remaining in open areas 
June 9 1965 June 11 , 1966 
Area nearly 50- perce t snow covered Same area devoid of snow 
Figure 35- 6 .- Seq ential small scale imagery as illustrated above can 
serve as a valu hIe guide to hydrologists in their determina ions of 
both sur ace and subsurface runo f that can be expected during a 
particular period. In ad ition , such imagery is aluable in the study 
o opographic and vege a io effects on s ow retention and melt 
patterns an ma: be of grea help in I ng manageme procedures 
esigne 0 i prove uan i y an l or quality of runoff. 
\ 
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Figure 35-7 ,- The e two photog aphs show he set of six projectors used 
to enhance mul ispec ral black and hite images. A lantern slide 
(3-1/4 by 4 inches) is made of each black and wh'te negative as t en 
in each particular spec ral ban , The projectors are then oriented 
o focus all images in common register on he tra slucent viewing 
scree . The com osite color image h S orme is en hotogra hed 
color om beh' e scree and r e rod ced i color r in fo 
as sho in igure 35-8, 
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DEVELOPING SPECTROSIGNATURE INDICATORS OF ROOT 
DISEASE ON LARGE FOREST AREAS 
By John F. Wear 
Remote Sensing Project, Pacific Southwest Forest 
and Range Experiment Station 
INTRODUCTION 
36-1 
From an orbiting platform, earth resource analysts may be provided 
with valuable dat.a on the incidence of diseases that seriously affect 
our valuable forest resources. The remote-sensing techniques that we 
are now testing, designing, and perfecting at nonorbital altitudes may 
be a part of. the Earth Resources Survey Satellite Progr~ in the not-
too-distant future. 
The remote-sensing research reported herein is conc~-~~ned with in-
ventorying and protecting the valuable resources of our .i.\::>rested lands. 
Forests are important to each of us for 'wood and timber products, for 
domestic and industrial water supplies, for wildlife habitat, for game 
and livestock forage, and f,or recreation. These values obviously should 
be .protected from the depredations of fire, insects, and aiSf::ases. 
Forest diseases create a greater destructive impact on our i'orest 
resources than either fire or insects. Forty-five percent of the growth 
loss in forested areas of the United States is attributable to diseases. 
Root-rot diseases account for an average annual loss of 300 million 
board feet of sawtimber. Of this total, approximately 170 million board 
feet of Douglas-fir timber in Oregon and liashington' are destroyed or de-
graded each year by the continuing attacks and spread of Poria weirii 
root-rot disease. Figure 36-1 represents an infection center w·i th mor-
tality continuing to expand. Openings of this size range upwardly from 
100 feet. Once the survey detection remote-sensing technique can be 
developed, I believe that orbital instruments can provide adequate im-
agery to assist the forest manager. Doug~as fir represents 57 percent 
of the total sawtimber volume in 'the Pacii'ic Northivest. 
36-2 
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RESULTS ACQUIRED THROUGH THE USE OF DATA 
FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
In an attempt to develop spectrosignature indicators of root disease 
on large forest areas, NASA aircraft are providing overflights of specif-
ic target areas for which ground-truth data. have been collected. From 
a study of the photography thus obtained, efforts are being mad.e to 
determine photographic image characteristics that are specific for forest 
areas in which the trees are becoming diseased. 
Several remote-sensing flights have been made to the Pacific Nortb.-
west "by NASA aircraft in an effort to secure imagery at nonorbiti:r:;i:g ele-
vations on several diff'erent test sites in various spectral zones of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Problems of many types have been experienced 
which have precluded the satisfactory completion of a single overflight 
on test site 156. The first NASA flyby on August 15, 1967, was largely 
unsatisfactory because of mechanical problems with the equipment, im-
proper film exposure, and inadequate photographic coverage. The second 
attempt on October 19,1967, was fraught with adverse weather factors 
and inadequate coverage of the multispectral photography. Scheduling 
constraints were so precise as to miss good weather the day before and 
the day after the scheduled operating day for the NASA aircraft. The 
111.akeup flight in October on test site 156 provided good photographic 
imagery in the Ektachrome infrared (IR) band, but not in the o.4~ to 
O.9~ band with the nine-lens Itek camera system. 
The thermal IR image:ryfrom the Reconofax IV sensor does not appear 
to provide the thermal detail needed to differentiate between healthy 
and diseased trees. General information about geographical features, 
drainage patterns, and topographic characteristics are readily discern-
ible on the thermal IR imagery, however. 
NASA mission 78 with the NASA Electra P3A was flown during the last 
week in August 1968. Test site 156, pertaining to the Poria weirii-
root-rot problem in the Pacific Northwest~ had ide~l clear weather for 
all remote-sensing strips at the morning ar..d noo:r~ sampling periods. The 
multispectral capabilities of the NASA Electra P3A that we~e utilized 
included two RC-8 aerial cameras (Ektachrome IR films), a four camera 
70-millimeter Hasselblad pod (one IR and three panchrorll.atic films), an 
RS-7 IR imager (8~ to l4~ band), and an IR radiometer (lQ~ to 12~ band). 
Imagery from this flight is still being processed; and no interpretation 
or analysis has been possible. 
."\~~.~, 
, .~ 
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IMPROVED METHODS FOR THE ACQUISITION OF GROUND TRUTH 
Ground survey methods to locate and appraise infection centers of 
E'o:ria weirii root rot are inefficient. Forty days of effort by a two-
mar:. crew is required to obtain ground truth on a single section 
(640 acres) of timbered land. Present research seeks to develop more 
efficient survey methods for locating and evaluP'':;ing the incidence of 
root-rot disease centers in forested areas by exploiting new remote-
sensing techniques. 
Before an orbiting satellite survey program for assessing root-rot 
infection centers in forest areas can be implemented, considerable basic 
research in applying remote-sensing techniques at lmrer flight altitudes 
is required. Judging from remote-,sensing research conducted to date, 
trees infected with root rot do not show previsual symptoms that would 
normally discriminate them from healthy trees. Only in the most ad-
vanced stage of decline do infected trees exhibit slight changes in 
crown structure and foliage complement and color. Therefore, successful 
remote estimations of Douglas-fir characteristics will require testing 
of various sensors, at several wavelengths. The physiological parameters 
of healthy and diseased trees (foliar temperature, soil-moisture tension 
and availability, solar energy input and output, transpiration rate, 
leaf moisture tension, spectral reflectance, and others) need to be eval-
uated for a comprehensive understanding of the problem. Remote-sensing 
research on this forestry problem indicates greatest success probability 
in three spectral zones of the electromagnetic spectrum: visible~ re-
flectance IR, and thermal IR. 
A spectrometric analysis of Douglas-fir foliage from the tops of 
healthy and infected trees was considered essential to ascertain the 
best film-filter combination for an aerial photographic survey of root 
disease impact over large forest areas. To collect many treetop foliage 
samples in a very short time for the spectrom~tric analysis, a special 
pole pruner was designed, and an efficient helicop+,er sampling procedure 
(fig. 36-2) was developed by the principal investigator. Foliage collec-
tions were made at three different periods corresponding to three dif-
ferent tree moisture conditions (i.e., those prevailing during over-
wintering, full new growth, and late summer hardening) to determ1.he any 
significance in season of the year for 'discriminating healthy from 
diseased trees. 
Six study plots of 15 trees each were selected for ground truth. 
Five trees in each plot were chosen in order to represent three differ'-
ent condition classes (healthy trees, diseased trees without visible 
symptoms, and diseased trees W'ithsymptoms). Each plot represented a 
different age' class {young-growth, second-growth, and old-growth 
36-4 
Douglas fir). The universality of various survey techniques was inves-
tigated by location of the plots on two different growth site conditions. 
Spectral reflectance curves from treetop foliage samples were de-
rived from the General Electric (GE) spectrophotometer and programed 
with four black and white photographic films and 23 Eastman filter curves 
for the SANTAD~ IBM 7094 Fortran IV computer program. This program uti-
lizes the relationships between the spectral characteristics of black 
and white films, filters, and targets to predict what film-filter com-
binations~are likely to produce unique tone values for each target fea-
ture that is to be identified. The SANTAD program was specific for the 
panchromatic (0.4~ to 0.7~) band and the black and white IR (O.7~ to 
0.9~) band. Results of this analysi~ showed that no film-filter com-
bination is consistently applicable to all three moisture periods of 
the year. Analyses of the Ektachrome and Ektachrome IR films are yet 
to be completed on the SANTi~ program. A NASA flyby on August 30, 1968, 
included some of the black and white film-filter combinations picked by 
the SANTAD program with good probabilities for separating healthy from 
diseased trees. 
RELATED STUDIES 
Tree vigor and availabil1.ty of moisture in the tree crown for trans-
piration are two important factors governing the temperature of a tree. 
A tree of declining vigor caused by drought, partial destruction of 
root systems, or inability to absorb and transport moisture through 
roots and stem to the tree crown fl~equently shows changes in physiologi-
cal characteristics. Trees under severe moisture stress may not be able 
to transpire as readily and stay as cool as healthy trees. Tree physio-
logical research is needed for forest types in the Pacific Northwest. 
A preliminary physiological study of Douglas fir is now underyTay in the 
Poria weirii study to ascertain the reasons for differences in tree 
temperatures hetween healthy and diseased trees and between di.fferent 
age classes. 
Energy emitted from tree crowns in the thermal IR part of the 
spectrum can be collected through either imaging or nonimaging IR 
radiometers. The airborne radiometers can be calibrated for a specific 
portion of the spectrum (2~ to 5~ band, 8~ to 14~ band, etc.). Data 
derived from the Barnes Engineering PRT-4 and PRT-5 nonimaging radi-
ometershave indicated signifi.~ant--tCemperature differences betw'een 
healthy and diseased trees at cert·ain times of the day. 
Badiometer readings were taken from a semihovering helicopter or-
biting around individual trees. at about 150 feet above the foreist can-
opy. Sightings are concentrated within the upper 30 perc~nt o,f:the 
'.l 
, 
. j 
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tree crown but more than 10 feet down from the tree top (fig. 36-3). 
This technique minimizes the chance of including spurious temperature 
readings from other trees or openings. Output readings of the PRT-5 
are in terms of irradiance or equivalent black-body temperatures. To 
improve the ease of recording data, a Cole-Parmer chart recorder was 
collated with the PRT-5. The self-contained power sources for each 
unit and relatively light weight provide good portability and operational 
flexibility for use on the ground or in the air. PRT-5 sampling is an 
active aerial tool for collecting ground truth yet is a bridge between 
ground truth and potential satellite capabilities~ 
Prior to the NASA flyby, an 8- by 36-foot resolution target was con-
structed and-installed on the line 1, Wind River Test Site to determine 
the spatial resolution of the various sensors assigned to the test 
site 156 program. Evaluation of the imagery at the resolution target 
would help to clarify the need for particular sensors and for modifying 
subsequent technical procedures for NASA flights (film, filters, scales, 
etc.) to procure the desired measurements. 
Ground-truth data were collected during the overflight period with 
measurements of some physiological parameters between heaJ.,thy and dis-
eased trees (leaf moisture tension, xylem moisture flow, and various 
temperature readings). During the same period, a new remote-sensine 
technique designed by the principal investigator was tried for the first 
time. The Barnes Engineering PRT-5 IR radiometer was collated with an 
instant-replay video-scan tape-recording system for remote-sensing oper-
ations from a helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft (fig. 36-4) • This new 
system provides an accurate vertieal picture of the natura,l vegetation 
and geographical features as recorded by a standard closed-circuit tele-
V1S1on camera. Superimposed on the center of the picture is a circle 
that covers the 2° scan area of the PRT-5 radiometer. Also superimposed 
on the video scan is the continuous projection of electronic response 
from the PRT-5. (A second video camera transfers the digital voltmeter 
read-out from the PRT-5 through a multichannel mixer to the tape re-
corder. This .read-out appears on the right side of the video picture). 
A gQod-qualitytelevision monitor and a tape record.er that has stop 
action are needed to study individual frames in depth. Details needed 
fo;!:' field checking and ground:-truth elevations may be transferred from 
the television monitor togaod-quality aerial photography without dif-
ficulty (fig. 36-5). I believe that this remote-sensing technique will 
have unique advantages over magnetic or chart tape-recording systems 
whenever high-quality thermal ground-truth data are needed. 
.,' 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Losses to forest diseases are more serious threats to the forest 
natural resource than either fire or insects. It is, therefore, of 
continuing importance to develop remote-sensing techniques that will 
collect data rapidly on pest problems from aircraft and orbiting plat-
forms. Expanded research on the spectral emission and the spectral re-
flectance properties of specific forest types and on the physiological 
parameters of healthy and root-rot-infected trees are of great potential 
vaiue in analyzing this serious forestry problem. I believe that our 
space-sc:i,.ence technology will keep pace with our needs for higher quality 
resolution to detect incipient stages of disease activity. Considerable 
progress has been made in the development of remote-sensing techniques 
for efficient disease-detection surveys ·that may eventually become an 
integral part of resource surveys from orbital altitudes. 
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Figur e 36- 1 .- Dense stand of Douglas fir in the center of which an area infested with the fungus 
Poria weirii can be discerned . Present NASA- financed studies seek to determine optimum image 
specifications for the early detection of such infection centers so that control measures can 
be effected promptly . 
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Figur e 36-2 . - A special pole pruner, when oper ated from a hovering helicopter as shown here 
permits the ef f i cient collection of treetop foliage samples from which to make spectrometric 
analysis as described in the text . 
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Fiaure 36-3 .- Operation of a PRT-5 radiometer from a hovering helicopter, as shown here 
rmits the investigator to determine how much energy is being emitted from the upper 30 per-
cent of a tree crown . By comparing such energy returns from healthy and diseased trees 
ossibilities for differentiating them on ther mal ·rR imagery are being investigated . Streamers 
lung into the t r ee crowns facilitate identificavion of selected trees on eerial photOgl~phy 
loWD of the test site by NASA aircraft . l.U 
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Figure 36- 4.- Photograph of a single frame of he tape recording from 
the Ampex 7500 . Black circle represents area covered b the 2° sc n 
o ~he PRT- 5. Digital ead-out is the elec ronic outp of the PRT- 5 
t r ansferred through the n ber 2 i :teon camera to the ape recor e . 
Tree em erature is i · cate elec r onically an is co rted to 
eg ees Celsius or Fahr er eit . 
.. 
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Figure 36- 5. This new remote- sensing technique incorporates a nonimag-
ing IR radiometer with an inst ant replay video- scan tape- recording 
sys em th t can be used either i a helicopter or ixed ing aircraft 
(a) Number 1 vidicon camera and PRT- 5 radiomete boresighted fol' ver-
tical coverage . (b) Pol ethane block cushions number 1 vi icon 
came~ ~ and PRT- 5 from helicopter vibration . (c) Enclosed box has 
number 2 vi icon camera that takes a video picture of Hickok voltmeter . 
Picture is transferred electronicall to video te~e . (d) Concor elec-
tronic integ ating mixer that cross references input from the wo vidi-
con cameras to the Ampex 7500 recor er e (e) Barnes Engineering PRT- 5 
nonimaging adiometer in the 8~ to 1 ~ band. (t) Ampex 7500 ape-
recorder uses 110 volts from a Topaz conve ter (no visible in this 
pic e) to gi e 60 minu es o. ape scan . (g) ine- in h TV moni 0 
foI' pilot and obse ver orien a ion . 
,. 
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DETECTION OF FOREST INSECT OUTBREAKS BY REMOTE SENSING 
By R. C. Heller 
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Berkeley, California 
ABSTRACT 
Studies .are underw~ in the Black Hills of South Dakota to deter-
rrdne the ground instrumentation, aerial f!Jensing equipment, and techniques 
required to detect vigor loss and previsllal signs of tree mortality 
caused by bark beetles in coniferous timber stands. 
Ground data have been collected on spectral reflectance, Munsell 
color notations, emitted and absolute temperature, transpiration, and 
needle moisture tension of pond.erosa pi:ne trees and foliage. 
Aerial photography (color a.nd infrared color) was taken over six 
ground-instrumented test sites at seven periods (October 1966; May, June, 
July, and August 1967; and May and August 1968) to captl,lre changes in 
foliagc: '-oloration. Optical-mechani.cal scanning imagery was obtained in 
three wavebands (2~Oll to 2.611, 4.511 to 5.511, ana 8.011 to. 14.011) in Octe-
ber 1966, June 1967, and May' 1968 .. 
To date, no aerial sensor hasi been successful in detecting stressed 
conifers before. the foliage, discc;].ors.. No differences in photointerpre-
tation accuracies have b€:er.L fqund. betw'een color and false-color· films. 
However, in May, interpreters vievring color transpaJ?encies were able to 
pick out three times as marlY dying trees as greund ebservers. Inter-
preters were 70 percent su~:cessful in detect~ng insect infestation on 
color films at scales as s~aall as .l:116 000 when the infestation was over 
100 feet in size. 
By mid-June, foliage 'temperatures of known dyj,ng trees were 6° to 
8° C higher than healthy ~Irees at 10: do hours; the dif'ference was slightly 
less at 14:00 heurs (4° tel 6° C). Tree crowns within the forest canopy, . 
whether healthy or dying, !'were difficult to re.selve an therml3.l,ima.gery. 
IndividUal trees growingi~n the openaI~d casting streng shadows were 
distingu_ishable!Sc~nerJ~ with better optical qualities exhibiting im-
proY'ed spatial and tl~erma.l resolution are needed before thermal tech-
niques can be used with any degree of corlfidence. 
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A General Aniline and Film Corporation microdensi tometer was w::;ed 
to analyze field-resolution targets and known dying trees on the thermal 
imagery. A beginning 'was made to relate film density to objec'f:; temper-
ature. 
INTRODUCTION 
Forests around the world have provided marlkind with a wealth of 
wood products needed in modern civilization. This need is expected to 
increase, and a shortage of raw materials is expected to develop because 
of future rapid increases in world population. United Nations demogra-
phers estimate that the world population will double every '35 years from 
1960. While trees are a renewable natural resource, we shall have to 
grow them faster, manage what we have more judiciously, and prevent the 
tremendous losses from epizootics to supply the expected need. 
Insects and diseases, in the United States alorle, account for a 
timber loss equal to our annual growth and exceeding the losses from 
fire by seven times (ref. 37-1). From 1963 to 1965, 40 percent of the 
pine resource in Honduras, Central America, was lost to an epidemic of 
southern pine beetle. Similar catastrophes can occur in other developing 
countries and have occurred even in the more technically a(j,vanced ones. 
Some rapid method of detecting tree stress or loss of vigor" be-
fore visible sympt.oms occur, is badly needed so that abnormalities in 
the forest can be pinpointed at an early stage. Thus, forest manasers 
can direct their con.trol action to those locations requiring sarli tation 
cutting, pre~::alvage cutting, or other treatment and thereby reduce the 
timber loss. Ground survey detection techniques are too slow and 
costly .- and often discover the abnormality after it has gro"W'"!l to an , 
uncontrollable epidemic. Some combination of aerial and ground detection 
methods must be worked out, and this has ;a high priority on the forest 
manager's list of needs. If an airborne technique proves feasible, the 
next step upward -- a space-vehicle platform -may provide the extensiye 
and repetitive coverage needed for the detection of dynamic biological 
populations, provided that su.itable image-l:esolution capabilities can be 
attained by spacecraft. 
The spe,cificresearcll objective is to learn which portions of the. 
elect1'omagneticspectrum willdiI'ferentiate dying from healthy pine 
trees. Problems to be solved are optimum altitudes for sensing, det.ect-
abilitybf st.r!;?s,sed trees. with variollsf'ilm-filterc combinatio:ns {and:, . 
electronic scanners, and developme;p.t ~f sensitive ground instrumentation. 
In August 1968, we tested very small-s.<;,ale aerial phot<?,graphy 
(1:116o()o). to leat'n thesmallelSts.cale that migllt be tolerated-for use 
" 
.. 
'. 
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in making forest management decisions during forest insect epidemics. 
The implications for space resource yhotography are quite apparent after 
viewing the color photographs. 
LOCATION OF STUDY AREA 
A serious epidemic of the Black Hills beetle (Dendroctonus ponder-
osae, Hopk.) occurred in the Black Hills National Forest from 1960 to 
1965. In areas where no control.efforts were exerted, remnant beetle 
populations from the out~reak were continuing to- kill trees in large 
numbers. The Lead-Deadwood exemption area near Rapid City, South Dakota 
(fig. 37-1), was an ideal study area. Here, groups of several hundred 
trees were infested annually, whole hillsides of timber were destroyed, 
and the total infestation ran to many thousands of trees killed each 
year (fig. 37-2). 
The Black Hills are located in western South Dakota and eastern 
Wyoming. The hills rise to 7250 feet from the surrounding flat to roll-
ing plains which have an elevation of about 3500 feet. Ponderosa pine 
is the pr~ncipal commercial tree, and it occurs primarily above 4000 feet. 
The total sawtimber volume in the Black Hills is estimated to be 2.3 "bil-
lion board feet. 
METHODS 
.J3iological observations which involve ecological, physiological, 
and '!J.~:eteorological interactions must be made over a time continuum. 
Since our objective is to detect loss of tree vigor before visual symp-
toms occur, we are interested in the rate at which changes take place. 
To capture these changes, measurements were taken of beetle populations, 
infested trees, foliage color, foliage internal temperatures, needle 
moisture tensions, transpiration, solar radiation, soil moisture, air 
temperature, humidity, and wind velocity. 
Most of· these data are needed to compute the total energy budget 
which affects tree growth. For example,the data permit one to explain 
why trees under moisture stress may produce higher temperatures under 
similar sunlight conditions than wh~~ the same trees are under no mois-
ture stress earlier in the day. ,!8.~il'arly, one can then hypothesize why 
thermal imagery may differentiafe.,l-es's vigorous trees from healthy ones 
in one time period and not in anothe!-'~ 
These kinds of data were taken over a 3-yearperiod beginning in 
August 1965 and continuing through October 1968. Much of the ground 
: .. 
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information ioTas obtained continuously during the tree growing season. 
The aerial imagery was collected intermittently, primarily during the 
sprj.ng and summer months. 
GROUND PROCEDURES 
Establishment of Attractant Test Sites 
From previous work, McCambridge found that by placing laboratory·" 
reared beetles in screen cages on host trees (fig. 37-3) during the pe ... 
riod of active beetle emergence in the summer, he could induce wild 
beetle populations to attack the tree with the caged beetles, as well as 
many surrounding trees. In August of each year, attractant test sites 
were established in this manner within the study area to allow for pos-
sible failures and to provide for replication in the experiment. 
Establishment of Pilot Study Area 
In mid-August 1968, a beetle-infested area about 1 by 3 square 
miles was chosen to represent rising epide~ic conditions over a large 
area. It included infestation centers (or spots) ranging in size from 
one to 249 dying pine trees. We want to know at what scale photointer-
preters can determine when endemic conditions become epidemic. Entomol-
ogists consider that an epidemic is underway when pine trees begin to 
die in infestation centers of one to five trees. We can also learn what 
minimum size area can be detected at each scale and extrapolate what size 
infestation might be detected from space photographs. 
We used existing 9- by 9-inch aerial photographs on which infes-
tations had. been .plotted the previous day by aerial observers to help us 
find! the infestations on the ground. By using stereographic coverage to 
facilitate ground navigation, we were able to reduce the, ,ground work con-
siderably over a conventional ground cruise. About 100 spots were checked 
on the ground by six men to determine the number of killed and discolored 
trees in each infestation center. Thus, we collected the ground truth 
to compare la,ter with the results of the photointerpretation. 
At each infestation, we counted the number of discolored trees, 
estimated their bole diameter, and measured the area that their projected 
cr6wnsoccupied. We also verified the location of the infestation on the, 
existing aerial photograph. Infestations (mostly single trees) not plot-
ted by the aerial observers were o~casionally found on the ground in the 
course of walking t.o one of the aerial-plotted spots. These trees were 
also counted and plotted on the photographs. 
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Visual Determination of Tree Decline 
Once a tree is atta.cked by beetles, the success or failure of the 
attack may be in doubt to the observer -- even when close ground examina-
tion is continued. One manifestation of heavy attack is the presence of 
pitch tubes on the outer bark. Another is boring dust -- like fine 
sawdust -- caused by the attacking beetles when boring in the cambial 
zone. This dust lodges in bark crevices near the ground and must be 
searched for very carefully. The surest method of determining whether 
the attack is su.ccessful and the tree will succumb is the observation 
of the presence of blue stain fungus (Ceratostomella ~.) in the xylem. 
This fungus is carried into the cambial galleries on the legs and body 
of the beetle and is an accelerating agent in the death of the tree. On 
the ground, the presence of blue stain is discovered by making small hacks 
into the wood with an axe. The amount of time required to kill a tree 
and the likelihood that a given attacked tree will succumb are both un-
certain; therefore, intensive ground examinations are required for accu-
rate appraisal. The detection of small changes in tree vigor, even on 
the ground, is most difficult. 
In October, the locations of all infested trees surrounding each 
attractant tree were accurately plotted by plane table (fig. 37-4). Each 
tree was numbered with plastic tape for later identification. 
The rate of foliage discoloration was followed in two ways: (1) by 
taking 35-mil1imeter ground color photographs of 10 selected dying trees 
at weekly intervals from May 1 to August 30 and (2) by having one person 
who had full color perception take Munsell notations of all 209 infested 
and 47' healthy trees on four occasions - May, June, July, and August. 
Tree colors were identified by the Munsell color notation system as de--
scribed by Ni.ckerson (ref. 37-2). In the field, one experienced observer 
compared the color of foliage of the upper tree crown in full sunlight 
with a series of Munsell color cards also held in sunlight. The color 
chips were mounted hue cards with holes punched between the chips to 
facilitate comparison. The foliage is viewed through the p1:lnched holes; 
thus, the foliage and color chip are adjacent,a,nd the eye can readily 
compare them. Similar vegetation stu<lies·using Munsell notations have 
been conducted by Nickerson (ref. 37-3) to discriminate between graae9 
of cotton and by Heller, et ale (ref. 37-4), to identify northern tree 
species. By relying on one observer, we reduced some of the subjective 
bias and permitted quantification of the color attributes. Furthermore, 
we hoped to compare the ground observer',s, Munsell notations with the 10 
trees photographed on the ground and with the same trees photographed 
from the air. 
',. 
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Intensive Study of Healthy and Infested Trees 
Spectrophotometric measurements.- The Metrology Division of the 
National Bureau of Standard~, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, 
D.C., very kindly processed replicated samples of ponderosa pine foliage 
through their reflectance spectrophotometers (fig. 37-5). These included 
the General Electric (o.4o~ to 1.08~), the Cary Model 14 (o.6o~ to 2.50~), 
and the Cary White Model 90 (2.5~ to 22.22~). Additional foliage samples 
have been taken each year for corroborating evidence and processed through -:. 
a Beckman DK-2 recording spectrophotometer (0.35~ to 2.70~). . _J 
N~edle temperature measurements.- From the beginning of this study, 
we believed that one of the important factors in the detection of a dying 
tree would be the identification and measurement of changing patterns of 
heat transfer. We needed to know how these heat patterns d:i.ffered be-
tween healthy and attacked trees and also how they differed by time of 
day and by solar conditions. 
The needle temperatures were obtained by inserting copper-constantan 
thermocouples, approximately 2.5 millimeters long and sharpened to a 
point, into living cell tissue of individual needles. These thermocouples 
were placed inside needles at three random locations within the upper 
crown of 18 healthy and 18 insect-infested trees. Wires joined the ther-
mocouples to a recording station on the ground, and temperatures from the 
remote thermistors were recorded on a Brown Electronic Model 153 by 60 P16 
multipoint recorder (fig. 37-6a). Power to run the recorder was supplied 
from a l500-watt portable generator wired to a remote st.arting mechanism 
actuated by a preprogramed timer. This setup permi tt·ed. continuous re-
cording of needle temperatures at preset intervals du,ring the day and 
night. 
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Apparent temperature measure):l1ents.- Apparent or emitted. tempera-
tures were measured with a Stoll-Hardy infrared (IR) radiometer of the 
type reported by Stoll (ref. 37-5), manufactured by the Williamson De~ 
velopment Company. The radiometer was fitted with an IR filter which 
cut out all shortwave radiation below 3.5~. This effectively eliminated 
most of the energy of reflected sunlight from the surface of the sample-
'needles. A Barnes PRT-5 and PRT-IO were also used for apparent tempera-
tf~ ,' .•• t If
. ". 
ture measurement (fig. 37-7a). 
Field use ·of the radiometer was adapted from suggestions made by 
David M. Gates. The radiometer was ~arried ~and used directly in the tree 
crowns (fig. 37-7b), where it was found that a great many observations 
could be made in a short period of t~e. Radiant temperature measure-
ments were made several t:Lmes each day on each of the 36 study trees (18 
healthy and 18 stressed). The radiometer readings.were intended to pro-
vide a basis for the interpretation of the airborne thermal imagery of 
the same study site... These data' might also help to explain the . ability 
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or inability to detect changes in the thermal patterns of a dying tree 
from the airborne thermal detector. 
Relative transpir&tion measurements.- To help explain thermal dif-
ferences that may exist ion pine foliage , it is necessary to conpider all 
factors (and their interactions) which could contribute to temperature 
differences between the foliage of healthy and dying trees. These fac-
tors include absolute leaf temperature, emitted leaf temperature, ambient 
air temperature, wind velocity, and finally relative transpiration rates. 
We decided on the basis of Weber's study in Michigan (ref. 37-6) 
that sap movement could be measured with a specially constructed sap flow 
detector. This instrument is designed to measure the rate of sap flow by 
timing the rate of movement of a heat pulse from one point to another in 
a tree. Basically, the instrument consists of two miniature heat-sensing 
thermistors which are inserted vertically into the xylem 1.5 centimeters 
apart, a 6-volt resistance-type heat probe which is inserted into the 
xylem 0.5 centimeter below the upper thermistor probe, an indicating 
meter, and a stop watch. 
The rate of heat dissipation is a measure of velocity of sap flow 
and must be calculated from formulas derived by Marshall (ref. 37-7). 
Heat-pulse velocity is in turn used to calculate sap flux, which finally 
permits us to compare transpiration rates between trees. Increment cores 
were removed from the healthy and from the stressed trees so that oven-
dry weight, green volume, and water content could be determined and 11sed 
in the previous formulas. 
A portable microvoltmeter, Medistor Model A 60-c ("fig. 37-6b), was 
incorporated into the system. Its sensitivity permitted sap-flow read-
ings near the ground instead of within the top 10 feet of the crown as 
was done in Michigan. 
Wind veloci1.;y.~~sul'ements. - Some quantitative measure of wind ve-
loci ty is nec;essa:r'Y so that a relationship can be established between 
needle temperature and heat flow into and out of the tree. Wind move-· 
ment above 15 miles per hour causes stomata along the needles to close 
but permits iihe individual needles to act as fins on a radi.atQr, thus 
speeding h~at dissipation. Although the regulation of leaf temperatures 
is somewhat complex, thermal emission ~ln direct sunlight is always af-
fected by changes in the wind velocity. Therefore; recordings, of wind 
velocity are useful in.explaining the ability or inability of an airborne 
sensor to discriminate between temperature differences in stressed and 
healthy trees. An instrument tower was erected on the t'est site 
(fig. 37-8a), and the velocity transmitter inputs were wired toa 20-pen 
Esterline-Angus strip-chart event-recorder (fig. 37-6a). 
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Soil-moisture and temperature measurements.- Soil-moisture data 
are needed to determine availability of water to the roots throughout 
the growing season to correlate with transpiration and sap move~ent. 
At the beginning of the growing season in April 1967 and immedi-
ately following snowmelt, two soil pits were dug near the sample trees. 
The soil horizons were mapped, and soil moisture and temperature probes 
were inserted at each horizon and the leads brought to a terminal box 
at the surface. Soil samples were collected and their field weights 
carefully determined. The soil pit was then refilled. Thereafter, meas-
urements of soil moisture and temperature were taken each day with a 
Colman Soil Moisture Meter (fig. 37-8b). Physical and organic character-
istics of the soil samples will be determined. in the soils laboratory. 
Solar radiation measurements.- A recording pyrheliograph, which 
measures solar radiation (fig. 37-9a), was installed on the top of the 
instrument tower described previously. Data from the pyrheliometer can 
be tied in directly with the timing of the thermal scanner flights to 
show the total solar radiation to which the sample trees were exposed 
prior to and during the flights. 
Needle moisture tension.- Needle moisture tension is one additional 
parameter measured in 1967 that may heip to determine early vigor loss. 
The technique was first reported by Dixon (ref. 37-8), and the apparatus 
was improved and described by Scholander (ref. 37-9). Very briefly, the 
method is as follows: ,the twig end of a freshly C11-t foliage sample 
(about 4 inches long) is inserted through a rubber O-ring which is fitted 
into the top Side of a pressurized container (fig. 37-9b). The proximal 
end of the twig is exposed to atmospheric pressure. The needle portion 
of the sample is then placed inside the bottom part of the container, 
and the two parts are screwed together. Nitrogen gas is introduced 
slowly to the container until free water begins to bubble from the tra-
cheid cells in the cut end of the twig (observed with a hand lens). Nor~ 
mal foliage required less pressure to force out the water than foliage 
from stressed trees. The absolute pressure values -- but not comparative 
values -- are affected by time of day, season, soil moisture availability, 
and sunlight conditions. 
Moisture stress apparently causes anatomical changes in conifer 
foliage that influence the reflection of solar radiation from the t:ree 
canopy. We tried to study what cellular changes occur ,in the needles 
as a tree begins to die. After dehydration and paraffin embedding, lon-
gitudinal ahd .cro.ss sect;Lons of; healthy and stressed (1966 attacked 
trees) needles were .sectioned with a rotary microtome. A series of colo;r 
slides was made from 15~-thic~sections which were stained with comple-
mentary dyes -- safranih to highlight primary tissues and fast green for 
secondary tissues. Examples of cellular diff'er'e'nces are shown in fig-
ure 37-10. 
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Estimation of Beetle Population 
Do the development and number of insects under the bark of the in-
fested tree affect the rate of tree foliage discoloration? Two 6- by 
6-inch bark samples were collected in both May and July from each of 30 
infested trees (15 discolored and 15 green -- from the north and south 
sides of each tree) to te~t ~he ~yp~thesis that no difference existed 
in insect activity between trees fading early in the season and those 
fading late in the season. The 30 trees were chosen at random from three 
of the six attractant test sites -- 10 trees at each 'test site. Each 6-
by 6-inch ba:ck sample was examined for the original number of attacking 
beetles, the length in inches of galleries mined out by them in the cam-
bium layer, and the number of surviving insects. 
Preparation of Ground Resolution Target 
A ground resolution target measuring 8 by 68 feet was constructed 
in October 1966 to determine spatial and thermal resolution capabilities 
of the HRB Singer Reconofax XI and Texas Instruments RS-7 optical-
mechanical scanners. Twenty-seven fiberboard panels, each 4 by 8 feet, 
were covered with 2-mil aluminum foil; the foil was pasted to the smooth 
side of the panels with wallpaper paste. Half of the panels in widths 
of 2, 4, and 8 feet were painted with 3M black velvet paint; the remain-
ing panels were left aluminum. They were then laid out in alternating 
black and aluminum array (fig. 37~11). 
This target array was designed to test whether the airborne scan-
ners had a 1-, 2-, or 3-milliradian resolution capability. For example, 
if the 2- by 8-foot panels were distinguisha?le on the imagery when the 
aircraft altitude was 2000 feet above ground, resolution would be 1 mil-
liradian. 
The temperatures of the black and aluminum surfaces, plus the tem-
peratures of the grass and bare soil around the target ,were recorded 
with a Barnes PRT-5 and PRT-IO radiometer during all thermal flight 
runs. Aluminum surfaces actually reflect the cold daylight sky temJ?era-
tures. 
AERIAL PROCEDURE 
Aerial Photography 
Most aerial photographic studies conducted ~ln the past were direct-
ed toward learning what film-filter-scale combimi't,ion would be optimum 
for locating and accurately mapping discolored cdniferous trees. Color 
. 
,. 
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films (both natural and false color) have been gen(:':rally more useful 
than panchromatic or IR emulsions. Medium scales from 1:5000 to 1:8000 
have provided acceptaole photographic interpretation accuracies when 
applied over large areas and when used with appropriate correction (re-
gression) factors. However, certain limitations have been recognized 
i~ using these scales; nmnely, individual fading trees are difficult to 
detect, and with the film emulsions currently available no early indica-
tions of mortality ha:lTe been discernible. 
In this study we wanted to explore the largest possible scales of 
photography so that we could learn the earliest time at which loss of 
vigor could be detected from the air for individual trees. Also, we 
were interested to learn what minimum scale would detect small groups 
(three trees or less) of discolored pine trees. 
Two film types were used: Anscochrome D/200 and Kodak Aero Ekta-
chrome IR. All attractant test sites were photogra.phed with the color 
films (natural and false color) in October 1966, and in May, June, July, 
and August 1967 at a scale of 1:1584. 
Attempts to simulate near-space photography by using a short focal-
length lens (1-1/2 inches) at medium altitudes -- 22 000 feet above sea 
level -- were made in October 1966, in May, June, and July 1967, and in 
August 1968. A total of five scales were taken, ranging from 1:116 000 
to 1:7920. 
Since the sizes of the targets (attractant test sites) were gener-
ally less than 1 acre in size, small format, high-speed-shutter cameras 
were used. All aerial photography was taken with two 7Q-millimeter 
Maurer KB-8A cameras ,equipped with l50-millimeter Schneider Xenotar or 
38-millimeter Biogon lenses. The two cameras, impulsed simultaneously 
by an Abrams CP-3 intervalometer, gave identical photograJ?hic coverage 
on the two film types. This eliminated photographic variables associated 
~it~ time of day (shadow length, shadow direction, and crown illumina-_ 
tion) on the two films and allowed a more valid comparison to be made. 
Photography was performed from a Forest Service-owned Aero Comman~er ~ 
500B airplane ,flying at 100 miles per hour to obtain 60 percent overlap 
for stereoscopic coverage. Shutter speeds were 1/1000 of a second or 
faster to reduce image motion. 
All films were processed in a darkroom made available by the Black 
Hills National Forest in Spearfish, South Dakota. All aerial photography 
was 70 millimeters in size and was processed in Nikor equipment. This 
procedure J?ermitted us to examine the films witbin a few hours after ex-
posing them and to. make reflights while we were in the area, if coverage 
or exposure was / linadequate • 
·,' 
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Optical-Mechanical Scanning Imagery 
Sensing beyond the visible spectrum (0.7~) and beyond the capabil-
ities of IR films (0.9~) was done at three time periods and with three 
different scanners. 
Number of flight runs by wavelength 
Date Aircraft Scanner Unfiltered, 2.0~ to 4.5~ to 8.0~ to type 0.6}.1 to 2.6}.1 5.5~ 14.011 7.0~ 
10/3/66 Convair Texas 
(T-29) 'Instr. 
RS-7 -- 4 4 4 
6/16/67 Aero HRB Sing-
Comm. er Re-
500B conofax XI 7 6 5 --
6/16/67 Convair Texas 
(T-29) Inatr. 
RS-7 -- 4 -- 13 
6/17/67 Aero HRB Sing-
Comm. ,er Re-
500B conofax XI 11 19 9 --
6/17/67 Convair Texas 
(T-29) Instr. 
RS-7 2 2 -- 6 
6/18/67 Aero HRB Sing-
Comm. er Re- i ! 
500B conQfax XI 2 11 9 i 
5/29/68 c-47' 17-channel . 
mu:t tispec-
traIl -- 19 --.; --
5/30/68 c-47 17-cllannel 
mul tispec- . 
tral. -- 7 -- --
/1 
'. ' ; ,. 
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The Convair (T-29) airplane, equipment, and research personnel were 
made available by the Northern Forest Fire Laboratory of the Intermoun-
tain Forest and Range Experiment Station. The Aero Commander, scanne~, 
and personnel were detailed to the study area by the Fire Mapping Unit 
of the Division of Fire Control, Region 4, u.s. Forest Service. The c-47 
aircraft, operated by the Infrared and Optical Sensor Laboratory, Univer-
sity of Michigan, was contracted for in the absence of NASA available 
aircraft. A view of the 17-channel scanner is shown in figure 37-12. 
The Texas Instruments RS-7 scanner produces imagery on 5-inch-wide 
Hyscan film which is developed in flight. This film was given a final 
hypo rinse at a darkroom at Ellsworth Air Force Base, Rapid City, South 
Dakota. 
The Recono~ax XI scanner produces 3- by 4-inch Polaroid prints which 
are immediately available for inspection. It also produces images on 
70-millimeter film, prints of which are shown in figure 37-13. 
All data from the Michigan scanner were recorded on magnetic tape 
and are being processed, but the data are not available at the time of 
this paper. 
INTERPRETATION OF AERI~L IMAGERY 
Aerial Photography 
Interpretations of large-scale photography were made of all attract-
ant test sites for all periods of photography. Beginning with the 
'May 1967 coverage, three kinds of templates were made for each attractant 
test site. The first template enclosed the boundaries of each test site 
and inc111ded as many infested trees as healthy trees. The second was 
produced by a photointerpreter who circled each tree image which appeared 
offcolor in any way. The third was made from the ground truth and is a 0 
miniature of the plane-table drawing. Infested trees were depicted in :::O"'F 
two ways on this template. If the trees appeared faded (discolored) on 
the ground, they were shown as triangles; if not faded at this exmnina-
tion, they were shown as circles. This third template was used to de-
termine interpreter errors, but only after all interpretations were made. 
Thus, templates were made for each interpreter, film type ,fligJ:rt date, 
and attractant test site. 
On the pilot study area, roughly 1 by 3 miles in size, three photo-
interpreters examined five' sc;ales (1: 116 000, 1: 63 360, 1: 31 680, ' 
1:15 840, and 1:7920) on the two color films. The order of interp:reta-
tion was from the smallest scale (1: 116 000) to the largest scale 
(1: 7920 ) • Int~rpreters were i~lf3"tructed to circle and number each 
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infestation of newly killed trees on transparent templates; they also 
counted trees whenever possible within each infestation. 
Optical-Mechanical Scanner Imagery 
All thermal imagery was reviewed on an illuminated table with a 
10-power hand lens to select those examples that best resolved the res-
olution target. The selection was also based on the ability toresolv'e 
tree crowns from the background. Twenty-three flight runs were picked 
from the Reconofax XI imagery -- no filter (O.7~ to 7.0~), 2.0~ to 2.6~, 
and 4.5~ to 5.5~ wavelengths -- and four flight runs from the RS~7 im-
agery in the 8 .,O~ to 14. O~ region. 
Four identical points which surrounded the ground-instrumented test 
site and which could be recognized on aerial photographs were marked on 
this selected imagery. Several examples of the optical-mechanical scan-
ner imagery are shown in figure 37-13. 
,In addition to monocular viewing, examples from all wavelengths of 
the line-scan imagery were examined with a General Aniline and Film 
(G.A.F.) model 650 microdensitometer (fig. 37-14). This was done to 
quantify which wavelengths were resolved best over the resolution target. 
Also, we were interested to learn: (1) whether the microdensitometer 
could separe,te tree crowns from openings in the forest and (2) whether 
subtle differences, not discernible by eye, could be detected among the 
infested and healthy tree crowns. Thus, on the thermal imagery, warmer 
crowns should have higher film densi'ties and indIcate dying trees, where-
as cooler crowns should represent lower densi tif,!~s on the imagery and 
might indicate healthier trees. 
The extreme versatility of the microdensitometer meant tha~ several 
tests had to be conducted to learn which combination of aperture and 
scanning speed would produce the most meaningful data. For example, 
there are 10 scanning speeds, four chart read-out speeds, six aperture 
sizes, five magnifications, and four color filters to choose from. Most 
of the tests were finally run at the folloioTing settings: 
1. Drive scanning rate: 5mm/min 
2. Chart read-out speed.: 4 in/min 
3. Circular aperture: 1.62 millimeters in diameter, effective 
aperture 200~ 2 
4. . Magnification :100 times 
,.,. 
5. .Fil ter : none. 
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Representative examples of the microdensitometer charts are shown 
from the panchromatic aerial photography and from imagery obtained in 
several optical-mechanical scanner wavebands (figs. 37-15, 37-16, and-
37-17). 
Results 
This study is now in its third year. Although we still cannot pre-
dict the location of low-vigor trees by previsual symptoms from airborne 
imagery, some grcund and airborne techniQues appear more promising than 
others. In general, we have learned more about the biological and phys-
ical changes which occur in the pine trees as they begin to die. We ob-
tained good records on visual and photographic color changes, both on the 
ground a.nd on aerial transparencies, and we were able to get represent-
ative very large-scale and very small-scale color and false-color photog-
raphy. Optical-mechanical scanner imagery is of better quality than that 
obtain~d 1 year earlier. A start has been made on microdensitometer 
analYflis of scanner imagery. 
GROUND MEASUREMENTS 
Effect of Beetle Population 
Size on Rate of Foliage Discoloration 
After examining 60 bark samples, we must accept the null hypothesis 
that infested pine trees which discolor early have no different beetle 
popu.lations, length of galleries, or size of the new generation of in-
sects than infested trees which retain their green foliage COlor,. A com-
parison of the mean values indicates that no difference exists in insect 
activity loetwee:n infested, faded, and nonfaded trees. No consi(3tent dif-
ferencecould be found in measurement (3 , whether they were made on the 
nor:th side or south side of the trees. Inches of gallery length showed 
the' greatest difference with the faded trees having more damage to the 
inner bark~ The students' "T" test, comparing these differences, wa~ 
not significant. 
S.pectr ophotometric. Result s 
The'spect~ophotometric recordings (fig. 37-5) made by !the National 
Bureau, of Standards ofhi=althy, newly infested, and old infested (dis-
colored) foliage show comparative reflectance of the samples from 0.4lJ to 
22.0lJ,_ The curves represent the mean of three samples"" Each graph pre-
sents data taken from a different portion "Of. :the electromagnetic spectrum 
by a different spectrophotbmeter, the top graph by th~ General·Elect~ic 
.~ 
" : 
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in the range 0.4~ to 1.08~, the middle by the Cary-White 14 from 0.4~ to 
2.2~, and the bottom by the Cary 90 from 2.5~ to 22.0~. Note that the 
ordinate axes on all graphs are plotted at different percentages of re-
flectance scales. 
The greatest deviation between the curves occurs between the old-
infested foliage and the healthy foliage, and these differences can be 
seen in many parts of the spectrum. This same distinction, however, can 
be made on film -- either color or IR sensitive. There is very little 
difference that occurs between the foliage from newly infested trees and 
healthy trees at this early date (approximately 45 days after beetle at-
tack). The newly infested foliage shows a slight increase in reflectance 
at 0.68~ (the chlorophyll absorption wavelength) and a decrease in re-
flectance of 5 to 10 percent at 0.75~ to 1.2~. It is unlikely that these 
small differences are detectable when the inherent reflectance variations 
within a species are taken into account. 
Visual Determination of Tree Decline 
The visual comparisons of foliage color with the prepunched Munsell 
hue charts are shown in figure 37-18. At a glance one can see the shift 
in hue of the 209 dying trees as the season progressed from May through 
August. For example, in May about 75 percent of the infested trees were 
green-yellow (GY), whereas in August the same percentage of trees were 
yellow-red (YR). The greatest shift from the normally healthy green-
yellow (5 GY and 2.5 GY) foliage to off-green foliage (2.5 GY and 10 Y) 
seems to take place from the fall following .attack until the next May. 
About 10 to 15 percent of the healthy trees in May, June, .and August 
have a slightly yellow hue (2.5 GY) which .is similar to early fading of 
infeste~ trees., In July, the he~lthy trees appeared greener; this is 
probably a result of new needle growth a,nd dropping of old (dead) needles. 
When foliage is healthy, it is fairly dark ~the average Munsell 
value (lightness or darkness) is five and the chroma (color strength) 
four to six. When the tree loses vigor, it becomes lighter (the Munsell 
value going up to six and seven). The ground observer also noted during 
May and June that infested trees appeared lighter and more silvery than 
healthy trees while "both· still had the same hue. As infest'ed foliage 
changes to yellow, the trees become still lighter, and the Munsell value 
becomes seven to eight, with little change in cnroma. The chromas in-
crease appreciably as the :foliage becomes drier later in the summer and 
tends toward the orange oryellow .... reds (7.5 YR and 5 YRT. It is at :this' 
stage in late July, August, . and September that the infested trees have 
their highest ref'lectivityin the visible spectrum. Note that, even in 
August, about 12 percent·o~theinfested trees have the same hues as , 
healthy trees. 'Plese treee may either not die and consequently notchahge 
· .. ; 
.'~ , 
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color, or they may succumb and discolor in September and October. The 
ground inspection in October revealed that 17 percent of the infested 
trees did not die or change color. 
Munsell readings made from the ground of 10 sample infested trees 
are compared with Munsell readings made from ground color photographs 
and with aerial color photographs in the discussion of photointerpreta-
tion results. 
Anatomical Changes in Needles 
In an effort to explain why conifers do not exhibit early symptoms 
of vigor loss in the reflective portion of the near IR, we studied ex-
amples of needle cross sections taken in October, May, June, and July of 
healthy and infested trees. 
In October 1966, 2 months following insect attack, no real differ-
ences at the cellular level could be found between the healthy and in-
fested trees. Differences may be present, but the nature of slide 
material preparation tends to hide small growth differences that might 
actually be present in the early attack stage. 
In May 1967, real anatomical differences showed up (fig. 37-10) and 
are noted in the following comparison: 
Structure affected 
Resin canals 
Vascular bundles 
Stoma 
Cytoplasm 
Cell walls 
Normal needle 
Open 
Most cells filled 
with.cytoplasm 
Intact 
Fills out to cell 
walls 
Normally thin 
Needle from infested pine 
Collapsed or broken 
Cytoplasm absent 
Broken, shrunken, degen-
erate, closed 
Shrunken from cell walls, 
frequently absent 
Thicker by comparison 
The various changes that occur within the needles probably affect 
the reflectance mechanism differently. One would expect that with water 
loss in the needles, IR reflectance would decrease; however, this seems 
to be offset by the internal anatomical changes shown previously and by 
possibl.e chemical changes associated with water loss. The -net effect is 
no early change in IR reflectance. 
.. 
') 
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Note al?o that there is no significant breakdown in mesophyll cells 
of stressed pine needles as there is in stressed hardwood leaves. In the 
latter case, the mesophyll breakdown theoretically prevents internal 
scattering of IR light and reduces reflectance back to tp.e camera. Thus, 
harawood images on IR color film or prints appear darker when under 
stress than when healthy. With needles under stress, the mesophyll walls 
appear to remain rigid while the cytoplasm shr.inks and withdraws from the 
cell walls. This could be achieved wi.th a very minut.e transfer of solute. 
The minute movement of liquid from the cytoplasm results in increasing 
the concentration of solutes and subcellular particles in the mesophyll; 
in turn, this decreases the water in mesophyll cells and may contribute 
to an increased internal scattering or r~tJectance. Final~y, the rigid 
structure of the pine needle and absence of large parenchyma cells and 
air spaces in the mesophyll may help explain the difference in reflec-
tance behavior. 
Needle Moisture Tension 
This pressure measurement, made with the Scholander bOmb by means 
of a pressure gage and described earlier, may be one of the most sensitive 
ways to determine vigor loss in trees. The number of pounds of gas pres-
sure required to force out sap from a freshly cut twig is fairly simple 
to obtain - even in the woods - and affords a high level of discrim-
ination between stressed und normal trees. Readings made of healthy fo-
l-iage in the afternoon (~4: 00 hours) were always two to four- times less 
than those made from infested foliage. This suggests making only after-
noon measurements when transpiration is probably at a low level. 
Foliage Emission Temperature 
Foliage emission temperature measurements are in situ foliage meas-
urements made with either a Stoll-Hardy or Barnes PRT-5 or PRT-IO radi-
ometer from an instrument tower or from a neighboring tree. To explain 
differences in emission temperature, one must consider each sampling 
period separately to determine the effect that weather conditions have 
on the physiological functions of the tree. For example, at 14:00 hours 
on.June 16 (time of overflight), one might have expected a greater ther-
mal imbalance between health;,: and infested trees because of the breakdown 
in water-conducting tissue in the latter. On this date,' significant dif-
ferences did show up in leaf tensions and sap flow. However, although 
wind velocity was not excessive,incoming solar radiation apparently was. 
Absence of full sunlight, in this case, was a limiting factor in creating 
a suffici.ent temperature difference in long-wave emission. Similar 
trade-off logic Jnust' be -used to explain existing thermal differences at 
any point in time. 
.~' : 
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The emittance temperatures of the black and aluminum surfaces of 
the resolution target and the grass on one side of the target are sum-
marized in table 37-I. Note that the aluminum targets, which reflect 
sky temperatures, were 51° to 86° colder than the black targets and 
30° to 50° colder than the surrounding grass. 
Table 37-II summarizes the emitted temperatures of the infested and 
healthy trees at the same time periods that thermal imagery was obtained 
by the airborne scanners. The greatest temperature difference between the .-, 
infested and healthy trees was recorded at 10: 00 hours on both days -- J 
a 6° C difference on June 16 and an 8° C difference on Jun,= 17. On 
both days, the temperature difference dropped off as the ~ay progressed; 
transpiration may have been effective in cooling the pine needles in the 
morning but dropped off if available soil moisture became critical. A 
reduced cooling rate and continued full sunlight would cause a rise in 
emitted temperature. Because of the great volume of weather, physiolog-
ical, and physical data available (over two growing seasons), a computer 
program is being written to determine which combination of these variables 
is limiting, significant, and nonconsequential. The job is almost impos-
sible to undertake by desk computer, but it is within the limits of an 
electronic data processor. 
EVALUATION OF AERIAL IMAGERY 
Photointerpretation On Attractant pites 
Interpretations from aerial color films still provide the most re-
liable information on the accurate location and detection of dying conif-
erous. trees. However, we found that May was the earliest that any 
reliable interpretations could be made on color films; still earlier de-
tection of infested trees is needed for control programs to be more ef-
fective. Color films exposed over beetle infestations in October, 
3 months after beetle attack, did not discriminate infested from healthy 
trees. According to entomologists, dry periods in August and September 
following beetle attack. occasionally cause early tree discoloration, but 
.' these weather conditions have not occurred since this study began in 1965. 
Bias in interpreting films was minimized (1) by including within the 
boundaries of each attractant test site .as many-green uninfested trees as 
attacked trees and (2) by randomizing the order of photointerpretation of 
each test·site, film, and photograph date. Thus, each interpreter exam-
ined 209 infested trees on each film (two) and photog~aph date (four) --
a total of 1672 infested trees plus an equal number of healthy tcrees. 
This is about 3400 image d~terminations that each photointerpreter had 
to make. 
.', . 
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What success did the photointerpreters have in identifying the total 
number of infested trees at each season? As the perceptage of discolored 
trees increased from 10 in May to 81 in August, as rated by the ground 
observer, a similar progression showed up on the photointerpretation re-
sults. Figure 37-19 graphically represents the percentage of correct 
interpretation calls for all variables. The interpreters agreed very 
well for the 3 months of June, July, and August and also found that they 
did as well in color film as in false-color film. These findings sub-
stantiate the results from the first year. In May, all interpreters were 
able to find three times as many infested trees on the average as the 
ground observer. Apparently, the aerial view affords the photointer-
preter with more color discrimination than can be detected on the ground. 
Two interpreters picked out more infested trees on the May date than the 
third interpreter; they did this on all sites and on both films. 
A factorial desigri using season (four), attractant test site (four), 
film type (two), and interpreter (three) as the variables was analyzed 
by analysis of variance. The percentage of correct interpretations was 
transformed first to angles where arcsin vpercentage = angle; this is 
a procedure developed by C. T. Bliss to permit the mean and variance to 
be independent for making tests of significance and is described in 
Snedecor (ref. 37-10). We found that both the photointerpreters and 
films did not test significantly different from each other despite the 
May disparity in correct calls between interpreters. This means that 
under the test conditions the null hypothesis must be accepted that no 
interpretation differences could be ascribed to the photointerpreter or 
film used. However, the differences between attractant test sites and 
season of photography did show highly significant F-values. True inter-
pretation differences did exist between site and season and served to 
improve the sensitivit,y of the factorial design. 
How did the photointerpreters compare with the ground observer at 
each pp,riod in saying trees were fading? Since the photointerpreters 
showed sufficiently close agreement in the analysis described previously, 
their results were pooled (fig. 37-20). The solid line in this figure 
indicates perfect correlation (1.0); the plotted points show that, ex-
cept for May, there is excellent agreement between the interpretations 
made from aerial transparencies and the ground observations. As men-
tioned previously, the photointerpreters picked up about three times as 
many discolored trees in Mayas the ground observers. 
Ai~hough the photointerpretations in August 1967 detected only 
80 percent: of the total 1966 infested population of 209 trees, the total 
number of discolored trees agrees well with the ground observer. Fur-
thermore, al!ground examination conducted in October 1967 revealed that 
the photoint'ei"p'r'~tations made from August photog~~aphy, agre~!d wi thin 
5 percent of the )~ctual number of' trees that discolored an~l 'finally died,; 
j 6 \\ if 
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In 1966, exactly 20 percent of 243 infested trees did not die; in 1967, 
17 percent of 209 infested trees did not die. Thus, 15 to 20 percent of 
heavily infested pine trees were able to withstand the twin onslaught of 
cambial damage and fungus growth. 
The commission errors, those instances where the inte~preters false-
ly called healthy trees suspected faders, were only 1 percent of the 
total number of possible calls (includes healthy and infested trees for 
all test sites). On color film there were 34 commission errors out of a 
possible 3200 tree images; on false-color film there were 26 out of 3200.-) 
This low rate of error lends confidence in the use of color films for de-
tecting discolored trees. 
How do Munsell notations vary by the three methods in which they 
were used, namely: (1) by ground comparison of the Munsell charts with 
the 10 s~~ple trees in the field, (2) by comparison of the aerial photo-
graphic images with Munsell transparencies, and (3) by comparison of the 
35-millimeter color photographs taken of the 10 trees on the ground with 
Munsell transparencies? The hue comparisons made from the 10 represent-
ative trees are shown graphically in figure 37-21. There is striking 
agreement between the ground observations and those made of the identical 
aerial photographic images; they are not over one hue apart at any time 
period. The changeover from the GY (green-yellow) hues to the Y (yellow) 
hues occurred in June for the aerial photographs and in July on the 
ground. An example of the color shift of tree foliage as the tree begins 
to die is shown in the series of ground photographs in figure 37-22. 
Photointerpretation On Pilot Study Area 
Entomologists have found that when Black Hills beetle infestations 
begin to appear in small groups, a change from endemic to epidemic con-
di tions is imminent. Thus, to detect a potential insect buildup of epi-
demic proportions,aerial sensors flown at conven.tional altitudes or from 
space orbit must resolve these small infestation centers. 
Within our study area, we found 48 centers of one to three trees in 
size - almoat one-half of the 97 'active bark beetle infestations 
(fig. T[-23};.:--The distribution of infestations by size classes is shown 
in the following tabulation. The average dimension of the infestations 
in each class is also shown. 
Ii···· \'== 
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Size class Number of Average of 
(number of trees) infestations lar~est dimension 2 ft 
1 to 3 48 16.7 
4 to 10 18 41.6 
11 to 20 12 79.6 
21 to 50 12 182.2 
51 to 100 4 171.2 
100+ 3 445.0 
Single trees and infestations up to three trees in size are detected 
with the greatest success on IR color at the three largest scales. As 
expected, the larger the scale, the greater the success. Maximum accu-
racy for the one- to three-tree class is 79 percent on 1:7920-scale IR 
color. On the 1:31 680-scale IR color, detection success is only 50 per-
cent. The number of successes is reduced rapidly when scale is smaller 
than 1:31 680. For example, at 1:63 360 the best detection is 7 percent 
on color film. 
If we can afford to wait until infestations become four to 10 trees 
in size, detection will improve considerably. Almost 95 percent of the 
infestations are detected on 1:7920 and 1:15 840 scales. There appears 
to be no difference between IR color and color film at these scales. 
However, as the scale becomes smaller, color film improves detection. 
For instance, on 1:63 360-scale color, 37 percent of the infestations 
are detected.. Only 20 percent are detected on IR color of the same 
scale. On 1:116 OOO-scale photographs, which we have used in this test 
to simulate space photography, only 9 and 7 percent of the small infes-
ta.tions (one to 10 trees) can be detected on color and IR color film, re-
spectively. 
It is quite common to refer to the capabilities of remote sensors 
in earth orbit in terms of the smallest objects that can be resolved. 
Because of this, the largest dimension of each of the infestations was 
measured on the ground to compare detection success with infestation 
size. Through this comparison, we should find ,the ,resolution require-
mel1ts for o.etecting bark beetle infestations. ~ . 
The following tabulation shows the distribution of the 97 infesta-
tions by four size classes. Also of interest is the average number of 
trees ,:found in each of the>'classes ortthe. ground. 
t 
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Size class, Number of Average 
ft infestations number of trees 
o to 20 40 ' 6 ..1... 
21 to 50 23 5.3 
51 to 100 13 13.9 
101+ 21 62.2 
From this, '\fe can. flee that, to detect infestations of three trees 
with any success, sensors must be able to resolve objects or spots 
(groups of like objects) 20 feet in the largest dimension. The reported 
capabilities of remote sensors at orbital altitudes are no better than 
100, feet. With 100-foot resolution, we could expect to detect only in-
festations averaging 62 trees in size or larger. An example of Kodak 
Aero Ektachrome IR film of the largest scale (1:7920) and smallest scale 
(1:116 000) is shown in figure 37-24. More than 250 times as much area 
is represented on the small-scale stereographic print - an obvious ad-
vantage for wide-area coverage. 
The three interpreters used in this study were able to detect 
68 percent of all infestations over 100 feet in dimension on 1:116 000-
scale IR color film (fig. 37-25). On color film, detection was only 
57 percent. No infestation less than 20 feet in dimension was detected 
on either film at this scale. 
Detection success on other photographic scales followed the same 
pattern as presented in the previous discussion on tree number size 
classes. The larger the scale, the better the detection. Infrared color 
resulted in be~tter overall detection on the three largest scales. Color 
film gave slightly better discrimination between infestations and their 
surroundings on the smaller scales and resulted in higher detection 
success. 
Optical-Meqbanical Scanning Imagery 
Visual interpretation.- Both the Reconofax XI and RS-7 scanners have 
an effective focal length of approximately 0.9 inch. This was determi!J,J~d 
by relating distance measured on IR imagery to distance on 1:3450-scale 
panchromatic photographs-to find the effective scale (representative, 
fraction). ,/fhis scale was then related to flying height to determinl:§ 
the unkn01>ril focal length. c." 
/:' 
( 
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Focal len~th (feet) 
Height (feet) = RF 
FL 1 (31-1) = 25 345 2000 feet 
FIJ = 0.019 foot or 0.95 inch 
1 Recorrofax XI.- This thermal IR line scanner resolved the resolution 
) 
target best in the 4.5ll to 5.511 band. Table 31-111 shows that 60 percent 
of all flights made in the 4.5ll to 5.5ll band resulted in ground resolution 
of better than 4 feet. Comparable imagery with no filter and with a 
2.0ll- to 2.6ll-band filter showed 4-foot ground resolution of only 22 and 
11 percent, respectively. Good or better target contrast on 63 percent 
of the 4.5ll to 5.5ll imagery also indicates the superiority of this band-
width. 
The afternoon time period resulted in better thermal imagery than 
noon or morning time periods. For instance, 4·0 percent of the imagery 
in the afternoon period had better than 4-foot ground resolution in all 
bands. Imagery taken during the morning (08:00 to 11:00 hours) and noon 
(11:00 to 13:20 hours) periods resulted i; 33 and 21 percent, respective-
ly. It should be noted, howe.ver, that the 2.011- to 2.611·-band imagery dur-
ing the noon period was better than during other time periods. 
Two statements can be made regarding Reconofax XI imagery: (1) the 
4.511 to 5.5ll bandwidth resolves 4-foot thermal resolutiori targets better 
than imagery in the 2.0ll to 2.6ll band or when no filter is used, and 
(2) in general, afternoon thermal imag~ry has better resolution and 
target contrast than morning imagery. 
Texas Instruments RS-1.- There were only 23 effective flights 
(table 31-IV). No flights were made during the period 11:00 to 
13: 00 hours for comparison with Reconofa.x XI imagery for' that period~ 
When imagery from the morning and afternoon periods are compared with 
Reconoi'ax XI imagery, we arrive at two general evaluations: (1) after-
noon imagery in the 8.0ll to 14.0ll band if3 better than morning imagery in 
terms of thermal target resolution and target contrast and (2) imagery 
in the 4. 5ll to5. 5ll bandwidth has betteJ" target resolution ~ld contrast 
than the 8.0}.l. to 14.0}.l imagery for the afternoon period. 
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From the IR line-scanner flight tests made on June 16 to 18,1967, 
we can make the following evaluation: 
:Best resolution target contrast Order of Infrared Filtered image 
scanner bandwidth 08:00 to 11:00 to 13:30 to 
11:00 13:30 16:30 quality 
Reconofax No fD.ter -- -- X 4 
XI 
2.0~ to 2.6~ -- X -- 3 
4.5~ to 5.5~ -- -- X 1 
RS-7 8.0~ to 14.0~ -- -- X 2 
These results are not conclusive. As more data are collected under 
more stringent flight and instrument-controlled conditions, we will re-
examine and adjust these results if found necessary. Four examples of 
the imagery taken in the above wavebands over the Black Hills test site 
are shown in figure 37-13. 
Microd.ensitometer Interpretation 
The G.A.F. Model 650 microdensitomet.er was used to check line-
scanner image:r.yfor image densities caused by differences in emitted 
energy. An example of the best imagery for each of the IR bands during 
both morning and afternoon flights was used for the evaluation. Three 
tests were made: (1) a diagonal trace across the imagery (fig. 37-15a) 
through a reference point near "the edge of attractant test site 4, (2) a 
trace along a s:hlgle thermal scan (fig. 37-l5b), and (3) traces across 
the image of the thermal resolution-target (fig. 37-16J. 
Evaluation of thel"ecorder chart for the diagonal trace (fig. 37-15a) 
is, very dif'ficult. Gaps between sCfLns on Reconofax XI imagery cause reg-
ularlyspaced low-density values in the i trace., These low-density ;val1J~es 
tend to mask out thermal diff'erences on thelow .... density end of the scalt:!. 
This means that areas of lowest thermal energy (cooI) will not shmoT up, 
and the scale of density values is extended beyond the normal range of 
expected values" 
i' 
! 
.,' 
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To overcome this, the microdensitomete.r was set to trace a single 
thermal line scan passing through attractant test site 4. The resultant 
trace for the 4.511 to 5. 5!1 band is show"Il in figure 37 -15b. We found that 
the densities shown in thi'3 figure match with the actual images of the 
forest openings and forest crowns on the photograph. 
Evaluating densities on the microdensitometer trace is a special 
art that requires new interpretation techniques. One must determine a 
scale of density values that represents the various ground objects; that 
is, healthy trees, dying trees, stand openings, rock outcrops, exposed 
soil, grass, and many others. Until further research provides this scale 
of values, evaluation must be restricted to generalities. 
At our present state of the art, three broad interpretations are 
possible. For example, on the 4.511 to 5.511 image (fig. 37-15b), (1) high 
densities: 2.2 to 2.8, are openings in the forest stand and are warmer 
than the surrounding forest canopy, (2) low densities, 1.2 to 2.0, are 
the forest canopy, and (3) densities between 2.0 and 2.2, which are in 
the vicinity of dying trees on the ground, may be warmer crowns caused 
by loss of tree vigor. 
Figure 37-16 shows microdensitometer traces across the thermal res-
olution target for each of the thermal IR bands. The highest density 
(3.5) is recorded for black panels and the lowest density (1.1) for alu-
minum: panels. The temperature difference between panels on the ground, 
measured with a Barnes PRT-5 radiometer, was 53° C; the black is much 
warmer than the aluminum, which acts as a mirror and reflects the temper-
ature of the cold sky. At the same time, grass along the side and at 
the end of the largest black. panels was 27° C cooler. The temperatures 
of various objects in relation to black and aluminum panels are shown in 
the diagram in figure 37-26. 
The density scale in the right of the diagram shows how the resolu-
tion target sets the upper and lower limit,s in therma.l emittance by es-
tablishing the density limits for interpreting the traces. The example 
shown was for 4.511 to 5.511 imagery for June 16' ~t 14~00 ho~rs (fig. 37-16). 
Thus, sunny openings in the stand could be expected to register 2.92 on 
the density scale, infested pines at 2.62, healthy pines at 2.45, grass 
at 2.24, and shaded openings at 2.01. Unfortunately, these expected 
values do not coincide with the actual values in figure 37-15b. Other 
factors, including the gain control on the scanner electronics, scan 
angle, direction of scan, scattering of emitted energy, and atmospheric 
conditions w-il~ affect the ima.ge density. 
The microdensitometer trace, does set limits of resolution-forthe~ 
IR scanners. In tl1e {llust'ratiQn~ (fig<.- 3'T-17), the best resolution tor 
the Reconofax XI with no filter ~?as 2 feet-. 'rhe-RecQnQfay.>ait2"0~ to 2.611 
and the RS-7 at 8.011 to 14.011 resolved only 8 feet. Reconofax X1eat the 
" 
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4.511 to 5.511 band resolves 4-foot ,panels. Differences in amplitude must 
be attributed to the direction of the trace and contrast • 
. -' 
How does the resolution for thermal IR line scanners compare 1.;rit<i.:t. 
regular panchromatic photography? Figure 37-17 shows a microdensitometer 
trace across the thermal resolution target on Plus-X Aerographic film 
taken simultaneously with the thermal imagery. Because this is negative 
material, the black panels register as low density and 'the aluminum pan-
els as high density. The original scale of the photograph illustrated was 
1:4400. It is obvious that line scanners will need much improvement be- " 
fore they will approach the resolution of ordinary panchromatic photog-
raphy. 
Microdensitometer traces show that subtle differences in thermal 
emission recorded on film for dying trees are not detectable at the pres-
ent time. Gaps in the image between scan lines distort the density scale 
on traces made across scan lines and make interpretation impossible. 
Trac~s made along scan lines remove this distortion~ and densities are 
recorded in their normal range. Warmer openings in the stand and general 
tree canopy are interpretable from the traces. Traces across the thermal 
resolution charts help to. assess resolution capabilities of the IR scan-
ners. The high and low densities of black and aluminum panels in the 
chart assign a range in thermal d.ensity for the image'S within the trace. 
As the. resolution panel size decreases, resolution becomes less distinct, 
and tne amplitude in density for the change from black to aluminum be-
comes drastically reduced. This is contrast reduction, and though the 
apparent temperature difference between panels (53 0 C) is detect~ble, 
smaller temperature differences would not be. 
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The Spearfish, Rochford, and Nemo Ranger Districts of the Black 
Hills National Forest have been particu.larly helpful in providing dark-
room facilities, vehicles, and equipment. 
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TABLE 37-1.- EMITTANCE TEMPERATURES (IN DEGREES KELVIN) OF GRASS 
AND A RESOLUTION TARGET MEASuRED WITH A BARNES PRT-5 
RADIOMETER - 8. Oll TO 14. Oll 
Temperature, OK Solar 
Date Time Resolution target Sky radiation, 
conditions 2 Grass cal/cm /sec 
,Black : Aluminum 
6/16/67 10:00 307 233 288 Full sun 1.12 
12:00 338 253 294 Full sun 1.35 
14:00 320 267 293 Haze .95 
6/17/67 10:00 327 , -253 293 Full sun 1.14 
12:00 339 
, 
253 Full 1.40 303 sun 
14:00 331 ' 260 300 Broken 
, 
.50 
" clouds 
16:00 320 269 299 Broken .30 
clouds 
, , 
·.' 
'. "r·· 
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TABLE 37-11.- EMITTANCE TEMPEllATURES (IN DEGREES KELVIN) OF 
TREE FOLIAGE AND FOREST FLOOR IN SUN AND SHADE AS MEASURED 
WITH A STOLL-HARDY HL-4 -- SPECTRAL BANDPASS > 3.5~ 
Foliage in situ Forest floor 
Date Time (a)- 6, (b) I-H 
Healthy Infested Shade Sun 
. 6/16/67 10:00 I 292 298 6 284 303 
12:00 292 297 5 293 312 
14:00 298 302 4 288 309 
6/17/67 10:00 291 299 8 285 305 
12'~OO 304 311 7 297 315 
14:00 296 301 5 289 312 
", 
a " Four·samples of each. 
b One sample of each. 
... ... ) {'-' 
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TABLE 3'7-111.- GROUND RESOLUTION FOR THE HRB SINGER RECONOFAX XI AT 
1500 TO 2000 FEET ABOVE THE TERRAIN DURING THREE DAYLIGHT TIME 
PERIODS -- JUNE 16 TO 18, 196'7 
. 
Target 
Resolution, percent contrast, 
Time Filtered Total percent 
periods, hr bandwidth, J.l flights 
8 feet or 4 feet or Good Poor greater less 
08:00 to 11:00 No filter 6 50 50 0 100 
11:00 to 13:20 No filter 10 lOO 0 0 100 
13:30 to 16:35 No filter 6 6'7 33 0 100 
All periods -- 22 '78 22 0 100 
--
08:00 to 11:00 2.0 to 2.6 21 85 15 15 85 I ) 
11:00 to 13:20 -- 13 '70 30 15 85 
13:30 to 16:35 -- '7 100 0 15 85 
All periods -- 41 83 1'7 15 85 
w 
: 
08:00 to 11:00 4.5 to 5.5 9 33 6'7 6'7 33 
11:00 to 13:20 -- 10 '70 30 40 60 
13:30 to 16:35 -- : 5 0 lOO 100 0 
.... 
AJ.j1 periods -- 2)+ 40 60 63 3'7 
-, 
. 
., 
Average 
All periods A~)Lbands 8'7 '70 30 25 '75 
., 
:-
I, 
1) 
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TABLE 37-IV.- GROUND RESOLUTION FOR THE TEXAS INSTRUMENTS RS-7 AT 
2000 FEET ABOVE THE TERRAIN DURING TWO DAYLIGHT TIME 
PERIODS -- JUNE 16 AND 17,1967 
Target 
Resolution, percent contrast, 
Time Filtered Total percent 
periods, hr ~andwidth, ].l flights 
, 8 feet or 4 feet or 
greater less Good Poor 
08:00 to 11:00 8.0 to 14.0 14 85 15 36 64 
13:00 to 15:00 8.0 to 14~0 9 67 "-" 33 67 33 
All periods 8.0 to 14.0 23 78 22 48 52 
ii 
" 
§ f TO BELLE FOI.R:HE 
SPEARFISH 
BLACK HILLS 
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BLACK HILLS BEETLE STUDY 
PROJECT VICIN ITY MAP 
1966 
LEGEND 
=== Nat. Forest Bndry. 
-~'-State Line 
~ Paved Hghvvay 
liB US. Highway 
..@. State Highway 
01 2 3" 5 MlES 
-SCAt~ 
NA TIONAL FOREST 
Figure 37-1.- Study areas I and II near Lead, South Dakota. Study, 
area I is near site of previous tree biological and thermal sens-
ing studies. Pilot study area II represents an area where beetle 
epidemic conditions exist and where tests were conducted to .de-
termine. the likelihood of using space photography to detect the 
damage. 
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Figure 37-2 .- Obli e photograp of bark beet .e- induced tree 
mortality of ponde osa i e Lead South Dalcota . Color 
pho ogra hy detects · r ees wit discolored 0 iage on 
dyi ng green ree are no detectable . Ran om pattern of 
group killing makes aerial sensing methods more effective 
than ground surveys . 
• 
Fi e 37- 3 - Sc een c e on attract~~t pine tree . 
Sc een wire cage s apled 0 pond~ osa pine trunk . 
Tbe ca e is cha ed with live beetles 0 induce 
at ack by indi enous beetles on a nor ally health 
tree . 
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Figure 37.-4.,- Ground plot o'f infested trees. . .Plane table 
'. j I.,' -
map constructed at one of six attrac·tant tef;\~:t sites. 
Panel.markers for aerial photography, infested trees, 
and severalnoninfested green trees are shown by sym-
bols. 
~ 
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Figure 37-5.- Spectral reflectance from pine foliage (O.411 to 22.0~). 
reflectance curves from foliage taken from healthy, newly inf.ested, 
infested pille trees (courtesy of the National Bureau of Standards). 
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a . Brown Electronic Model 152 by 60 P16 multipoint 
temperature recorder on left and Esterline-Angus 
20- channel event recorder on right . Internal needle 
temperatures were recorded from crowns of infested 
and heal hy rees; note wires leaving rear of in-
strument to attach to needles . The event recorder 
was sed to measure wind direc ion an velocity . 
Figure 37- 6 .- eedle empera ure and wind velocity re-
corders and sa flo ins en . 
' ... 
- : 
, 
b . Portable microvoltmeter Medistor Model A-6o-c is 
used with two heat detectors and a hent sour ce to 
measure relative transpiration rates between healthy 
and dying ponderosa pine . 
Figure 37- 6.- Concluded . 
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a . A Barnes PRT- 10 portable radiation thermometer was used at the reso-
lution target to record apparent emitted temperatures . The photo-
graph at left indicates manner in which temperature readings were 
taken a fi~~distance above aluminum_ and bl~ sllrface~olu­
tion target . The photograph at right shows temperature indicator 
in degrees Celsius with instrument pointed at bare soil . I~ob on 
right side of instrument is used for calibration . 
Figure 31- 1 .- Barnes PRT- 10 radiation thermometer and Stoll- Hardy IR 
radiometer . 
b . Stoll- Hardy IR radiometer being used to measure 
apparent needle temperature in the upper crown of 
a ponderosa pine tree . The radiometer head is 
fitted with a 3 . 5~ cut- on filter . A Barnes PRT- 5 
was also used to measure apparent emitted tempera-
ture . 
Figure 37- 7 . - Concluded . 
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a . Stationary 60-foot tower 
erected to record wind veloc-
ity at four levels in the 
tree crown to record solar 
radiation and to provide a 
platform for making emitted 
foliage temperature measure-
ments in the tree tops . 
Fi~ure 37~8 . ~ Ins rument tower 
and soil moisture instrumen . 
b . Colman Soil Moisture Meter being used to measure 
soil moisture and temperature from probes buried 
in the soil profile . 
Figure 37-8 .- Concluded . 
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~7-44 . 
a . Weather cabinet housing hygrothermograph 
. in opening near healthy and infested 
trees . Recording pyrheliograph (resting 
on roof of weather cabinet) measures 
total solar radiation . 
Figure 37- 9.- Pyrheliograph and needle tension 
instrument . 
b. Scholander bomb for measuring needle moisture ten-
sion . Foliage is inserted into top part of bomb 
which screws onto cylinder Pressure gage reads 
pounds per square inch required to force water from 
twig end of fol iage extruding from top part of bomb. 
Figure 37-9.- Concluded. 
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r 
igure 37-10 .- Microscopic cross sections 0 ponderosa ine needle 
tissue . Upper photograph is from heal hy needle ; most cell w Is 
are in ac an fil ed with cytopl asm. Lower p otograpb is ee e 
cross section from infested tree ; many cell walls are broken. 
Vascular bundles (v), resin canals (r), and stoma are collapsed. 
v 
( 
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Fi~~e 37- 11 . - Field thermal resolution target . Resolution target under 
construction at Black Hills Test Site . Panels were 8 feet long and 
in one of three widths : 2 4 and 8 feet . They alternated between 
aluminum painted with black velvet paint and aluminum . Stereographic 
pair shown in lower photograph is from .~scochrome D/200 transpar -
ency scale 1 ;1584 . 
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Figure 37- 12 .- Interior view of multispectral electronic equipment used 
by the Willow Run Laboratories University of Michigan and mounted 
in a c- 47 type aircraft . Both optical- mechanical scanners are mount-
ed in the floor opening -- lower right of picture . All scanner voltage 
signals are fed to the two magnetic tape recorders shown in the right 
forward section of the cabin . 
a . Reconofax XI -- no filter, 
mostly ref~ected energy. 
c . Reconofax XI - ther mal 
energy 4 . 5~ to 5 . 5~ . 
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b . Reconofax XI --- 2 . 0~ to 2 . 6~, 
some reflected, some thermal 
energy. 
d . RS- 7 - thernl8-1 energy 8 . o~ 
to l4 . o~ . 
Figure 31- 13 . - Four wavebands of line- s can imagery . Sample imagery from 
optical- mechanical scanners . Warm objects on this imagery appear 
light in tone' cold objects such as water or the aluminu~n target appear 
dark in tone . 
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Figure 37- 14 . - G.A.}; . Iodel 650 microden~itometer permits microanal is 
of black and hite and color film densities . Densi y i i3 .. ecorded on 
chart at righ in analog form from density values of Q. O to 4 .0 . 
I~I""~I 
~Hn~~~'~~MI~I~I~~1 -~~+4-I .+- ~~ ~++~~" ~r~~~I~~~~~-J 
~H~~~~++~~~H# 
a . Traces diagonally across scan lines. Note regularly spaced low-
density readings caused by gaps between scan lines. 
Fcrest 
b. Trace along scan line . Note the reduced amplitude between the 
coolest (forest canopy) and warmest (forest openlng) objects . 
c. Also, note distortion in outlined igure 
surround in dying rees ' i was roughly 
square but because of changes in V/H 
lith respect to scanning speed is dis-
or ed on he thermal im gery . 
Figure 37-15.- Microd Dsitom ter traces acrCBS and along scan lines . 
M~crodensit ter ac o x XI thermal IR im gery in 
the 4 . 5~ to 5.5v band n Flight nde at proxima ely 
1 :00 hours June 16 . 19 7. 
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Figure 37-17 .- Microdensitometer trace of target on pan film . A microdensitometer trace across 
r esolution target photographed on Plus- X Aer ogr aphic film . The photograph shows the tar-
~t image at four times the original 1 :4400 scale . 
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PERCENT SHIFT IN HJ OF FOLIAGE CO OR FO H AL THY AND 
CT INFESTED TREES 
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Figure 37-18. Muns 11 notations made in the field of 209 infested and 
47 healthy ponderosa pine trees in May, June, July , and August 1967. 
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PERC T 0 DYI G PO D RO SA PIN 
CALLED FADED BY THREE INTERP ETERS 
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Figure 37-19 .- Photointerpretation results . Comparison of ~hotointerpre­
tation results from three experienced photointe rete ~ using Ansco-
chrom D/200 and Aero Ektachrome IR films at 1:1584 scale with total 
num er of gro nd infested trees . ote t e increased ability to e ect 
infes ed rees as the season pro resses and also the greater con ist-
ency 0 results obtained y the tree i prpreters in July and Au~st . 
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Fi gure 31- 20 - Ground e imate of dyi g pines versus phot oin er-
preter . Comparison of number of discolored infested trees 
seen on he grou w' h aerial hotoin e~ pre a ion of ame 
tre sAo al 0 209 r ne& were examined by hree ·nterpret-
ers on wo ilms -- Anscochrome D/200 a d Aero . achro IR --
at eac ime erio . The closer the plot ed oints to t e 
dashed line , the closer the correlation . ote that photo 
interpreters d~scovered more trees in May than the ground 
observer . 
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Figure 37~2l . - Munsell hue nota ions by thr ee metho s . 
Comp ri on of s e ues of 10 s ample trees t ak n 
by t hr ee met ods ( ground ob servation , 35- mill i met er 
gro rnd pho ographs , and aer i al photogr aphs ) at four 
time periods . 
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igure 7-22 .- Change in oliage color . Color repro duct on of 
35- color sli es aken of ding ponderosa pine .I ree over.-
a 12-week eriod om ay 0 A st 1967 . 
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Figlrre 37- 23 .- Pilot study area enlarged from 1 :116 000 scale Kodak 
Aero Ektachrome IR transparency . Adjoining base map shows infesta-
tion locations as plotted on ground . 
• Figure 37- 24 .- Stereographic example of prints made from very small-
scale (1 :116 000) and normal- scale (1:7920) transparencies (Kodak 
Aero Ekt achrome IR) of Black Hills beetle infestations near l~ad South 
Dakota . Newly dying foliage of ponderosa pin~ trees attacked 1 year 
prior tn photography appears pink to white and yellow ' foliage of 
trees attacked 2 years prior to photography appears yellow- red to green 
on the 1 :7920 prints . The coverage of the 1 :7920 scale can be related 
to the white etched line on the center photograph of the small- scale 
print . 
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Figure 37 25 .- De ec ion succes ( of hree ' nter -
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Figure 37 -26. - Comparison o-f ground temperatures obtained with 
a Barnes PRT-5 instrument r¢lated to thermal image density on 
-film determined by G.A.F. microdensitometer. 
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF WESTERN FOREST SPECIES 
BY MEANS OF REMOTE SENSING 
By Donald T. Lauer 
School of Forestry and Conservation, 
University of California 
INTRODUCTION 
~"}--.. ',:" 
The primary objective of the research reported herein has been to 
analyze systematically each of several factors governing the interpreta-
bility of tree species on high-altitude, small-scale imagery obtained by 
remote sensing. This research has sought, in particular, to determine 
which image characteristics are most useful for identifying the major 
tree species and timber types that occur in the western United States. 
Data acquired from the NASA aircraft are discussed and illustrated 
in the form of certain advanced techniques such as (1) acquisition of 
sequential imagery, (2) acquisition of spectrozonal imagery, and (3) 
false color image enhancement of multiband imagery. In addition, a 
comparison has been made to determine the ease with which tree species 
composition, timber-type boundaries, and cultural patterns can be inter-
preted on Gemini photography and on a io- by 15-foot aerial photographic 
mosaic comprised of 3200 conventional aerial photographs suitably re-
duced in scale. 
RESULTS ACQUIRED THROUGH THE USE OF DATA 
FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
NASA test site, 48 (San Pabto Reservoir) occurs in the California 
Coast Range, chaparral-hardwood forest type. Predominant pure-stand 
types are (1) Pinus radiata (Monterey pine), (2) Eucalyptus globulus 
(blue gum eucalyptusn~Que!,cus agrifolia (coast live oak), (4) Um-
bellularia californica (California bay) ~ (5) Salix~. (willow)" (6) Aesculus californica (buckeye), and (7) mixed hardwood (biglea.f 
maple, madrone, buckeye, coast live oak, and California bay). 
On June 6 and 7,1965, and on September 28 and 29,1965, the 
Houston-based NASA remote-sensing Convair airplane flew at high and low 
38-2 
altitudes over the test site with the following film-filter combinations: 
(1) Aerial Ektachrome (E-3) film with no filter, (2) Ekta Aero infrared 
(IR) film with a Wratten 12 + EF 2200 filter, (3) Panchromatic Plus-X 
Aerographic film with a Wratten 12 filter, and (4) IR Aerographic film 
with a Wratten 89B filter. Subsequent office and field work involved a 
detailed interpretation of all available photography. Hypotheses were 
formulated and tested in an effort to determine the optimum film-filter 
combination, photographic scale, and season of year for the identifica-
tion of forest species found to occur in this region. From this analy-
sis, a dichotomous aerial photointerpretation key for the timber species 
examined in this area was made and was illustrated in the 1966 Annual 
Progress Report. 
In 1967, a 100-percent ground-truth survey of the timber resources 
(providing information of timb1er-type boundaries, stand composition, and 
stand densit.y) was made with the aid of large-scale NASA photography for 
a continuous strip oJ;\(e-half mile wide and 5 miles long. The data ob-
tained by photointerpretation were compiled in the form of planimetric 
maps illustrated in color. Each annotated map represents a summation of 
the information derived from photointerpretation of each of the four 
film-filter combinations used in this test. With a dot-grid overlay 
system, each map was compared with the ground-truth map for the same 
area, thereby enabling a quantitative analysis to be made. Among the 
factors C}.uantified were the usefulness· of photointerpretation keys, and 
the relative accuracy of timber stratifications and individual tree spe-
cies identifications on each film-filter combination. 
On August 15, 1967, and on May 27,1968, the Houston-based NASA 
remote-sensing Convair airplane flew the test site at altitudes of 
2000 and 20 000 feet with the following sensors and films: (1) Recono-
fax lV'thermal IR imagery, (2) AAS-5 ultraviolet (UV). imagery, (3) black 
and white multiband photography, and (4) Ekta Aero IR photography. Con-
current with the aerial mission, a ground crew recorded ground truth by 
taking 35-millimeter stereo pair terrestrial photographs of each of the 
vegetation types found to occur in the area. In addition, surface-
temperature measurements were made of representative terrain features 
and were subsequently correlated with the thermal imagery. 
A detailed study of the previously discussed photogr.aphy has been 
made. The following general conclusions apply to the major factors 
governingthe-i'nterpretabili ty of small-scale remote-sensing imagery for 
identifying the major tree species and timber types in selected parts of 
the world. Figures 38-1 to 38-9 illus~rate with the aid, of da-ya ob-
,tained by the NASA aircraft (1) how correlations can be made' between 
spectrometric analyses and photographic tones as imaged on various mUl-
tiband images and (2) the value of interpretation results obtained from 
sequential imagery; spectrozonal imagery, and Gemini photography. 
38-3 
Photographic Tone or Color 
It is quite generally recognized that the photographic tone or color 
registered by an object is a function of (1) spectral reflectance char-
acteristics of the objects; (2) the film-filter combination employed 
(since this governs the spectral zone in which a photographic exposure 
is made); (3) the spectral nature of the energy source which illuminates 
the object; and (4) certain atmospheric haze effects which modify both 
the spectral composition of the energy that illuminates the object and 
the spectr?l composition of the energy reflected from the target as it 
travels toward the camer~ or other sensing device. It was not considered 
appropriate in the present study to make an exhaustive study of each of 
these many factors. However, a few pertinent conclusions were drawn 
from this study: 
1. Film-filter combination. Photography taken in a combination 
of bands of the spectrum offers advantages over single-band types. 
Multiband photography utilizing the green, red, and near-IR zones of the 
electromagnetic spectrum (500 to 900 m].l) appears to be the most use-
ful.form of spectrozonal imagery when attempting to inventory forest 
species composition from earth-orbital altitudes . 
. 2. Reflectance characteristics of the object. It appears highly 
feasible to evaluate, from earth-orbiting reconnaissance satellites, 
certain life-cycle, seasonal, and possibly daily variations in the re-
flectance characteristics of different vegetation types. Because no 
generalizations can be made regarding physiologically induced reflectance 
characteristics for all forest types, a final d~termination of the opti-
mum timing of image acquisition for a particular region is ultimately 
made through periodic field observations. 
3. Spectral composition of the energy source. In oreer to avoid 
troublesome "hot spots ," unfavorable shadow characteristics '.\ and failures 
in film reciprocity, photography procured from space &hould be taken du~-
'~,"j ing midmorning or midafternoon hours. (A midmorning timing may be pref-
:," erable in order to avoid atmospheric disturbances that accumulate during 
daylight hours.) 
4. Atmospheric hazE? effects. Haze interference is a potential 
problem when photographing the surface of the earth from space. Because 
shorter wavelengths are scattered the most, properly selected spectro-
zonal photography which eliminates these waveJ:engths reduces haze inter-
ference problems. 
.,' 
.; ',. 
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Photographic Detail 
1. Photographic scale. Long-fo,~al-length, high-resolutio:p. systems 
planned for satellite reconnaissance could theoretically resolve detail 
small enough to reveal many morphological features of individual tree 
crowns and thus facilitate tree spec'ies identification. 
2. Resolution characteristics of the lens and film. Optically 
precise lenses and fine-grained, medium-contract, and high-resolution 
films should be used in order to assure maximum photographic detail. 
3. J~age motion. Image blur, a potentially serious problem in 
space photography, can be remedied by using the principle of forward-
motion compensation. 
stereoscopic Parallax 
Stereoscopic parallax is unlikely to be a useful photographic-image 
characteristic when attempt.ing to identify individual tree species and 
stand types in space photography. Because of the adverse ratio of fly-
ing height to tree height, stereo~copic parallax (and consequently depth 
perception) is negligible on satellite photographs. However, an ability 
to fuse conjugate images may give a desirable binocular reinforcement 
that significantly improves the signal-to-noise ratio when overlapping 
satellite photographs are being studied. 
Perception and Interpretation of Imagery 
1. Visual and mental acuity of the image analyst. Personnel 
should be selected on a basis of proper motivation; patience; good judg-
ment; a capability for deductive reasoning; and high acuity for the per-
ception of tone ar~d co10r, image sharpness, and the binocular fusion of 
conjugate image$, ~\ 
2. Interpretation equipment and techniques. Image enhancement by 
means of projection techniques (as described in the 1967 report) can 
greatly facilitate the interpreting of forest species on multiband photog-
raphy. Not only are several images viewed simultaneously by this means, 
but 'minute tone differences hetween objects of interest are enhanced and 
converted to I!iorereadily .discerned color-differences. 
3. Film exposure and processing. Accurate light-meter readings and 
corrections to exposure time according to filter factors should be made 
because variations from optimum exposure are likely to result in reduced 
accuracy when interpreting image tone or color. 
.. ' 
.~, . 
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4. Training aids. An image analyst can often identify tree species 
or oth.~r features of interest within an unfamiliar area if some type of 
reference material or guide is available, depicting such features as 
imaged either in the area to be studied or in a similar area. Probably 
the most useful training aid yet developed for this purpose is the photo-
interpretation key. 
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Figure 38-1.- Brazilian and Mexican 
r epresentatives were cordially in-
vited to observe and participate in 
forest remote-sensing activities for 
a combined period of 1 month ( ay 12 
t hrough June 8). Aerial photography , 
flown May 26 and 27 by the Houston-
based Convair aircraft, was quickly 
p ocessed at the MSC photography lab 
and immediately returned to the prin-
cipal investigato~ in the field . Six 
days after the photography miSSiOI , 
t he principal investigator and foreign 
visitor s were on site evaluating the 
usefulness of aerial photography for 
forestry purposes. 
Film: P nchrom tic 
Meadow Valley-Bucks Lake Test Site, California 
Film: Pa chrom tic Film : Infrared 
Filter: Wratten 89B 
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Figure 38- 3 . - Increase acc acy can be obtained when dis inguishing decid-
uous rom evergreen species if care is aken in selec ing e optimum 
season 0 hotography . Rhus di ver siloba ( oison oak) t A, when exhib-
iting a bril i fall coloration ~ is easi l y separat ed from Baccharis 
pilularis ( coyote brush) at B. At most other seasons of the year , these 
species are difficult to differentiate . (San Pablo Reservoir Test Site, 
California) . 
Photogr ph 1 
Film: Ektachro Aero IR 
Filter: Wratten 15 
Date: September 1965 
Photogr ilh 2 
1m: Ektac.':lrome Aero IR 
Filter: Wratten 15 
Date: October 1967 
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Photograph 3 
Film: Ektachrome Aero J:R 
Filter: Wratten 15 
Date: MS¥' 1968 
Figure 38-4.- Seasonal variations in the reflectance char cteristics of different terrain fea-
tures d conditions can be observed on high-quality sequential im ery. In this example, 
note the ease with which fluctuations in water lev 1 c be observed over period of time. 
On photograph 1, Rhus diversiloba (poison 0 ) at A and B is easily identified because of its 
unique fall coloration. Fresh water seep e at C, en important resource for the maintenance 
o range and wildlife animals, is most easi~ observed on photograph 2. (At this time of year, 
the high IR reflectance from lush grasses and forbs contrast great~ with adjacent dry areas 
exhibiting low IR reflectance). Stan of Bacchar1s pilularis (coyote b h), lndesirable 
brush species, ere sprS¥'ed from a helicopter with a mixture of 2-4-D and 2-4-5-T, a ''brush 
k ller .. in the spring of 1967. The ef.fecti veness of thi brUl;Jh removal technique is best 
evaluated on phot o r ph¥' flown during the :t:ollowing growing season (photograph 3). ote on 
photograph 3 areas of .complete kill at D, h rdwood vegetation unaffected by the spraur at E, 
and an area at F r the spraurlng technique w only partially successfUl. (Surviving l eaf 
materiaJ. e i bits higa IR reflectance . resulting 1n a reddish tone on the Ektachrome Aer IR 
photograph) . ( an Pablo Reservoir Test Site, California). 
a. Film: Panchromatic 
Filter: Wratten 15 
Scale: 1 :20 000 
Figure 38-5.- Species composition: 
(Oregon oak) at A, Acre macrophyl1um (bigl eaf maple) 
at B, and Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas fir) -- a 
young stand at C and a mature stand at D. Note the 
lack of color contrast between young Douglas fir (a 
merchantable species) at C and the surrounding hard-
wood stand (unmerchantable species) on the Ektachrome 
Aero IR photography. However, sufficient color con-
trast on Aerial Ektachrome facilitates the detection 
of this valuable species. Nevertheless , the color of 
areas Band C is so similar on the Ektachrome photo 
graph ~hat only when it is used in conjunction with 
the Ektachrome Aero IR photography can anyone be sure 
which trees are young Douglas fir and which are big-
leaf maple. (Sheridan study area, Oregon . ) 
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b . Film: Aerial Ektachrome 
Filter : None 
Scale : 1:3500 
c . Film: Ektachrome Aero IR 
Filter : Wratten 12 plus EF 2200 
Scale: 1:3500 
Fi gure 38- 5 .- Concluded. w 
ex> 
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a. Film: Aerial Ektachrome 
Scale: 1 :10 000 
b . Film: Aerial Ektachrome 
Scale: 1 :2500 
Figure 38-6.- Pinus l amberti ana (sugar pine ), squared , and Abi es concolor 
(white f i r) , circled , can easi ly be identified on the larger scale aerial 
photograph shown above by virtue of such cr own characteristics as branchin 
habit and shape of crown apex. On the smaller scale photograph, these tree 
speci es are much more difficult to identify because there is insufficient 
detail discer nible . However, long- focal- length , high- resolution systems 
planned for satellite reconnaissance could theoretically resolve detail small 
enough t o r eveal many morphological features of tree crowns and thus facilitate 
tree speci es identification. (Blodgett Forest study area , California) 
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Pinus 1amb rtiana (sugar pin) 
Crown Apex: Crown Margin: 
Truncate Pa r t d 
Abies conco1or (wh i te fir) 
Crown Ap x: Crown Margin: 
Acute Crenate 
c . Comparison of Pinus lamber iana and 
Abies concolor 
Figure 38- 6.- Concluded. 
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Meadow Valley- Bucks Lake Test Site California 
Figure 38-7.- Spec rozonal imagery 0 er s unique advan ages i n dete in-
in forest species composition and mapping vegetat ion types . For ex-
ample note he degree of shadow penetration at A on image 1 . Also 
two different plant communities are easily mapped in a meadow at B. 
Only on image 3 can Quer cus kelloggii (black oak) at C be disc i ina-
ted om Pinus ponder osa ( onderosa ine a D. I n addition not e how 
un r oductive gr ani e outcro pin s a E can be dif er entia ed rom 0 -
en ially produc ive rushlan s at F . Deteriorating stands of Pints 
con orta (lodge 0 e ine ) a G are mos easil y se a a ed from heal -hy 
A ' es ag i ic~ (red ir ) a H on image 4. Bare gro nd at I ca be 
is ' ng ishe fro os ot her erra ' n ypes on image 6. 
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Figure 38-8.- A three- diameter enlargement of an Ekta Aero IR duplicate 
transparency taken from Gemini VII on December 7 , 1965 over the south-
eastern United States . By comparing the interpretation data her e with 
those of figure 38-9 note the accuracy with which certain vegetation 
t ypes and culturally induced vegetation patterns were mapped on t he 
Gemini photograph . The annotated tYres are as follows : (1) coastal 
tidal marshes or prairies , (2) coastal beaches or sand dunes (3) bot-
tomland hardwoods {4) conifer forests with var ying concentrations of 
hardwoods , (5) grassland ar eas , (6) areas of general farming , and 
(7 ) sugarcane fields . Photogr aphic tone and color ar e the primary 
criteria used for image analysis . Beca~se of the poor resolution capa-
i lity at the great altitude of the sensing system used , photographic 
detail provides litt le information . Note how such factors as film-
filter combi ation (IR sensitivit ) , r eflectance char acter istics of the 
terrain feature s (deciduous har woods in a l eafless stat e , ead grass , 
and evergr een conifers) , and at ·os heric effects (concentration of 
CO2 and water va or ) affec the interpretab olity 0 photographic tone 
and color . 
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Figure 38-9 .- For purpose of comparison , the 3200 conven-
tional aerial photographs that were required to cover 
a portion of the area shown on he Gemini photograph 
were examined in mosaic form . The mosaic is somewhat 
easier to interpret than the Gemi ni photograph because 
of an increase in photographic detail , which primarily 
is a result of increased photograph scale . Yet certain 
adv ntages of mosaic coverage of en are offset by lim-
itat'ons Among the advan ages of a spacebor ne image 
over a conven i onal phot omosa ' c a e (1) sy optic vi ew, 
( 2 ) oppor t uni ty for sequential coverage, (3) rapidity 
of obtaining data, (4 uniformity of the image, and 
(5 ) eeonomy. 
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REMOTE-SENSING APPLICATIONS FOR THE INVENTORY 
OF RANGE RESOURCEt! 
By David M. Carneggie 
School of Forestry and Conservation 
University of California, Berkeley, California 
INTRODUCTION 
This report summarizes the U.S. Department of Agriculture-NASA-
sponsored research which investigates the feasibility of applying remote 
sensing, either from aircraft or spacecraft, as a tool for the inventory 
and management of range resources. Primary concern is focused upon 
(1) the results from our analyses of remote-sensing data procured by 
NASA-Houston aircraft, (2) applications and possible benefits to accrue 
from remote sensing, and (3) relationships between aircraft-program and 
space-obtained remote-sensing data. 
It is important to define "range" and "range resources" at the 
outset in order that the reader has a clear idea of the environment and 
resource under investigation. Range is nonarable land capable of pro-
ducing native forage or browse for consumption by domestic or wild graz-
ing animals. It encompasses a variety of diverse wild-land environments 
which include tundra, semiarid regions, mountain meadows, open-forested 
areas, and savannas. Of the approximately 2.5 billion acres of land 
comprising the United States, there are nearly 1 billion acres of graz-
ing land. Of this grazing land, over 50 percent is considered range-
land. It is estimated that 50 to 60 percent of the total number of 
grazing animals in this country spend all or part of their lives on 
rangeland. On a global. basis, nearly one-half of the landmass is suit-
able for gJ7f,A,zing use, and more than 60 percent of the grazing animals 
of the wo:r:'i,Jl use these :tanges. 
T.he term range. resources applies to goods, services, products, and 
physical and biological featu:ces found on or ,derived from rangeland. 
It includes: vegetation (forage and browse), animal products, wildlife, 
water, timber, minerals, soil, and fish. Vegetatic)ll is the resource 
with which. rangemen generally are most concerned because it is the annual 
forage and browse crop which is converted by grazing animals, both domes-
tic and wild, into useful animal products (i. e., meat, milk, hides ~ wool, 
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etc.). The forage crop, like an agricultural crop, should be harvested 
annually if it is to be utilized and provide benefit, but unlike an agri-
cultural crop, forage production may be highly variable in amount from 
one season to the next because of variation in the amount and distribu-
tion of rainfall and in temperature regimes and because of previous 
management practices. 
On many ranges, grazing may be the most apparent and iIT~ediate, or 
the only use of the land, and economic return from this use may be quite 
low. On such ranges in particular, but on others as well, the water, 
recreation, timber, urban development, and wildlife values may likewise 
be very important for justifying an inventory of the range (e.g., through 
remote-sensing techniques) that will lead to better management of it. 
RESULTS ACQUIRED FROM THE. USE OF DATA 
FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
This section summarizes the results of 2-1/2 years of interpreting 
imagery (both photographs and thermal infrared (IR) images) of the Harvey 
Valley Range Test Site and the San Pablo Test Site, hoth located in 
California. Much of the data interpreted were supplied by NASA-Houston 
aircraft, which flew missions over San Pablo Test Site in June and Sep-
tember 1965, August 1967, and May 1968, and over Harvey Valley in Septem-
ber 1966, and October 1967. Additional photography and other imagery 
were obtained to supplement NASA aircraft imagery when it was necessary 
to investigate changes within a range environment occurring with time on 
sequentially obtained imagery. 
It was possible to prepare table 39-1 after various film-filter 
combinations were investigated and compared with each other and the 
thermal IR imagery and after imagery, including Gemini photography, was 
examined at various scales ranging from 1:600 to 1:84 000. Table 39-1 
indicates the feasibility of making significant interpretations of range 
features or conditions 'at varying levels of ground resolution. In such 
a table, it can readily be seen which film-filte~ combinations are more 
interpretable and at what level of ground resolution pertinent informa-
tion which may be required for preparing improved range resource inven-
tories begins to be lost. It should be recognized that interpretations 
of certain significant features is partially a function of the date of 
imagery and Of the size or areal extent of. the featm,-e. 
i 
Research objectives, description of test sites and ground informa-
tion collected, and discussion of research results and their applications 
appear in detail·in later secti.ons of this paper. 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The primary research objectives for using remote sensing to analyze 
range resources are as follows: (1) to investigate sensor capabilities, 
(2) to identify feasible range and wildlife applications and benefits, 
and (3) to develop specifications for data-collection systems. As is 
evident, it is desirable to investigate various remote-sensing devices 
in order to determine the capabilities of the sensors for satisfying 
inventory needs. Under normal operational situations, it is desirable 
to first define specific resource problems and employ suitable sensing 
devices for collecting information that can be used in determining a 
solution to the problem. However, for our research efforts, we are 
obliged to identify specific problems or applications of remote sensing, 
given certain resolution constraints as may be expected from'initial 
operational space systems. Consequently, it must be kept in mind that 
although some remote-sensing applications seem feasible when using 
devices flown in conventional aircraft, these applications may not be 
feasible from earth-orbital altitudes. 
To fulfill the research objectives, specific attention is directed 
to (1) various remote-sensing deviQes, (2) data collected at various 
scales, (3) dat'a collected at different seasonal stages, (4) other 
factors besides those listed which affect image quality and interpret-
ability, and (5) a comparative analysis of the ground information col-
lected at the time of the overflights with the remote-sensing data. 
The various types of remote-sensing equipment flown over the range 
study areas are presented in table 39-II. Attention is called to those 
sensors indicated as being operated from NASA-Houston aircraft. It 
should be recognized that, with the exception of the Hasselblad camera, 
all the other sensors were operated from aircraft flying at various alti-
tudes, and that it is from these data that educated assessment is made 
of the kinds of applications which may be possible from lower resolution 
imagery of the kind to be obtained from earth orbit. 
TEST SITES -- GROUND INFORMATION 
The research investigations were conducted p:t'incipal,ly on two 
recognized NASA test sites: (1) The San Pablo Test Site 48, located 
just east of Berkeley, California, contains rolling fOQthill topography 
covered mainly by annual grassland vegetation, on which th~1 principal.. 
land use is grazing. (2) The Harvey Valley Test Site 135,; located ir.:-
the Lassen National Forest in northeastern California (fig. 39-1), is 
characterized by perennial bunch grass and sagebrUsh. However, many 
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other important range types are also found in test sites 48 and 135 which 
have counterparts in other range environments of much larger regional 
extent. 
In addition to photographs which will document the appearance of 
range conditions and reflectance data as obtained with a spectroradiom-
eter, other kinds of ground information are needed in order to analyze 
the remote-sensing data. Much of this additional ground information 
which is obtained at the NASA range test sites is listed in table 39-111. 
RESULTS 
In order to put into perspective the results of the analysis of 
r€~mote-sensing data , it is helpful to have some idea of the kind of 
informa,tion that the range and wildlife manager needs from a survey of 
the resources which he manages. Basically, this information can be 
divided into three categories: (1) quantitative data on the amount, 
kind, condition, and distribution of range vegetation, (2) dependable 
maps showing location and extent of forage types and subtypes and phys-
ical and cultural features of the area, and (3) detailed descriptions 
of management problems (e.g., undesirable or noxious plants, insect 
infestations, rodents, erosion, competition for use of rangeland). 
One aspect of our research is to compare different film-filter 
combinations in order to determine which is most useful for delinea.ting 
vegetation-soil boundaries and for identifying various vegetation~ soil, 
and moisture conditions. Figures 39-2 and 39-3 show the four film typ~s 
which were analyzed and several ground photographs of specific range test 
si tes where ground infopnation Wt;!,S collected.. The ground photographs, 
together with a brief description of the characteristics of the test 
site, provide a kind of reference material for training interpreters to 
redognize important range conditions. The various conditions seen in 
the aerial photographs in figure 39-2 were mapped by experienced phbto- .f) ... 
interpreters. By comparing these maps with ground truth, it was possi--
ble to ra.nk the films in ord,er of increasing usefulness. Black and 
white near IR photographs were least useful for general vegetation-soil 
mapping. However, this photography is particularly useful for detection 
of lush meadow vegetation. Black and white panchromatic photographs 
provided. an adequate map base, but did not reveal as much information 
as the color photographs. Ektachrome Aero photography was particularly 
good for mapping the various soil types in the area,but Ektachrome 
Aero IR photography was judged to be the best for evaluating most of 
the vegetation,soil, and moisture conditions. It is important to rec-
ognize that tr~se results apply to the specific date of photography and 
the particuJ.;ar area seeninf'igu:rE;: 39-2. 
b -
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Figure 39-4 shows the same range area at smaller scale in color and 
color IR photographs. Notice that here the Ektachrome Aero photograph 
is good for delineation purposes, but that species composition and den-
sity of forage are best determined hy interpretation of the color IR 
photographs. This is partly the result o~ the color renditions produced 
by the three-layer film i,:,hat is sensitive to visible as well as near IR 
wavelengths of light and of the distinctive contrast between the vege-
tation and the soil. Here again, the range imaged in figure 39-4 is the 
type ~or which color-IR photographs can b,e employed to good advantage 
for evaluating the range resources. As it is visualized how this same 
range might look on small-scale photography in which the ground resolu-
tion may be no better than 100 ~eet, it is probable that the photointer-
preter could still easily differentiate timber from grazing land. Within 
the grazing land, the photointerpreter should be able to distinguish the 
meadow areas having the highest forage production and the very low pro-
ducing sites, indicated as areas having very light-colored soil. 
Before ~inally concluding that color IR photographs are best for 
evaluating range areas, figure 39-5 should be studied quite carefully. 
Here is an area in which timber can be readily differentiated from brush 
and open grassland, but this could have been done on panchromatic ~ilm 
as well. There seems to be little advantage to interpreting color IR 
ph~tographs instead of panchromatic photographs for such range types. 
Suppose now that more information was desired concerning plant com-
position and structure and soil surface phenomena~ It is this kind of 
information which will be more useful to the rangeman than just a broad 
vegetation-type map o~ the range area. One way of collecting more de-
tailed in~ormation is by employing a low-~lying aircraft (e.g., aircraft 
flown at 300 feet with a Mauer KB-8 70-millimeter camera) to procure 
very large-scale (1:600) photographs as part of a double sampling proce-
dure. Photographs such as those seen in figure 39-6 could be obtained. 
Notice that these photographs were taken at three dates during the graz-
ing season: June 10, July 25, and October 25, 1967. Preliminary inter-
pretation indicates ttl-at phenological changes in the vegetation are 
important for differentiating and identifying dc:]'uinant range species. 
At such large scale, many s~rface features, in addition to the range 
plants (e.g., soil disturbance, rodent activity, rocki~ess, dead plant 
material, cattle droppings, etc.), can be positively i4entified. Fur-
thermore, measurements of vegetation parameters suth as plant density 
and shrub size, can be made quite easily, and estimates can be .made of 
foliage cover and degreeiof animal use. Finally, the detailed ~nforma­
tion seen on large-scale photographs aids in analyzing lower resolution 
imagery. For example, the large-scale photographs taken in October were 
extremely useful in understanding certain' features seEm in t1:termal IR 
imagery, and color IR photography taken .by NASA-Housi't'on aircraft at nearly 
the S8..'Ile time. . . 
. :: , 
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An example of color IR photography taken by NASA-Houston aircraft 
in October 1967 is illustrated in figure 39-7. Comparative analysis of 
this photograph with the color IR photograph in figure 39-2 will reveal 
that striking changes do occur between the early growth stage (in June) 
and the postmaturity stage (in October, when soil and vegetation are 
dry). Results from simultaneous interpretation of the two photographs 
mentioned previously indicate that even at lOO-foot ground resolution, 
the following may be possible: (1) It should be feasible to monitor 
changes in the moisture regime (e.g., springs, intermittent strea~s, and 
standing water). These moisture conditions are particularly important 
on many ranges when adequate water is a limiting factor in achieving 
optimum utilization of the forage produced. (2) Sequentially obtained 
photographs at short intervals would allow monitoring of the rate of 
growth or of the drying of the vegetation. Observation of the time when 
soil is dry enough to withstand heavy grazing pressure is also important. 
Grazing too early in the season can cause damage to the range plants and 
effect an overall deterioration of range condition. (3) It may also be 
possible to identi~ unique changes in reflectance phenomena associated 
with moderately to heavily grazed areas and thereby assess the extent of 
animal use. 
Seasonal variations in the annual grassland type of California have 
been studied on aerial photographs procured by NASA-Houston aircraft on 
frequent passes over the San Pablo Test Site. Only the optimum spring 
seasonal stage and the dry summer stage are shown in figure 39-8. On 
this annual grass range, color IR photographs taken at the spring sea-
sonal stage appear to be superior to other photographs for showing im-
portant details needed to analyze the forage re$ource. Notice in 
particular, however, that at the dry sea!:Hmal stage, when the anhual 
grasses and forbs are dry, thet':olor IR photograph reveals little about 
the forage except that it is very dri. Under these dry conditions, other 
films are equally llSefill for' this kind of determination. 
At the optimum seasonal stage imaged on color IR film (fig. 39-8), 
it is pos.sible to discriminate between those sites where the forage has 
dried,becau~e of early moisture depletion and those sites where the 
forage is still healthy and abundant. Sub-tIe changes in the intensity 
of red coloration can be correlated with the degree of animal use. Ob~ 
serve that the area covered by' brush is clearly dis cernible; hence, curt-
version practices could result in increased forage yields. Recognition 
of sites having a dense forage crop may aid in determining the fire 
hazard of the area when the vegetation has dried.' Sequentially obtained 
photographs of the annual grassland'range may allow predicti,ons to be 
made concerning the time remaining in the green feed period. This in 
turn allows the rancher to determine how much hay will be needed in the 
bar~1 or how S0011 he' should move his animals to greener pastu.:r.es or to 
tb.~ mar}{et~ in order to get the best price. 
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Figure 39-9 permits comparison of a thermal IR image (8~ to 14w, 
NASA Reconofa.:x: IV recorder) with a color IR photograph taken simultane-
ously in October 1967. On the thermal IR image, taken at about 10:00 a.m., 
the springs (at area A) which flow out over the range can be detected. 
(Also compare with fig. 39-7.) Standing water from one of the springs 
is marked at area B, and water which has been ponded during the summer 
in watering holes or between small check dams is indicated at area C. 
This water is warmer than the spring water, as indicated by the lighter 
tone. With the possible exception that water-temperature differences 
can be detected on the thermal IR imagery, the previously mentioned fea-
tur·es are seen. as readily on the color IR photography. In fact, there 
is considerably more detail seen on the photograph than on the ·thermal 
IR image, which may prompt the question of what value a thermal IR sensor 
would be for evaluation of rangeland. Perhaps the most important appli-
cation of the thermal IR sensor is in monitoring the moisture regime 
from very early spring, when the range is very moist, to late fall, when 
the range is very dry. Determination of range readifH~nS (i. e., the time 
animals can use the range without causing damage) and the availability 
of stock water are essential for the efficient management of rangeland. 
Through use of an optical-mechanical scanner, 18-ch~nnel line-scan 
imagery has been procured for the Harvey Valley Test Site. Tone signa-
ture analysis' of the photographic read-out from this instrument reveals 
that the total number of useful bands for making range evaluations ca12 
be reduced to five or six. Figure 39-10 shows the six bands which appear 
to be most useful. Results from densitometric analysis of these bands 
Teveals that moist sites are most readily differentiated from the dry 
sites on the ultraviolet and thermal IR bands. Dense meadow vegetation 
is most conspicuous on the near IR band (0. 8ll to 1. Oll), and the greatest 
number of actual yegetation-soil delineations can be made on the bands 
in the visible portion of the spectrum, even though the variation of 
gray tones is not as great as in photographs of other bands. These 
results may be of considerable importance because they shovT that the 
detection anet identification of significant features on rangeland can 
be made on the l>asis of tone signature from very low-resolution imagery. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Rangeland covers a vast amount of the land area of the earth, and 
for mnch of ·the rangeland., little or no inventory information exists. 
Hence, the preparation of the broadest vegetation-soil maps such as can 
presently be prepared using existing Gemini photographs will provide 
information of great value to the land manager and will serve as a base 
for collecting more detailed information~' 
.... , 
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Since resolution constraints may be placed upon the data initially 
collected from earth orbit, less emphasis may be placed upon employment 
of high-resolution. systems. Preferably, a double sampling scheme should 
be considered. For example, a relatively low-resolution system (e.g., 
optical-mechanical scanner, television vidiocons, camera systems, etc., 
capable of procuring data that can be rapidly analyzed to give broad 
categories of information) could be operated from earth orbit to give a 
synoptic view of range areas. At the same time, conventional aircraft 
(with high-resolution cameras) could be employed to secure very detailed 
data from a small number of representative sample areas. 
From our studies of various remote-sensing devices, it is apparent 
that the devices which are capable of obtaining nigh-resolution data 
are best suited for collecting useful information regarding range 
resources. In particular, high-resolution cameras using Ektachrome Aero 
IR film promise to be an extremely practical tool for improving range 
analysis when used in an appropriate range environmt.::·nt at the proper 
season of the year. The utility of this film is based upon its sensi-
tivity to energy in the visible and the near IR porticm of the spectrum. 
Because color IR is subject to a narrow range of exposure, getting an 
interpretable image may be more feasible by the use of a high-resolution 
multilens or multicamera system which can obtain separate black and 
white images in the three distinct bands for which color IR fil~ is 
s ens it i ve, namely, green, red, and near IR. (Black and whit e fiJ_ms 
have a wider exposure range; hence, tone contrast can be more readily 
manipulated in development and processing to get a usable image.) The 
practicality of such::.. system is dependent upon procurement of geomet-
rically matched images which can be either (1) readily combined to form 
color composite images for easy interpretation, or (2) stored on such 
a format that can be processed through automated signature analysis. 
systems for rapid extraction of information. 
In addition to the synoptic view afforded from orbital altitudes, 
another desirable advantage of an orbiting data-collection system is 
the capability of the system to obtain sequential imagery. From the ~ 
stUdies of range resources, there is convincing evidence that sequential 
imagery is essential for monitoring changes in the vegetatiot"i and mois-
ture regimes. This information is of extreme importance in managing 
range environments. If, however, an optimum time or season had to be 
prescribed, it would coincide with that time period when the range 
foliage has reached near-maximum development. Figure 39-11 shows the 
time period whp.n interpretable data could be collected for various range 
areas in the United States. For such a large regional area, the optimum 
time for collecting interpretable imagery is spread out over a period of 
several months. For anyone specific area, however, there is usually a 
period of, about I-month duration in which interpretable imagery could be 
obtained. F'ortunately, most range areas, particularly semiarid regions, 
have a much higher probability of' cloud-free days, compared to other 
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areas (e.g., agricultural areas). This fact, combined with the repeti-
tive coverage afforded by orbiting vehicles, insures a high probabilIty 
of securing useful data for preparing range inventories. Hence, an 
earth-orbiting vehicle (including unmanned space vehicles which are 
equipped so that ON-OFF command signals can be given to the sensors 
from the ground) equipped with data-collecting devices would undoubtedly 
be the most efficient means for procuring information to aid the man on 
the ground to improve the management of range resources. 
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TABLE 39-I.- FEASIBILITY OF INTERPRETING SIGNIFICANT RANGE FEATURES AND CONDITIONS 
Ground resolution, f't 
0.1 to 0.3 1 to 3 10 to 30 100 to 300 
Range feature Filln-filter combination or sensor 
or 
condition Pan- Thermal Pan- Thermal Pan- Thermal Pan- Thermal Color Color Color Color 
chro- IR polor IR IR chro- IR Color IR IR chro- IR Color IR IR chro- IR Color IE IE 
matic (89B) (8~ to matic (89B) (8~ to matic (89B) (8~ to matic (89B) (8~ to 
12 (15) 14~) 12 (15) 14~) 12 (15) 14~) 12 (15) 14~) 
Vegetation features 
'or condi tiona 
Grazing versUs nOD-
grazing land ++ ++ ++ ++ + +;. ++ ++ ++ + + + ++ ++ + + - + ++ -
Gross vegetation 
types ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + + ++ + 
Meadow ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + + ++ + - + + ++ + 
Open grassland ++ +? ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + ++ ++ + - - + + -
Brushland ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + - + ++ + - - + + -
Open timb"r ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + - + ++ + 
Nonproductive 
sites +> + ++ ++ + + + ++ ++ + - - + ++ - - - + + -
Range grass and 
forb species + + ++ ++ - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- -- --
Range shrub species ++ ++ ++ ++ - - - + + - - - - (+)- -- -- - -- - --
Gross-forage-
densi~y cover 
classes ++ ++ ++ ++ + 
-
- + ++ - - - - + - -- - - + -
Plant health 
(greenness. dry-
ness) + ... ++ ++ + + + ++ ++ 
- - -
+ ++ 
- - -
+ ++ --
Gt"oss assessment 
of forage utUi-
zation + ++ ++ ++ - - - + + - - - - + -- - -- - - --
Surface features or 
conditions 
Soil texture ++ + ++ ++ - - - + + - -- -- - - -- -- -- -- -- -
Rockiness ++ ++ ++ ++ + + 
-
+ + 
- -- -- - - -- -- -- - -- -
Soil disturbance 
caused by 
Rodents ++ ++ ++ ++ -- - - - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -
Livestock use ++ ++ ++ ++ - + + + , - - - - - -- -- -- -- -- -
Erosion + + ++ ++ - + + ++ ++ -- + + ++ ++ -- - - + + --
Burned rangeland ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ + + + ++ ++ + - - + ++ --
Numbers of animals ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ + ++ ++ + -- -- -- -- -- -- - - -- --
Mo~sture regimes 
Standing water ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ + ++ ++ + + + ++ + - - - .. + 
Springs ... ++ ++ ++ ++ + I + I + ++ + - - - + - -- -- -- -- -Permanency of 1++ streams + ++ 1++ ++ ++ I + + ++ ++ - - - - - -- - -- -I- - ~-
LmEND: ++ The 1'eature is readily- and consistently interpretable (i.e., detected, id.entified, estimated or measured, depending upon feature or con-
dition), even by people with limited photointerpretation training and experience. 
+ The :feature usually is interpretable, but only through care:f"u1 study by photo interpreters who, by virtue of training, experience, and 
motivation, are expert in identifying, such i'eatures. 
", - The feature is. not consistently interpretable, even though expert photointerpreters are able to identify such features occasionally on 
phCltography of the filln-filter-scale combination indicated. 
Although the feature is an important one from the earth resources standpoint, it is allnost never interpretable e~en by expert photo-
interpreters. 
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TABLE 39-II.- REMOTE SENSORS OPERATED OVER RANGELAND 
Camera systems 
Single lens 
Wild RC-8 (6 in.)a 
Wild RC-9 (3-1/4 in.) 
Zeiss RMK-A-15/23 
(6 in.) 
Mauer KB-8 (150 mm) 
T-ll (6 in.) a 
K-17 (8-1/4 in.) 
HyAc panoramic 
(12 in.) 
Hasselb1ad 500 (80 mm) 
Multilens 
a Itek 9 lens 
Scanners 
Reconofax IV IR imagera 
aSensors operated from NASA-Houston aircraft. 
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TABLE 39-111.- GROUND IDWORMATION COLLECTED TO ANALYZE 
REMOTE-SENSING DATA 
Vegetation 
Species composition 
Phenological characteristics 
Stage of plant development 
Plant color 
Leaf-stem ratio 
Greenness-dryness ratio 
Health (vigor) 
Plant density, distribution, 
, spacing 
Foliage cover 
Plant height 
Degree of animal utilization 
Radiance 
Surface features 
Soil type, depth, texture, color 
Soil radiance 
Rockiness 
Disturbance factors 
Erosion 
Trampling 
Rodent Activity 
Slope aspect 
Amount of litter, residual 
dead plant material 
Moisture regimes 
Soil moisture 
Standing water 
Proximity·to available water 
Cultural features 0' and 
management practices 
• 
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Figure 39-1.- NASA Harvey Valley Range Test Site 135 . 
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a . Panchromatic (Plt1,8 X Aerographic) . 
Figure 39-2.- These aerial photographs (scale 1:8500) of Harvey Valley 
Range illustrate a variety of vegetation types associated with changes 
i n soil type and moisture regime . The reader is encouraged to compare 
t he appearance of each of the f ve vegetation types (fig. 39-3) on 
all four films. For example l!. nearly pure stand of blue grass (Poa 
nevadensis) at A may have been overlooked on panchromatic and Ekta;-
chrome photographs but is readily detected on the two IR-sensitive 
photographs. 0 e the contrast of tones for the meadow vegetation 
s een at B on panchromatic and Ek achrome Aero IR hotographs. Also, 
not ice how distinctly wet meadow vegetatio c be detected by its 
c aracteristic red color on Ektach om Aero IR photography _ Standing 
spring water on the meadow vegetation appears brownish on color IR 
photography . Low sag~brush dominates t1le site at C. The very light 
colored soi is a useful indicator for this site . Subtle differences 
i n soil color are est seen on Ek achrome Aero photographs . A sharp 
vegeta 'on boundary bet een wet meadow and big sagebrush vegetation 
is seen a D, and a big sagebrush cOmfuunity is seen at E. Compare the 
ease 0 ifferentiating soil colors at sites C and E for all four 
aerial films . 
• 
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b . Aerographic IR . 
c Ektachrome Aero . 
Fiure 39- 2 .- Con inued . 
39- 16 
d. E achrome Aero IR ~ 
Figure 39-2.- Concluded. 
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a . Blue grass (Po nevadensis)-silver sagebrush (Artemisia cana) com-
munity The blue gr ss (arro ) on this sit~ is so ense that the 
underlying soil is nearly obscured. Hence the vegetation boundary 
is readily seen on the IR- sensitive photography It is more dif-
ficult to istinguish this type on the Panch a at·c ~~d E tachrome 
Aero photogra hs because the blue grass vegetatio is nearly the 
same to e and color as adjacent types. 
b . eado site at Cone S ring The dominant species in thi type 
are e ges (Care sp.) and forbs . Rushes (Juncus sp . ) and ater-
10 i g grasses are also pres en . Foliage cover is approx~ately 
100 ercent . ot changes in species composition an On the pres-
ence 0 standing wa er c ca e va iations . n the one or co or 
wh ' h is most easily in er re ed on Ek achrome Aero IR p otography . 
The highest forage y' elds co e ro t ese types 0 s ites . 
Figure 39- 3.- Vegetation ypes . 
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c. Low sagebrush community . The sparse cover of 
low sagebrush (Artemisia abruscula) with as-
sociated bunch grass and sandberg blue grass 
coupled ~ith light colored soil and numerous 
rocks characterize this near- nonproductive 
site . The type boundary for this site is most 
easily discerned on Ektachrome Aero photog-
raphy . 
d . Shar vege a io boun a' between wet mea ow 
site and b ' g sagebrush ca se by 
abr cha ge i soil opography, and 
mois ure reg e. 
Fig 39- 3.- Co i e . 
e . Big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) com-
munity. Associated fo age species include 
Western needle grass, Idaho fescue Squir-
reltail , and se ge (Carex sp . ) The l ge 
shrubs and associated reddis b own soil 
characterize this site best se n on Ekta-
chrome Aero photograp y . 
Figure 39- 3.- Conclude . 
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Ek ach ome Aero . 
b . ac rome Aero IR 
ig 9- .- Porti on of the Harvey Valley Test Site, taken 
J e 11 , 1966 . Scale approximately 1 : 30 000 . 
• 
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Figure 39- 5.- Ektachr ome Aero IR photograph . 
Scale 1 :30 000 . Coniferous timber at A, mixed 
hru species at B, and open grassland vegeta-
tion ~ C. 
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June 10, 1967 July 25 , 1967 October 25 , 1967 
Figure 39- 6. - Large- scale 70- mm color (Anscochrome D- 200 , top) and color IR (Ektachr ome 
Aero IR .. bottom) photographs . Scale ranges from 1 : 900 to 1: 640. 
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Figure 39-7 .- Ektachrome Aero IR photograph, t en 
October 18 , 1967 , by ABA- Rous on ai craft. Point A 
denotes location of two springs which are still active, 
despite the ot erwise dry condition of the range. 
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a. Taken in early May. 
F ·gure 39- 8. - Ek ac rome ero IR hotogr aphs . 
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a. Thermal IR imagery (8ll to 14ll) , Reconofax IV. 
b . Ektachrome Aero IR photograph . 
Figure 39- 9.- The two images were taken simul aneously on Oct ober 18 , 
1967 . Compare the origin of a spring at A, st nding spring water at 
B, and ponded drinking water for stock at C. 
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visible - red 
moist sites 
B. vegetation 
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C. dense forQo e E. soil moisture 
e D. ponded spring wate 
Figure 39-10.- Multiband line- scan imagery obtained by an optical-mechanical scanner 
(May 18, 1966) showing range resources. 
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Figure 39-11.- Seasonal stage when 
range foliage is near maximum devel-
opment . 
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THE FEASIBILITY OF II~VENTORYING NATIVE VEGETATION 
AND RETJATED RESOURCES F'ROM SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY 
By Charles E. Poulton 
Professor of Range Ecology, Oregon State University 
Corvallis 5 Oregon 97331 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of practical uses for earth resources photography 
taken from space platforms is of vital interest to the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration. The effer.tively coordinated use of NASA 
and other aircraft data is essential on a subsampling design to solve 
interpretation problems associated wi th th~ use of space imagery over 
rangeland and forested vegetation areas. With the amount of photographic 
imagery now available and projected for the relatively near future, it 
is critically important that the use of available imagery be tested for 
all earth resources applications. Rangeland resource areas need in-
creased attention in the Earth Resources Program because of their eco-
nomic importa..'>lce in world food production and their e:Artensi ve ~o'Verage 
of the national and world land mass (ref. 40-1). Inclusion of these 
vegetation resources in the research progr3:!l1 on space photography appli-
cations will make it possible to plan new tests with systems optimized 
on the basis of relevant experience in all of the major earth resources 
areas. One of the most important potential uses of space imagery is in 
the broad-scale analysis and synoptic treatment of ecosystems comprising 
the native vegetation resources (rangeland and forests) of our nation 
and the earth. According to a National Research Council Survey 
(ref. 40-2), only 30 percent of the world has been adequately mapped in 
terms of even small-scale resource mapa. 
Activities of numerous natural-resource-oriented groups in the 
United States have recently emphasized needs in areas where space 
photography in conjunction with small-scale aerial color and/or color 
infrared (IR) photography could play an important role. The Americrul 
Society of Range Management is establishing an ad hoc committee to fos-
ter "acomprehensi ve appraisal of the nation's grazing resources." 
Similarly, the National Forestry Research Advisory Committee to the 
Secretary of,Ag'riculture has repeatedly discussed and recommended a 
nationwide survey and analysis of' rangeland resources. The president 
of' the National Association of Soil and Water Conservation Districts 
. .~ 
'\\ 
" )i 
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has just gone on record in support of complete natural resource surveys, 
saying that " ••• Districts and counties can't make intelligent resource 
plans without such an inventory." In addition, county and state plan-
ning commissions, in recognition of this same need, are actually now 
putting together the best comprehensive resource maps they can with~ 
out the benefit of synoptic photographic coverage that the Earth Re-
sources Program could provide. 
Recognizing these potentialities and n~eas, Oregon State University 
became inY\Jl.ved vd th the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory (NASA-U.S. 
Department of Agriculture) in a study of the feasibility of inventorying 
native vegetation and related resources from space photography. Initial 
exploratory work was done in 1966 (ref. 40-1), and the work was substan-
tially expanded with modest funding from NASA in May 1968. 
The substantial contributions of graduate research assistants 
Barry J. Schrumpf and Edmundo Garcia-Moya to research accomplishment 
and to this report are gratefully acknowledged. 
RESULTS ACQUIRED FROM THE USE OF DATA FROM NASA AIRCRAFT 
The Objectives of the Investigation 
Our study has the following objectives: 
1. Determine the potentialities and limitations of mapping and 
ipterpreting characteristics of native vegetation areas from space 
photography. 
2. Compare vegetation maps prepared from this photography with 
other available vegetation-resource maps". 
3. Identify problems and limitations in the practical use of space 
photography in earth resources applications. 
Our work to date has contributed to all three of these objectives ~ with 
effort focused primarily on objective 1. In addition to the author ,the 
project is staffed with two particularly capabJ.e research assistants and 
a small group of volunteer photointerpreters who participate in testing 
phases of the research. 
In the work to date, NASA aircraft data for the study area in south-
eastern Arizona· have not been available. We have, however, examined 
as much of this material as is available at the NASA Manned Spacecraft 
Center and have determined whieh. .. portions may be useful to us as sup-_ 
por~in~ data in the interpretat£on of space photography. The available' .... 
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radar data can be lecated in respect to, the space phetegraphy and de 
cever an area where interpretatien preblems exist. The available 
aerial phetegraphy is ef geod quality and sheuld be useful to, us if it 
can be lecated en the space phetegraphy and if it dees cever areas in 
which interpretatien preblems actually exist. These determinatiens are 
yet to, be made. With the use ef beth relatively large-scale (1:16 000) 
aerial phetegraphy taken fer us in designated preblem areas by the 
Ferestry Remete Sensing Laberatery and small-scale (1:200 000) aerial 
phetegraphy made available to, us by the U.S. Geelegical Survey, we have 
demenstrated beth the need and usefulness ef supperting aircraft data 
taken en a subsampling basis to, aid in the interpretatien ef space 
phetegraphy. 
Plans fer the coming fiscal year will result in mere therough 
evaluation of existing NASA aircraft data if we find that it dees cever 
problem areas. 
A request has also been placed threugh channels to, have supperting 
aircraft data flewn in intermediate and small scales in conjunction with 
forthco~ing Apelle missions. This request identifies specific preblem 
areas in wh:l_ch subsampling data are needed and identifies other minimum 
guidelines for a successful mission. 
Methodology 
Our 1967 Progress Report (ref. 40-1) recognized that useful eco-
legical interpretatien of vegetatiO,n frO,m space phO,tO,graphy cannO,~ be 
made wi theut research to, acquire and analyze bO,th vegeta,tienal and 
sO,il-surface grO,und truth in relatiO,n to, phO,tegraphic-i~~ge character-
istics. This is the prO,blem en which 1968 activity has been concentrated. 
Minimum grO,und-truth infO,rmation for accomplishment of our O,bj ec-
tives requires data on native vegetation, soil-surface cO,uditiO,ns and 
characteristics, and the landfO,rms represented i,n each hO,mO,geneO,us 
photographic-image area. These vegetation-seil-landform cO,mplexes. then 
need to, be analyzed an.d interpreted in a meaningful hierarchical c;tas-
sificatiO,n that is cO,mpatible with the amO,unt o,!' dAtail O,bservabl~ ~~~nd/ 
0,1' interpretable in the imagery obtained frO,m space. 
The prO,cedures used in this prO,ject have been, adaptedfrO,m parallel 
wO,rk by the study leader and his graduate students in the' Department O,f 
Range M8+lagement at OregO,n St ate Uni vers i ty .; Our research prO,grams have 
been develO,ping vegetatiO,n classifications in bO,th rangeland and fO,r-
est'cdenvirO,nments • Within this framewO,rk, we have been cO,ncerned abO,ut 
vegetatiO,n-envirO,nment relatienships, ab.O,ut the characterization and 
descriptiO,n O,f these ecO,systems, and abO,ut .the use O,f this information. 
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in practical resource analysis programs. These programs have made 
heavy use of aerial photointerpretation as a means of (1) increasing 
efficiency and cutting costs of resourc!=! analysis and (2) minimizing, 
but not replacing, groundwork in the survey procedure. This experience 
has resulted in the identification of applicable principles and concepts 
and the dev~lopment of proce9-ures that are directly useful in the analy-
sis of vegetation resources from space photography. 
From among numerous ecological principles and concepts, the follow-
ing is the dominant premise upon which our procedures are based: 
"In native vegetation areas, the homogeneous communities of 
plants that occupy the landscape are the best indicators of 
the biological similarity of the areas so occupied. These 
plant communi ties integrate and thus index the inherent pro-
ductive capacity, or natural site capability, of thecollec-
ti ve and usually discontinuous areas that these similar 
vegetations occupy." 
Vegetation-resource examination is, therefore, fundamentally phyto-
sociological. The understanding of vegetation-soil-climatic inteX'-
relationships develQped from phytosociological studies provides the 
basis for the extra\~tion of information about vegetation resources from 
remote-sensing data. 
The mapping legends based on the previous concept must clearly 
differentiate taxonomic units from mapping u..rli ts. The taxonomic unit 
is the small(:;st hierarchical grouping of vegetation and soil-surface 
features thatc.an be identified in the remote-sensing data and that has 
relevance to the obj ecti ves of the resource analysis. The mapping unit, 
,however, is derived from a knowledge of the taxonomic units and an analy-
sis of the im~gery. Where cartographically feasible, mapping units may 
represent individual taxonomic units. These may be referred to as pure 
or simple mapping units. Where intricate patterns of vegetation and 
other ground features dictate, mapping units may include two or more 
kinds of taXonomic units. These are appropriately referred to as com-
plex mapping units or complexes of taxonomic units. To effectively 
convey information about the mapped delineations, it is important that 
each component ofa complex mapping unit be individually identified in 
the legend and. not "averaged" into a description of something that does. i 
not exist on the ground. In developing mapping procedures, it is also 
important to recognize that any mapping unit or delines,tion may circum-
scribe inclusions which are ignored for practieal reasons because of 
their small physical .size in relation to the deli.neation. 
When working at larger scales, one may be able actually to"map 
individual plant communi ties. . The phytosociologiccal classes, or 
,':' 
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taxonomic units, used in mapping from space imagery with present resolu-
tion and scale limitations, will, however, usually represent a higher 
level of generalization than the specific plant communities di.scernible 
on the ground. These broader taxonomic units must, however, (1) have 
biologically valid common denominators that support or justify their 
hierarchical class, (2) be relevant to the purposes and objectives for 
which the resource rulalysis is being prepared, and (3) be compatible 
with the resource discriminations that may be delineated and reliably 
id~ntified on the imagery at hand. 
The development of ~rocedures for the pract~cal use of space pho-
tography must, in addition, be done from an awareness of the major 
activities for which information is needed by the earth resources de-
cision m.aker. In the· past ~ rzpch thinking has been done about space 
applications to earth resource problems without clearly identifying these 
needs in relation to the capability of imagery obtained from space plat-
forms. These needs may be grouped into the following four classes: 
1. Broad policy and planning 
2. Land-use decisions 
3. Resource management decisions 
4. Monitoring effects of decisions 
With present resolution limitations on space photography, classes 
1 and 2 are the ones most likely to benefit from earth resources inter-
pretations made from space photography. In some instances, benefits may 
accrue to class 3 (resource management decisions), but the likelihood 
of monitoring the effects of decisions in native vegetation areas in a 
manner directly useful to the resource manager will likely be minimum. 
We have, therefore, developed procedures which we feel are part~cularly 
compatible with the acquisition of information needed in classes 1 and 2 
(broad policy and planning and land-use decisions). 
We have selected the area covered by Gemini IV photograph 8-65-34681 
(magazine 8, frame 11) as our area of concentrated attention. We wil.l 
also be using Apollo coverage for this same area roughly bounded by a 
line connecting Tucson, Wilcox Lake, Bisbee, and Nogales, Arizona. 
" 
:{) 
.f, •. 
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Workflow Chart 
A practical resource analysis of rangeland areas involves a work-
flow that can be organized into the following five steps: 
1. Assembly and preparation of working materials 
2. Preparation of legends and photointerpretation aids 
3. Project surveyor resource analysis 
4. Compilation and reporting 
5. Interpretation and practical use of information obtained 
Actually, significant practical use begins with step 3. Research and 
development under steps 1 and 2 provide the basis for an action program, 
but some practical benefits may be realized from this activity. A some-
what detailed workflow chart has been prepared as a procedural guideline 
covering major steps 1 and 2. A greatly simplified version is presented 
in figure 40-1. In considering a workflow chart, it is important to 
realize (1) that all blocks are not mutually exclusive, (2) that they 
are often intricately related by a complex series of activities that 
merge into one another, and (3) that the workflow is not always progres-
si vely down the chart. Work is currently being concentrated in block 4 
(Vegetation-Image Relationships), but this does not imply that all activ-
ity in blocks 1, 2, and 3 is completed, nor' that no contributions have 
been made to the lower blocks. 
Ground-Truth Methods 
The ground-truth record card was also adapted from our other re-
search experience to meet the requirements for documenting vegetation, 
soil-surfacl~, and physiographic factors that may influence the visible 
spectrum images in space photography. Marginal, hand-sorted punched 
cards were used to facilitate data summarization as the number of rec-
ords increases. The ground-trUth record provides notes on the major 
plant species in each stand examined. Individual dominance scores, 
groUnd-cover l'ercentages, and a rating of sociability, or tendency to 
cluster, i p assigned to each species. Soil-surface color is recorded 
according to standard MunseJ.l color charts. The percefit'age of the 
grounft surface covered by gravel, stones, and litter is estimated, as 
well as is the amount .of bare, mineral soilpurface evident when viewed 
from above ;the vegetation. ..:i 
... ~ 
!~ 7::..:., 
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These records are documented by ground ph,otography with both color 
negative and Ektachrome Aero IR film. 
The location of. ground-truth stations is decided from a careful 
study of 8- by 8--inch transparency enlargements or color prints of the 
space photography. Examination in stereo is frequently helpful. Images 
are tentativelY classified or grouped on the basis of color, texture, 
and pattern, and representative examples are selected. These are located 
and visited on the ground, and the appropriate records are made. A sec-
ond documentation proc~dure involved logging changes in vegetation 
and/or soil-surface conditions as these were observed along routes of 
travel. These road-log points were carefully located and then related 
to their posj:tion on the space photography. The success of this latter 
approach depended very largely on accuracy of location. We found it 
necessary to prepare a rectified enlargement of the Gemini IV frame on 
which our work was concentrated. Without this, it was impossible to 
locate all ground-truth stations. Preliminary viewing of Apollo photog-
raphy indicates that rectification of these photographs will not be 
necessary because of the small tilt angle and because a very large per-
centage of the major roads are visible. 
These ground-truth records were further supplemented by color nega-
tive and color IR photographs taken from a small aircraft flying at an 
elevation of 1500 to 3500 feet over those portions of the stu~" area 
where we had the best distribution of ground-truth stations. 
To a.id with some particularly critical interpretation problems, 
Robert C. Heller of the Forestry Remote Sensing Laboratory, Pacific 
Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, also took some useful 
color and color IR aerial photography over designatedtl.:r€'as in 
70.,..millimeter format at a scale of approximately 1:16 000. 
i In addition, we were fortunate to obtain access to some color IR 
aerial photography taken by the U.S. Geological Survey in the study area. 
Thi!s photography was taken with a high-resolution lens on a 5-inch format 
at a scale of approximateljr 1:200 000. We were able to select some 
ar~as from this photography which provided useful subsamples in problem 
areas. 
Data Analysis and Legend Development 
I 
The grqund-truth data are being analyzed-by standard phytosocio-
logidtl methods used in the ciassifi cation of vegetation (ref. 4o--3J. 
These procedures result in the assembiy 'of the data records which repre-
sent concrete srands of vegetation into simi.lar _ groups and the asse~,;ply 
of these in tutn in-uo a hierarchical classit"ication. The groupings are 
on the basis of similarities in the plant s:pecies ,that complise tne 
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societies at each ground-truth station. These groups are then described 
on the basis of the data contained in the ground-truth record for the 
group. This phytosociologically interpreted information then becomes 
the basis for developing the legend to use in interpreting photographic 
images. 
The ecological groupings are correlated with the photographic images 
so that it becomes possible to state which are represented either singly 
and uniquely or in combination by the various photographic images. The 
descriptive legend for these image-related groups will consist of the 
writ.ten description, data summaries, and supporting ground phot.ographs 
that represent each group. The descriptive legend is abbreviated for 
practical use by a symbolic legend. This may be either a connotative 
or nonconnotati ve symbol system that permt ts one to label concisely 
each mapped delineation in terms of the descriptive legend units. It 
is from this legend information that photointerpretation keys and aids 
will be developed for practical use. It is through this comparison of 
legend units and classes of photographic images that the signature 
relationships are worked out. 
Interpretability Tests 
The proof of the apparent signature relationships rests not on 
those worked out as a direct result of research, but rather in the 
answer to the question: Can practically oriented users consistently 
apply the knowledge of signature relationships in the extraction of 
valid data from space photography? 
, < 
For each interpretable feature , we need some measure of the reli .... 
ability of statements that may be made by image analysts. It should be 
recognized from the outset that completely accurate interpretation can-
not be made without ground-truth info:rw.ation, and, in some instances, 
the validation of these statements will be possible only through ground 
exa.m!ination.' One of the purposes of our study is , however, to determine 
how far peoplevd th varying levels of experience and with access to 
varying levels of grotmd-truth data can go in making true and useful 
statementsaboutrtati ve vegetation and related resources from the cri t~ 
ical examination of space photography. 
Wi th these thoughts in mind, we have begun -a testing program with 
volunteer interpreters. Their experience, bp,qkground ,and familiarity 
• I ,~ 
with the. subj ect area varies'. Each volunteeJ;-" interpreter ~s given a 
. good-quality, 8- by 8-inch color printo£' space photographY-for the 
subj ect' area. He is instructed to examine the photograph carefully, 
delineate the similar image. areas,' indicate their similarity by a numer-
ical code ,theQ turn his imagination loose and make as many' potentially' 
. ; ... -.,." 
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valid statements as he can about each delineation. He is to focus at-
tention on statements of potential value in the decision process relating 
to the use, development, and management of rangeland and forest resources 
in the subject area. The procedure calls for repeating this process at 
three levels of background information: 
1. Initially, the interpreter will draw only on the experience 
and knowledge h~ already has about vegetation and related resources in 
the subject area --his prior experience, memory, and skill. 
2. At the second stage, he will be asked to repeat the job, and 
selected items from vegetation resources literature in the subj ect area 
will be made available to him. 
3. At the third stage, each interpreter will, in addition, be 
provided our complete ground-truth record and be allowed to consult 
this, as well as the available literature in making his interpretation 
statements. 
At each step, the accuracy of statements will be scored in one of 
the following categories: 
1. Completely correct 
2. Partially correct 
3. Completely erroneous 
4. Indeterminant 
This three-phase test should provide a good indication of the valid-
ity of statements and the kinds of information that might be obt-ained 
if a space-photography program oriented to vegetation-resource analysis 
were to go operational in the near future. While these experiments 
will not index ultimate capability, they \vill certainly give a reason-
able indication of some of the immediate practicalbellefits and limita-
tions in these kinds of uses of space photography . 
PROJECT JUSTIFICATION 
Highly productive rangelands comprise fully 46 percent of the land 
mass of the earth according to the best available estimates (ref •. 40-4) . 
If one adds to this figure the useful desert-vegetation types and graze-
able open f~rests the figure goes much higher. On the domestic scene, 
rangeland comprises 49 percent of the area of .. the United States 
(ref. 40-5). This figure includes H,~waii,but excludes Alaska and the 
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tremendous areas of tundra, 'meadow, and forage- and browse-producing 
forest openings that might be added to this grazing-resource acreage in 
our own nation. The total would greatly exceed half of our land area. 
Unfortunately, this vast resource has not been particularly well recog~ 
nized, and many people tend to look upon range-resource areas as mere 
wasteland and ~\.n economic desert. 
The terms range and rangeland are unique to North' America. In other 
languages and nations, these terms convey the concept of native pastures, 
but they do not pass out of the range or rangel.and classification just 
because they may have been culturally improved!' if the management ob-
jecti ve is to manage and perpetuate the :resource as though it were 
naturally vegetated. 
These naturally vegetated areas are grazed by both domestic animals 
and wild game, and it has been estimated (ref. 40-6) that these range-
land resources provide 6 months of the annual feed needs for one-half 
of the beef cattle, three-fourths of the sheep, and nearly all of' the 
game animals produced in the United States (fig. 40-2). 
These estimates notwithstanding, good figures do not exist on the 
contribution that this resource makes to our gross national product. 
In desperation, this author once attempted to estimate this contribution 
from the deplorable statistical working base. From available statistics 
and a few reasonable biological assumptions, I guesstimated that "our 
rangelands produce domestic livestock gains worth somewhere between 
$500 million and $700 million per annum. This figure, right or wrong, 
makes no allowance for the tremendous value of game animals harvested 
annually from this same resource. No one knows an accurate total, but 
it is very high in nine figu.res and may even reach a billion dollars 
or more per annum. 
Slightly more accurate figures can be calculated by individual 
states. In Oregon, for example, our rangeland resource com:;?rises close 
to 50 percent of our land area and accounts for 28 percent of the agri-
cultUral income to pur state in the form of a native forage resource 
that is converted to usable animal products by domestic livestock alone. 
Many states in the West and in the southern CO~12ital Plain can equal or 
better this level in the importance of the_ir range resources to the 
local economy. 
Looking at our national forests, where statistical information may, 
on the average, be considerably better, one can derive figures indicating 
very clearly that rangelands and range forage production within the 
national forests are making an increasing contribu.tion to our national 
economy from domestic livestock products alone and that the domestic 
animal product of national forest ranges is still over one-third of the 
ti)n.ber stumpage sales from these lands (table 40-1). 
'. ; 
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The figures in table 40-I exclude all credit for the wildlife yield 
of our national forests -- a yield directly and critically dependent upon 
the forage and browse :Pl'oduction of these lands - and gives no cli'edit 
to range vegetation for its indirect contribution to watershed and 
recreational values. 
Thus, it should be obvious to all that we are dealing with H suffi-
ciently important resource that cannot be overlooked in the conduct of 
the Earth Resources Program and that we do have some information needs 
that may be appropriately met wi tIl space photography playing a poten-
tially important role. \ 
\ 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION \ 
\ 
\. 
Preliminary analyses of ground-truth records, initial attempts at 
a phytosoci.ological classification of these data, and progress to date 
in relating photographic images to ground truth indicates that our pro-
cedures are working satisfactorily. 
While we were not fully aware of the vegetation diversity at the 
outset, we have found that the area selected. for concentrated stuo.y 
spans examples of the following four major v~g~tation-resource areas 
on single frames of Gemini and Apollo photograprrj: 
1. The Sonoran Desert 
2. The Chihuahuan Desert 
3. The "Desert Grassland" or Southwestern Shrub Steppe 
4. The Chaparral and forested vegetation zones in the higher hill 
and mountain ranges 
This complexity represents both advantage and disadvantage to the proj-
ect. The disadvantage lies only in the complexity of the vegetation-
image relationships that result from this diversity. It would be much 
simpler to work entirely within one of these provinces, but such a con-
cept i~ riot compatible with the potentialities of synoptic coverage from 
a space platform. Each of these major vegetation types represents mil-
lions of acres of land in southwestern United States and Mexico. From 
the standpoint of developing and testing capability in the interpreta-
, . 
tion of vegetation resources from synoptic space photography , we belieye 
we made a wise selection. The information we shall develop from this 
one frame can be tested in similar areas on a number of adj acent frames 
to the east and west. This will provide a better test ofcapabili ty 
I"-i 
O[ 
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and a clearer definition of problems than would result from more inten-
sive study in a narrowly restricted area. The procedures need to be 
tuned to the synoptic coverage and levels of generalization to which 
space photography is sui ted and where it truly holds advantages on:r 
aircraft photography. 
Correlation of Ground Truth with Photographic Images 
The Gemini IV photography with which we have worked to date pre-
sented some unique problems in relating ground-truth records to specific 
photographic-image components. This resulted from the low resolution 
which failed consistently to show major routes of travel and from 
spatial distortion in the slightly oblique view. Preliminary perusal 
of Apollo photography indicates that its slight tilt angle and higher 
resolution may have eliminated most of these problems. In using the 
Gemini IV photography, we found it necessary to rectify our study photo-
graph to the 1:250 OOO-scale Ar~ Map Service (AMS) topographic sheet 
(fig. 40-3). After performing this rectification and making a tracing 
of majo:r travel routes from the AMS topographic sheet to overlay the 
rectified enlargement, we were able to locate nearly all ground-truth 
stations with reasonable accuracy and to relate each to a speciflc image 
'area. 
While stereos coptic viewing of duplicate TO-millimeter transparencies 
in the field has some advantages, the most desirable enlargement for 
study is in the range of 8 by 8 to 10 by 10 inches. Color transparencies 
(accurately controlled for color balance and saturation from frame to 
frame) are the desired working document. Color prints of the same 
size were found satisfactory. They have some advantages as semi-
expendable working documents when color balance is adequately controlled 
(a requirement rarely met by commercial suppliers and subcontractors). 
In all cases , it is extrem,ely important to work with first generation 
duplicates or copies made from a first generation internegati ve. Until 
consistent color balance is achieved or purposefully manipulated to 
refine interpretations, earth resources surveys of native vegetation 
and soil areas from color photography will very likely not be able to 
go operational. {~~.\ 
Clas:sifyingVegetation Data - Preliminary Legend 
This phase of the work has just barely gotten underway. All of the 
ground-truth stations have be'en provisionally classified into six major 
classes of groups and six le~ser or miscellaneou~ groups. At the pres-
ent time, we feel that these,major classes and some of the minor classes 
are compatible with Gemini IV image characteristics -that i's,may be 
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interpretable from image characteristics --but this, hypothesis has not 
been tested. We are quite sure that these classes will be equally com-
patible with other photographic-imagin~ systems and that the legends 
we are dev-eloping will' also serve as vegetational ground truth for ana-
lyzing the capability of other imaging systems, particularly Apollo 
photography. 
Signature Relationships 
Work to date strongly suggests that the individual plant communities 
can only rarely be interpreted from imagery of Gemini IV quality, yet 
meaningful vegetation interpretation can certainly be made from this 
imagery. Interpretation of the imagery will require capable people with 
considerable knowledge and insight about vegetation-resol~ce ecology and 
about the information needs of those who will make decisions about these 
resources. In addition, accurate interpretation will require the logi-
cal, biologically accurate, and managerially meaningful grouping of 
plant commUllities into larger hierarchical classes that are consistent 
with the interpretable image characteristics. The interpreter of space 
photography fO,r vegetation-resource appJ,.,ication will continually be 
faced with the p::-oblem of generalizing from the high amount of detail 
evident to him on the ground to a point that matches the grossly inte-
grated images obtained with spac~ photography of low resolution. This 
problem does seem to have a practical and not too difficult solution 
for those who are willing to seek the common denominators that tie sim-
ilar vegetations together above the specific plant communities or asso-
ciation leve~L. 
We are striving to develop workable mapping legen~s that will per-
mit interpreters to extract all possible information from space photog-
raphy available to us. We are not content to develop a broad, highly 
'. 
gene~ali.zed legend which merely permits one to make pretty pictures of 
extremely broad ge:p,eralizations. We should 'work instead to prepare i 
legends that' are related t.o ima.ge characteristics, but which may permit 
exceeding thelimi ts of reliability in interpretation. Subsequent ex-
perimertts ,to test interpretability should, identify the highest feasible 
limits on interpretability and insure maximum usefulness of the imagery. 
Starting to move in this direction, we have been able to group a 
few photographic images into three classes: (1) those highly and con-
sistently interpretable, (2) those moderately interpretable vri th rea-
sonable consistency, and (3) those with low interpretability. Examples 
of highly interpretable images ar"~ seen in figure '40-4, delineations 
I' .... . 
number 1, 5, 8, and 9. Delineations 4, 6, 7, ~d 10 represent moderately 
interpretabie images. The area represented by delin€".ation 3 contains 
images having low interpretability. It may be poss:i:~~b_e to move images 
\ 
, 
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presently classed in the low group to a higher'level of interpretability 
by (1) better image quality control, (2) quantitative study and char-
acterization of image features, and (3) 'more thorough analysis of sub-
sampling by aerial photography in these problem areas. 
If questionable delineations can be ground checked in areas where 
phytosociological research is adequate and where legends consistent with 
image characteristics have been developed, the uncertain or question-
able interpretations can obviously be corrected and near 100-percent 
accuracy achieved. Particularly where small-scale synoptic coverage 
is involved, it is not feasible .. to ground check all mapping and every 
interpretation. The research and development objectives should, there-
fore, be to refine and clarify the vegetation-image relationships so 
that the amount of ground checking required to meet resource analysis 
objectives can be held at an economically feasible minimum. Subsampling 
problem areas with appropriate aerial photography seems to be one of the 
best w~s to. solve these kind$ of problems and hold groundwork to a 
minimum on an operational survey program. 
Notwithstrulding the photointerpretation problems that result when 
one attempts to interpret space photography without complete ground 
checking, the increased accuracy of delineation that is evident in 
figure 40-4, as compared to available small-scale vegetation-resource 
maps for this area (refs. 40-7, 40-8, and 40-9), casts a strong vote 
in favor of using space photogra.phy for the development of small-s cale 
vegetation-resource maps. 
Soil-Vegetation Interaction 
Soil and vegetation interact strOriglyto determine photographic-
image charac't,·y.istics in arid areas. In some cases, this interaction 
enhances interpretability, and in other cases it creates definite ~rob­
lems and is the result of potential interpretation error. 
Where the primary interest is in soils charactertstics, the vege;... 
tation m~ so strongly obscure the soil as to deny it the opportunity to 
show through and directly influence photographic-image characteristiicp. 
Dense forests are a.ri.example. In these cases, soil characteristics can 
be interpreted only from prior knowledge of the vegetation-soil rela-
tionship. The a~curacy of soils. interpret at, ion is dependent· almost en-
tirely on the adequacy qf background research and ,on-accuracy with which 
the vegetation component can be ident.ified from th,-e image. 
However, the vegetatIon in arid environments may be so ::rparse ;that 
the bare soil surf'$(ce is the dominant feature controlling image charac-
teristics. In ... th'es,e instances, vegeta.tion vari~tionm~ not create ob~ 
servable differences. This is particularly true in extremelysma1l-sca+.e 
1;';'. 
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images for which ground resolution is low. In these instances, vegeta-
tion interpretations are almost entirely dependent u.pon the level of 
understanding of landform-soil-vegetation relationships and upon the 
degree to which imageable soils differences are correlated with signif-
icant vegetation features. 
These observations serve to emphasize that no one imaging system 
is likely to provide all the informational neec1$ of earth resources 
workers who are concerned with naturally vegetated areas. These seeming 
disadvantages and limitations resulting from the soil-vegetation inter·-
action are, in our present opinion, less serious in rangeland than in 
forestry applications. Our needs are to see and analyze the whole eco'-
system - with emphasis on the plant community and the vegetation-soil 
unit, rather than the individual species or tree. Thus, rangeland re-
sources would seem to be ideally sui ted to inventory with high-quality 
satellite photography because the imaging system, in fact, sees the 
whole ecosystem. Importal'1t portions of the ecosystem (e. g. ~ soil sur-
face and undergrowth vegetation) are not often completely obscured by a 
dense cenopy, as is frequently the case in forested environments. 
Practical Use of Supporting Aerial Photography 
It would be extremely misleading to imply that the interpretation 
of space photograpby is free of some difficult problems. One of the 
most cr:l~"t~ical is the dearth of gr01.md truth (phytosociological studies 
and research results on vegetation-environment relationships) in areas 
that may be potentially served by space photography of other imaging 
.systems. Small-sc.ale, high-:r'esolution a!crial coverage at sr-ales:>f 
1: 150 000 and smaller can 'play a real part in filling the voids in 
ground-truth information. Ground-truth studies must be reasonably re-
lated to what can 'be seenC3.nd to the mahner in which subjects are imaged 
by an anticipated system. Having had experience with a,eri al photography 
taken at scales from 1:600 to 1:200 000, it seems that ground truth de-
veloped by the use of .the smallest available scale is not only desirable 
but highlyaclvantageous when the intended purpose is application to the 
interpretation of space photography. In spi teof the higher resolution, 
such small· .. scale aerial photography does effectively simulate space 
I • 
photography i,l1 a us able way ~ 
-" 
High-resolution ,small-scale aircraft photography' provides effec.l,. 
ti ve support for the interpret$.tf6n of space imagery. Multist~ge su.b-
sampling of these 9,reas, is sometimes necessary. In some cases, images 
which cannot initially be discerned on space photography ,can be both 
d.etected and identified after they have been studied on the aircraft 
photographs. In other instances, . cues to recognition are o:f:tentimes 
first identi:f'ied from the 'stu.dy of larger scale and,particularly' high-
resolution images. ii ' . 
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In putting delineations on space photography, the location of map-
ping unit boundaries sometimes becomes indistinct because of gradual 
changes in the vegetation (broad ecotones) or because of the integrative 
effects of the space imagery and/or anomalies in photographic reproduc-
tion. These boundaries can sometimes be more clearly discerned and more 
accurately mapped on the space photography after they have been studied 
on the larger scale photographs. 
Before an earth resources satellite, tuned to the needs of native 
vegetation-resource inventory, cen go operational, many problems re-
lating to optimum spectral bands, season of photography, optimum sun 
angle, and optimum resolution will have to be worked out -- at least 
to the point that a satisfactory compromise can be achieved with other 
uses and application of the earth resources imaging system. Most of 
these answers can be achieved more economically by the use of aircraft 
systems in experiments especially designed to consider remote-sensing 
problems in rangeland resource areas. Thus, effective aircraft systems 
must be an integral part of investigations seeking application of space 
photography to native vegetation and related resource analysis objec-
tives. Some of the potentials of using aircraft photography in conjunc-
tion with interpretation and mapping from space photography can be 
illustrated by a comparison of figures 40-4 and 40-5. 
SUMMARY 
We are approaching our research on the feasibility of·using space 
photography for vegetation and related resource inventory of rangeland 
areas from one dominant philosophy .-- namely, that we should strive to 
determine the limits of interpretability and practical use of available 
spacecraft imagery. We are particularly concerned about information 
that will contribute to the solution of problems in resource policy, 
broad planning, and use decisions to the extent that the iII).aging systems 
permit. We believe that we should also strive to obtain information 
useful at management decision. levels, but spacecraft imagery does not 
seem to be well suited to this latter need. 
Depend.ing on the nature of ihformation required, the relatively low 
resolution presently obtainable from space platforms can, to a point, 
be an advantage beca:use of the integrative effect of distance, small 
scale', and low resolution on the images registered by the system. Where 
majd!'differences and broad groupings are the objective, more accurate 
pictur~s of resource characteristics can often be obtained from very 
small-scale than from large-scale imagery. 
Where ground-truth research has -provided an understanding of the 
phytosociology and vegetation-soil relationships, where emphasis is on 
o 
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the interpretation of the plant community rather than on the single spe-
cies, where the information n~eds and resource analysis objectives are 
clearly stated and a large amount of detail is not a requirement, and 
where small-scale synoptic coverage can be supplemented as necessary by 
intermediate-scale and higher resolution aerial-photography subsampling, 
space photography would seem to have a real place in vegetation-resource 
analysis. 
In rangeland environments, the whole ecosystem tends to be regis-
tered in an effective and usefully integrated image. Rangeland envi-
ronments, therefore, seem ideally suited to analysis with small-scale 
synoptic photography. 
In developirlg this capability , high-quality aerial systems must 
play a substantial part. Aircraft missions timed effectively to sup-
port imagery obtained from space pla.tforms can help by providing infor-
mation u.seful in the following ways: 
1. To determine optimum season or sequencing of imagery for 
specific objectives 
2. To help unravel the especially difficult interpretation problems 
. 3. To provide a working base for the development of vegetation-
soil legends for use in interpretation and mapping from spacecraft im-
agery 
4. To provide a broader spectrum of sample imagery to be used in 
the training of interpreters and to give them experience ahead of the 
availability of space photography in northern latitudes or prior to 
going operational on a space system for earth resources analysis 
We feel confident that continuing work on our project will determine 
many of the fea~ibili ty limits to the use of spacecraft photography .for 
inventorying.vegetation and related resources in rangeland areas. Our 
research will more clearly identify many of' the problems and needs which 
must be given attention before a space syst.e;n_goes operational. We are 
presently encouraged by the indications of feas~bifi ty and believe our 
methods and procedures are working satisfacto!~ly. We hope that re-
search in the forthcoming year will be abl~ -to make greater use of 
supporting aircraft data. . 
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TABLE 40-1.- COMPARATIVE VALUE OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS 
FROM THE NATIONAL FORESTS 
Timber Value of Livestock gain, Year Ii vestock gain s 
sales, dollars dollars percent of timber sales 
1955 73 187 364 51 918 477 71.0 
1960 139 900 000 68 090 472 48.7 
1967 208 603 585 71 963 478 34.5 
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Figure 40-1.- Chart of workflow for the use of space photography in the 
inventory and analysis of rangeland vegetation and related resources. 
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RANGELAND FEED, WATER AND COVER 
(Steppe, Desert, Forest) 
Provide Six Months of the 
Annual Feed Needs 
for 
BEEF SHEEP 
And Nea r 1 y All 
of the Feed 
for 
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Figure 40..;.2.- Range vegetation provides a critical part of the feed base 
for the domestic Ii vert,tock industry and supplies nearly all the feed 
and cover for big-game population. 
Figure 40- 3 . - Part of a Gemini photogr aph enlarged and rec.tified to a topographic 
map (1 : 300 000 s cale) . The black lines are travel routes traced from the topographic 
sheet and superimposed over the rectified enlargement . This combination enabled 
researchers to r elate ground- truth data to specific image components . 
\. 
~ 
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Figure 40- 4 - A preliminary vegetation resource 
map prepared on Gemini IV color photography . 
'These photography images have been identified 
according t o the major plant communities and 
soil surface conditions that each image rep-
res ents • Scme photography images a.re highly 
interpretable a others are di f~cult to 
identify . Some ~mages represent ighly spe-
cific kin s of vegetation , an others mere y 
indicate areas with certain enera features 
in common . 
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Figure 40-5.- A comparative example of vegeta ion mapping 
wi h the same information as in figure 40- 4 on high-
r esolution aerial photography . Judici ous subsa.mpling 
of problem areas ith aerial photography is essential 
in detecting important image features in space photog-
raphy i wor ing Oll ground- ruth mage relatio ships , 
and in improving mapping delineations w ere meaningful 
image differences are sub le . (Or ' sinal scale approxi-
ma-tely 1 : 200 000 ; color IR photographs courtesy of 
U.S. Geologica Survey.) 
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RESULTS OF EARTH RESOURCE INVESTIGATIONS 
By Marvin R. Holter 
University of Michigan Research for the NASA/U.S. Department 
of Agriculture Earth Resources Program 
Research at the University of Michigan under the Earth Resources 
Program is focused on the problems of data processing/interpretation/ 
utilization for agricultural purposes. The results presented here are 
representative of those being obtained. All the results obtained under 
this program cannot be presented in this paper because of time and space 
limitations. 
Imagery and discrimination results for data obtained at an agri-
cultural test site are presented and discussed. The aerial photography 
and s canner data were obtained by scient:Lsts at the University of Mich-
igan, and the discrimination results were produced by the same University 
of Michigan group. Ground data and measurements were provided by sci-
entists of. the University of California, Berkeley. 
The basic data were obtained with the University of Michigan multi-
spectral sensor carried in the Uni.versity of Michigan c-47 aircraft. 
Since NASA provides tl1e funding for the use of this facility in the 
Earth Resources Program, it seems legitimate to regard it as a part of 
the data-gathering facilities provided to the scientific users by NASA 
MSC. 
The results presented demonstrate great progress in discrimination 
over current operational aerial survey techniques. Lest these results 
be misinterpreted, however, it is well here to point out equally the 
limitations in what they demonstrate. All the discrimination results 
shown have been achieved by employing the data from a single flight over 
the test site to derive signatures and by then applying those signatures 
to data (from the same flight) used to generate the signatures. There-
fore, what is demonstrated is that signatures can be generated and a 
high order of discrimination achieved by applying the signatures in 
pattern-recognition processes to data t~en on the same date, at approx-
imately the same time, with the same weather and sun angles, and at 
geographical areas in the immediate vicinity of the areas used in de-
riving the signatures. The extent to which ·those sig~atures and those 
decision processes can be employed to effect satisf'actory levels of 
discrimination at different times of day ,at other parts of the year, 
,,' 
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under different weather conditions, at geographi'cally distant locations, 
and so forth, remains yet to be determined. That research work remains 
to be carried out. HoweiTer, the level of performance achieved under the 
restricted conditions outlined previously does prO"lTi,de a high degree of 
encouragement and motivation for continuing the research to i.nvestigate 
the extension of the methods in time, space, and variety of environmen-
tal conditions. Based on the results accomplished to date, the prognosis 
for achieving marked improvements under the wider variety of conditions 
appears very favorable. 
The area for whi.ch data are presented is an agricultural area in 
the vicinity of Davis, California. The area is approximately one-half 
mile wide and 7 miles long, containing about 1600 acres. The airborne 
data were obtained in a 3-minute. flight time. A number of display and 
recognition results are shown. Figure 41-1(a) is a photomosaic of the 
area produced from panchromatic film exposed with a K-17 aerial camera 
and a K-2 Star filter used under conditions described on the figure. 
As indicated on the figure, only four types of surface material are 
present in significant amounts: mature green rice, immature rice, 
safflower, and bare earth. Figure 41-1(b) shows the same mosaic without 
annotations. Figure 41-2 shows 18 images of the same area, each in a 
different narrow wavelength band, produced by a nonphotographic optical-
mechanical-multispectral scanning sensor. Two things are immediately 
apparent: (1) by the simple expedient of making the observations in 
narrow spectral intervals, grea,ter contrasts am;ng the materials prese'ht 
are frequently achieved and (2) the relative contrasts tend to be dif~ 
ferent in the different bands. Tbe latter provides a clue that sp.ectral 
discrimination may be profi~able. 
Before proceeding to the automatic discrimination results, it is 
worth pointing out several other features and uses of such data. Having 
data available in many narrow spectral bands makes it unnecessary, except 
for purposes of proving the point, to employ photographic sensors. 
Results identical to those obtainable with photograpby (excE!pt for the 
very high geometrical resolution and fidelity of photography) can 'be 
had by combining and printing data from the subset of the total scanner 
channels which cover the same spectral regions as the photography. Fig-
ure 41-3 is an image reconstituted from scanner imagery to appear in the 
same manner as pa~chromatic photography. In fa.ct, in one respect the re-
constituted image is improved over the photomosaic (i.e., has greater 
fidelity with respect to the real situation) io In the panchromatic photo-
mosaic, it will be noted that the four large fields at the right of the 
image (three identified as mature green rice and one as immature rice) 
are: lighter in tone than the adjacent fields to the left, while in the 
reconstituted panchromatic image, the fields are not lighter in tone~ 
Examination of the original photomosa;tc, in which the individual frames 
overlap along the irrigation ditch t,11atbounds the two groups of' fields 
/ 
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reveals that the lighter fields are an al'tifact, the exposure of the 
lighter toned prints being different than the darker toned ones. In 
this respect, the reconstituted image is a more faithful reproduction 
of nature than the camera-produced photomosaic. Figure 41-4 shows a 
reconstituted image representing the wayan infrared (IR) Aerographic 
film would appear. 
Figure ,41-5(a) shows a reconstruction of the way in which normal 
color film would appear. In one respect, this reconstruction differs 
from color film in being more faithful in reproducing the surface colors. 
All color films exposed at altitude have more or less of a bluish cast 
to the images, resulting from differential scattering of the visible 
wavelengths. This blue "haze" is absent from the reconstructed color 
image because it is possible to remove most of it from the electronic 
data before the image is printed. Such removal is not possible in any 
simple manner with the photographic sensor. Figure 41-5(b) shows a 
reconstructed IR Ektachrome (or as it is sometimes called -- IR camou-
flage film) image. 
I~.1 the imagery presented here, there will be three distinctly 
diff"erent uses of color presented. Ordinary color and IR Ektachrome 
film and reconstituted images are one use of color; the coding of wave-
length in color is another. Ordinary color film is not usually regarded 
as a coding of wavelength by color because the coding is very much as 
the human eye sees the colors, but, it is no less a color coding than 
any false color film such as IR Ektachrome. There is no techniGal reason 
why any wavelength, visible or invisible, cannot be coded in visible 
colors, especially when the data. are available in many narrow bands, as 
represented i'n figure 41-2. A few of the very many possi.bie color-coded 
wavelength :presentations are given here. Figure 41...;5(c) is, in a sense, 
the symmetric twin of IR Ektachrome film in that one ultraviolet (UV) and 
two visible 'bands are coded in color, as indicated in the figure. There 
are tonal ditl.tinctions, although of a somewhat subtle character, present 
in this image which are not apparent in the previously dis cussed images ~ 
i' Therefore, pr,esumably, additional information can be obtained from the 
image. SpecLrically, notice that the two safflower fields have notice-
ably different tones. The difference is caused solely by differences 
in the appearsmce of the fields in the UV channel. The two fields appear 
in identical t.ones in all the other channels, as can be verified by 
reference to figU:r'e 41-2. This example demonstrates ~vhat additional 
unique information can sometimes be obtained by use of the UV region, 
a fact concernJ,ng which there has been much skepticism e1!:pressed. Ex-
actly what many' OiL these distinctions represent and to what use they may 
be put are not known yet because the information regarding the de:t;ails 
of the ground situation are not available, and little is known regarding 
the spectral signatures of these crops and soils. The yellow band along 
the bottom of this image is a corre.ctable defect of the existing sensor 
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system. One channel has a slightly different ground field of view thap 
the others, and the yellow band represents the region out of the field 
of view of that channel. It was deemed preferable to present this image 
to include the same ground region as the other imagery, rather than to 
remove the defect by cropping this image. 
Figure 41-5(d) is a color coding of three IR bands, as indicated 
in the figure. This is how the area might appear to IR sensitive eyes. 
There are some tonal distinctions which can be made here that are not 
apparent on any of the previous images. The strongest of these is the 
pair indicated by the arrows on the figure. The reason for this tonal 
difference between two fields containing the same crop - inup.ature 
rice --will be clarified later. Figure 41-5(e) is another color coding 
of wavelength, being one UV band, one visible band, and one IR band 
coded as indicated on the figure. Again, there are differences not 
noticeable i.n the reconstructed photographic imagery of the several 
types, and the strongest of the differences is in the pair of fields 
containing the same crops noted on the figure 41-5(d). 
Figure 41-5 represents only a few of the many possible codings of 
wavelength by color~ The value and utility remain yet to be established 
by further research, but these codings represent the simplest of all 
discrimination techniques. They accomplish the translation of invisible 
wavelengths to the visible and then rely on the human interpreter for 
the use of the new tonal distinctions to draw conclusions regarding crop 
type, condition, and so forth. Such presentations may provide a useful 
bridge between conventional imager3 and highly processed imagery for the 
traditional photointerpreter. These presentations have obvious resem-
blances to conventional imagery but represent a step in the direction 
of using nonvisible wavelengths and refined processing. However, the. 
codings also provide further experimental evidence that simple additive 
techniques are far less powerful than t~e more refined processing tech-
niques illustrated in the following. 
Wi th information in 18 channels and three primary colors available 
for coding, there are more than 4000 simple color codings of wavelength. 
By ao.ding channels before color coding, many additional simple addi ti ve 
combinations are possible. This not only makes it possible to portray 
visually the wavelengths outside the visible range, but also makes 
possible the investigation of an extremely large number of possible 
film-filter combinations without the need for large expenditures to 
generate the crata photographically. This generation would reqUire a 
prohibitive number of cameras or a prohibitive number of flights, 
changing,the filter between each. 
FigUi'('e 41-6 portrays three different ways of coding the amplitude 
of the signal within a single band. The' 811- to 1411-wavelength ba~d has 
been shown, since it represents apparenttemperat;ure. The radiant power 
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in this band is, for all practical purposes, entirely due to self-
emission, both during the darkness hours and during daylight. The tem-
perature has been termed apparent because the true emissivities of the 
surface materials and the effects of the atmospheric transmission have 
not been taken into account. 
Figure 41-6 (a) shows a signal that has been quantized into eight 
levels, and only the boundaries at which the signal changes from one 
level to another are printed. Thus, the image consists of contours be-
tween regions with temperatures that are uniform within the ranges of 
the quantizing levels. Figure 4l-6(b) is the same information presenteQ 
in a different fashion. Rather than the contours being printed, each 
quantized level has been assigned a density level, and the entire region 
within the limits of that quantized level is presented at th2 same den-
sity. The colored image of the figure (fig. 4l-6(c)) shows each quan-
tized range coded in a different color. Note that this is a distinctly 
different use of color than the wavelength coding discussed previously. 
Anyone of these presentations of apparent temperature may be useful in 
providing information leading to understanding of microclimate as one 
of the several uses of the three coding methods. 
Reference to the images of apparent temperature in figure 41-6 now 
make it possible to understand why, as previously mentioned, two fields 
of immature rice appear quite different on two of the wavelength-color-
coded presentations, but appear essentially identical on the other pres-
entations. Reference to any of the apparent temperature·presentations 
shows the lower triangular field to be at a significantly higher temper-
ature than the adj acent field of the same crop. Agreeing with this is 
the fact that, among the images with wavelength coded in color, these 
fields are differentiated only in those images containing data from 
either the 8]1 to 14]1 or the 4.5]1 to 5.5]1 barld, which are the only two 
bands dominated by emitted radiation. Furthermore, of the tvo 
wavelength-color-coded images, the contrast between the two adjacent 
fields is strongest in the image containing a contribution from the 
8]1 to 14]1 band. This is in agreement with the fact that there is a 
greater amount of emitted radiant power in the 8]1 to 14]11 band than in 
the 4.5]1 to 5. 5]1 band~ In the color-coded apparent-temperature image, 
it will be noticed that the triangular field is blue ,indicating an 
apparent temperature next to the highest in the area. The highest 
apparent temperature, colored violet, occurs in the fields identified 
as bare earth. This provides a clue as to the likely reason for the 
differing appearance of the two fields containing young rice. ll'he young 
rice plants do not completely cover the ground; therefore, significant 
amounts of soil ';.rill be visible between the plant leaves. Ifthd tri-
angular field had been drained of water while the other field was still 
partially flooded, with plant leaves growing above the water surface, 
the results observed would be expected. The dryer soil of the better 
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drained field should reach a higher temperature at that time of day. 
The ground information is not sufficiently complete to verify this con-
jecture, but it fits the phenomena observed in the imagery. A rational 
physical explanation is also available. 
A word of caution regarding the application of this quantizing and 
contouring technique to IR scanners is in order. For the levels or 
contours to be meaningful on a relative basis, the scanner electronic 
passband must extend down to very low frequencies, essentially to dc. 
Otherwise, there will be level shifts in the signals because of the 
characteristics of the electronics and not because of true temperatures 
on the ground. Under these circumstances, the meaning of the contours 
or levels is questionable. To the knowledge of the author, the only 
scanning equipment meeting these requirements is the instrument at the 
University of Michigan which produced the data shown. If, in addition 
to attaching significance to the relative levels or intervals, it is 
desired to associate quantitative meaning to the quantized intervals, 
the scanner must meet additional requirements; it must carry internal 
calibration sources on the ground adjacent to the area of interest. It 
is desirable that the scanner output be linearly related to radiation 
input to simplify interpolation between calibration levels. Again, the 
only scanner meeting those conditions known to the author is the one at 
the University of Michigan. 
Shown in figure 41-7 are four images, each image containing only 
one type of surface material. Hence, these materials have been 
"recognized" and "identified" by a spectral pattern-recognition tech-
nique. Each recognition was effected using only two wavelength bands. 
The bands employed are indicated under each image. The recognition 
image for immature rice shows the fields not filled in solidly. This 
may indicate failure to classify correctly some of the rice present. 
It appears more likely, however, that the classification is correct and 
that the fields represent regions in which the· rice plants are less 
fully developed, allowing more of the soil to show through and thus al-
teringthe wavelength distribution of radiation from the fields. Simi-
larly, the left ends of the two mature green rice fields not classified 
as rice may not be errors but regions of the fields in which the crop 
is stunted in its growth because of poor drainage or some other reason. 
This illustrates a difficulty of interpreting the importance of errors 
in these pattern-recognition techniquee. A common method of estimating 
the probability of correct classification is to add the areas or numbers 
of resolution elements that are correctly and incorrectly classtfied. 
The probabilities of correct classification thus obtained are frequently 
quite high, being in the 80- to 90-percent range. The operationally 
significant probabilities may, however, be still higher when the dis-
tribution of supposed errors is taken into account. If the supposed 
errors are randomly distributed like pepper specks over the image,Jt is 
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fair to assume that they are true errors and are caused by some defi-
c.iency in the pattern-recognition process. If, however, as appears in 
one corner of one of the mature green rice fields, the supposed errors 
are all grouped together, it is reasonable to assume they are not, in 
fact, errors but represent a co~ner of the field in which, because of 
poor drainage or some other such factor, the crop is not healthy and is 
not likely to produce a good yield. Under those circumstances, the 
operational probability of correct classification when making use of 
such additional considerations will be higher than the probability 
simply calculated on the respective classified areas that are not clas-
sified as crop. It is too frequently forgotten in remote.~3ensing re-
search that operational systems will employ additional som:ces of 
information, knowledge of past history, a priori knowledge of common 
practices, and so forth ~ to check and refine the immediate sensor out-
puts. 
A question frequently asked by potential users of these techniques 
is, "What is the minimum number of wavelength bands needed to identify 
a crop or soil?" This set of recognition images provides a type of 
answer and may indicate that it is not a very illuminating question to 
ask. It will be noted that, although only two bands were employed in 
each recognition, it was a different pair of bands which worked best 
for each crop. This indicates that while discrimination of a single 
material from a very limited set of background materials may be satis-
factorily accomplished by using only two bands, the requirement to 
identify more than one material and one or more materials in the pres-
ence of a greater diversity of backgrounds will almost certainly re-
quire more than two bands. As the number of materials to be identified 
and the di versi ty of backgrounds present increase, the number of bands 
required for satisfactory performance almost certainly increases. There-
fore, a more useful phrasing of the question might .be something similar 
to,. "For a desired probability of correct classific.;ation of a specified 
number of materials embedded in a specified number of' backgrounds, what 
is the minimum number of bands for specified discrimination method-
ologies?" 
As mentioned previously, it is not necessary to devote a separate 
image to each material recognized. There are several ways of combining 
the individual classifications. One way is shown in figure 41-8, in 
which each surface material is coded in a different color. Note that 
this is a third use of color, distinct from each of the two uses pre-
viously discussed. In this instance , decisions and classifications are 
made by some pattern-recognition methodology implemented in some device, 
and, the results of the .. decisions are then assigIled colors for displ8¥ 
purposes. 
This type of display is intriguing in that it furnishes a mechani-
zation of what are now'standard practices carried out manually. Quite 
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frequently, agriculturalists, foresters, and a host of others working 
with data from geographically distributed materials and conditions will 
laboriously gather great quanti ti tes of data on foot, and with tremen-
dous labor on the part of draftsmen and others, transform it to maps 
which are color coded, cross hatched, or labeled with symbols or con-
tours. Much past experience appears to indicate that such a presenta-
tion of the data is most comprehendable by the human user. What the 
image of figure 41-8 appears to indicate is that methods are being de-
veloped to gather and present that type of data in such presentations 
without requiring the large amounts of manual labor. (That is, it is 
becoming possible to go automatically from the data gathering to the 
final presentation in a single step.) As will be indicated shortly, it 
appears possible to carry the process at least one step further to the 
production of summary tabular results which may be more useful than 
coded maps for some purposes. 
It was remarked previously that the decision processes can be 
carried out with any of the available computation methods. Figure 41-9 
shows recognitions of the several materials, carried out by a digital 
computer. The prominent vertical lines of obvious misclassifications 
are not deficiencies of the process but intermittent computer electronic 
malfunction. The digital pattern-recognition techniques used by the 
University of Michigan to produce this result will not be described here. 
They are the same methods employed by other workers in remote sensing 
and other fields. 
Having classified the surface materials according to type, there 
is no reason the computer cannot carry the process one step further and 
sum the areas of each. The result of doing this on the .same data is 
shown in figure 41-10. For some of the operations of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture Statistical Reporting Service, for instance, the 
summary data will be the preferred output. In fact, it does not appear 
likely that any users will find it very convenient to employ typewriter-
produced pictorial presentations. 
This last tabular presentation illustrates an aspect of remote-
sensing research not yet receiving the attention it deserves. The ul-
timate results of remote sensing are operating decisions concerning 
acreage allotment's, irrigation, fertilization, and so forth. There are 
many steps between recognizing a crop or a condition and arriving at 
the operating decisions. To date, most of the work has dealt with the 
recognition. steps, and very little work has been done on the successive 
steps which lil~~e the recognitions useful. The same pattern-recognition 
and classificat'ion techniques being used to identify crop types and 
condi tionswillbe useful in automating some of the succeeding steps 
because the patt.ern r~cogni tion methods are fundamentally statistical 
decisionmaking techniques. The automatic reduction of the pictorial 
presentation to tabul{9.ted areas is a first step in this direction. 
'\':::, 
.. 
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It is not at all inconceivable that, for instance, the factors leading 
to a decision to irrigate can be so specified that the decision can be 
made automatically. For some time to come, of course, it will be well 
to have human beings check such automatic decisions, but such automation 
can, nevertheless, greatly reduce the manpower and labor in reaching the 
final decisions. It may be that the larger economies could result from 
automating or partially automating the more routine steps subsequent to 
crop and condition recognition than could result from automating or 
partially automating the recognitions. 
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a . Photomosaic with annotations . 
Figure 41- 1 .- Panchromatic photomosaics of Davis , California , agriculture area taken 
16 :00 hours, May 26 , 1966 , at 2000- foot altitude; sky condition clear and bright ; 10- percent 
cloud cover at 30 000 feet ; surface temperature, 27 0 C . 
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Figure 41- 3 .- Simulated panchr omatic fi lm imagery (with yellow K- 2 St ar :rilter ) of Davis , Cali-
f or ni a , agr i cultur al area (t hree ·spectral r egi ons : O. 52.11 t o 0.5511 , O. 55lJ t o 0. 5811 , and 
0 . 5811 t o 0 . 6211) . 
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Figure 41-4.- Simulated IR Aerographic imagery of Davis , California , agricultural area 
(positive transparency, O . 8~ to 1 . O~) . 
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a. Simulated color (blue , o . 44~ to o.46~ ; green, O . 52~ to O . 55~ ; 
red , O . 62~ to o.66~ ) . 
b. Simulated IR Ektachrome (blue, O . 52~ to O . 55~; green , O. 62p 
to o . 66~~ red, o . 8~ to 1 . Ou) . 
c. Color- wavelength translation , UV , visible (blue , O . 32~ to 
O.38~; green , o. 40u to o.44~ ; red , O . 52~ t o O. 55u) . 
d . Color- wavel ength translation , IR (blue , O . 72~ to O . 80~; 
green, 2 . 0~ to 2 . 6~; red , 8 . o~ to l4 . o~) . 
Color - wavelength translation , UV , visi Ie , IR (blue , O , 32~ 
to O. 38u ; green , o . 66~ t o O . 72~ ; red , 4 . 5u to 5. 5u) . 
Figure 41- 5.- Color imagery of Davis , Cali fornia , agricultural 
area . 
a. Thermal contours . 
b . Quant ized levels assigned density levels, with entire region within a quantized level 
presented at same density . 
c . Quantized levels color coded. Highest temperature , violet , decreasing through sequence 
vi olet , blue , green , y.ellow , orange , red , brown , black (lowest temperature) . 
Figure 41- 6.- The ways to code the amplitude of the signal within a single band (8~ to l4~) . 
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Figure 41.-7.- Recognition pictures, Davis, California, agricultural are~ . 
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Figure 41-8 .- Color recognition picture, Davis California, agricultural area (red , relatively 
mature green r i ce : blue , immature rice : green , safflower; black , bare earth) . 
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Figure 41.-9.- Digital. recognition map, Davis, Cal.if'ornia, agricul.tural. area. 
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Figure 41-10 . - Crop acreage (obtained by digital processing) of Davis , California , agricultural area. 
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RADAR PROGRESS IN THE NASA EARTH RESOURCES 
AIRCRAFT PROGRAM 
By R. K. Moore 
Center for Research in Engineering Science 
University of Kansas 
INTRODUCTION 
Much progress has been made in the application of radar to the 
earth sciences in the 4 years since what is now the NASA Earth Resources 
Aircraft Program began. In 1964, the word scatterometer had not been 
invented. Although the scat.terometer had been proposed for sea-state 
measurement, the available data were much poorer than those obtained to 
date in the NASA Program. Use of a scatterometer to measure parameters 
of the land had never been attempted. Today, enough measurements have 
been made to show that scatterometry can be a useful tool for land 
geoscience, at least from aircraft. In 1964, very few studies had been 
conducted (nearly all by the U.S. Army) on the use of imaging radar for 
earth-resources-type applications. In 1968, some geologic uses of ra-
dar have been proved and many others are indicated. Preliminary evi-
dence is at hand that radar will be useful in discriminating both 
cultivated and natural vegetation. Land-use studies have been conducted 
by using radar on at least a preliminary experimental basis. At least 
one hydrologic application of radar, determining drainage basin param-
eters, has been shown to be promising. In 1964, multipolarization radar 
imagery had never been tested for earth resources application and seldom 
for any other pur·pose. In 1968, the value of multiple-polarization 
images has been clearly indicated by numerous experiments. In 1964, 
polychromatic radar had been postulated, but no polychromatic image stud-
ies had been made. In 1968, a beginning test at Pisgah Crater has been 
completed, and the potentially great value of multiple frequencies has 
been indicated,at least for that environment. 
The NASA Earth Resources Aircraft Program and its predecessors have 
contributed, we believe, more to the peaceful uses of radar mapping 
(imaging) systems than all previous efforts. In 1964, the ~pplication 
of radar to earth resources was speculation. In 1968, although most 
applications need to be really proved, enough experiments have been con-
ducted to show that radar has a prominent place in earth resources 
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studies. We believe, in fact, that it may play the primary role when 
short-time repetitive coverage is required in areas with frequent cloud 
cover. 
This report primarily covers the activities of the past year, but 
it necessarily depends upon work done in the previous years. No radar 
system yet flying on a NASA Manned Spacecraft Center aircraft was de-
signed or even procured for this program. Results to date have been 
based on use of the 13.3-gigahertz scatterometer originally procured 
to obtain engineering data for the Apollo landing radars. The Westing-
house AN/APQ-97, owned by the U.S. Army but flown under NASA-funded 
contract; the U. S. Air Force .A:vioni cs Laboratory AN/ APQ-56, flown under 
NASA contract; and the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) four-frequency 
radar (equipped for imaging by NASA funding through the University of 
Kansas to the University of Michigan) have provided the images studied 
so far. We look forward to the new radars that will be installed on 
the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center aircraft and to improvements in the 
NRL system, so that the years ahead may be even more productive than 
those just past. 
This report is concerned first 'with the scatterometer and then with 
the imaging radar. The scatterometer is a specialized instrument with 
an output that is difficult for most users to interpret. The radar 
imager, however, at least superficially, should be much easier for a 
wide variety of user disciplines to apply. 
Details of specific mission results are given in the reports by 
Dellwig, McCoy, .Pierson, Rouse, and Simonette 
RADAR SCATTEROMETER 
The radar scatterometer is an inE!trument permitting measurement of 
the radar differential sC13.ttering coefficient (radar reflectivity). The 
scatterometers used ihthe NASA Earth Resources Aircraft Program deter-
-
mine scattering coefficient as a fv~ction of angle of incidence. Other ~ 
scatterometers can be built to va-r:y such parameters as polarization and ......... 
frequencY', as well as angle of incidence. 
Aircr~d·t Program Measurements 
Sea-state measurement is prob13.bly the most. promising 'spacecraft 
application of radar E:catteromet:ry. Details of the sea-sta:te measure-
ments under the program have been reported here by Pierson and will 
not be repeated. The sea-state measurements may be unique in that they 
are the first in which the complete .curve of scattering coefficient 
versus angle is provided for each patch of sea. Thus, the measurements 
in this program should be and, in fact, are more consistent than those 
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in many other programs. "Sea truth" in this program has been more com-
plete than in nearly every other program of radar sea-return measU1'e-
ments. Sea returns have been measured in this program from seas with 
stronger winds and higher waves than in other programs. 
~ '" , ~ -.~.,.,.~. *" 
The s catterometer has shown its elf, in a firvsr'""e·e·s"t~;~-o·-he---a:b'1:e·"-to"···· 
discriminate different kinds of polar sea ice, at least from aircraft 
alti tudes. Rouse has reported on this elsewhere (ref. 50-1), and the 
,~ details are not given her'e. We believe that this is the first time a 
t·.:') scatterometer has been flown over sea ice, although radar imagers have 
been used over the sea ice and have shown great promise in distinguish-
ing kinds of ice (refs. 50-2, 50-3, and 50-4). 
The radar scatterometer has been flown over several land test sites. 
Its resolution on these test sites is of the order of 30 to 150 meters; 
therefore, extrapolation of the results to space where the resolution 
will be kilometers is dangerous. Nevertheless, the results have indi-
cated possible values of the scatterome-cer as an aircraft instrument, 
and data-processing techniques are being investigated that should apply 
when scatterometers are flown in spacecraft over the land. 
The only land scatterometer data thoroughly investigated to date 
are from Pisgah Crater, where the ability of the scatterometer to dis-
tinguish the different geologic units has been shown (refs. 50-5, 50-6, 
and 50-7). Data-processing techniques have also been studied in connec-
tion with these flignt~. Figw.'e 50-1 shows E1n aerial photograph of the 
Pisgah Crater ar.ea with the curves of differential scattering coeffi-
cient 0° as a function of angle indicated for each of the separate 
geologic units. Clearly, such an ensemble of curves is difficult to 
interpret.; An attempt to i.mprove the situation was made by plotting 
the difference between each individual curve and an average curve for 
the entire flight line, as shown in figure 50-2. Differences between 
alluvial ma:terial and lava are more clearly indicated on this illustra-
tion than on figure 50-1. EveI,l so, the results are difficult to inter-
pret. 
A principal components analysis of the scatterometer data indicates 
that thre.e components contain more than 90 percent of the variance of 
the (~tata. Thus , it seems reasonable to express the results in terms of 
only three components. The three principal components actually contain 
information from more than three angles of incidence. However, a sim-
pJ::er experiment was conducted in which the scattering coefficient meas~ 
lfrement at each of three angles of incidence was used to set the intensity 
Joi' a light with one of the primary colors . Superposition of these three 
/ colored lights gives .EL resultant color that is the result of the combi..;, 
nation of the three scattering coefficients (fig. 50-3). Although 
figure 50-3 is not as quantitative a presentation as figure 50-lor 
50-2, figure 50-3 is much easier to interpret when compared with a 
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photograph. Several other desplay techniques were tried, but this one was 
found most acceptable to the geologists involved in analysis of Pisgah 
Crater radar data. More details are given by Masenthin (ref. 50-6). 
The next area subjected to this type of analysis is the Garden City 
agricultural test site. Because of difficulties in alining the scatter-
ometer data with the photographs, insufficient time has been available 
to produce the color output such as that in figure 50-3. Figures 50-4 and 
50-5, however, show the sort of variation in scattering coefficient curve 
and deviation of the scattering coefficient from the mean curve indicated 
for the Pisgah Crater data in figures 50-1 and 50-2. Further analysis of 
the Garden City data will be forthcoming. These Garden City observations 
have also been subjected to pattern recognition computations like those 
reported in another section of this report. 
Techniques for alining scatterometer outputs with aerial photographs 
have been under development for some time. When the auxiliary data anno-
tation se-p (ADAS) system is .operating, the alinement presumably will be 
easy, but it is far from easy w~ thout the ADAS. The technique used now 
depends on a continuous recording of the scatterometer output at a par-
ticular angle of incidence. Correlation of data-panel photographs, 
aerial photographs of the area, tape-recorder annotations, and the scat-
terometer trace should make it possible to aline the scatterometer trace 
with the photographs. To accomplish this, a clearly defined bouna,~ry is 
required. Such clearly defined boundaries were located rather easily 
with the polar sea ice and somewhat less easily at Pisgah Crater. At 
Garden City, the boundaries seem to be much harder to find. Part of this 
appears t~ be caused by the switch from analog filtering to digital fil-· 
tering in 'producing the output traces. Some characteristics of the 
digital-filtering process used makes the outputs less susceptible to 
interpretation than the analog process used. An extensive investigation 
is underway to determine the difference since the two filtering processes 
should give the same results. A final determination cannot be made un-
til thE~ computer program flow chart and the computer program itself' are 
supplied to the University of Kansas. 
Experience over the past year in working wi ththe Garden City s cat-
terometer data emphasizes the need both for better data correlai.:;ion· 
(which ADAS is expected to do) and for selection of a flight l:5-ne in 
which Qut'standing isolated boundaries are included near the end of the 
line that shOUld appear in both the photograph and the scatterometer 
trace. 
In 1965, the U.S. NRL four-frequency radar aircraft conducted a 
series of measurements of radar sea return off.Puert!~) Ric;o ~n conjunction 
with the Applied Physics Ilaboratory of John Hopkins Unhrersity. A ship 
. near the area of radar measurements made stereophotogre.phs of the ocean 
surface. Unfortunately, mos't of the data were obtained while 10rinds were 
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less than 16 knots, and only one point above that (at 18 knots) appears 
in the data (ref. 50-8). 
A most significant result of these measurements is the relative 
independence of frequency for radar sea return. Of' course, the appli-
cability of this result to wind speeds of more interest in foul-weather 
conditions is unknown. The average data are shown for horizontal and 
vertical polarizations in figures 50-6 and 50-7. No cross-polarized 
data on frequency dependence were reported. If this result applies at 
higher wind speeds, the choice of frequency for a spaceborne radar-
scatterometer for sea-state measurements should be determined almost 
completely by equipment considerations, since it appears that any fre-
quency will give about the same variation of sea return with winds/ 
waves. 
Aircraft Program Equipment 
The 400-megahertz scatterometer system was in Houston at the time 
of the meeting. The antenna was reworked and was scheduled for pattern 
measurements in October. Should it pass these tests, the system will be 
ready for installation. A 1.6-gigahertz system has been. recommended for 
purchase, and it is our uxlderstanding that negotiations are underway. 
, 
A system somewhere between 1.6 a~d 13.3 gigahertz would be desirable 
if no plans were made to provide images in that frequency region. If an 
imaging radar can be obtained ini?hat region, no f"\U'ther scatterometers 
are required for the low-altitude aircraft. 
Flight of a scatterometer in the B57 should give evidence of two 
differences of spacecraft measurements from the low-altitude aircraft 
measurements, although the B5T does not actually fly high enough to 
test either fairly. Over the sea, the high altitude should permit av-
eraging over a sufficiently large area so that local variations in the 
wind will have less effect on the data than they do at low altitudes. 
At satellit,e altitudes ,the illuminated area: will be so large that a 
truly excellent average should be obtained. The B57at least, approaches 
this. Over land, thescatterometer,and other poor-resolutioniinstruments 
should be tested at high altitudes to 'see what they can do. Many of the 
low-altitude experiments over land for poor-resolution instruments are 
relatively meaningless int,erms of application to spacecraft because the 
resolution is so important to the results of, .theexperiment. We believe 
that the radar scatterometer will have considerable value over land when 
flown in a spacecraft, but because of the poor angular resolution, it 
will be difficult to predict such uses without testing them in a plat-
form such as tr,re J357. 
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Accordingly, we believe that the B57 should be equipped with a scat-
terometer. Since a new one will have to be designed to work at that al-
titude, an intermediate frequency such as 3 gigahertz (or perhaps even 
6 gigahertz) may well be appropriate. 
Related Theory and Experiment 
Radar return theory has been the subj ect of many papers over tbe 
years. At the University of Kansas, this work has been supported by the 
National Science Foundationl and, to a limited extent ~ by the Earth Re-
sources Aircra,ft Program through the Naval Oceanographic Office. 2 All 
theories assume some sort of rough surface that may be statistically de-
scribed. In order to make the theories analytically tractable, the sta-
tistical description is customarily greatly simplified and, in fact, is 
usually given in terms of an autocorrelation function selected for its 
integrability rather than for its relation to reality. Comparison be-
tween radar returns as modeled with an ultrasonic simulator for a known 
surface and the theoretical calculations for this known surface have 
been underway at the Uni vers i ty of Kans as for some time, wi th varying 
degrees of success (refs. 50-9 and 50-10). 
The boundary between the ocean and the air would appear to be a 
much simpler boundary to describe analytically than most land boundaries. 
This is true not only because it is simpler than one involving vegeta-
tion, but also because the sea is (for radar purposes) a homogeneous 
half space, with the air being another homogeneous half space. Over 
land, however, the land itself is far from homogeneous and, in fact, is 
usually made up in layers which frequently contain inhomogeneities them-
selves. Thus, the prospect of determining the radar return from the sea 
usi.ng the actual sea statistical description appeared, at first sight, 
to be easy. 
The results for computation of the radar backscatter .from the sea, 
using the spectrum for a fully developed sea to determine the autocor-
relation function of the surface, are not very encouraging. Computed 
scattering shows almost no variation with wind speed (ref. 50-11); 
whereas, in fact, measurements at all frequencies indicai;;e that the 
scattering coefficient varies strongly with wind speed (ref. 50-12). 
Apparently, the spectrum normally valid for most oceanographic uses ne-
glects some facto.rs that are most important for scatter of the short 
radar wavelengths. Pierson believes that these factors may inclUde 
1 • . 
Grants GP-2259, GK-875, and GK-1153. 
2Contract N62306-67-C-0044. 
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nonlinear effects, the short-crested nature of actual waves (assuming 
in the theory that the waves are all going in the direction of the wind), 
and the effects of foam, spray, and breaking waves. None of these is 
covered in the gross theory, since the linear theory is intended more to 
des cri be the C!omponents of the waves that are significant for ship navi-
gation rather than the components that contribute most strongly to the 
radar signal. 
Progress has recently been made both at the University of Kansas 
and at the NRL in application of a small-perturbation model to describe 
the small structure on the surface of the ocean. Wright at the NRL has 
used this small perturbation alone (ref. 50-13), whereas Fung at the 
University of Kansas has combined it with the description for the full-
scale ocean (ref. 50-14). Thus, Fung's approach might be characterized 
as a two-component description of the sea: large-scale effects and 
small-scale effects. Un fortmlat ely , it is difficult to know wr.~re to 
draw the line between large- and small-scale effects; therefore, this 
is only .!?. preliminary attempt at explanation of sea return. Neverthe-
less, the results obtained for variation of scattering coefficient with 
angle appear hopeful and seem to describe the experimental results some-
what better than methods using the full-scale wave description alone. 
It appears that the description of the ocean surface is not as simple 
as one might hope in developing a radar theory! 
With Naval Oceanographic Office sponsorship, ultrasonic simulation 
of scatter from the ocean is underway at the Uni versi ty of Kansas. The 
recently observed data are presently b~ing checked; therefore, no curves 
are presented. The conclusions are clear, however. A combination of 
relati vely long surface waves generated by a plunger and very short sur-
face waves generated by a fan indicates that even when the short waves 
are much lower than the long waves, they are the maj or c.ontri but or~ to 
the off-vertical radar return. This seems to be in a.ccord both with 
theoretical discussions and with the general feeling of all who are 
working in radar sea-return research that the small structure (which is ~) wind dependent) is the primary determinant for radar return from the 
.. :;,-
ocean. Of course, this technique does not permit the modeling of break-
ing waves, foam, or spray. 
Use of multifrequency or swept-frequency radar scatterometers 
and imagers Elhould give the same kind of "signatures" (but different 
.ones) found in the visible and infrared (IR) regions • An acoustic sim-
ulation .of the frequency variation of radar return over approximately 
a three-to-one frequency range was recently completed by Reuse 
(ref. 50-15). His results clearly show,for the targets investigated, 
that frequency signature is indeed feasible in the radar region. 
Rouse's ultrasonic simulation invoived two targets. The first was 
a rough surface of known cb,aracteristics used,also for comparisen 
... 
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between theory and experiment. Figure 50-8 shows the frequency variation 
of scattering coefficient observed for this target. The target was rela-
ti vely smooth. It had no undulations with lengths comparable with the 
wavelength o·f the illuminating radiation at any of the wavelengths used. 
All w1dulations were much larger. This target was then covered thinly 
with fine sand particles with diameters near a wavelength a.t the high-
frequency end of the range. The result is shown in figure 50-9. A ra-
dar scatterometer operating across this frequency range would obviously 
be able to distinguish between the target with and "without the sand, as 
indicated by the two figures. 
A 4- to 8-gigahertz frequency-swept ground-based radar system is 
being completed at the University of Kansas under sponsorship of the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Engineering Topographic Lab-
oratories of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (ref. 50-16). Except for 
a system going into use at the U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station, 
this is, we believe, the only octave-bandwidth earth-oriented radar in 
existence. It will be used to verify the potential of broad-spec~rum 
radar measurements both for determining signatures and checking swept-
frequency scatterometry and for improving image gray scale, as dis-
cussed later. 
Use of the instrument as a ground-truth device in connection with 
NASA aircraft overflights, particularly when an imaging radar system 
operating within the band of this system is provided on one of the NASA 
aircraft, will provide interesting comparisons comparable to those now 
provided in the IR region. We hope that such comparisons can be made 
soon. 
New Techniques 
Radar scatterometers operated in spacecraft, or even in aircraft, 
may be power limited. Techniques by which the power required can be 
reduced are, therefore, always of interest. At the University of Kansas ~~ 
recently, a raq.ar receiver concept has been analyzed that uses a receiver 
for the scatterometer, similar to that for a Dicke radiometer. In 
the Dicke radiometer, the receiver input is switched alternately to a 
known temperature source and to the an~enna which is observing an un-
known temperature. Thus, a continuous calibrat'ion is obtained. By 
integrating the signal from the known source long enough, the effective 
temperature of the receiver may be determined very accurately. A com-
parable integration of the unknown source determines the combinat,ion of 
a signal and receiver noise accurately, so that the difference-between 
signal plus no~se and'noise alone may be ascertained with great preci-
sion. In applying this technique to the.scatterometer, one need not 
use a known temperature source. The total noise at the input to the 
scatterometer is a combination of the re.ced ver noise and the noise 
· ,. 
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picked up by the antenna (radiation from the target). By integrating 
long enough, this noise may be accurately determined. Similar integra-
tion of the signal plus noise, when the radar transmitter is activated, 
gives an a.ccurate value for signal plus noise. The difference may thus 
be determined accurately. With a signal-to-noise ratio of unity, an 
accuracy of about ±0.7 decibel can be achieved with the integration 
time involved in one example system for space (ref. 50-17). 
Several authors have indicated the value of using radars and radi-
ometers together (ref. 50-18). The radiometer measures the product of 
emissivity and temperature, and emissivity is closely related to the 
radar cross section (ref. 50-19). Thus, making both measurements to-
gether may well permit using the radiometer as a temperature-measuring 
device, even with varying emissivities. Calculations made recently show 
that the amount of radar power required is very small with a radiometer 
which must use a very high gain antenna to achieve its spatial resolution. 
For example, a power of about 50 milliwatts is all that is required for 
one system operating at nimbus altitudes with about 2.5 0 beamwidth. In-
troduction of such a small transmitter on a time-shared basis into the 
radiometer system should be easy. The only modification in the receiver 
is a separate narrowband receiver channel for the radar, and this may be 
added after the low-noise part of the receiver. Because of the narrow 
pass band, either a stable transmitter and receiver local oscillator is 
required, or an automatic frequency control must be used for the receiver. 
IMAG ING RADAR 
Most earth scientists make extensive use of spatial relations and 
texture in analyzing remote-sensor observations. Thus, they prefer ei-
ther photographs or images that have some of the characteristics of 
photographs, as obtained by line scanners or side-looking airborne ra-
dars. Because of the importance of spatial context in analysis, we be-
lieve the imaging rad,ar to be a much more important tool for the land 
geoscientist· than the scatterometer, and research emphasis should be 
placed according:1-y. Multispectral rada:r:.s .(polychromatic systems) are 
urgently needed in the program,for prel:l,::m,~nary indications are that 
such radars will indeed prove valuable in the earth resources activities, 
whether they are flown in aircraft Qr spacecraft~ Multispectral systems 
call for elaborate data processing if the results are to be applied effi-
ciently. 
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Aircraft Measurements 
No new radar images have been produced within the past year under 
NASA Earth Resources Program sponsorship. This is most unfortunate, but 
the big backlog of images provided by the AN/APQ-97 in previous years is 
still being analyzed. The need for additional measurements with careful 
experiment design is clear, however. 
New analyses completed or published within the past year have been 
reported here by Simonett, Dellwig, McCoy, and several U.S. Geological 
Survey personnel. Dellwig's report on the first analysis of four-
frequency radars at Pisgah Crater is most encouraging and important. 
The NRL four-frequency imaging radar3 has been flown experimentally 
several times within the past year under sponsorship of the NRL and other 
Department of Defense (DOD) agencies as well as the Coast Guard. A mis-
sion was flown north of Point Barrow over the Arctic ice in April 1968 
for the Naval Oceanographic Office. Preliminary investigation of the 
images indicates that resolution appears adequate, but gray scale leaves 
much to be desired. The NRL has recently installed new amplifiers in the 
recei.ver, which should improve the dynamic range. We have not heard the 
results of this change; although signal films have been obtained, they 
had not been processed to produce images by the time of writing. 
Should the gray scale of the NRL images be significantly improved 
by addition of this amplifier, we believe that every effort should be 
made to reincorporate this aircraft in the Earth Resources Aircraft Pro-
graIn, so that polychromatic images can be obtained as soon as possible. 
The AN!DPD-2 is, we understand, presently in Houston awaiting in-
stallation on the P3A. When it is installed, we hope that a significant 
set of experiments can be scheduled to test its capabilities. 
We believe it to be most urgent that a new multifrequency synthetic-
aperture system be procured for the NASA aircraft program. Such a system 
should have between three and five frequencies in the range between 1 and 
10 gigahertz. Although it would be desirable to fly all frequencies at 
once, a system permitting single frequencies to be flown on each path and 
changing frequency from one flight path to the next would be acceptable 
for tpe early experiments. 
3Thi9 system was built for DOD missions but equipped for imaging by 
the University of Michigan through a subcontract from the University of 
Kansas/NASA contract in 1965 and 1966. Improvements have since been 
made at DOD expense. 
t 
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Related Experiments 
Most synthetic-aperture radars and many real-aperture radars obtain 
only one independent look at each target. Since tens to hundreds of 
looks are required to obtain reasonable average values of the radar scat-
tering cross section, the individual look at each target means that the 
observed strength of the target echo may vary widely. The result is a 
speckled image. The same phenomenon can be seen in photographs produced 
with laser (monochromatic) illumination. 
One possible way to overcome this monochromatic illumination problem 
for radars is use of a panchromatic system, just as in optics. A system 
might be used, for instance, in which a range of frequencies is used so 
that frequency averaging removes much of the uncertainty and produces a 
reasonable average value for each target echo. 
A demonstration of the value of the panchromatic radar was recently 
conducted by Rouse using the ultrasonic simulator (ref. 50-15). Fig-
ure 50-10 shows two images, one produced with a monochromatic source and 
the other with a panchromatic source. The s'tructure shown in the mono-
chromatic image is not relevant to the description of the target, which 
should appear relatively smooth in an image. Clearly, the panchromatic 
image accomplishes this purpose. 
Figure 50-11 demonstrates this even more strikingly. Here, a set of 
monochromatic images produced at different single frequencies is compared 
with two panchromatic images, one with ±3-percent frequency variation and 
the other with ±6-percent variation. 
The 4- to 8-gigahertz electromagnetic system being assembled now 
will be used to produce panchromatic images, as well as scatterometer 
data. 
We believe that airborne or spacebarne radar systems in the future 
will use the poly:panchromatic concept shown in figure 50-12. Here, the 
radar uses a somewhat broad spectrum about each of three isolated center 
frequencies. Because each center frequency has a "panchromatic" charac-
ter, good average values. for the echoes are obtained. The lowest fre-
quency may be assigned red, the middle frequency green, and the higher 
frequency blue in an image-combining system, and the result should be a 
consistent color every time the target is imaged. Without the panchro-
matic nature, consistency would exist over an area, but at indivi.dual 
points there would be considerable variation in color. 
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Data Processing 
The production of multispectral image data, whether in the microwave 
range or in some other frequency range, makes some sort of automatic or 
semiautomatic data processing almost essential. Difficulty of going from 
one image to another to pick out the differences is indeed great. Work 
has proceeded at the University of Kansas since 1964 along two parallel 
lines: (1) semiautomated development involving extensive use of a human 
operator, but with color presentation of the results so that the human 
interpreter's eye-brain communication channel can best be used, and 
(2) the computer recognition of multispectral (and, for the scatterom~ 
eter, multiangle) information. 
We believe that the general-purpose computer, which is relatively 
slow and expensive, should be used to determine the program settings for 
a real-time processor, either on an absolute signature basis or by com-
parison with a learning set of observations over a ground-truth site to 
determine the signature at the time of imaging. 
Jrhe image discrimination enhancement and combination system (IDEeS), 
developed at the University of Kansas with NASA funds and recently im-
proved and expanded with DOD funds, permits real-time combination and 
enhancement of images. Furthermore, through use of its "spectrance se-
lector" (formerly called "signature selector j ,), signatures are recog-
nized and presented on a color TV display in the form of colored maps 
of recognized areas. Unfortunate.ly, few adequate signatures are avail-
able at present to program the spectrance selector. 
Modifications currently underway will permit coupling the IDEeS 
to magnetic t!~pe units so that images may be scanned in the IDEeS, dig-
itized and processed on a digital computer, and the results displayed 
in color, with and without further IDEeS processing. Figure 50-13 is a 
block diagram showing the IDEeS and associated equipment • The only 
equipment missing is the small computer for which funds have never be-
come available. The following is a list of the characteristics of the 
IDEeS: 
1. High-speed image processing 
2. Acceptance of single- or multiple-input images 
3. Variety of outputs, including enhanced images, false-color 
images, thematic map format, area totals 
4. Capability of using a variety of "pattern-recognition techniques" 
to identi~ selected features 
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Numerous improvements have been made in the IDECS within the past 
year. These are indicated in the following list of IDEeS investigations 
during the year ending August 1968. 
1. Application to a variety of image formats and test areas 
2. Development of compute? programs to determine optimum settings 
for IDECS controls 
3. Breadboard of circuits to give capabilities for area measure-
ment and texture discrimination 
4. Design of interface equipment between IDECS and digital tape 
5. Completion and initial application of the spectrance selector 
Although the IDECS has been used with multiple-polarization radar 
imagery, the lack of multispectral radar ima,gery has led to testing with 
multispectral photographs. The tests described here were performed with 
multispectral photographs of the Bucks Lake forestry test site obtained 
by the NASA aircraft (figs. 50-14 to 50-18). This work has been conducted 
cooperatively with Colwell's group at thE: University of California. Fol-
lowing is an extract from a report by Estes, Draeger, and Haiman, grad-
uate students of Colwell, who came to Lawrence and applied the IDECS to 
the multispectral images for their test site (ret. 50-20). 
"The false-color image in Figure 11; was used to differentiate 
the serpentine-derived soils, which on this image appear green in co~or. 
The Dubakelle and Cohasset are the two soil types involved, and no at-
tempt was made to further discriminate bet'ween them .•.. 
"In Figure ]-5 well-stocked mature timber stands appear black, while 
areas of medium-stand density appear mottled green. Areas with little 
or no timber cover appea".\ blue, white, or red. 
"In Figure 16 areas of dense timber appear in red. In Figure 17 
t.,reas of ~Iltermediate timber densiJGies appear in green. By a simulta-
neous inte:rpr.etat"ion of these two imag~s, a regional stratification can 
be made, based on densi ty criteria (sparse, intermediate, and dense) .••. 
,"Thefalse-color-enhanced image in FigUl:'6' 18 effectively discrimi-
nates meadow and riparian veg~tat:i.on from a forest matrix. The result 
indicates drainage patterl'ls as well as Vegetational differentiation. 
The red areas are higher in soil moisture. 
"Preliminary interpretation indicates that many important ground 
conditions in this area can be analyzed through the use of electronically 
enhanced imagery. So1'l and vegetation types (riparian and meadow versus 
other associations in the area) can be differentiated, leading to still 
further inferences~ such as estimates of soil moisture content." 
These preliminary tests show this technique to be va.lid but requiring a 
great deal of attention from the human operator. Whether adequate sig-
natures permitting use of the spectrance selector can be derived either 
in the visible or radar region remains to be determined by further ex-
periment. Perhaps, because illumination with radar is better controlled, 
radar signatures will be more suitable for such quantitative application 
than visible and IR signatures. 
The University of Kansas has also investigated a group of digital 
data compaction and pattern-recognition techniques for multiple images 
and multiparameter scatterometer data, using both real and artificial 
data. The techniques are as follows: 
1. Bayes' statistical decision theory 
2. Principal components analysis 
3. Nonlinear adaptive learning 
4. Spatial clustering 
5. Measurement space clustering 
Bayes' statistical decision theory is a classification technique 
applicable when a priori knowledge exists of the statistics of the de-
sired categories, as might be obtained by analysis of data from a ground-
truth region. Principal components analysis may be used for data 
compaction. The other three techniques assume no prior knowledge of 
data statistics for known categories. They may be used to find natur-
al classes in the observations, which may then be identified with de-
sired classifications by a user. Application of such techniques avoids 
unproductive efforts at use of categories not really distinguishable by 
the sensor. 
Bayes' theory (ref. 50-21) leads to a statistically optimum deciqion 
~""ru1e on the basis of our prior knowledge of the probability distributions 
of the categories we conSider and on the basis of our economic gains and 
losses for correct and incorrect identifications. A Bayes' classification 
was constructed ~or two sets of Garden City agricultural radar imagery 
'i1 
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(ref. 50~22). The first set consisted of three images in time sequence 
with the following polarization combinations: 
1. HH polarization taken in August 1965 
2. HH polarization taken in September 1965 
3. HV polarization taken in September 1965 
The second set consisted of four images taken simultaneously: 
1. HH polarization taken in July 1966 
2. HV polarization taken in July 1966 
3. VH polarization taken in July 1966 
4. VV polarization taken in July 1966 
Each data set was randomly divided in half. The first half was used to 
estimate the condi tional probability statistics, and the second half was 
identified on the basis of a Bayes' classification. A unit one was 
gained for a correct identification, and a zero was gained for an incor-
rect identification. The identification of the second half of each data 
set produced the results shown in figures 50-19 and 50-20. Ninety percent 
of' the types of surface cover, grouped as shown, were eorrectly identi-
fied for the "time sequential" se;t (August plus two-polarization data in 
September); 78 percent of the types of surface cover, grouped as shown, 
were correctly identified in the "simultaneous" set (July). September 
simultaneous two-polarization data would give better results than July 
four-polarization data (as discussed in the report by Simonett), but Sep-
tember data have been used only with the time-sequential analysis/ 
application of Bayes' theory. 
A Bayes' classification was also constructed for Pisgah Crater scat-
terometry data. The four geologic formation categories were alluvial 
material,porphyritic olivine basalt flows of the second and final erup-
tive phases, m.icroporphyritic olivine basalt flows of the first eruptive 
phase, and playa-lake sediment. The gain function was the same one used 
with the Garden City data. The data set was randomly divided in half. 
The first half was used to estimate the conditional probabilities, and 
the second half was identified on the basis of the Bayes' classification; 
82 percent was identified correctly. Figure 50-21 summarizes these re-
sults. 
Principal components analysis provid~s, away forreduc:i.ng the di-
mens:l0nality of the data while the essenti'al da.ta structure, is preserved 
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(ref. 50-23). The method works particularly well if most of the elements 
in measurement space which have high probability lie in a linear subspace 
or flat. Both the Garden City image data sets, as well a~ '~he Pisgah 
Crater scatterometry data set, showed that most of the data do indeed 
lie in a flat (ref. 50-22). This is an important fact because it means 
that data of high dimensionality may be collected by radar imagers and 
scatterometers, and they can 'be compacted and stored or transmitted with 
low dimensionality. The compacted form may be expanded by linear trans-
formation, and the original data set may be reprO(L1Ced with little loss 
of information. 
The technique may also be applied to reduce the dimensionality of 
the input patterns employed with other pattern-recognition algorithms. 
This enables the data-processing time and cost to be lessened. The re-
sults of principal components analysis for various data sets are as fol-
lows. Ninety-eight percent of the variance of the three-dimensional 
time-se1:luential Garden City image data is accounted for in a two-
dimensic>nal flat. Ninety-five percent of the variance of the four-
dimensional simultaneous Garden City image data is accounted for in a 
two-dimensional flat. Ninety-two percent of the variance of the eight-
dimensional Pisgah Crater scatterometer data is accounted for in a 
three-dimensional flat. Eighty-eight percent of the variance of one 
set of the nine-dimensional ice scatterometry data was accounted for in 
a three-dimensional flat. Ninety-two percent of the variance of another 
set of nine-dimensional ice scatterometry data was a~counted for in a 
three-dimensional flat. Figures 50-22 and 50-23 illustrate the data 
projected onto the principal two-dimensional flat for the simultaneous 
Garden City image data. 
The adaptive learning algorithm has a. structure similar to Rosen-
blatt's five-layer perception device (ref. 50-24). However, the weights 
are interpreted as measures of association between the corresponding 
output patterns <5 of the sensor units and the output categories n. 
of the association units. The weight matrix for the fourth layer is the 
transpose of the weight matrix in the second layer. The predictive re-
inforcement procedure is based on the following consideration. If the 
output category is a good one and if g.. is indeed a measure of as-lJ 
sociation between the jth pattern component anq, the ith category com-
ponent, then from the output category n, a good prediction should be 
made of the input pattern <5. If the problem has a solution and .if 
some of the predicted components are wrong, then the corresponding 
weights are reinforced in such a way that they take on values more nearly 
consistent with the measure of association the problem is supposed t~j' 
represent. Within a few hundred reinforcements, the algorithm const.ructed 
cat~gQry groups from the Garden City image data, which it was able to 
idE~ntify almost as well as the Bayes-' decision algorithm did (fig. 50-19~. 
ref. 50-25). In a very noisy set of made-up data, the algor'i thIn conyerged' 
to a perfect. answer within a few thousand iterations. 
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The spatial clustering technique if:; specifically designed for multi-
image data. Data structure is examined from the perspec"Liive of spatial 
closeness, measurement space closeness, and the empirical probability 
distribution on measurement space. A ,~ba:ining procedure is defined which 
constructs the classification by finding center sets and then links the 
most similar points to each of the respective center sets. By this means, 
it is not necessary to compute the astronomic number of distances between 
each pair of points on the multiple image as would be required with the 
multiple-linkage clustering ·method employed in numerical taxonomy 
(ref. 50- 26) • 
With a set of three made-up images, each with dimensions of 80 by 
80 (figs. 50-24, 50-25, and 50-26) with normally distributed noise 0.27 
variance added, the spatial clustering algorithm identified the 12 cate-
gories 99.5 percent correctly (fig. 50-27). 
The measurement space clustering method is similar to the spatial 
clustering method except that spatial closeness is not taken into ac-
count, and a more exacting definition is required for measurement space 
similarity. With the same set of three made-up images, the measurement 
space clustering identified the 12 categories 98.5 percent correctly 
(fig. 50-28, ref. 50-26). 
EXPERIMENT PHILOSOPHY 
Scatterometer 
The scatterometer is a poor-resolution instrument by na'~ure. The 
microwave radiometer is also naturally a poor-resolution instrument. 
Some IR devices are poor-resolution instruments as well. This poor res-
olution must always be kept in mind when considering space applications 
of the scatterometer, for the type of thing that can be done f,rom an air-
craft may not be feasible with a spacecraft which is.at .a much higher 
altitude and, consequently, has a much larger resolutibncell. 
We believe, as indicated by Pierson, that the validity of the scat-
terometer for measuring sea rQughness parameters closely related to the' 
surface winds has been demonstrated, although it has certainly not been 
calibrated. Sea roughness and winds do not require fine resoluti'ons. 
In fact, coarf:le ,resolutions are probably better for the synoptic scale 
computations required for qceanwide wave/wind mapping. 
The scatterometer probably can be used to determine the major ice 
boundaries in the Arc~ic and perhaps major features of the Antarctic 
continent. Certainly, ice types are differentiated at small scale; 
:-..-" 
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whether they will be equally well differentiated at large scale remains 
to be determined. Gross boundaries, such as those between grasslands 
and forests, between frozen and unfrozen ground, and between dry land 
and land that has recently been wet down by rain can possibly be deter-
mined by the scatterometer from spa.ce. The poor resolution should not 
stand in the way of the scatterometer for this function, but these ap-
plications have not been fully tested with aircraft to determine wheth-
er, in fact, the scatterometer return is different on the opposite sides 
of the boundaries. 
A gross-resolution sensor may well have other applications from 
space. For example, the gross-resolution sensors in Tiros have been 
used in providing maps o~ the Sahara (ref. 50-27). The sort of appli-
cation we will find with a resolution cell that is kilometers or tens 
of kilometers across will be difficult to establish before the s~atter­
ometer is flown in space; however, its generalizing capability may 1fell 
be of great significance. I~ is difficult to see how this' .sort of ap-
plication can be checked using an aircraft; perhaps use of the B57at 
maximum altitude'will permit at ·least a preliminary check ;in some areas ... 
The aircraft scatterometer can be used to check.the applications of 
spaceborne scatterometers for which the size of the resolution cell does 
not matter. Over the ocean, as long as the aircraft is high enough so 
that maj or wave structures are illuminated completely, this certs,inly 
should be true. The same may be true 'Over the ice, and the aircraft Can 
"be used for checking the abil.i ty to determine frozen-unfrozen boundaries, 
'W'et-dry boundaries, and forest-grassland boundaries. Low~alti tude air-
craft measurements with 50-foot to a few-hundred-foot resolution proba-
bly will not be too helpful in determining other spacecraft uses of 
scatterometers. 
Aircraft scatterometers, however, can be used in the· absence of 
appropriate aircraft imaging radar to learn many useful pieces of in-
formation about potential applications of imaging radars in space. Thus, 
an aircraft mission at low altitudes using the 400-megahertz scatterom-
eter should be able to determine the difference between a signal at this 
frequency and one at 13.3 gigahertz, or at the 16.5 gigahertz of the 
DPD-2. In the absence of an imager near 400 megahertz, this will give 
very uSeful information about the potential of the polychromatic imager. 
When a calfbrated imager with its· ability to provide good spatial context 
is available, however, the aircraft scatterometer will :fade into the 
background fo~ this application. 
I _ 
Radar scatterometers were originally installed in aircraft to obtain 
system design information for radars (imagers, altimeters, autonavigators, 
etc. ). Because most of the programs to obtain such informatiO,n had lim-
ited objectives and little or no ground truth, information is still. spotty 
on the values of scattering coefficient to be used in radar system design. 
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As a consequence, designs are probably more conservative than they need 
be; hence, a more extensive use of aircraft scatterometers should pro-
vide system design data which would permit lower power space radar sys-
tems and should provide knowledge of possible penalties to be paid for 
using the lower power. Furthermore, the aircraft scatterometer can be 
used to determine the variation of scattering coefficient with incident 
angle so that an optimum angle of incidence can be picked for a space-
cra.ft or aircraft radar imager. rr'his, we believe, is an irnportt;l.nt appli-
cation of the radar scatterometer in aircraft; but data analysis is 
primarily important for the radar designer. The user scientist is im-
portant here only to guarantee that the designer is ""'leeting t.he -user's 
real needs rather than those imagined by the radar engineer. 
Radar Imager 
Obtaining multifrequency multipolarization re.dar imagers for use in 
the NASA Program is most important. Multifrequency imagers will cer-
tainly be important in space. 
It is easy for the radar imager to cover large areas. The large-area 
coverage obtained with the AN/APQ-97 has been used to advantage in both 
geographic and geologic studies. The use of very small test sites in 
which extensive ground truth is gathered may be appropriate for some ra-
dar applications, but the experiments for the imager should also include 
large-area "test sites" in which the generalizing capability of the im-
~ger can be used to advantage. §urthermore, the simplicity of operation 
for obtaining wide-area coverage may .make it desirable to obtain images 
for users not in the NASA Earth ResoUrces Aircraft Program while going 
from one place to another as a part of the program. Thus, a larger group 
of the scientific community would be drawn into the program, at least su-
perficially, and more users will be ready'when images are available from 
space. 
Numerous experiments should be conducted using the radar imager to 
deternline such things as the effect of look angle, angle of incidence, 
repeatability of the imaging, the effect of the "i.2bbliness" of synthetic 
aperture image on interpreta'tion, and similar information. Much work 
remains to be done along these lines. 
CONCLUSION 
The NASA Earth Resources Aircraft Program has led to a great expan-
sion in our knowledge of geoscience-resource applications of radar, even 
though the MSC aircraft are just being equipped with a radar imager and 
multifrequency/polarization scatterometers. Multifreque1.lcy imaging 
0" 
,. 
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radar, preferably "polypanchromatic," should gl ve even 11'lore important 
results. The progress in multiimage data processing shows great poten-
tial of both semi-real-time and general-purpose computer techniqu.es, but 
progress here, too, will be even greater when multifrequency radar data 
are available. 
I. 
I 
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Figure 50-1 .- Curves of radar differential scattering coefficient versus angle of incidence 
compared with photograph showing regions from which the data were obtained using the 
13 . 3- gigahertz scatterometer . 
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Figure 50- 2 .- Curves of difference between radar differential scattering coeffic: ent and values 
for a mean curve compared with photograph of Pisgah Crater area from which the data were ob-
tained by the 13. 3- gigahertz scatterometer . 
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Figure 50- 3.- Color codes for the information obtained by scatter ometer from the Pisgah Crater 
area , compared with ~ photograph of the area. 
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Figure 50-6.- Variation of' ra,dar differential scattering 
cross section with frequency as reported by Daley of' NRL 
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Figure 50- 10.- Effect f freq enc average on image of sphere targets . 
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Figure 50-14.- False-color IDEeS-enhanced image of Bucks Lake Test Site. Original data multi-
spectral photographs from NASA aircraft 926 overflight . 
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Figure 50- 15.- False-color IDEeS-enhanced image of Bucks Lake Test Site. Original data multi-
snectral photographs from NASA aircraft 926 overflight 
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gur e 50-16.- False-color IDEeS-enhanced image of Bucks Lake Test Site. Origin~l data multi-
spectral pho~ographs from NASA aircraft 926 overflight. 
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Figure 50- 17 .- False-color IDEeS-enhanced image of Bucks Lake Test Site. Original data multi-
sDectral photographs from NASA aircraft 926 overflight . 
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Fillure 50- 18 . - False- color IDEeS- enhanced image of Bucks Lake Test Site . Original data multi-
spectral photographs from NASA aircraft 926 overflight . 
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Figure 50-19.- Identification.accuracy for Auguot-September 1965 
radar imagery. A random sample of 113 measurements of field 
'averages from a total set of 226 were used to train a Bayes' 
decision ~lassifier, and the other 113 measurements of field 
averages were classified on the basis of the Bayes' decision 
rule. Ninety percent of the types of surface cOver, grouped 
-as shown, were correctly identified. Each field had the in-
dicated type of surface cover for both the months of August 
and September, the exception being bare ground/wheat, which 
tas bare ground in August and wheat in September. (The 
9l-percent-corr~ct identification in groups a and b means 
that 91 of the measurements in each of these groups were ac-
tually identified as being in that group. In general, the 
- - . t\ 
individual types of surface cover within each group were 
compl.etely· confused with one another.) 
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Figure 50-20.- Identification accuracy for July 1966 radar 
imagery. A random sample of 129 measurements of field 
averages from a total set of 251 were used to train a Bayes 
decision classifier, and the other 122 measurements of 
field averages vTere classified on the basis of the Bayes 
decision rule. Of the types of surface cover shown, 
78 percent were correctly identified in the groupings. 
(The 85-percent-correct identification means that 85 per-
cent of the measureI)'lents in group b were actually identi-
fied as being in group be:! In general, the individual 
types of sur~ace2cover in group b were completely con-
fused with one another.) 
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Figure 50- 24. - Image 1 of made- up data . 
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Figure 50-25.- Image 2 01' made-up data. 
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Figure 50- 26 . ~ I mage 3 of made·-up data . 
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Figlre 50-27.- C assified image of made-up data 
using spati t clustering. 
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INFRARED 8'~" r;lES 
By D. S. Lowe 
University of Michigan' 
The NASA Remote Sensing Aircraft Program uses infrared (IR) scanners 
for thermal mapping and multispectral sensing. This paper discusses a 
few aspects of what can or cannot be done with the current scanner in-
strumentation. 
Optica,l-mechanical scanning is a well-established technique despite 
the many engineering problems that seem to plague scanners. Some ex-
amples of optical-imaging scanners are early television systems, aerial 
reconnaissance scanners, the Nimbus scanning radiometers, and more re-
cently, the Soumi spin-scan camera in the ATS satellite. Compared with 
cameras of comparable resolution, the scanner, though simple, is rela-
tively c~mplex. Why then, use scanners? 'rhe following are some of the 
advantages: 
1. The scanners can operate in any region of the optical spectrum. 
2. The electrical signal can be readily transmitted, recorded, 
analyzed, or processed as needed or desired. 
3. The detectors generally have a very large dynamic range, and 
the detection process is revF!rsible. (That is, unlike photographic 
film the d~tectors are reusable.) 
4. The sensor is amenable to calibration and can yield quantita-
tive data. 
',' 5. .Collection of data simultaneously in many' wavelength- channels 
is :possible. 
To qe detected, an object must be contrasted with its background. 
To identify, one needs additional inform.ation which is gleaned from 
such parameters as shape, tone, texture, environment, and knowledge of 
the~~ubject: mf3,t'ter. We have seen a number of examples of investigators 
sear6hing for the i oP"timum wavelength of best contrast. About 6 years __ 
ago, researchers at Michigan recognized that conventional black and 
'l\thite images are limiting in thefr ability to contrast an object in a 
large variety of backgr'Ounds. In large-area search, it is apparent that 
\". 
;. 
: ), 
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some means of' object-to-background contrast enhancement would be desir-
able for quick detection. Since spectral information is lost in systems 
that record broadband reflectance or emittance, the question was asked 
whether or not a sensor could be developed which would use the spectral 
information in a scene so that the resulting image contrast takes ad-
vantage of this spectral information. For example, perhaps the tone in 
the resulting image may represent how well the spectrum of a scene point 
correlates with one known to ex.ist for the object 'being sought. If con-
trast is enhanced to the point that all backgroillidB are ::;uppr0R6.ed, one 
then has spectral recognition of the object. The multispectra.l sensoI" 
described in the following discussion was designed to investigate the 
feasibility of developing such a sensor. 
In an IR scanner the detector is used as the field stop, and a fil·-
ter is placed in the radiation path to limit the wa'V'elength of operation. 
Instead of throwing awa:y this unwanted radiation, th.e entranc~e slit of 
a multichannel spectrometer can be used as the field. stop (fig. 51-1). 
In such a system, each detector of the spectrometer observes the same 
resolution element of the scene, but in a different wavelength fegion. 
The airborne multispectral instrumentation at Michigan obtains data 
in 18 bands simultaneously in the wavelength interval of 0.3211 to 13.5).1. 
Four scanners are used to obtain this coverage. 'lvelve channels are 
collected with a multichannel spectrometer so that the signals are reg-
istered and can be mixed or processed electrically. Two of the scanners 
are fitted with filtered three-element arrays of Inl3b and InAsdetectors. 
The detectors are alined to s~an a scene point sequ,entially, arid the 
video signal can be brought into registration through time-delay lines. 
Other spectral bands are obtained with a filtered Ultraviolet fuv) photo-
multiplier and/or filtered single-element InSb and Ge:Hg detedtors. 
The output signal from each detector element :l.s a video signal cor-
responding to the scene brightness in tlle particullitr wavelength region 
of operation. The tape-recorded mUltichannel videl!) signalsean be dis-
played and analyzed in a number of ways to obtain;information about the 
spectral characteristics of signatures necessary f:or designing an opti-
mum signal processor for an operational spectrum-Il)iatching sensor. 
Figure 51-2 shows [typical A-scope tra~es fron;l two ch~nnels of data. 
I, __ .' : , • , • , ' 
In this format, the det'lector signal d.eflects the Gilscilloscopebeam in 
the y-direction, while the ~can position within a line is the x-direction. 
This format is not too unlike a micrQdensitometer trace over a photo-
graph. In the two traces of figure 51-2, at the, ~Left the detector is 
looking inside the dark scanner. As the detector;! moves to the right,' 
it scans the scene below the aircraft and then. ba¢k inside the scanner 
and two calibration sources. 
" ;ii 
il' 
/I! II! iii 
'I' I,: 
.--" 
;., 
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Another useful ~ay to examine the data is shown in figure 51-3. 
This figure shows two examples where the video signals from two chan-
nels are used to deflect the beam of an oscilloscope in the x- and 
y-directions. Since the deflection in the x-direction is determined 
by the signal from one wavelength channel (color) and the signal in the 
y-direction from another channel, this x-y plot can be considered to 
represent a. two-dimensional color space. As the tape-recorded data are 
played back, the position of the oscilloscope beam is determined by the 
brightness of the resolution element in the two bands used to deflect 
the beam. Inspection of data played back in this manner allows one to 
make judgments of the color variations in the scene. 
The video signals from the multiple detectors can be sampled to (ie-
termine the spectral distribution of the radiation from scene elements. 
Figure 51-4 shows a sampled raw spectrum of a calibration panel as ob-
served by the 12-channel scanner, and figure 51-5 shows the reduced 
spectrum of the panel. The solid curve is~the spectrum as measured in 
the laboratory. This measurement is what is called hemispherical re-
flectance. In the field, hemispherical reflectance is not observed, 
since direct solar illuminance, plus down-weJ.ling radiation from the 
clouds and sky, are available. The circles represent the spectrum value 
measured by a spectrometer on the ground under natural illumination dur-
ing the overflight of the aircraft. The x's are the reflectance values 
observed ,,,ith the airborne SCanner as it flew ovex-, taking approximately 
20 000 spectra/sec. These spectra do not have to be reduced manually. 
Rather, the data can be digitized and analyzed by a digital computer. 
To determine the effect of observatfon and illumination angles on 
the spectral signature of crops, the aircraft is flown low'over large 
fields so that they subtend a CLarge angle beneath the aircraft. Fig-
ure 51-6 shows a computer print~Dut of the Dlanner in which the radiance 
of a wheat field varies with scan angle in four wavelength channels. 
Each ,scan line represents the mean value of as many as 100 scan lines. 
It can be noted that there is correlation among channels (i. e., all the 
signals increasing with angle). The cause of ,this effect is il~ustrated 
in figure 51-7, in which the aircraft heading with respect to the sun 
is changed. When the scan plane is parallel to the sun~ the scanner ob-
serves the field under highlighted aridbacklighted'condJtions. Under 
this condition, the signal varies strongly with angle. When the scanner 
scans perpendicular to the plane o:tillumin~t.iOIh the signal is rela-
tively constant with scan angle. 
i 
1 I , 1'":' 
While 'the variation in reflectance with angle at first appears too 
formidable to correct, it is interesting tc)see how the spectral infor-' 
mation varies with angle. Figure 51.;;.8 plo~~sthe signal from a wheat 
field in color space using the signals froln channels 5 and 10 of the 
multispectral, scanner. It is noted that tihere is a strong corr,elation 
" 
.', 
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in variation of the signals from these two channels as the angle 0f ob-
servation changes. With the knowledge of the spectral characteristics 
of objects and their background it is possible to develop optimum de-
cision rules for making the spectral discriminations as shown by Hoffer, 
Landgrebe, and Holter. 
The current multispE~ctral scanner has the serious shortcoming that 
it operates in a. narrmf tnterval of the optical sDectrum. In 1966, the 
University of Michigan performed a design study for NASA and came up 
with the specific0tions of an instrument given in table 51-I. This 
scanner. would cover the spectra.l interval of O. 32lJ to 13. 5lJ in as many 
as 29 bands with pe+fect time and space registration. 
TABLE 51-1.- SCANNER-SPECTROGRAPH SPECIFICATIONS 
Velocity/height (VH), radians/sec-l 
Angular resolution S, radians . 
Collector aperture, cm 
Scan mirror rate, rpm 
Amplifi.e:r' bandwidths, kcps . 
Spectral resolving power, 
at o.6lJ and 10lJ .. . . 
A/aA, 
. . . . . . . . 
. .. ... 
. . . 
Performance; (1) NE b:.p, percent for direct~ 
solar illumination and 1 < 2lJ ••.. 
0.1. 
0.003 
15 (6 in.) 
2000 
35 
20 
<1 
Turning,n6w to IR imagery, I would like to make two comments regard-
ing tonal dl~tortions. Many of the earth resource applications require 
a scanner to determine surface temperature on a quantitative or semi-
II. quanti tat,ive basis. For ease of signal handling and recording, the elec-
tronics of scanners developed by the military are ac coupled. As a 
result, the-average signal level at the output of the electronics is 
zero, 'and the instantaneous signal is known only as to its value with 
respect to this ave;rage. In such a system, the tone of an object in an 
image is dependent upon other objects that lie within the scan lines 
which determine the' average signal level. Consider a scanner flying par-
allelto a land/water interface.' Assume. that the,land is warmer than 
the water and t.hat two passesi:,are flown, one directly over the shore-
line and the other off shore. r The resulting video signals from ac-coupled 
r 
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electronics are hypothesized in figure 51-9, along with the average sig-
nal level. As shown in figure 51-9, the signal difference B between 
land and water is indeperldent of the flight line, while the magnitude of 
the voltage representing land A is smaller when the scanner is flown 
over the shoreline than when it is flown over the water. Thus, when the 
scanner is flown off shore, both the land and the water appear warmer in 
the imagery than when the scanner is flown directly over the shoreline. 
The difference in signal betw'een land. and water, however, is the same. 
By similar synthesis of video signals over terrain, it can be shown that 
the tone vf any object in the imagery is affected by the signal from 
other objects within its environment. Figure 51-10 shows imagery gene-
rated with an ac-coupled scanner without dc restoration. It should be 
noted that thermal patterns are clearly evident, but that some of the 
tonal variations (vertical striations) are an artifact of the instru-
ment arising from ac coupling. 
This problem of nonq1.iantitative tones in ac-coupled imaging systems 
can be readily corrected by a technique known as dc restoration. This 
technique requires that the video signal contain a repetitive signal of 
constant level from a source whose position in the video is known. . One 
such signal may be the inside of the scanner housing, provided it can be 
made constant throughout the data-collection mission. Since the relative 
magnitudes of the signals are preserved in an ac-coupled system, if the 
tone of the source known to be constant is maintained constant~ the tones 
of all other objects are quantitative, provided the anrplification gain 
is constant and the sensor is calibrated. The circuttry for dc resto-
ration is well known and is used in tellevision systems. The circuitry 
requires electronically sampling the output level of the known and con~ 
stant signal and adding or subtracting a dc voltage to make the signal 
constant. 
i While dc restoration, or clamping, makes the tone of an object in-
dependent o:f its environment, the tone is quantitative if, and only if, 
the system response (volts out/watts in) is constant and known. If the 
response is constant,which implies fixed detector response and ampli-
fier gains, then the response can be computed from the observation of 
, . . 2.. 
two or more sour·ces of known radiance (watts/em ster). If the response 
is linear, two sources will suffice~ Because the detector resPQPse is 
temperature dependent, frequent calibration is desirable,which leads 
to. a scanner that, carries its own reference and calibration sourc.es .• 
;. Even with these,calibratiions, one ~an only be quantitative with respect 
'to, the apparent ; radiance, the true surface radiance as modified by at- j 
mospheric, absorption and emission. By observing Sources on the ground 
of known radiance, the atmospheric eifects can be determined. Surface 
temperature is then related to the radiance through emissivity and the 
Planck radiation law for blackbodies. The NASA MSa is concerned about 
the lack of dc restoration in i tsscanners, andJ;>lans are underway to 
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correct this deficiency in scanners aboard their aircraft. The dual-
channel scanner under procurement will have calibration sources, as well 
as dc restoration. 
Another source of tonal distortions in IR imagery is from the lim-
ited dynamic range of the display and/or recording medium. The output 
signal from the detector is generally linear with respect to the radia-
tion input over the levels encountered in the thermal mapping of natural 
features. When one is interested in observing thermal details of a par- ;~~ 
ti~ula.r feature, the gain setting for photographic recording is usually , 
adjusted to give optimum contrast of the feature being investigated. 
As an example, figure 51-11 is a stripmap which NASA generated over test 
site 162. The mission was to map the thermal patterns in Lake Michigan. 
With the gain setting properly adjusted to observe this feature the 
thermal features on the land were "washed out." Thus, it is highly im-
portant that the investigator inform the operator as to the purpose of 
his data so that the proper gain setting be made. Had the operator ad-
justed the gain in figure 51-10 to avoicJ• saturation of the land feature, 
the fine thermal detail in the water would be lost. Solutions exist for 
overcoming the limited dynamic range of the recording medium such as 
parallel reeording of the data at different gain levels and automatic 
gain control. The University of Michigan is currently studying this 
prob.:.em with particular emphasis on space applications for which telem-
etry and recording bandwidths are a premium. Preferred methods for 
recording the full dynamic range of the scanner signal will be recom-
mended. 
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Figure 5l-l.- Schematic of multispectral scanner and data processor. 
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Figure 51-5.- Light-green standard reflectance panel. 
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Figure 51-6.- IllUstrative plots of relative signal versus 
scan angle for wheat field; data acquired June 30, 1966, 
09:06 hours. 
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Figure 51-7.- Signal variation as a function of scan angle and direction. 
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Figure 51-8.- Distribution of wheat-field signals data taken June 30, 1966, 
09:06 hours. 
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Figure 51-9.- Typical signal relationships of dwell 
time on land to water changes. 
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Fi e 51- 10 .- Tonal variations arisin from ac cou lin . 
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Figure 51- 11 .- erma1 stripmap with gain set to observe thermal patterns in water . 
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